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ABSTRACT
This study reanalyzes the iaterial froM the excavations and survey of
Eann Macdonald in the Wadi Ghazzeh in 1929-30 which are published in Beth
Pe].et II.
Each site investigated by Macdonald is discussed and analyzed in terMs
of the stratigraphy recorded in
	 t_J:i	 t II and of the Material reMains
gathered through his work that are found in the collections of the Institute
of Archaeology of the University of London, the British MuseuM and the
AshMolean MuseuM.	 Additinal inforiation is provided through consideration
of subsequent work in the region by Messrs. Perrot and Alon.
Four cultural phases are distinguishable - a local ceraMic Neolithic
phase that is found priMarily in Sites B and M, two Beer Sheba-Ghassul
Chalcolithic phases in Sites B, E, 0, M, A, and B and an Early Bronze I phase
in Site H. These phases are defined on the basis of the technological and
typological attributes of the flaked stone and ceraMic asseMblages.
Re-exaMination of the collections revealed a significant nuMber of
Egyptian and Egyptian style flints in Site H as well as the possibility that
some of the pottery is a local iMitation of Egyptian ceraMics.
	 Certain
flaked stone artifacts in Chalcolithic contexts ay also owe their existence
to Egyptian influence.
The analyses are based upon a detailed study of alMost 15,000 flaked
stone and ceraMic artifacts. The typology and technical analysis of the
flaked stone asseMblage, developed with the aid of statistical techniques, is
the first such study conducted on protohistoric Material froM Israel and
should serve as a basic building block for future research.
	 The siMilar
developMent of the typology and technological analysis of the ceraMic
naterial is one of the few tiMes prehistoric lithic analytic techniques have
been adapted to ceraiiic studies.
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PART ONE:
BACKGROUND
-2-
INTRODUCTION
In 1929-30, Eann Macdonald, a OUfl9 eologist, was brought out to Beth
Pelet by Sir Flinders Petrie to uworku a series of sMall settleMents which
had been found during the previous season (Petrie,1932).
	 A total of seven
sites were excavated. As far as is discernible, the excavated Material was
shipped back. to England, to University College, with a sMall selection going
to the British MuseuM, the AshMolean Museuii and the University of Manchester
MuseuM. The final publication,	 , appeared in 1932.
It becane evident over the years, as more and more work was done in the
field, that the original publication was inadequate for Modern studies. It
was therefore decided that the collection should be restudied in conjunction
with aiore recent research in the sane area.
This dissertation aiMs, therefore, to republish the Wadi Ghazzeh
Material in the forMat of a series of site reports, using techniques current
in prehistoric research and basing the analyses on typologies developed
specifically for this proto-historic Material.
The i:,t1 Bzse
This work is based on the collection reMaining froM the excavations of
Macdonald at Beth Pelet (Tell Fara (B)) and on Material subsequently
excavated which was handled by the author. In total, approxiMately 15,000
artifacts were exanined for this report.
The researcher reworking Material froM an old excavation is faced with
several probleMs. PriMary among these is a judgeMent as to the reliability
and coMpleteness of the reMains to be studied. 	 A pyraMid succinctly
expresses the stages which Must be considered.
The Collection
Natural Attrition
ShipMent to HoMe Base
The Division of the Finds
The Methods	 of Collection
The	 Techniques of
	 Excavation
The	 Total	 Cultural	 ReMains
The ideal state would be a rectangle whose base line equals its top line.
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The details taken into the consideration of the Macdonald ateria]. are
as follows:
1) The total cultural resains cosprise the universe of saterial reMains
obtainable through excavation. 	 The excavation techniques of Macdonald are
unknown, not being recorded in any of the written Material investigated.
However, certain assuMptions can be Made. The fact that two of the sites
Macdonald excavated have been re-excavated	 (without results differing
radically froM his) iMplies that he did not strip the sites (and did not siss
Much). He was able to publish top plans and sections and discuss finds by
1
provenance, which indicates he dug stratigraphically.
If it is doubtful that sieving was used, the "baksheesh systes" was, and
sees to have been effective, judging by the large quantity of sMall
artifacts and fragMents thereof existing in the collection. Therefore, it is
concluded that he at least found a representative saMple of what existed to
be found.
2) The Mandate period file on Tell Fara (S) contains a list dividing the
finds between the expedition and the Departsent of Antiquities. The absence
of such a list for the Hneo lithic" sites vs. the presence of the list for
the tell Material suggests that all the saterial was left with the
excavators. In addition, if any Material was left in Israel, it is unknown
to Israeli archaeologists who specialize in the Chalcolithic and EBI periods.
Therefore, it is assuMed that there was no division of' the Material and the
expedition was free to ship as Much of it as desired to England.
3) Material excavated by Petrie becase the property of the Petrie MuseuM,
University College. When the collections outgrew the available space, the
Institute of Archaeology received the Palestinian Material (as well as a type
series that had already been preserved there - Petrie, 1952). The Petrie
MuseuM also has a collection of Petrie's papers. A search through these
1)Observations on the stratigraphy are discussed in the site reports.
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revealed no distribution of the lneolithicu Material although there is
extensive correspondence on the dispersal of material from his various tell
excavations.	 It is therefore assumed that once the Material reached the
museum, it was kept intact (except as noted below).
4) Material from the Macdonald excavations was studied in three locations -
the Institute of Archaeology, the Ashmolean Museum and the British Museum.
The Institute of Archaeology obtained its material as explained above.
	 The
Ashmolean Museum, according to the registration lists and numbers on the
artifacts, obtained its collection in two segments - from a primary division
in 1930 and from a permanent loan from the Institute of Archaeology in 1964.
The British Museum artifacts also have two sets of registration numbers -
1882 and 1930.	 Its material is lithic only.
	 The few sherds in the
University of Mancehster Museum were not investigated, but were probably also
acquired in 1930.	 It is assumed that at least the greatest part of the
original excavation material was located.
5) The natural attrition that can result in a collection over the course of
fifty years can only be guessed at through comparison with the published
report and registration lists. Comparisons of the collection and the report
are made in the following text when appropriate.
	 Unfortunately, the
material, although registered 	 twice, was never completely registered.
However, what was registered was found.
The second problem confronting the researcher is in judging how far the
information provided by an old excavation can be taken.
Although it is believed that the	 body	 of material studied is
representative, in absolute terms, of what Macdanald excavated and what was
there to be found, caution should be exercised in relative terms.
	 In some
sites, the number of artifacts is small enough that the difference of only a
few pieces can cause significant changes in the frequency of occurrence
(percents). 2
2)The change in analysis which can result from increasing the sample size is
amply illustrated by Doran and Hodson (1975, figure 5.14).
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Fortunately, a check on the Macdonald excavations is provided by the
more recent excavations of two of the sites.	 Although the quantites of
Material found change, the over-all picture of each site does not. 	 A
detailed coMparison of three excavations of one site is presented in Site A.
The saterial reMains froM 	 the Macdonald excavations seeM to be
internally consistent, i.e. the defects are consistent within the collection.
Since Much of the work in this dissertation is descriptive rather than
coMparative, the relative nuMbers ay not be of paraMount iMportance.
CoMparisons within the Wadi Ghazzeh are reserved for the suary and
synthesis at the end, where total asseMblages are dealt with, rather than
individual iteMs (i.e. artifact classes instead of types and sites instead of
loci) as the quantities of any of the finds, when divided into sMaller units,
becone ridiculously snail. 	 At the sane tiMe, the presence of Ofli	 one
exaMple of an artifact which ay be a type fossil Must be noted.
MeftIado1o3
The third probleM concerns the Method of dealing with the Material.
Attributes were studied in an atteMpt, initially, to describe the artifacts
and ultinately, to define the asseMblages and the sites.
As the first step,	 the	 Macdonald Material, approximately 3,000
artifacts, was used as the data base for the construction of a descriptive
typology of the finds froM a proto-historic source.3
MeasureMents were taken on every artifact in 	 the	 Institute of
Archaeology and AshMolean MuseuM collections and alMost every artifact in the
British MuseuM. When MeasureMents were not Made, artifact counts were kept.4
The Measuretients made on the flaked stone tools record their size -
length, width, thickness, angles; Method of Manufacture - blank forM,
probable type of haMMer (hard or soft); tool forMing retouch - type,
3)It nust be noted that the Material being dealt with here is not a saMple;
it is the total population of available Wadi Ghazzeh finds.
4)This applies especially to the Alon and Perrot Material.
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location, continuity, qulity; and attribution to a tool class and type.
MeasureMents on blanks and cores are siMilar, recording size, relevant
itanufacturing techniques and type.
SiMilar observations were Made Ofl the ceraMic Material, with eMphasis on
the technology - ware, Method of Manufacture; surface treatMent; size; and
attribution to a class and type.
A fresh, one square centiMeter section was cut on every sherd in the
Institute of Archaeology collection. Each section was viewed through a xlO
itagnifying lens. The observations noted in Appendix 2 were then Made.
Thirty sherds, representative of the various ware and type coMbinations were
thin-sectioned and analyzed as a check on the observations. The thin-section
readings confirMed the ware distributions arrived at in the original
analysis. The results are explicitly stated in the final chapter.
The specific variables and attribute states investigated for both groups
of artifacts are presented in the respective appendices, along with saMple
recording sheets, and explanations of terMs.
Pc1cc	 t t1: I1c
Typologies are created by the archaeologist to enable hiM to deal with
the usually Massive aMount of Material he handles.	 The archaeologist's
artifact type is the result of his understanding of the Mental teMplate
(Deetz, p.45) of the artifact's creator. It is arrived at by observing
certain variables on Many artifacts being constantly repeated. It is
possible that no single artifact will fit the exact conceptualization of the
hutypeu, the ' 1 type" being a perfect ideal around which the assigned artifacts
cluster.
II E14	 t.gi Ic4
Little work has been done on Chalcolithic flints. Individuals have
reported on the flint finds at various sites, but little has been done in an
5)As Neuville and Mahan at Teleilat Ghassul (16 I and II), Crowfoot (1935,
1937) at Jericho, Macdonald (BP II) at Tell Fara (S), Yeivin (1959) at Horvat
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attespt to construct a structured typology or use a coon terMinology, as
has becoMe	 the	 norm	 in prehistoric research with the work of de
Sonneville-Bordes and Perrot (1954-56), Tixier (1963), Bar Yosef (1970),
Azoury	 (1971) and Henry (1973).	 The typologies developed by these
prehistorians cannot be used as they are, as they were created in response to
specific geographical and teMporal conditions. Uhat can be applied to this
work, however, is the general scheMe, Method and terMinology presented.
The scheMe, of developin9 a typology, applying this typology to a
collection of tools, and applying the results to intra- and inter-site
coMparisons; and qualifying these coMparisons with technological indices, is
followed here.
The Method, of constructing a typology which is basically descriptive
and Morphological, being based upon repeated occurrences of specific types of
retouch on specific areas of specific blank types, is followed here. The
class and type designations used here coincide with many of those used by the
prehistorians, given the Method. Functional naMes, such as "scraper" and
knife" are taken as a convenience froM the prehistorians to describe the
conjunction of certain attribute states, but do not necessarily iMply
function, unless such function is indicated by other factors, as on "sickles"
and drills. However, the name applied to any tool is a response to the
factors present in this proto-historic asseMblage and iMplies no relationship
with unrelated asseMblages described by the sane type naMes. 	 By assigning
COMMOnly used descriptive labels to the tools and providing technological
inforMation, it is hoped that inter-site coMparisons in the periods under
study will becoMe easier.
The terMinology used here, especially in regard to the technological
analyses, is that which is priMarily presented by Tixier (1963) and Brezillon
(1971).	 By using this terMinology, which has becoMe fairly standard in
Beter, Duckworth (1976) at Jawa and Schick (1978) at Arad.
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prehistory, it is hoped that the descriptions of a flaked stone industry will
becoMe nore easily understandable.
Attribute analysis was used here as the basic approach towards forPlln9
types based on torpho1oy and technolo9y. 	 Repeated occurrences of specific
attribute states led to the identification of a type. However, it ws found
that a type list enconpassing every Morpholo9ical and technological feature
that occurs more than once yielded a type list of over two hundred types; an
aMount that is unjustified by the quantity of ,iaterial and is isipossible to
6
use.	 Instead, a siMplified type list, with the tools divided into Major
classes containin9 types, with technolo9ical variables bein9 presented in the
fort, of descriptive indices, or "stylistics	 was used.	 This type list is
presented in Appendix 1.
This decision was validated by statistical techniques which were
employed to test the desi9nated types. 	 Certain tests - factor analysis,
cluster analysis and Guttan's HSA - were utilized in attempts to produce a
typoloy. (Descriptive variables only were used; the type designations were
oitted from these tests). The results produced by all three tests indicate
that the underlyin9 structure is one of size and shape, with the finer
technolo9ical variables that are important to the archaeologist bein9
virtually i9nored. One additional test, discriinant analysis, was used to
test the findin9s fro the other direction - that is, an attempt was made to
validate the type list itself. This procedure produced results equivalent to
the other tests - Major tool classes are valid statistically, but confusion
occurs between types that are virtually the sane size and shape but are
clearly different to the archaeolo9ist on technological grounds (the Major
confusion occurrjn9 between trian9ular borers and trian9ular sickle blade
se9t%ents).
The type series is built up throu9h the tiediu of the site reports.
) The work by Azoury and Hodson (1973) yielded siMilar results - that a
sinplified type list is at least as effective in analyses as a complex one.
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Ib ctc' Tic
The developsent of a ceraMic typology was less coMplex as Much work has
been done on the pottery of the periods represented in the Uadi Ghazzeh. The
typology used here draws heavily on those constructed by de Contenson (1956),
Bothan (1959), Lee (1973), Elliott (1974), Schaub (1973) and Balfet's (1962)
technological study. AdjustMents in the typologies were necessary for use on
the Wadi Ghazzeh Material to take into account the fact that this collection
is coMposed alMost entirely of sherds, whereas the published typologies are
largely based on coMplete vessels.
Vessel classes and types were taken froM the above-Mentioned type lists
as seeMed applicable to the Uadi Ghazzeh Material. Attribute analysis was
applied to further define the types, with eMphasis on the technological
fedture of' the pottery, especially ware analysis, and to develop a picture
of the cultures of the area, as discussed in the final chapter.
uLjiyj:it
In suMMary, there are three aims to this work:
1 )to develop a typological list and technological description specific
to the proto-historic period,
2)to	 republish	 the	 Material	 froM the	 Macdonald	 excavations,
incorporating (1), and
3)to provide a data reference for future work.
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THE UADI GHAllEH
The Wadi Ghazzeh (Nahal Besor) is a seasonal streaM which forMs the Main
drainage artery of the Beersheba Basin (nap 1), in which all the wadis flow
directly or indirectly into the Nahal Besor. 	 The wadi runs west froM Har
HaluqiM in the Judean Hills to the Mediterranean Sea south of Gaza. 	 Two
iMportant tributaries are Nahal Beersheba and Nahal Gerar.
The flat country surface of the Western Negev in the area of Tell Fara
CS) is located appraxinately 100 teters above sea level. The landscape is cut
down to 80 ieters above sea level by the Besor channel.	 A nineteen Meter
layer of easily eroded sediMent (bess)
	
a sequence of gravels, sands and
silts which also contains bands of clay, sand, calcareous concretions,
gravels, etc. 
2_ 
overlies the ancient topography of Eacene liMestones and
fossil dunes and gravel deposits (Gardner 1976 and 1977).
The area studied is in the seMi-arid region, lying between the 200 and
300	 . isohyets. Rain is restricted to the winter Months, when run-off
gullies feed Into the wadi and carve out extensive paths in the country
surface, creating badlands.
Being in the desert fringe zone, the area is subject to variations in
teMperature and rainfall froM year to year.
	 Average daily teMperature,
studied over a three year period, was found to range froM a MiniMuM
teMperature of 6 degrees C in January to a 20 degree C MiniMuM in August
(Bitan-Buttenweiser, 196?).
This area of the Negev is one of its Most fertile regions. Today, over
three hundred species of plants can be found (Price WilliaMs, 1975). Much of
the region is under cultivation, with wheat and barley rown as winter crops.
In 1946, before the current developMent of the Negev, the area was
1)For controversy over the definition of this sediMent as hIloessu and mare
detailed inforMation on the sediMents, see Gardner, 1976 and 1977, Bruins 1976
and Uieder 1977.
2)the natural sorting of the sediMents (Gardner, 1977, figure 4) is iMportant
in relation to the ease of acquisition of raw Materials used by the
inhabitants of the sites.
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inhabited by Bednuin. It was the most densely inhabited re9ion in the Neev,
with 12.79 tents and houses per square kiloieter as opposed to 2.72 near
Beersheba (uhsan, 1966).
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Map 1. Map of the Beersheba Draina . e Basin. After Gardner, 1977, figure 1.
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History of Archaeolo•3ical Work in the Uadi Ghazzeh/Hahal Besor
The Wadi Ghazzeh first appeared in published archaeolo9ical literature
with the excavations of Sir Flinders Petrie at Beth Pelet (BP I). Durin9 the
course of the excavations, evidence of prehistoric settleMents appeared.
3
Petrie's diary for 13th February, 1929 records:
"The great developMent here is in We have Many hundred
paleolithic froM the wady bed, and as there is no detail of site - being
washed down - we buy up all we can at 1/4 or 1/2 d. each. Boys and en rake
all the bed for 6 to B Miles both ways. Then any sites of settleMent have
cone to light, and we refuse to pay for any flints froM such, in order to keep
theM for our work, but give 2/s for showing a site. These sites are Mostly
about First Dynasty tiMe and before and have Much 	 tter' fragnents. All that
wants careful working, which Must wait till next year...
Fron one day's dig with 3 or 4 nen, we got out 150 pygny flints with
pottery and so fix the dating of then. It is a better field for flints than
any in Egypt."
The subsequent excavations of seven sites were conducted by Eann
Macdonald in 1929-30. The report, EjI	 , appeared in 1932.
In 1960-61, following the discoveries at Abu Matar, Bir es-Safadi, and
Horvat Beter, Jean Perrot, on behalf of the Mission Archeologique Francaise en
Israel and the Departnent of Antiquities and Museuns decided to re-excavate.
two of the Wadi Ghazzeh (Nahal Besor) sites, Zuwuwein (6isenent 6) and an
unnaned site (Gisesient 3), in order to provide new results for the study of
the relationship between the Besor and Beer Sheba areas (Perrot, 1962).
In 1977, David Alori of the Israel Departnent of Antiquities, re-excavated
two of Macdonald's sites - Site A (Sawawin) and Site D - in an attenpt to
clarify the local Besor stratigraphy (Alon, 197? and personal connunication).
In 1976, The Departnent of Antiquities and the University of Tel Aviv,
under the Direction of Dr. R. Gophna, conducted a rescue excavation at Site H
(Gophna 1976a and b).
The region has been intensively surveyed for archaeological sites: Alon
(Alon and Levy, 1981), fron the early 1950's; Anati (1962), fron 1952-55;
Burian and Friednan (personal coMMunication), in the 1970's; and the British
Western Negev Expedition (Price Willians, 1973, 1976), also in the 1970's. The
3)Courtesy of the Petrie Museun, University College, London.
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last survey ws both environertl rind rchieo1ogical.
5ever1 environMental surveys have also been conducted in the area.
Gardner (Petrie, 1952) traversed the Wadi Ghazzeh in the 1930's. Picard and
Saloonica (1936) studied the geological forMations. R. Gardner (1976, 1977)
investigated	 the	 geotiorphology of the area around Tell	 Fara	 (S).
Bitan-Buttenweiser conducted a topo-cliMatic study of the Besor region.
Bruins (1976) and Weider (1977) analyzed the Plorthern Negev bess.
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PART TWO:
THE SITES
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PreliMinary Notes
The Material reMains found by Eann Macdonald during his work in the Tell
Fara CS) area in 1929-1930 which are currently in the collections of the
Institute of Archaeology, London, the AshMolean MuseuM, Oxford and the
British MuseuM, London provide the foundation for this study and are
described in the following pages. This Material consists of excavated and
surface finds froM sites El, E, 0, 1, A, B, and H and surface Material only
froM twenty sites.
The only written Material available to suppleMent the naterial renains
is that published by Eann Macdonald in Beth Pelet II and the Markings on the
artifacts thenselves.	 The publication consists of site	 reports and
illustrations for the excavated sites naned above and surface sites F, K, L,
and P only.	 Where there is a conflict in the provenance of an artifact -
i.e. an artifact is published as coMing froM one site but is Marked as
originating elsewhere, the location indicated on the artifact is used.
In general, each excavated site is treated in the sane nanner, with
variations as dictated by	 the Material itself:	 Excavation history;
stratigraphy as deternined fron Beth Pelet I!; architecture; descriptions of
flaked stone and ceraMic as5enblages, snail finds and econonic evidence; and
sunnary. Consideration of the work of Perrot, Alon, Gophna, and the British
Western Negev Expedition is included where relevant.
The sites are presented in the order Most suitable for developing a
flaked stone and/or ceranic typology.
All illustrations included in this report are referred to as HfiguresN
to distinguish then fran the illustrations in 	 Ee!
	
, where they are
labelled as lplatesu. References are Made to both.
Tables describing artifacts found in the Institute of Archaeology and
Ashnolean Museun collections only are included in each site report whereas
site totals also include counts of artifacts found in the British Museun.
Material found in the Alon and Perrot collections are referred to, for the
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Most part, by counts and generalities only, as requested by the excavators.
It Must be kept in Mind that any particular descriptive variable or
attribute is counted only when applicable, so that totals in different tables
May not always Match.	 For exaMple, out of twenty-five bowls in an inventory
list, only twenty Might have Measurable diaMeters. 	 Therefore, only those
twenty will be included in a sean ceraMic MeasureMent table. 	 Out of forty
sickle blade segMents appearing in an inventory list, only twenty ay be
coMplete, so that only the latter will contribute to length or length:width
MeasureMents, whereas the total nuMber will be included in other tables.
As a rule, descriptive tables record inforMation in percentages.
However, when less than five iteMs are described, the actual count is given
(in parentheses).	 In tables in which figures are given as percentages,
totals ay equal 99 or IOU due to roui'dirig.
In the text, when a list of attributes is given, the attributes are
cited in descending order of frequency - froM the attribute occurring Most
often to that occurring least often.
Map 2. Copy of E. zicdonald's original ap locating the excavated and
surveyed sites recorded in SPII. Scale indicated on the oi'i qinal as
uprobably 1:50,000". Courtesy of the Israel DepartMent of Antiquities and
MuseuMs.
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SITE A
Site A is located on the west bank of the Wadi Ghazzeh south of Tell
Fara at ap coordinates 101 075 (Israel DepartMent of Antiquities, p.203).
Site A, or SulManieh, was first excavated by Eann Macdonald in 1929-30. It
was re-excavated by Jean Perrot in 1960-61 and by David Alon in 1975. The
two latter excavators, as well as the Mandate period records refer to the
site as	 99) (transliterated	 respectively	 as Zuwuwein, Sawawin and
Suweiwin). All three excavations uncovered large aMounts of lithic evidence
- debitage, including blanks, cores and debris, and tools - finished and
unfinished, used and unused - whence the Arabic naMe, ieanin9 "flints".
Macdonald's	 :' P1e.	 is the only published report containing
stratigraptiic evidence.	 He reports that the floor of Site A is located on
the scarpland, at 1'6" below the surface.	 Located at this floor level are
pits, holes, hearths, groups of stones sotietiMes bordered by uprights and a
stone Mortar. Two burials are found 6" above this level. Three floors are
identified, each having its own pits. (In Macdonald's terMinology, a "floor"
seems to be a distinct Major activity area, or locus).
	
At least seven
sMaller floors, loci with evidence of lithic activity, were located, all at
the sane depth. These include four flint floors - one with fan scrapers and
long flakes; one long flake factory; a tabular flint floor; and a duMp of
hoes (BP II, plate VIII). The stratigraphy shown in the section (BP II,
plate XI) is of an areally extended settleMent at one level. He interprets
the site as being a tent site.
The excavations of both Perrot (1962, p.389 and personal observation)
and Alon (personal observation) confirM the existence of a living floor at
the sane half Meter depth. 1
 Neither of the excavations produced structures,
although the F'errot top plan shows clusters of stones that ay be hearth
areas. Analysis of both excavations supports the Macdonald finding that what
stratification there is is horizontal rather than vertical.
The Macdonald Material is Marked 0"-9", 9"-1'6", "first floor above
1)Messrs. Perrot and Alan kindly Made the unpublished Material froM their
excavations available for study to this author. Any analyses presented here
th	 author's own and do not necessarily reflect the views of the
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Huts", "third floor V2SI_fl "factory site layer 1, 2, or 3", "Middle 29",
"BottoM", "Neolithic hearth east", by assorted pit and hearth nuMbers and by
nuMbers referring to the loci Mentioned above, as "A172x26" refers to the
duMp of 26 hoes, with ASite A; 72the registration nutit'er for the locus
Marked on the top plan; and 26the quantity of artifacts.
Thc F'Cd stxme	 2
The flaked stone industry is highly skilled, having five distinctive
fields of specialization.	 Each has its own production Methods and end
products.
The first is a blade industry with an end product of retouched and
truncated blades and sickle blade segMents.	 The second is a bladelet
industry, producing retouched and truncated bladelets and bla 'ielets for
utilization. The third is a flake industry, yielding scrapers and various
retouched flake tools. The fourth is a tabular flint industry, creating fan
scrapers. Finally, there is a bifacial industry, Making core tools, chopping
tools and picks.
Table A.1. Frequency of Tools by Major Fields of Specialization
11	 1Q'2
Blade	 263	 23
Bladelet	 92	 8 3 31
Flake	 130	 11')
Tabular Flint	 77	 7 J	 18
Bifacial	 410	 36
Mixed	 172	 15
The Tools
AlMost one-third of the tools in Site A are forMed by secondary retouch
of blade or bladelet blanks.	 These are classified on the basis of
coMbinations of blank forM and retouch type and location, and rarely by wear
2)Although all the Material studied contributed to the following discussion,
only the Macdonald Material is docuMented in tables presenting anything other
than tool counts, as per the wishes of the excavators. The typology itself,
based on the alMost 2,000 tools in the Macdonald collection, had already been
developed before the additional Material was Made available for study. Tool
counts/excavation are presented in the coMparison of the three excavations.
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iarks, into major tool classses. These are further refined on the basis of
specific retouch attributes into types.
Scatterras plottin9 lenth and width of retouched blades in the Uadi
Ghazzeh (fi9ure 3) indicate that the width liMit between retouched blades and
bladelets falls at 12	 . Backed blades, however, have a MiflIMUM width of
9MM. In Site A, bladelets with fine or Mar9inul retouch have virtually the
sane width as unretouched bladelets (8.6 vs. 8.8 VIM. respectively). The
MiniMuM blade len9th is 36 MM. The MaxiMuM bladelet length is 70 th.
Re*.icI-J B].des (11
	 1% of total Site A)3
Blade blanks with secondary retouch on one or both lateral ed3es, and
rarely at the distal extreMity, forM the class of retouched blades. 	 Of the
twelve blades, five have unilateral discontinuous retouch, three have
bilateral discontinuous retouch, three have unilateral continuous retouch and
one has fine distal as well as bilateral retouch. There are no backed
blades. The retouch is usually parallel, direct and abrupt. More than one
retouch type ay occur on a tool. When discontinuous, the retouch is usually
located in the Mesial or proxiMal section of the ed9e. 	 Edges are
More-or-less parallel. Sections are trapezoidal or triangular.
Two blades are Made on tabular flint. Although broken, they appear to
be longer than those Made on wadi gravel, having preserved lengths of 53 and
60 MM.	 (CoMplete tools of any class on tabular flint blades have a Mean
length of 120 MM. whereas wadi gravel blades have an average length of 60
MM.)
Itct'J	 (45; 4% of total Site A)
A truncated blade is a blade which has retouch at one or both
extreMities of the tool, which drastically Modifies that end.
The truncation retouch is usually located at the distal end of the
blank. It is proxiMally located on one tool.
	 Two tools have partial
3P'Total" is based on the su of the Macdonald, Alon and Perrot tool counts.
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truncations.	 Thirteen tools have double truncations. The truncations are
forMed by direct abrupt retouch which is either parallel or convergent.
Butts, when they exist, are linear or punctiforM. Most of the truncated
blades in Site A are of wadi gravel, with trapezoidal sections and fairly
parallel edges. Two are on tabular flint.
A further sub-classification is developed on the basis of the existence
of retouch other than truncation. The truncation 	 ay be the only retouch
present or there ay be additional unilateral or bilateral retouch. 	 This
retouch is always different froM the truncation retouch. The lateral retouch
is usually direct and fine, although parallel, scalar and notching retouch
also occur, as well as backing- norMal abrupt or bipolar.
Most double truncations are backed.	 Their diMensions are larger than
those usually attributed to sickle blade segents although the possibility
that they are unused or as yet undenticulated sickle segMents cannot be ruled
out.
Lengths range froM 37 to 109 MM.
Natd-ied nd Denticuithd B1pks (11; IX of total Site A)
Eight blades have a single notch. Of these, two are backed with the
notch on the opposite edge. Three have the single notch as the only retouch.
The notch appears in either the Mesial or proxiMal section of the edge.
Four blades are bilaterally notched in the proxiMal section so as to be
tanged.	 (These are in the Mon collection and are not illustrated. 	 A
siMilar tool is published in Anati et al, 1973, plate XVII:top row, Middle).
There are two denticulated blades that are not sickle blade segMents.
All are on wadi gravel.
LJtfli;c'i B].des (69; 6X of total Site A)
Two-thirds of the utilized blades have wear Marks OD both edges. The
wear ranges froM light to heavy. 	 The blades range up to 82	 . in length.
These blades are Mostly of wadi gravel, although some utilized tabular flint
blades occur, as well as seMi-translucent flint. The few blade butts that
Tr ii nc ate d
Blade
(10)
I OOZ
70
10
20
(12)
1007.
67
8
1?
8
100%
100
1 00%
B
17
42
25
(7)
100%
29
71
(12)
1007.
67
25
8
100
100%
18
64
9
9
100%
100
Retouched
Hi del et
(2)
2
(2)
2
(11)
1 ooz
91
9
(12)
100%
42
8
33
17
50
50
100%
87
13
100%
75
25
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Table A.2 . Selected Blade and Bladelet Tool Stylistics.
(Macdonald Tools Only).
Retouched
Blade
(be 1)	 (1)
POSITION OF TRUNCATION!
E,fI hETOUCH
distal
proxiMal	 -
double	 -
(base 2)	 (1)
RETOUtHEIJ EXTELTY SHAPE1
convex	 -
concave	 -
straight	 1
oblique	 -
EXTREMITY RETOUCH
DIRECTION	 1
direct	 1
inverse	 -
EXTREMITY RETOUCH TYPE	 1
fine	 1
convergent	 -
parallel	 -
irregular	 -
(:ise 3)	 (8)
LATERAL RETOUCH
LOCAT1O	 100Z
right	 25
left	 25
bilateral	 50
(base 4)	 (12)
LATERAL RETOUCH
CUNIIr1U1TY	 bOX
continuous	 38
discontinuous	 B
distal	 23
iesial	 23
proxiMal	 B
LATERAL RETOUCH ANbLE	 l00
abrupt	 75
seiii-zibrupt	 13
non-abrupt	 12
LATERAL RETOUCH TYPE	 100%
fine	 6'
parallel	 20
bipolzr	 7
scalar	 -
LATERAL RE (OUCH
DIRECTION	 100X
direct	 92
inverse	 8
alternating	 -
alternate	 -
T run c zt eu
Bladelet
(39)
100%
94
2
4
(39)
100%
'C
10
20
15
100.
98
100%
18
68
10
(39)
I 00%
73
2
25
(49)
100$
45
7
25
11
11
luOX
98
2
100%
66
34
100%
94
2
Base lnuMber of tools with retouch at one or both extremities. Ba r e 2=iunb'
of e.<tremities uith reto ch. Base 3number of tools with lateral retouch.
Base 4number of edges with retouch.
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are preserved are punctiforM.
(125; 11 X of total Site A)
This category of blank type is iMportant nore for its presence than its
nuMerical quantities. In the literature on Ghassulian sites, this group is
reported as "Microliths" which occur in packets with their cores. They are
always Made on a fine grained flint (16 II, pp.104-105). Ideas as to their
use have not been expressed.
In Site A, they were found in all three excavations, not in sMall
groups, but as a Major coMponent of the lithic activity at the site. The'
are found in knapping areas with the full repertoire of production Materials-
cores, priMary eleMents, rejuvenation eleients, chunks, chips, blanks and
tools.	 They are also found throughout the site, in non-knapping areas.
Ninety-nine percent are of	 fine grained flint that when kr.apped produces a
grey or brown seMi-translucent flake. 	 The flint is not locally available.
(At first it was thought the flint Mi9ht have been heat treated due to its
fineness and glossiness, but this has been discounted by scientists (personal
coMMunication, Drs. Seeley and Goldberg) ).
Only close exaMination distinguishes the tools froM the blanks as the
retouch is very fine and often Must be distinguished froM core retouch or
retouch which is the result of the blade reMoval process (NewcoMer,1976).
The retouched blades are distinguished by their sMall size and the raw
Material froM which they are Made. 	 Three tool types can be discerned:
retouched, truncated and utilized bladelets. They will be discussed together
because the unity of the technology producing theM Makes it questionable, in
this instance, as to whether typological divisions have any relation to the
Mental teMplate of the knapper, who ay siMply have wanted a bladelet of a
certain size and placed some retouch here or there to obtain it or to
strengthen an edge, or whether the types are siMply a convenience.
The bladelets are usually nightly curved in profile.
	 They have
trapezoidal or triangular sections. Bulbs of percussion are sMall, if
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existing at all. Undulations do not appear on the ventral surface. The butt
is always punctiforn, sMooth, never lipped and alMost always axial. The
proxiMal end shows that the striking platforn was carefully prepared before
the blank was detached. The rounded proxiMal ends of the reMoval scars on
the bladelet cares correspond to the bases of these bladelets.
	 The
accidental	 distal	 retouch,	 in	 conjunction with some of the above
observations, iMplies pressure reMoval.
Tool foriiing retouch is usually placed at, or adjacent to, the distal
extrenity of the tool.	 Frequently additional lateral retouch extends
two-thirds down the length of the tool or ay back the entire edge.
	 Less
often, the retouch is placed on the Mesial or proxiiial section of the edge as
though to strengthen it.	 The retouch is always direct, very fine and
parallel. It does not, however, Modify the outline of the tool as it removes
very little of the edge. Tools with distal retouch and no lateral retouch
are very rare although tools with lateral retouch and no distal retouch are
CQMMOfl.
The distal retouch is always direct. There are two types of distal
retouch - non-abrupt retouch that does not Modify the tip of the tool and
abrupt retouch that drastically Modifies the outline of the tip.
	 Therefore,
for convenience and froM typological considerations , a distinction is Made
here.	 The forMer retouch is considered a type of retouch that appears on
retouched bladelets (and blades).
	 The latter is considered as truncation
retouch and is the deter.tining factor in assigning tools to the class of
truncated bladelets (or blades). The two types of retouch are so different
and the effect on the tools' shapes so Marked, it is felt it is necessary to
distinguish theM by assigning theM to two different types.
Uhen truncated, the truncation	 ay be straight, concave or convex. The
truncation is always abrupt and direct, forMed either by parallel regular
retouch or very irregular retouch which is siMilar to that found on sickle
blade segMent truncations. It totally changes the outline of the distal end
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of the tool. Lateral retouch	 ay or	 ay not exist, as in the retouched
blades. The proxiMal end is never truncated.
The utilized bladelets have wear on one or both edges.
	 The wear is
found Most often in the ,iesial or distal sections of the edges of the tool.
The bladelets present a specialized Manulacturin'3 process. The desired
tool seems to be a blade of certain diMensions, which iiay be retouched,
truncated or used as it cane froM the core. Although alMost all the debitage
found in the knapping areas is of flakes and chips, alMost all the tools, as
defined by the presence of retouch or wear, are on bladelets.
Although knapping areas exclusive to these tools (and cores) were not
found - they are always Mixed jfl with wadi gravel debitage - the Majority of'
the Material cones froM two main knapping areas in the Macdonald excavations
- Middle 29 and the factory - and localized tendencies are discernible in the
Alon excavations.
içi	 1ie	 eij	 (109; lox of total Site A)
Sickle blade segMents present a special category of classification.
Technically, they could be assigned to various blade classes
	 backed,
retouched, truncated, denticulated. However, in this case, the presence of
sickle sheen is considered sore iMportant than the Morphological features.
These features are used to deterMine the types of sickle blade segMents.
Two basic attributes define this class of tool.
	 The first is the
presence of sickle sheen, which is located, at the very least, on both faces
of one edge and often on one or both extreMities of the segMent at the
intersection of the work edge and the extreMity.
	 The second is the
standardization of the pieces, which are alMost always rectangular, less
often triangular. The segMents are Made OR blades with More-or-less parallel
straight edges and triangular or trapezoidal sections. The length is adjusted
4
through the use of truncation by retouch or deliberate breakage which
4)Breakage is defined as a deliberate Method of truncation ,
 by the presence of
sickle sheen over the break; the presence of a notch below the break; or the
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produces ends that lie perpendicular or oblique to the axis of the tool,
thereby yielding a rectangular segment.
	 Triangular segments are heavily
backed and truncated at one end, the other end often being the unretouched
butt of the blade which forms the apex of the triangle.
From the above observations, it becomes clear that the segments were
hatted length-wise, end-to-end, in their holder. The presence of the sickle
sheen on the corners and the occasional accidental burin on the edge of a
segment suggest that the segments were not placed as tightly as possible in
the haft. Unfortunately, neither adhesives nor hafts are preserved in any of
the Uadi Ghazzeh material under discussion.
c
Backed sickle blade segments account for over half of all the sickle
blade segments in Site A. They are rectangular, with an average length:width
ratio of 3.4. Sections are trapezoidal. 	 Ends are truncated - usually with
retouch, less often by deliberate breakage. 	 One segment has an unNodified
end preserving its butt. Truncations (both types) are almost always straight
and perpendicular to the axis of the tool. The abrupt truncation retouch is
almost always direct.	 Backing may occur impartially on the right or left
edge of the tool. The backing retouch is almost always direct normal abrupt
although bipolar retouch is also found. 	 There is one case of alternating
retouch.	 The backed edge is convex or almost straight.	 Part of the
definition of this type is that there is no denticulation.
c''	 tcyit	 çI	 Bik
Backed and denticulated sickle blade segments account for almost
one-third of the sickle blade segments.	 Most are rectangular, with a
length:width ratio of 3.5.	 Four segments are triangular, preserving their
presence of a negative or positive bulb of percussion on the break. The
lengths of segments with one or two deliberate breaks is comparable to those
of segments truncated by retouch and is different from those of segments that
are simply broken. Similar observations on truncation have been made at
Byblos (Cauvin, p.129).
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butts and heavily backed. Although sore ends are truncated by retouch than
breakage, a such higher percent of ends are broken than in the backed only
segments. The major end shape is straight, with many sore of the ends lying
oblique to the axis of the tool than in the former category. Truncation
retouch is always abrupt and usually direct. There is an equal chance that
the right or left edge is backed. The backing retouch is always direct and
normal abrupt or bipolar. 	 The backed edge is sore often convex than
straight. Denticulation ranges between coarse (3.5 teeth/cs.) and fine (8.5
teeth per cm.) with the average S teeth/cs.
itii	 1i.'i
Bilaterally backed sickle blade segments account for only 9X of the
sickle blade segments in Site A. They are longer and wider than the other
types. The length:width rzztio is 3.1.	 The number of tools is really too
small to generalize a type although certain characterisics dominate. 	 The
segments are rectangular. Ends are truncated by retouch or breakage. Ends
are straight, perpendicular to the axis of the tool. Retouch is usually
direct, although bifacial retouch appears. The work edge is defined by the
presence of sickle sheen and say either be on the right or left edge of the
tool. The above characteristics are common to the sickle segment class. The
distinguishing characteristic of this group is the presence of non-backing
retouch on the edge opposite the work edge. 	 This retouch ay be parallel,
bifacial or bipolar, but is not abrupt. The non-work edge is convex or
straight.
Unretouched (5), unilaterally retouched (2), inversely retouched (1) and
bilaterally denticulated (1) sickle blade segments are found in too small
quantities to allow analyses. All are defineable on the basis of sickle sheen
presence and retouch characteristics.
There seems to be no relationiip between provenance and type in any of
the excavations.
Ei (25; 7% of total Site A) and trers (53; 5% of total Site A)
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Table A.3. Sickle Blade Seent Stylistics
(Macdonald Excavation Only)
Backed	 Backed and
	 Retouch	 Retouch
Denticulated One Edge
	 Two Edges
(base 1)
	 (30)	 (51)	 (4)	 (11)
TYPE OF TRUNCATION	 100%	 100%	 4	 100%
break	 10	 26	 1	 30
retouched	 87	 65	 2	 70
none-natural	 3	 9	 1	 10
TRUNCATION/END SHAPE
	
100%	 100%	 4	 100%
straight	 62	 73	 2	 64
concave	 17	 10	 1	 -
convex	 21	 13	 1	 18
painted	 -	 4	
-	 18
LIE OF END	 100%	 100%	 4	 100%
perpendicular	 72	 59	 4	 64
oblique	 28	 41	
-	 36
(base 2)	 (26)	 (34)	 (2)	 (7)
TRUNCATION DIRECTION	 100%	 100%	 2	 100%
direct	 76	 76	 2	 80
inverse	 24	 24	 -	 -
bifacial	 -	 -	
-	 20
TRUNCATION ANGLE
	 100%	 100%	 2	 100%
abrupt	 100	 100	 2	 100
(base 3)	 (19)	 (2?)	 (2)	 (9)
LOCATION OF IJORK EDGE
	 100%	 100%	 2	 100%
right	 50	 52	 2	 56
left	 50	 48	
-	 44
LATERAL RETOUCH	 100%	 100%	 2	 100%
nori,al abrupt
	 80	 86	 -	 22
bipolar	 20	 14	 -	 22
bifacial	 -	 -	
-	 11
seMi-parallel	 -	 -	 -	 45
no retouch	 -	 -	 2	 -
RETOUCH DIRECTION	 100%	 100%	 2	 100%
direct	 95	 97	 2	 100
inverse	 -	 3	 -	 *
alternating	 5	 -	 -	 -
NON-TIP EDGE SHAPE	 100%	 100%	 2	 100%
straight	 30	 41	 1	 44
concave	 5	 -	 -	 -
convex	 65	 59	 1	 56
DENTICULATION	 100%	 100%	 2	 100%
present	 -	 100	 1	 89
absent	 100	
-	 1	 11
Base 1 nutber of unbroken ends; base 2 nuMber of ends with retouch; base 3
nuitber of sickle blade segitents.
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Points are tools Made on flakes or blades which have at least one tip
WhiCh has been disengaged froti the main body of the blank to forM a point.
The tools divides into two tajor sub-classes based on forM - those with
shoulders (points)and those without (borers).
Points are fairly rare in Site A. tJhen present, the point is heavily
utilized.	 Coipared to other tool types, the point is not very specialized.
The group of points - one or two-shouldered - is very sMall - 25 tools
froM the three excavations. Three of the offset points (found only by
Macdonald and Alon) are Made on blades. The other points are all on flakes.
These include one Multiple pointed tool on a flake, or a Ghassulian "star".
The bulk of the points belong to the shoulderless category of borer. It
is usually iMpossible to detersiine their blank forM - blade or flake - due to
the bilateral backing on the tools. The sub-type is deterMined by general
outline and type of retouch. 	 The Most COMMOU shapes are slightly triangular
or straight. Enlarged bases are rare.	 Most are forMed by bilateral direct
abrupt retouch.
Three borers have direct retouch on one edge and alternating retouch
opposite. There is one straight borer with bilateral inverse backing. The
three borers with trihedral retouch are assuMed to be drills on the basis of
the pattern of heavy polish on the tip and edges.
Butts are plain or linear. Bulbs of percussion are pronounced.
Twenty-three percent of the borers are truncated. All are Made on wadi
gravel.
There are four Microborers - straight, triangular or with an enlarged
base. All are Made on the seMi-translucent flint of the bladelet industry.
(See Site N for definitions.)
33
BLANK TYPE
blade
flake
burin spall
indeterMinate
100%	 100%	 100%
60	 -	 54
40	 60	 18
-	
-	 3
-	 40	 25
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Table A.4. Point and Borer Stylistics
(Macdonald Excavation Only).
(Base 1)
LOCATION OF TIP
distal
proxiital
END OPPOSITE TIP
butt/natural
trunc ated
retouched
broken
LOCATION OF TIP-
FORMING RETOUCH
tip only
tip+one lateral edge
tip+bilateral
continuous
tip+bi lateral
discontinuous
broken
RETOUCH DIRECTION
bilateral direct
inverse+direct
alternating+direct
bilateral bifacial
bifacial+direct
t ri he d r a 1
One-	 Two-	 Borer
Shoulder Shoulder
(5)	 (5)	 (40)
100%	 100%	 100%
100	 60	 72
-	 40	 28
100%	 100%	 100%
80	 40	 36
20	 -	 26
-	 20	 5
-	 40	 33
100%	 100%	 100%
40	 40	 10
-	
-	 3
20	 20	 64
20	 40	 18
20	 -	 5
100%	 100%	 100%
100	 60	 7?
-	
-	 5
-	
-	 5
-	
-	 3
-	 40	 tO
Dr ill
(3)
(3)
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
(Base 2)	 (5)	 (6)	 (53)	 (3)
RETOUCH TYPE	 100%	 100%
	
100%
	
3
nornal abrupt	 80	 6?
	
72
bipolar	 -	 -	 9
seitiparallel	 -	 17
	
9
	
3
fine	 20	 -	 2
flat	 -	 1?
	
2
2rregular	 -	 -	 6
RETOUCH ANGLE
	 100%	 100%
	
100%
	
3
abrupt	 80	 67	 85	 3
seti-abrupt	 20	 33	 15
Base 1= nuiiber of tools
Base 2counts of types of retoiic.h present
REG. NO.
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Figure A.l. Site A Blade Tools
110564/f
TYPS
1. Truncated blade
on tabular flint
2. Truncation/point on backed
blade of tabular flint
(pos&ble copy of Pre-
Dynastic Egyptian twisted
knife?)
3. Backed blade
4. Distally truncated bladelet
with lateral retouch
5. Distally truncated bladelet
with lateral retouch
6. Triangular backed sickle
blade segment
7. Triangular backed and
denticulated sickle blade
segment
8. Backed and deriticulated
sickle blade segment
9. Borer
PROVENANCE
Al 1x5
(below l'6")
(below l'6")
Middle 29
Factory 1
Factory 1
0 _91
0
Pit 15
Pit 20
I	 I
7
2
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5oFFigure A.l. Site A Blade Tools.
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Burins (5; 0.4% of total Site A)
There are five burins.	 All are on breaks - three angle and two
Multiple. They seen nore accidental than intentional. Two additional burins
are angle burins on truncations on sickle blade segnents.
€'cr (151; 13% of Site A)
Scrapers are tools on blades or flakes having 3 scraper" retouch on one
or nore edges.	 They are identified by blank type (they are the Major tool
class utilizing flakes as blanks) and location and type of retouch. Those
nade on flakes are Made on different types of flake blanks, as will be
discussed below.
End;crc' on B1pies (9; 0.8% of total Site A 6% of scrapers)
Endscrapers on blades are very rare in Site A, as in all the (Jadi
Ghazzeh sites. The work edge usually coincides with the distal end of the
tool, although in two cases it is located at the proxinal extrenity.	 The
blade nay or nay not have additional, lateral, retouch. The tip angle ranges
between 55 and 80 degrees.	 lost Measure 70 degrees. The length ranges Iron
23 to 58 nn., the width fran 14 to 35 nn., and the thickness Iron 4 to 16 nn.
çer (24; 2% of total Site A 16% of scrapers)
Sidescrapers are Made prinarily on thick first flakes, or pebble tops.
In one case, a core tablet was used as the tool's blank. Scraper retouch is
located on at least one lateral edge and May be unilateral, bilateral or
converge to neet distally located retouch. The retouch is alnost always
direct (one tool has inverse retouch and another bifacial) and is usually
fairly irregular, in one case being scalar. The work edge is always convex
in outline. The retouch forns an angle ranging between 45 and 100 degrees.
The dorsal surface is cortical except where retouched. The ventral
surface is unretouched (except for the two tools nentioned above), although
sporadic nacroscopic wear Marks (chips) nay be visible. 	 It also has a
proninent bulb of percussion and a large cortical, plain or linear butt,
indicating probable hard hantier detachnent. The butt farns a 90 or 125
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Figure .2.Site A, Scattergram of Scraper Types
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degree angle with the ventral surface. 	 There is no evidence of striking
platforn preparation at the proxiMal end. The frequency of the sidescrEiper
on a first flake indicates that the first flake should probably be considered
a blank as well as a step in the production stage.
A second group of sidescrapers is tade on thin flakes with thicknesses
less than 14 Met. The angle of the work edge is nore acute (60-75 degrees).
This edge is usually convex.	 Concave edges also appear. The butt tay be
cortical or linear. Its angle ranges froM 95 to 100 degrees.
rj; cm F1cs (9; 0.8% of total Site A; 6Z of scrapers)
Scrapers included here are Made Ofl flakes and have scraper retouch on
two or more contiguous edges. The Most COMMOri are circular scrapers (4),
which have scraper retouch on all edges of the tool; rounded scrapers (3),
which have scraper retouch on three edges of the tool, the butt reMaining;
and one convergent scraper with continuous scraper retouch on the distal and
left edges. All are Made on thin to MediuM thin flakes. Two of the circular
scrapers have cortical dorsal surfaces.
There is one denticulated scraper Made Ori a thick first flake. It has
denticulation retouch on three edges, which removes the butt.
All are Made Ori wadi gravel.
E di 	 (32; 3% of total Site A 21% of scrapers)
Endscrapers are characterized by the presence of scraper retouch at one
or both extreMities only. They are Made on thin flakes (thickness less than
20 MM.). Ten are on retouched flakes, five on unretouched flakes. Edges are
concave, convex or straight. Although Most are Made Ori product flakes, one
1s Made Ori a core tablet. One is Made on seMi-translucent flint instead of
the sore usual wadi gravel. Two are on first flakes - one of wadi gravel and
one of seMi-translucent flint. Work edge angles range froM 65 to 75 degrees.
There is one double scraper, one denticulated scraper arid one nosed
scraper.
Of special interest is the group of transverse scrapers.
	 This group,
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with its width at the tip greater than its length, is classed separately froM
that of the fan scraper based on raw Material and technological differences.
The over-all iMpression given by this type is that of initation fan scrapers.
These	 scrapers	 are Made on the easily obtainable wadi gravel.
Technologically, the butts are the priMe source of difference that associates
theN with end scrapers rather than fan scrapers. The butt ay be cortical,
linear or plain, but never facetted. 	 The angle Made by the butt and the
ventral surface ranges between 90 and 110 degrees. The working edge retouch
is very irregular as are the reMoval scars on the dorsal surface (evidence of
prior reMoval of cortex or flakes). The tip angle ranges between 40 and 80
degrees.
jj	 (77; 7Zof total Site A; 51Z of scrapers)
Site A has been described as a factory site for fan scrapers.
ExaMination of the reMains froM the Piacdonald, Perrot and Mon excavations
supports this interpretation. 	 Blanks in all stages of Manufacture, froM
totally unretouched blanks to finished tools, were found. 	 However, no
priMary source Material such as cores or tablets were found. Also lacking is
any debitage debris - chips, chunks, decorticage flakes, siMple flakes, etc.
At the Most, therefore, Site A can be referred to as a second-stage factory
site in relation to fan scrapers. 5
The pieces discussed here have certain features in conon regardless of
the stage of Manufacture.
The unity of this specialized industry is deMonstrable. 	 All pieces are
Made of the sane fine-grained brown flint, conveniently called tabular flint.
This flint does not occur in the vicinity of Site A although it does exist in
the Negev.	 There is no visible variation in the quality or color of the
flint, as though	 a single source were utilized. 	 (Fan scrapers in
Chalcolithic sites other than those of the Uadi Ghazzeh are of different
5)A tabular flint core site, probably exploited in any periods, has recently
been found in the Negev	 (Rosen, personal coMMunication)
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colors.	 This can be due to variation within an outcrop or to the
exploitation of a different source).
Every existing butt is facetted. The angle Made by the butt and the
ventral surface is alMost invariable 95 degrees. The bulb is proMinent. The
butt is axial in relation to the axis of the flake. The flake is alMost
always ?-8 m. thick.
AlMost every piece has some cortex re1aining on the dorsal surface.
When the cortex has been reMoved, or partially reMoved, by flaking (BP II,
plate XVI:40,41), the decorticage flake does not exist. The cortex is often
knapped as though it were the flint - either as a blank (BP II, plate
XVI:36,41) or during retouch (figure A.3 ).
Tools ay have retouch on one to four of the edges. Retouch is usually
parallel or seMi-parallel aud 'anges fcoM non-abrupt to abrupt. There is
often a finer secondary retouch along the tip, over the first retouch.
Retouch adjacent to a butt is usually abrupt. The butt area itself usually
forMs an abrupt angle with the ventral surface.
	 If the bulb has been
ventrally thinned with invasive retouch, the butt often seems to have been
backed. These scars, however, are the reMnants of the facetting preparation
prior to the reMoval of the flake. Tip retouch is usually non-abrupt and is
distinct froM the retouch on the other edges of the tool. The tip retouch
ay also be fine.
Typological divison of the tools depends upon the location of' the
retouched edge in relation to the axis of the flake. The classic fan scraper
is transverse, with te axis of the tool identical to the axis of the flake,
so that the tip is opposite the butt. In the lateral scraper, however, the
axis of the tool is perpendicular to that of the flake, so that the tip edge
May be adjacent to the edge containing the butt. Preference .as
 to the
location of the tip appears, with alMost twice as many tools and blanks being
transverse as lateral.
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Figure A.4. Site. A. Fan Scrapers.
TYPE	 PROVENANCE
1. Lateral fan scraper	 not registered	 A/2
2. Bifacial fan scraper 	 not registered	 A/13
3. "Circular" fan scraper 	 not registered	 9"-l'6"
I.'
U
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Table A.5. Orientation of Fan Scrapers*
Type	 Total	 Tool	 Blank/unfinished tool
transverse	 29	 18	 11
lateral	 15	 11	 4
*this table is based on diagnostic pieces froM the three excavations.
A third type of scraper is bifacial. These are thicker than the other
fan scrapers (12	 .) and are shaped on all ed9es and both faces by invasive
retouch which yields a ufanl shaped tool.
Table A. & Mean Fan Scraper MeasureMents*
Type	 Length	 Width	 Thickness	 Tip/distal an9le
(de9rees)
Total	 40	 94.7	 87.5	 7	 46
Transverse	 16	 25.3	 93.2	 8	 45
Lateral	 11	 84.5	 54.8	 7	 48
Bifacial	 4	 54.5	 74.4	 12	 59
Blank	 9	 101.6	 89.0	 8	 41
*this table is based on unbroken pieces froM the three excavations.
Circular scrapers dre rcire.
	 They iay be, despite their naMe, circular, cvl
or square (figure A.3;3). All have seMi-abrupt parallel or seMi-parallel
direct continuous retouch on all edges, cortex, a flat ventral surface and no
bulb of percussion. They are probably the result of reworking broken tools
or fragsients.	 Two have non-continuous retouch, forMing one end and one
sidescraper.	 (BP II, plate XVI:A,second row, left).
Two pieces are of interest (UP II, plate XVI:37,38).
	 These two tools
are Made Ofl tabular flint.
	 The retouch is quite distinct froM that
previously discussed. Instead of seMi-parallel/parallel retouch restricted
to an edge, the alMost ripple retouch invades halfway across the dorsal
surface. Their orientation is lateral, i.e. the ripple retouch is placed
along a convex lateral edge which is opposed to a slightly convex to straight
unretouched edge.
	 These two tools are more reMiniscent of' an unfinished
curved back Egyptian ripple flaked knife (Baugartel, 1960, p.33) than a
Chalcolithic scraper.
The tools found by Macdonald seen to be in pristine, unused condition.
They were found in groups as indicated in UP II, plate VIII and p.lO. In the
Mon excavation, a group of large unfinished tools comes froM one locus. No
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working area is discernible in the Perrot Material.
cn.." Ici1	 (34% of total Site A)
Site A has the greatest quantity of core tools in the Wadi Ghazzeh.
Grouped together under this catch-all terM are those tools variously called
axe, adze, chisel, gouge, hoe and pick. 	 Perusal of the literature on
Chalcolithic tools reveals little if any consistency in the use of these
terMs. Core tools have been dealt with arbitrarily by Neuville (TG I), ilahzin
(16 II) and Stockton (1967) and on the basis of forM by OlaMi (1957, 1973)
and Cauvin (1968). The effort here utilizes whatever Method is seen as being
helpful.
The tools are prinarily classified as a Matter of shape: the over-all
outline, profile and cross-sections were considered before the tool was
assigned to a type. 	 easureMents were Made on each tool as outlined in the
code book. Analyses of these MeasureMents supported and described the types.
Further atteMpts were Made to rigorously classify the tools through the use
of various statistical procedures. 	 The nature of the Material - variations
in tools due to tiMe, forM, degree of coMpletion and reuse - Made analysis
soMewhat difficult.	 They did, however, support a general classification
along the lines of size and shape. The names given to the types which are
not purely descriptive do not iMply function; they are used to allow
coMparison with published Material. The type divisions are:
li"adze" (106; 9% of Site A 27% of core tools). Those tools in which the
widest part of the tool occurs at the tip which is slightly convex to
straight, whose edges are straight and converge at the base and whose
cross-section is Most often trapezoidal or triangular. Sixteen percent of
the tips are ground.
2)'1 axe" (62 5% of Site A; 16% of core tools). 	 Those tools in which the
widest part of the tool occurs toward the Middle, whose edges are convex,
converging slightly toward the slightly convex tip and more toward the base
and whose cross-section at the Middle j S usually biconvex.	 Twenty-two
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percent of the tips are ground.
3)"ogival" (48; 4% of Site A; 12% of core tools). Those tools whose width at
the tip is eiuch narrower than the width at the iiddle, whose tip is strongly
convex if not ogival, and whose cross-section varies. Five percent of the
tips are ground.
4)"chisel" (16; 1% of Site A; 4% of core tools). Those tools whose width at
the tip is alMost equal to the width at the Middle, whose tip is slightly
convex to straight, whose edges are parallel and whose cross-section at the
Middle is quadrilateral or triangular. Nine percent of the tips are ground.
5)"indeterMinate' (1; 0.09% of Site A 0.2% of core tools). This tool type
is large and of no definite shape. It is unlike any other type. Although it
appears to be a rough-out, it is also unlike any of the blanks corion to the
core tools. It is sore CQMMOfl in Sites D and 1.
The reMainder of the core tools consists of blanks (61; 5% of Site A;
15% of core tools) and broken tools (102; 9% of Site A; 26% of core tools).
Table A. 7. Frequency of Cross-section Shape by Core Tool Type.
Type	 Piano-	 Trapezoid!	 Irregular
Convex	 Rectangle
Adze	 (59) 100%	 15	 71	 14
Axe	 (61) 100% 57	 40	 3
Ogival	 (48) 100% 55	 43	 2
Chisel	 6) 100% 4?	 53	 -
Blank	 (50) 100% 24	 76	 -
Technology is constant across alMost all forMs, picks and chopping tools
being the Major exceptions. They are discussed separately.
The basic Method of Manufacture of the bifacial tools consists of
several stages. Extensive invasive retouch, placed consecutively along the
length-wise edges of a pebble, or very infrequently, a flake, roughs out the
general shape of the tool. This retouch is usually soMewhat flat on one face
of the tool, where the retouch originating froM the opposing edges tends to
Meet in a longitudinal line along the center of that face (figure A.7:1). On
the opposite face, the retouch ay be fiat or steep and Meet in a siMilar
line or stop, leaving cortex or unretouched sections (hence biconvex or
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Figure A.5. Scattergram of Core Tool Types.
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Figure A.6. Site A. Adzes.
Provenance: A/72x26. No registration numbers.
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Figure A.7.
	
ite A. Core Tools.
1. Axe. Provenance: A/5x7. Not registered.
2. Ogival.	 O"-9". Not registered.
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0	 mm.	 0.
Figure A.8. Site A. Pick.
Unstratified; not registered.
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trapezoidal sections).
	 A second line of short retouch ay be applied over
the previous retouch to regularize the edges.
	 Very rarely, a section of a
lateral edge
	 ay be unretouched (figure A.6:,1). All
	 this retouch is
perpendicular to the axis of the tool.
The tip is then forMed with laNellar convergent or seMi-parallel retouch
on the upper surface which ay be either invasive or short and flat; and
short or invasive on the lower surface.
	 Secondary short retouch ay be
placed parallel to and over the first flaking on one or both faces of the
tip. This retouch is always parallel to the axis of the tool. There are no
tranchets. The tip ay also have been ground (figure
The only retouch at the base of the tool is usually the reMains of the
intersection of the first lateral retouch which has no subsequent retouch.
Only rarely is longitudinal or short retouch applied over this retouch.
Most of the retouch seems to have been Made by soft haMMer, judging by
the length and shallowness of the scars. Only rarely are the scars short arid
deep.
Two adzes (figure A.'6 ) are exceptions, having clearly been Made on
flakes. They are also two of the few core tools iade on tabular flint.
One other Method of Manufacture, for which it is iMpossible to deterMine
the finished tool, is found in Site A. A pebble has had its cortex reMoved,
apparently by soft haMMer flaking, leaving an oval forM with a More-or-less
biconvex section.
	 The flakings froM the long edges Meet lfl raised central
ridges on both faces of the forM.
	 These also appear in other Wadi Ghazzeh
sites, being especially COMMOO in Perrot's GiseMent 3.
'c?I'lL3 I	 (5; 0.4% of total Site A)
Chopping tools are rare. They are pebbles froM which the cortex has
been bitacially reMoved along one edge.
Ec	 (7; 0.6% of total Site A)
Six picks were founi in the Macdonald excavations and one in the Perrot.
They are Made on large pebbles with either coarse bifacial or trihedral
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retouch fortiin the tip. The base is cortical.
€t.ct	 Ei	 (43; 4% of total Site A)
There are forty retouched flakes in Site A. Nineteen are retouched,
seventeen utilized, and seven notched.	 Most are on flakes of wadi ravel,
the reMainder on seMi-translucent flint. Retouch ranges froM tine direct
abrupt	 on all ed9es (raclette) to irre9ular in type, placeMent and
continuity. Butts are plain, linear and dihedral. Bulbs of percussion are
proMinent.
I1 (4; 0.3% of total Site A)
Multiple tools are not an iMportant part of the Site A ssseMblage.
There	 are	 two	 scraper/points,	 one	 scraper/truncation	 and	 one
truncation/point. The last tool is Made on tabular flint (ti9ure A.2: ) and
is extreMeley reMiniscent, in the placeient and type of retouch, of the
Naqada II blade knife known at Site H.
i.scel1u'vcus (1)
There is one bifacially chipped disk with a central perforation.	 These
are COMMOfl at Neve Ur (Perrot et al, 1967).
Tables describing the Macdonald tools only follow.
-	 1
1	 0.4
1	 2
*jncludes white
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Table A.8. Occurrence of Selected Tool Classes by Flint Type
Tool	 Total Wadi	 Semi-*	 Tabular	 Ochre+	 Dther
Class	 Gravel	 Translucent
Retouched
blade	 100%	 20	 40	 40	 -	 -
Truncated
blade	 100%	 60	 10	 30	 -	 -
Retouched
bladelet 100%	 9	 82	 9	 -	 -
Truncated
bladelet 100%	 6	 94	 -	 -	 -
Sickle	 100%	 88	 -	 3	 2	 7
Point	 100%	 56	 33	 11	 -	 -
Borer	 100%	 68	 18	 12	 2	 -
Burin	 (3)	 (2)	 (1)	 -	 -	 -
Endscraper
on blade (3)	 -	 -	 (3)
Side
scraper (3)	 (3)	 -	 -
Scraper
on flake 100%	 100	 -	 -
Eridscraper
on flake 100%	 100	 -	 -
F an
scraper 100%	 -	 -	 100
Core tool 100%	 92	 3	 4
Choppin9
tool	 (1)	 (1)	 -	 -
Retouched
flake	 (2)	 (2)	 -	 -
Notched
flake	 (2)	 -	 (2)	 -
Knife	 100%	 -	 -	 100
Nultiple
tool	 (3)	 -	 -	 (3)
Total	 100%	 74	 14	 11
(Base) 479	 353	 66	 54
(Basenuiiber of tools froM iacdonald's excavations)
flint	 +includes reddish brown flint
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Table A.9. Incidence of Butt Types for Selected Major Tool Types
TYPE	 BUTT	 TYPE
Plain	 Lineir	 Bihedril Fzicetted PunctiforM Cortex 	 #*
Tot1100X	 31	 3	 1	 6	 53	 6	 71
A	 (2)	 -	 -	 -	 -	 (2)	 -	 2
B	 100%	 60	 -	 -	 -	 40	 -	 5
C	 (3)	 -	 -	 -	 -	 (3)	 -
D	 100%	 60	 -	 -	 -	 40	 -	 5
E	 100%	 -	 20	 -	 -	 80	 -	 5
F	 (3)	 (2)	 -	 -	 -	 (1)	 -	 3
6	 100%	 78	 -	 -	 -	 22	 -	 9
K	 (1)	 -	 -	 -	 -	 (1)	 -	 1
L	 (3)	 (1)	 -	 -	 (1)	 -	 (1)	 3
1	 (3)	 (2)	 -	 -	 (1)	 -	 -	 3
N	 00%	 40	 20	 -	 20	 -	 20	 5
S	 (3)	 (2)	 -	 -	 -	 (1)	 -	 3
V	 (3)	 (2)	 -	 -	 -(1)	 -	 3
OtherlOOX	 33	 -	 11	 11	 33	 11	 9
*Bzse: tools retainin9 their butts.
A.Retouched blade; B.Truncated blade; C.Retouched Bladelet; t'.Truncated
bladelet; E.Sickle blade seient; F.Point; G.Borer K.EndscrEiper on blade;
L.Sidescraper; h.Scraper on flake; N.Endscraper on flake; S. Retouched flake.
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Table A.19. tlean MeasureMents of Selected Classes and Types.
(Macdonald tools only)
ff1	 Length	 142	 Width	 Thicknes5 Length!
(ti p,.)	 (p,p,.)	 (ma.)	 Width
Retouched blade	 (3) 55.8j2.7 (5)	 15.7±3.8 5.9±3.7	 3.2*0.9
Truncated blade	 (9)	 49.3±2.2	 (10) 18.6±0.? 6.2±2.8	 3.0±1.6
Retouched bladelet	 (2)	 30.0±2.3	 (6)	 9.0+1.3	 2.7+0.8	 5.141.1
Truncated bladelet	 (22) 25.4±3.9 (33) 7.9±1.4	 2.8±0.9	 3.2±0.8
Sickle segaient	 (42) 43.6+11.? (61) 14.0+4.8	 4.5±1.4	 3.4+0.?
backed	 (14) 39.3+11.5 (19) 11.6±1.9 4.4±1.3 	 3.4±0.6
backed and
denticulated	 (19) 41.9±8.5
	
(27) 12.1±1.9	 4.1±1.1	 3.5±0.6
bilateral retouch	 (5) 57.8±15.? (10) 18.6±1.0 5.9±2.0 	 3.1+1.4
unilateral retouch	 (2)	 51.0±8.5	 (2)	 14.0±1.3 5.0±1.4	 3.6+0.2
inverse retouch	 (1>	 40.5	 (1)	 15.0	 5.0	 2.7
One - s ho u ide red
point	 (3)	 36.3+15.5 (5)	 12.4+7.3	 .0^1.1
Two - shouldered
point	 (1)	 40.0	 (5)	 16.0±7.4 6.4±2.5	 1.5
Straight borer	 (5) 59.29.?	 (15) 11.4±3.8 5.9±2.3	 4.4±1.0
Triangular borer	 (14) 41.6±12.0 (25) 11.1±3.2 5.7±2.4	 3.6±1.2
Endscraper on blade	 (1)	 127.0	 (1)	 28.0	 10.5	 4.5
Sidescraper	 (3)	 57.1+22.6 (3)	 41.3±12.5 11.9±2.1	 1.4±0.2
Scraper on flake	 (9)	 66.3±18.1 (9)	 54.2±8.9 13.9±5.8 1.2±0.4
Endscraper on flake	 (15) 71.6±18.5 (15) 44.3±17.3 17.9±5.4 13±0.9
Fan scraper	 (21) 76.2±34.5 (23) 66.9±24.4 8.6±2.8 	 1.3±0.9
transverse	 (4)	 76.7+23.3 (4)	 91.7±12.8 8.5±1.4	 0.8+0.2
lateral	 (8) 731±37.5 (8)	 65.3±26.9 7.4t1.9 	 1.4±1.3
Ad:e	 (59) 88.2+3.3 (71) 39.8+3.0 21.8±2.8 2.3±0.3
Axe	 (45) 85.4±13.9 (46) 34.8±4.3 25.8+6.5 2.5+0.3
Ogival	 (33) 83.7±18.6 (39) 38.2±8.1 23.4±6.5 2.2±0.4
Chisel	 (11) 72.2+13.6 (13) 30.1±7.3 21.6±6.6 2.5±0.5
Indetertiinate	 (1)	 104.0	 (1)	 58.0	 37.0	 1.8
Blank	 (11) 87.7±27.6 (11) 41.7±11.1 22.6±7.0 2.2±0.6
Pick	 (6)	 129.0±18.3(6)	 46.4±12.5 39.2±10.3 3.0±1.1
Note: #1 nutiber of tools for which length and length/width can be Measured.
#2nu p,ber of tools for which width and thickness can be Measured.
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6
Over 9,000 pieces of debitage, or non-tool flaked stone ijaterial, froM
Site A were studied.	 They fit into several gross classes: Product - flake,
blade and bladelet; Production - core rejuvenation and priiary eleMent; Tool
byproducts - axe flake and burin spall; and debris - chip and chunk; and
Cores.
Although there are over twice as many flakes as blades, it is believed
that the disparity between this ratio and that of blade and flake tools where
the ratio is exactly opposite, i.e. twice as many tools are Made Ofl blades as
on flakes, indicates that the blade was the desired blank and the flake, in
many instances, the waste product.
The debitage can be divided into two basic groups on the basis of raw
aterial. The Major group is thit tiaterial resulting froM the use of the
local wadi pebbles as the raw Material. The second group is that. Material
resulting froM the use of a fine grained grey or brown seMi-translucent flint
that does not appear to be local. A third group, of tabular flint, will not
be discussed here as what evidence cf debitage there is enters sore into a
discussion of fan scraper technology.
The Macdonald debitage and core Material comes priMarily froM three
specific areas - Factory sites 1 and 2 and Middle 29, although some Material
occurs in alMost every excavation unit. He reports (p.10) that bladelet
cores were soMetiMes found stuffed into a broken pot. Evidence froM the Alon
and Perrot excavations is less production area oriented. The Perrot Material
cones frosi every unit of excavation, with no specificity discernible. There
is a suggestion in the Alon Material that although debitage occurs in large
quantities in every unit, there May be soiie localized activity areas.
A breakdown of the Material by subtype and attributes indicates that
6)In this section, all the Material - Macdonald, Mon and Perrot - is
considered in order to give a detailed picture of the technology involved in
a Ghassulian period flint industry.
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different techniques were used either to produce different products or at
different stages of production. The clearest distinction occurs between the
knapping of wadi gravel and the knapping of the fine grained seMi-translucent
flint. For exasple, the doninant butt type anong all the seni-translucent
flint reMovals is punctifarM, with little or no bulb of percussion, whereas
among the wadi gravel debitage, plain butts occur Most frequently. However,
in both raw Material groups, certain butt types are associated with certain
debitage categories.
Of the approxiMately 9,000 pieces of debitage, 80% are of wadi gravel
and 20% of seMi-translucent flint. In the total debitage, the ttost frequent
butt type found on blanks is plain, followed by punctiforM, linear, dihedral,
facetted and cortical. That the blanks were usually detached by hard haMMer
percussion is suggested by the presence of proMinant bulbs of percussion and
large butts. Core preparation previous to reMoval as shown by scars at the
proxiMal end of the flake ranged froM bashing to rubbing.
PrcKtucts
ScattergraM analysis (figure 	 1) of the blanks detersiined the linear
liMits between blade and flake and between blade and bladelet.	 Using the
definition of a blade as a product with More-or-less parallel edges and one
or sore parallel ridges on the dorsal surface (Brezillon, p.99-100), a
priMary division was Made. The length and width of each complete blank were
plotted according to this definition. It was found that at length equal to
twice the width, the blanks did indeed fall into two groups, except for
approximately twenty blanks, which fall on the 'wrong" side of the line
according to the primary definition; i.e. dorsal scars would place them as
blades whereas the length:width ratio identifies them as flakes; and the
length:width ratio identifies them as blades whereas the dorsal surface
characteristics place them in flakes. Core rejuvenation and primary elements
account for most of these cases. The scattergram also indicates that blades
can be further broken down into long and narrow categories, with length being
Butt An1e
(degrees)
101±20
88±23
10 0±2 4
112±19
97±22
109±16
102± 28
90±29
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Table A.12 . Total Site A Blank Stylistics
a. Mean MeasureMents by Blank Type
Blank Type	 if	 Length	 Uzdth	 Thickness R.1
(MM.)	 (.)
Blade	 99	 44.3±26.2 18.2±7.2 5.4±3.8 	 2.4±1.1
Bladelet	 287 23.7±6.8 9.1±0.8	 2.7±1.2	 2.7±1.4
Flake	 178	 30.7+16.4 22.Otll.5 5.2±4.7	 1.6±1.6
PriMary
eleMent	 25	 34.8±14.4 29.OtlO.1 10.1±5.2
	 1.2±0.4
Re j u v en at ion
eleMent	 45	 31.9+11.? 16.1±10.8 6.8±3.3 	 2.7±1.7
Burin spall	 2	 56.5±29.0 14.6t12.1 6.5±2.1	 4.7±1.9
Core tool
flake	 29	 30.6+5.6 25.7±8.1 2.4±1.6
	 1.3±0.4
Debris	 26	 20.8+5.9 11.6±5.5 4.2±1.?	 2.2±1.2
Note: R.1=length/width
b. Selected Mean Blank MeasureMents by Raw Material (MM.).
Blank Type
Blade
Bladelet
Flake
PriMary
eleMent
Rejuvenation
elesient
Burin spall
Core tool
flake
Debris
Blank Type
B 1 a ii e
Blade let
Flake
Pr i Mary
eleMent
Rejuvenation
eleMent
Burin spall
Core tool
flake
Debris
WAO1
#1	 Length
36	 55.6±19.6
14	 28.0±16.3
96	 36.0±18.8
1?	 35.1+16.5
11	 41.6±16.0
2	 56.5±29.0
25	 30.2±5.6
5	 23.7+4.1
SEMI-
#	 Length
52	 29.2±8.0
262 23.5±5.8
71	 23.7±6.6
8	 34.2±9.7
33	 28.9±8.0
4	 32.8+5.2
20	 21.1±5.8
6RAVEL
Ui dt Ii
21.7±8.6
9.0±2.8
27.1±12.2
29.3±10.8
22.0±1 3.7
14.6t12.2
26.0±8.5
16. 8±3 .9
TRANSLUCENT
W i dt Ii
14 .4±2.2
9.1±2.0
14
28. 2±8 .9
14.4±9.2
23.8±4.?
10 .5±5.2
Thickness
6. 9±5
2.9±2.2
6.5±5.8
9.7±5.3
10.2±3.5
6.5±2.1
2.4±1.7
3. 8±0 .4
Thickness
4. 1±1.7
2.7+1.1
3.7±2.3
11.1±5.2
5. 6±2 .4
1 .8+1 . I
4.2±1.9
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OTHER
Blank Type	 #	 Length	 Uidth	 Thickness
Blade	 11	 78.8±45.5	 24.9±8.0	 6.2±2.4
Bladelet	 6	 23.1±10.8	 9.2±2.3	 2.2±0.?
Flake	 8	 33.4+25.9	 24.3±12.2	 4.2+1.8
Rejuvenation
eleMent	 1	 23.5	 8.0	 5.0
Debris	 1	 31.0	 7.0	 4.0
c. Incidence of Butt Types by IIebitEie Class.
BUTT	 TYPE
ft	 Plain Linear Dihedral Facetted PurictiforM Cortex
Blade	 (73) 100% 11	 12	 2	 12	 59	 4
Bladelet	 (124)100% 3	 -	 4	 2	 90	 1
Flake	 (133)100% 26	 11	 4	 14	 30	 15
PriMary
eleMent	 (16) 100% 44	 6	 12	 -	 19	 19
Rejuvenation
eleiient	 (22) 100% 32	 4	 14	 5	 45	 -
Burin spall	 (1)	 -	 (1)	 -	 -	 -	 -
Core tool
flake	 (19) 100% 5	 16	 -	 3?	 42	 -
Debris	 (11) 100% 36	 28	 -	 -	 36	 -
Base: eleMents retaining their butts.
Table A.13. Relative Size Frequencies of Selected Blank Types.
a. Length (MM.)
ft	 <20	 20-40	 40-46	 60-80	 >80
Blade	 (99) 100% *	 30	 32	 27	 11
Bladelet	 (287) 100% 20
	 80	 -	 -	 -
Flake	 (178) 100% 40
	 28 23	 9	 *
b. Width (MM.)
ft	 <12.5	 12.5-25.0 25.0-37.5 37.5-50.0 >50.0
Blade	 (99) 100% 4	 80	 12	 4	 -
Bladelet	 (28?) 100% 100	 -	 -	 -	 -
Flake	 (178) 100% 19	 52	 19	 8	 2
*less than 0.5%
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three or four tines the width. Flakes also fall into two categories - width
greater than length and length one to two tines width.
Flakes group into five categories on the basis of size (table AJ3).
The greatest quantity is chips, or flakes whose naxinun dinension is less
than 20 sin, and whose shape is often irregular.	 Size and frequency of
occurrence are inversely related, with the frequency decreasing as the size
of the flake increases, so that although 40% of the flakes are 0-20 sin, in
size, 0.1% is 80 sin, or larger.
The size distribution is different for blades, with the two extresies, 20
isi. or less and 80 in, or greater, being very rare.	 The nedian length is
40-60 sin.
A second scattergrasi (figure 2) indicates that the width unit between
biddes dfld b1adlets falls between 12 arid 14 nn.	 An upper unit for
bladelets of 12.5 sin, and a lower unit equal to 12.5 sin, for blades is taken
which is close to the linits established by Tixier (1963) which are also not
exact.	 The siaxisiusi length of a bladelet in this collection is 70 sin.; the
nininun for a blade, 36 sin.
The technological aspects of the flakes and blades vary by category and
size. Chips and bladelets show the sane pattern of punctiforsi butts being
the Main butt forsi. The butts of large blades and flakes are predosiinantly
plain. However, the butts of blades longer than 80 sisi. are punctiforsi. The
scar patterns on the dorsal surface of the proxisial ends of flakes evidence
little r no preparation prior to resioval frosi the core as Mentioned above.
Blades and bladelets, in contrast, show careful preparation prior to renoval.
Prosiinent bulbs of percussion on flakes as opposed to very diffuse to
non-existent bulbs of percussion on blades and bladelets also suggest
different techniques for the production of different types of debitage. Also
evident in the dorsal scars of the products is the rarity of Multiple
directioned resiovals - i.e. aliost all ripples show that previous resiovals
were detached in the sane direction as the subsequently knapped blade or
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bladelet.
PriMary eleMents are blanks which have cortex over at least 50% of the
dorsal surface.	 Butts are large, cortical or plain. Bulbs are proMinent.
These eleients are fairly rare in Site A, aiiounting to only 5% of the
debitage collection.
ccti Rej eticm E1ieits
Core rejuvenation eleMents are even less frequent than priMary eleMents.
Core tablets, flancs de nucleus, crested blades and bases of cores Make up
the bulk of this category.	 As would be expected froM the degree of
utilization of the different cores, the Majority of this group are of the
seMi-translucent flint.
In this naterial, exaMination of the striking platforMs of the cores
suggests that the crested blade and the flanc de nucleus
	 ay have served the
sane purpose as a core tablet in the preparation of additional platforMs or
rejuvenation of an old platforM, as well as shaping the core. Both the
crested blade and the flanc de nucleus are worked either horizontally or
vertically, i.e. parallel to or perpendicular to the main length-wise axis of
the core.	 ExaMination of second and third platforMs an cores reveals scars
that correspond to these pieces, as well as single platforMs where a strip
ay have been renoved along the fluted edge instead of an entire tablet. The
point froM which the eleMent would have been detached deterMines the
character of the butt - ssiooth, soMetiMes facetted or dihedral. The proxinal
ends of these elenents show no evidence of preparation for their renoval.
Bases of cores and indeterninate trinning flakes occur infrequently.
Icici Ecictii:i	 'cc'it
Tool production byproducts are distinguished fron the regular debitage
as being the identifiable waste products of producing specific tool classes.
There are two types - burin spalls and core tool flakes.
There are only two burin spalls fron all the Site A naterial. This
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sparsity is reflected in the paucity of burin5 among the tools.
Over two hundred core tool flakes were found. They are Markedly thinner
than flakes detached from cores (Mean core tool flake thickness, 2.4 MM. VS.
52 mm from cores). The width is usually greater than the length, although
flakes with length greater than width also occur, as would be expected from
the two types of removal pattern on the tools. 	 Also distinctive to these
flakes is the greater frequency of facetted butts than for other debitage
categories.	 The flakes have small to no bulbs of percussion (soft hammer
stage of Manufacture) or prominent bulbs of percussion (hard hammer stage of
percussion). The dorsal surface of the flakes have scar patterns showing
intersections	 of	 flakes removed previously from parallel or opposed
directions. This results in two scar patterns: one with a center line with
more-or-less perpendicular lines branching from it; the other with lines
radiating from a central point.
Cores
The three excavations of Site A have yielded over 1400 cores. The cores
are clearly dichotomous on the basis of both size and raw Material.
Approximately two-thirds of the cores are bladelet cores while the remainder
are blade cores, except for a very few bipyranidal flake cores.
7
The bladelet cores (BP II, plates XVII and XXII:2; figure A..9 ) are
almost exclusively of fine grained grey or brown flint, which when knapped
produces a thin translucent flake. They are small, with an average core
length of 2? mm. and scar removal sizes fitting well within the bladelet
limits established above (table A.12). Three-quarters of the cores are
single platform, with two-thirds of' these being pyramidal or conical and
one-third prismatic in form. Double or multiple platformed and amorphous
exhausted cores comprise the remaining twenty-five percent of the bladelet
cores. All are hi3hly utilized.
7)The vast quantity of these cores found in association with all the products
of flint knapping is sufficient to demonstrate that these are neither core
scrapers (16 II,p.lO4-1O5) nor intrusions from earlier periods.
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Figure A.9. Site A. Bladelet Cores.
TYPE	 REG. NO.	 PROVENANCE
1. Single platform prismatic	 -	 Factory 1
bladelet core
2. Single platform pyramidal
	
Factory 1
bladelet core
3. Single platform conical
	
Middle 29
bladelet core
4. Double opposed alternate
	 Factory 1
bladelet core
5. Single platform prismatic
	
Factory 1
("bent") bladelet core
6. Double opposed al ternate
	
Factory 1
bladelet core
7. Single platform prismatic
	 Factory 2
blade core
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Figure A.9. Site A. Bladelet Cores.
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On the single platform bladelet cores, the widest and thickest part of
the core coincides with the striking platform. The striking platform is
almost always smooth, Modification of the platform surface at the point of
detachment to prevent slippage (Nroughingu) being visible only when a point
of impact has been prepared but not used and seen on only liZ of the cores.
(This is probably the source of the facetted butts of some of the blades and
bladelets).	 The striking platform is either convex or concave and lies
perpendicular or oblique to the axis of the core.
	 The platform is usually
the ventral surface of a flake, i.e., the pebble has been split in two or a
flake removed, probably by hard hammer percussion. The part of the resulting
section used as a striking platform therefore exhibits either a prominent
bulb of percussion or a pronounced negative bulb of percussion at the
proximal end of this surface. This delineates the back of the core, with the
smooth, distal part of the surface being used as the striking platform and
becoming the front of the core.	 If the core is conical, the striking
platform is flat and smooth with neither a negative nor a positive bulb of
percussion.	 Much less frequently, more than one flake was removed to form
the striking platform surface, leaving a ridge that would allow the
possibility of a blank with a dihedral butt being detached.
The fluted edge of the striking platform was very carefully prepared.
All spurs were very carefully removed before knapping.
	 The removal scars
from the preparation often show evidence of having been struck with a
downward motion which left small triangular scars on either side of the
removal ridges. When the blank was removed, a scar with a rounded outline at
the butt remained on the fluted surface. This preparation is referred to as
"shaping" in this text. The angle made by the intersection of the striking
paltform and the fluted surface ranges from 45 to 75 degrees (mean, 57
degrees).
Many of the pyramidal cores are worked all the way around the edge of
the striking platform, leaving a conical shaped core with a circular section
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and striking platforM and a pointed base.	 The non-conical cores have
rectangular sections and are heavily utilized, with rarely sore than one face
unworked.	 Cortex is very rare. If a face is unworked, the cortex had been
reMoved, either with one blow or several randoMly or Multiply directed blows.
Certain of the reMoval patterns occur often enough to reveal that these
reMovals were not to provide blanks but rather to shape the core to allow the
subsequent production of the desired blanks. Twenty-six cores have flake
reMovals on the back surface (opposite the fluted surface) or adjacent to the
fluted face that is neither cortex reMoval nor evidence of a crossed
platfroM, but is an atteMpt to shape either the core or the fluted face. The
retouch on the back May have been intended to thin the core or to shape the
base, as the retouch extends to the base in half the cases. The intention of
the lateral reMovals which occur on one or both des of, arid perpendicular
to, the fluted surface is clearer: to shape the fluted face and guide the
reMovals.	 A further shaping retouch ay occur at the base 0f the core- a
fine distal retouch, which	 ay have either shaped the base or served as a
stop to the blank at the distal end.	 In other cases, the base was siMply
reMoved, leaving a horizontal concave scar across the bottoM of the core and
a straight or obliquely straight edge to the distal end of the fluted
surface.	 This action ay also have been intended to provide a second,
opposed striking platforM that was never utilized.	 It leaves an easily
identifiable sMall pyraMidal eleMent. These Methods of "stopping" a blank
are evident on the distal ends of those bladelets for which they were
unsuccessful (i.e. plunging bladelets).
The double or Multiple platforM cores (77) - crossed, opposed alternate,
and opposed - are self-explanatory by type. The angles forMed by the
subsequent striking platforMs and their respective fluted surfaces are
generally less acute than that of the priary or single platforM's angle,
ranging froM 45 to 99 degrees (Mean, 69 degrees). The second striking
platforM was prepared by removing the base, if opposed, or a crest if
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crossed, or by siMply utilizing the base or lateral edge of the fluted
surface without Modification. In this case, the edge ay have been slightly
regularized with retouch, although this is very rare. In these cases,
subsequent butts May be dihedral or facetted. Very often, the working of
additional surfaces reMoved previous striking platforMs or fluted surfaces
As in the single platforM bladelet cores, 1X have Modified - roughed -
striking platforM surfaces.
Occasionally there occurs a core, which while having one striking
platforM only, has two fluted surfaces that intersect at a right, angle at
their distal ends. In many of these cases, the striking platforii is bisected
by a traverse ridge, which causes the striking platforM to appear slightly
"bent".
The size of the bladelet cores, plus the evidence of spontaneous distal
retouch on some bladelets suggest pressure flaking as a Method of working
these cores.
Blade cores are less numerous than bla 'ielet cores. All blade cores are
Made Ofl wadi gravel. These cores are rarely fully utilized. The average
length is 60 iii; the scar reMoval patterns are coMpatible with the
definition of blade blanks presented above (tables A.2 and A.13). Most of
the cores are single platforM, prisMatic or pyraMidal in shape. Nultiple
(two or More) platforM cores are very rare (12), as are exhausted cores (1).
On the single platforM cores, only one face of each core is fluted. The face
is lightly convex to straight. The base is usually convex and cortical.
	 The
cortex has rarely if ever been reMoved froM areas not used for blade
production. The striking platforM is forMed by the resoval at a flake which
ay have reMoved the entire top of the core or only the region adjacent to
the prospective fluted surface. The striking platforM is concave, convex or
rarely flat and lies perpendicular or oblique to the length-wise axis of the
core. The angle Made by the intersection of the striking platforM and the
fluted surface ranges froM 58 to 78 degrees (Mean, 68 degrees). In double or
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Figure A.l0. Site A. Blade Cores.
TYPE
	
PROVENANCE
1. Pyramidal blade core	 not registered
	
Pit 5
2. Double opposed blade core 	 not registered
	
Pit 19
3. Prismatic blade core	 not registered
	
Pit 19
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Figure A.l0. Site A. Blade Cores.
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Multiple platfor	 cores, the mean angle is 71+6 degrees. The widest and
thickest part of the core is usually found toward the Middle of the core
rather than at the striking platforM. The treatMent of the striking platforM
is less uniforM than that of the bladelet cores. (This is echoed in the
blade and bladelet butts which May be highly irregular with spurs or sMoothly
rounded). The striking platforn is less carefully prepared - ranging froM no
evidence of preparation to crudely bashed to irregularly rubbed to the few
cases of careful shaping which yields the sane butt characteristics as the
bladelets.	 Distal and lateral Modification of the core to guide the blade
reMovals occurs, although infrequently. 	 The striking platforM itself is
usually sMooth. In contrast to the bladelet cores, however, fully one-third
of the surfaces are "roughed".	 The shape of the striking platforM is
circular, trapezoidal or trianguldr.
These cores sees to be the source of the sickle blade segMents.
The flake cores are bipyraMidal with an average of nine flakes reMoved.
They are all of wadi gravel.
Although Macdonald (p.lO) reports that liMestone fabricators are COMMon
only two artifacts are identifiable as haMMerstones.	 One cones froM the
Neolithic Hearth East".	 It is an elongated quartz pebble with irregular
flakes chipped froM one end. The other is shown in BP II, plate XIX:? and
ay actually be a pestle.
Is
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Table A.14. Selected Mean Core MeasureMents.
a.Total Site A Cores.
Core Type
	 1$	 Core Len3th	 Platforv Angle ft of ReMovals
(degrees)
Single platfor, blade
	 98	 59±12
	 69±10	 8±3
Crossed/opposed
platforM blade
	 12	 62±14	 71±6	 8±3
Single platforM
bladelet	 362 23+8	 57±11
	 9±3
Multiple platforM
bladelet	 4	 28+5	 51±37	 12+1
Crossed/opposed
platfore bladelet	 73	 26±5	 59±10	 9±2
Exhausted	 2	 28+4	 70±0	 10±1
b.Mean Core Length (.) by Raw Material.
Core Type
Single platforn blade
Crossed/opposed
platforM blade
Single platforM
bladelet
Multiple platforM
Wadi eravel
60±12
66±9
44±18
Raw Material
Is	 SeMi-translucent ft
3	 51±16	 4
337 23±6
	
4
Other
4 4± 16
42±16
26±3
bladelet	 -	
-	 4	 28±5
Crossed/opposed
platforM bladelet
	 3	 23±2	 70 27±6
Exhausted	 -	
-	 2	 28+4
Table A.15. Mean Size of Core Re,ovals (Total Site A).
MaxiMuM ReMoval
	 MiniMut ReMoval
Core Type	 ft	 Length Width
	 4$	 Length Width
Single platforM blade	 64	 58t12	 15±4	 70 44±14	 14±4
Crossed/opposed
platforM blade	 5	 64+14	 15±4	 6	 38±12	 16±5
Single platforM
bladelet	 333 25±6	 8+2	 336 18+6	 8±2
Multiple platforM
bladelet	 2	 30±5	 8+1	 2	 12t1	 6+0
Crossed/opposed
platforsi bladelet	 61	 25±4	 9±2	 67 18+6	 8±2
Exhausted	 1	 -	 -	 7	 -	 -
Base: those cores for which these MeasureMents are possible.
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It cic	 8
The ceraMic assetiblage of Site A is fairly well represented in regard to
quantity, there being alMost 300 sherds. However, the general range in class
of vessel is liMited. 	 The dosinant vessel classes are the holenouth, pithos
and jar. Bowls are relatively infrequent. 	 Churns are sore COMMOfl than in
any other site except Site 0. "Special forMs are rare - there being two
cornet fragnents, no platters, Multi-handled globular vessels or fenestrated
bases although fragents in basalt are sore OMMOfl than in any other site, no
stuMp bases and alMost no painted sherds. The ceraMic collection gives the
iMpression of being coMpletely utilitarian, with eMphasis on the necessities.
This is in coMplete contrast to the lithic asseMblage which shows the full
range of the finest tools and to the ground stone asseslblEie, with its
eMphasis on polished basalt vessels.
The ceraMic ware is local bess. Quartz pieces and sand are the Most
coson non-plastic ingredients. 	 Firing colors are in the 5YR and 7.5YR
reddish brown-light brown ranges (ilunsell, 1973). The sherds are hard.
Cores are rare. Vessels are Mostly handMade. Coils are occasionally visible
on the interiors of walls. Parallel horizontal lines on the outer surface of
the riMs are taken as evidence of sose kind of circular turning, at the very
least, as a finishing Method. Decorated sherds are fairly rare, being less
than one-third of all sherds. Applied and iMpressed plastic decoration
account for alMost eighty percent of these sherds, while slipped or painted
decoration accounts for less than thirteen percent and incised decoration for
the reMaining seven percent.
The Major concentrations of diagnostic sherds are froM pits - 42% of the
bowls, 43% of the holeMouths and 33% of the pithoi.
8)Dnly the Hacdonald Material 'till be considered here. No sherds were
handled froM the Alon excavations. The Perrot counts are given in table
A2Ei.
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w1 (19; 7%)
Bowls are fairly rare at Site A, accountin9 for only a siiall percent of
the assenblage.
Conical bowls account for 68% of the bowls. Most are of siediun size,
9
with less than one-third bein9 snail and one-quarter lar'3e. The average
dianeter is 200 nn. As far as is visible on the preserved sherds, all rims
are turned.
Straight walls and walls curving at the rin only are the nost COMMOfl
forns of this type of bowl. Two cups have curved walls.
	 One wall everts
below the ri gs in a nanufacturin9 accident. Sinilar rins occur at Site H and
Horvat Beter (Dothan, 1959a, fi9ure 7:2,22). Ware is loessal. Tenper is
prinarily quartz sand or very snail or snall quartz pieces or pebbles. Ware
color is reddish brown (5YR 5/4 and 6/3).	 There are no cores. The sherds
are hard to very hard. One sherd has red slip on its entire interior and
exterior surfaces. Two have traces of red slip on both surfaces.
	 One sherd
has a red band painted on the interior and exterior of the rin over a crean
(7.5YR 8/4) slip (figure Allil). One sherd has punctate Marks covering the
exterior (figure A.I'L21 One bowl, not found in the collection but shown in
BP II,XL:33, ha5 two pierced lug handles below the rin.
There are two bowls with rounded rins. On with an inpressed rin, is
Chalcolithic, with loessal ware as above, red slip on the rin and a dianeter
of 260 nn. The second bowl is Neolithic (see Site B), with chaff tenpered
ware (figure A.1.1:U. Its dianeter is 220 nn.
There are two large bowls with flat rins. One has an external flange.
The second is unique in the collection. The turned rin has a ridge on its
inner edge , fron which point the rin slants to the outer edge. It seens to
be a variation on a flat rin.
	 Both have lOessal ware, and fall into the
general technological characteristics described above.
9)Size is based on dianeter neasurenents.
	 See sunnary	 chapter for
explanation.
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Figure A.	 Site A Ceramics.
# CLASS REG. NO. LOCUS
1 Bowl	 E1112023 Pit 15
2 Bowl	 E1112063 0"-9"
3 Bowl	 E1112020 Pit 5
4 Bowl	 Pit 5
5 Hole- 	 E1112050 911lt6lt
mouth
6 Jar	 E1112049 O"-9"
7 Hole- 	 E1112020 91I_116tl
mouth
8 Hole- E1112048 O"-9"
mouth
9 Jar	 E1112021 O"-9"
10 Hole- E1112021 O"-9"
mouth
11 Hole- E1112059 Pit 9
mouth
12 Hole- 	 E111202l 911_1161t
mouth
13 Churn	 9 U] 1611
(miniature)
handle
14 Churn E1112003 9'-l'6"
handle
15 Handle E1112003 9"-l'6"
DESCRIPTION
Turned risi. Ware II: few nediun quartz
pebbles and snail and nediun quartz
pieces; reddish brown 5YR 5/4; no core;
average hardness. Exterior: reddish brown
2.5YR	 5/4	 paint	 over	 crean slip.
Dianeter, 230 nn.
Turned rin. Ware II: sane nediusi and few
large line pieces; light reddish brown
5YR 6/3; no core; average hardness.
Dianeter, 140 nn.
Handijade. Ware I: sone to nany snail line
pieces, few large chaff; reddish yellow
SIR 6/6; dark grey core; hard. Dianeter,
330 nn.
Handnade. Ware I: nany very snail quzrt±
sand and sane very large chaff; reddish
brown 5YR 5/3; grey core; hard.
Turned rin. Ware 11: sane nediun and few
large quartz pieces; brown ?.51R 5/4; no
core; hard. Dianeter, 240 nn.
Turned rin. Ware II: few to sane line
pieces and few large quartz pebbles;
reddish brown 5YR 5/4; no core; average
hardness. Dianeter, 130 nn.
Snoothed rin. Ware II: few snail and
nediun quartz pebbles and few snail to
nediun line pieces; light brown 7.5YR
6/4; no core; average hardness. Dianeter,
220 sn.
Turned rin. Ware II: nany snail line sand
and few to sane nediun line pieces; light
reddish brown SIR 6/4; no core; very
hard. Dianeter, 250 nn.
Handnade. Ware II: nany very snail line
sand, few to sone nediun line pieces;
light reddish brown SYR 6/4; no core;
very hard. Bianeter, 250 nn.
Turned rin. Ware II: few nediun line
pebbles; light brown ?.5YR 6/4; no core;
average hardness. Dianeter, 290 nn.
Turned rin. Ware II: few nediun quartz
pieces; reddish yellow, 7.5YR 6/6; no
core; hard. Dianeter, 140 nn.
Handnade. Ware II: sane very snail quartz
sand and few snail to nediun quartz
pebbles; reddish brown SIR 5/3; no core;
average hardness. Dianeter, 250 nn.
Handnade. Ware II: nany very snail quartz
sand; reddish brown 5YR 5/3; dark grey
core; soft.
Handnade. Ware II: sone snail quartz sand
and few nediun and large line pieces;
reddish yellow SIR 6/6; grey core; very
hard.
Handnade. Ware II: sane snail to nediun
\I2
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Figure All. Site A. Ceramics.
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liMe pebbles and some sMall liMe pieces;
light brown 7.5YR 6/4; no core; average
hardness.
16 Handle E1112002 First floor HandMade. Ware II: some to Many sMall and
above pits few MediUM and large liMe pieces; light
reddish brown 5YR 6/4; no core; very
hard.
17 Handle E1112002 9"-V6" HandMade. Ware II: some sMall quartz sand
and few large liMe pieces and pebbles;
reddish brown 5YR 5/4; no core; hard.
18 Lug	 E1112004 9' ..l6"	 HandMade. Ware II: many sMall and few
handle	 MediuM and large liMe pieces; pink 5YR
5/8; no core; average hardness.
19 Lug	 E1112004 0"-9"	 HandMade. Ware II: Many very sMall sand
handle and few MediuM and large litie and quartz
pieces and pebbles; light reddish brown
5YR 6/4; no core; very hard.
20 Handle E1112004 9'-l'6"
	
HandMade. Ware II: many very sMall sand
and few sMall to Mediuj pebbles; light
brown 7.5YR 6/4; no core; average
hardness.
Table A. 16. Suary -ottery i1eaureents (rlacdouialui Pottery Only).
a. Mean DiaMeter MeasureMents (MM.).
Vessel Type
Bowl RiM
Con i cal/heM 1 spheri cal
HoleMouth RiM
Pithos RiM
Jar RiM
Base
Churn (flat end)
Cornet Base
NuMber Mean
1?
	
206
13
	
200
39
	
226
19
	
303
14
	
141
lB
	
96
7
	
91
13
b. Frequency of Diaieter Si2e (Irl.) by Major Vessel Class.
Vessel Llztss	 Total 0-100	 100-200 200-300 300-400 400-500
Bowl	 100X	 6
HoleMouth	 1002	 3
Pithos	 1002	 -
Jar	 1002	 -
Base	 1002	 6?
Churn (flat)	 100?.
36	 54
34	 52
10	 41
85	 15
33	 -
29	 -
	
4	 -.
	
8	 3
	
28	 21
Base = total nuMber of sherds with diaMeters that can e Measured.
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c1c&rL.b 	 jjj (47; 16%)
HoleNouth vessels in the Wadi Ghazzeh fall into two groups - flat or
upright - based on the stance of the rift sherd (Appendix Two). 	 AlMost all
the holeMouth vessels belong to the latter category. The two nost conon rin
forMs are the rounded ri and the internally thickened rin that thins to an
oblique point.	 Also occurring (in descending order of frequency) are
internally inclined rims, pointed rins, horizontal internal rins, square
ntis, internally and externally thickened ntis and one flattened rin (figure
Ai.J45,7,8,10-12).	 The rounded ntis include one with an internal ledge
handle. There is also one Neolithic rin.
Biatieters, of all riti fortis, range fran 90 to 420 nti., the average being
226 titi. Wall thicknesses range fran 3 to 12 tin., the average being 7 nti.
The vessels are handtiade, horizontally wiped at the riti and vertically and
diagonally wiped on the body. Ware is loessal. Pieces of litie or a dull
white tetiper account for the non-plastic ingredients in over two-thirds of
the sherds. Internally thickened ntis that thin to a point on upright
holetiouths, which are identifiable as cooking pots, usually have the opaque
white tetiper. Ware color of all types is light reddish brown (5YR) or light
brown (7.5YR).	 Cores are rare. Sherds are of average hardness or harder.
One-quarter of the sherds are decorated. Slipped decoration occurs Mainly on
rounded ntis. Itipressed or applied decoration is found altiost exclusively on
flat inclined inward ntis.
Pit1oi(24; 8%)
The pithos is the second tiost contion vessel forn in Site A. The riti
forns (in descending order of frequency) are: internally flanged, inclined
inward (36%); internally flanged, flat (28%); internally and externally
flanged, flat (19%); everted (14%); and internally and externally flanged,
inclined inward (4%).	 Diatieters range fran 180 to 440 tin.. The average is
300 titi. Wall thicknesses range fran 6 to 12 tin. The average is 9 titt. All
are handtiade with concentric horizontal wiping on the flat niti edge and
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occasional diagonal or vertical wiping on the outer surface of the body.
Ware is loessal. TeMper is either quartz or quartz and liMe. Although the
doiq inant forM is pieces in the sMall and liediuM size ranges, virtually no
sherd is free of pebbles. The Most frequent ware colors are light brown
(?.5YR 6/4) or reddish yellow (5YR 6/6), with one red (2.5YR 5/6) sherd.
Cores are rare. Sherds are of average hardness. Ninety-one percent of the
sherds are decorated. The two undecorated sherds both have everted rims.
The Most COMMOfl surface treatMent is iMpressed circles on the outer edge of
te rim. One sherd is also red slipped on the rim. One sherd is incised on
the outer ri edge.
.rs (14; 5%)
Jars are fairly rare. Only a few exaMples were found of several types:
Of jars with everted rirns, there are 4, average diaMeter 140 MM.; of
slightly everted rims, 5, average diaMeter 110 i.; of straight rims, 3,
average diasieter 190
	 .; and of bag shaped jars, 2, average diaMeter 160 MM.
Ware is loessal. TeMper is all liMe, all quartz or Mixed and is usually
in piece forM. Uare color is light reddish brown or light brown. RiMs have a
turned finish.	 One very everted ri has applied decoration below the
neck/body joint (figure A119).	 Another has traces of red slip on the rim.
AlMost one-third of the jars are froM O"-9". An altiost equal quantity
coMes froi Factory layer 2.
tP	 (11; 4%)
Ten fragMents froM large churns and the curved double handles of a
Miniature churn (figure A.' 1 13) coMprise the evidence for churns in Site A.
Eight of the fragMents are of handles attached to the flat side of the churn.
Two are froM the curved end. The MaJority of the handles froM the flat end
are pulled handles; froM the curved end, pierced.
	 The average length of a
churn handle is 109 MM. The average thickening ratio is 1.6.
	 The dean
dicisieter of the flat side is 92
	 ., coMparable to the 96 tIM. Mean diaMeter
of fldt bases. The average thickness of the surviving wall is 8 MM. TeMper
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is alnost exclusively liie in the forM of sand or shall pieces.1° A few large
pieces of chaff iiay also appear in the section. One flat end has quartz sand
teMper only. Ware color is light reddish brown (5YR 6/4) or light brown
(?.5YR 6/4). Cores are rare. Sherds are hard to very hard. No decoration
is extant. Coils are visible on the interiors of some sherds, as are the
"plugs" on the curved ends:'1
The Miniature churn 15 different in Many respects. It has ssall
(length, 26 MM., thickening ratio, 1.8) double vertical pierced lug handles
at one end. The teMper is sand. It has a dark grey core and is very soft.
The ware color is reddish brown (5YR 5/3). The vessel wall is 4 tIM. thick.
Sixty-four percent of the churn fragMents are froti depth 0-9".
EJjts (2; 1%)
The evidence for comets consists of two sherds - one base, tapering to
flat, and one body sherd. (None were found in the Perrot excavations). Both
sherds have quartz teMper - the base sand, the body pieces. Both are thin, 3
or 4 MM. thick. They have no cores. The base is soft, the body sherd of
average hardness. Ware color is reddish brown.
j'j (22; 8X)
Interestingly, although level 0-9" has one-quarter of all the sherds, no
bases are found there. Seventy-three percent of the bases cone froM Factory
2.
Fifty-nine percent of the bases are flat. The walls in all but two
cases are straight and oblique to the base. In two cases, the walls are
curved and More-or-less perpendicular to the base. Four bases are slurried
around the circuMference, presenting a slightly "ring" appearance. One base
is a ring base. Three are stuMp bases.
One flat base has a slight rise in the center. Another shows a clear
1OSiMilar exclusivity of teMper was found by J. Glass at Arad (AMiran, 1978).
].L)See the suary chapter below for coMMents on the relevant Manufacturing
techniques and Balfet, 1962.
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line of detiarcation where the base and wall were joined together. These two
sherds illustrate two of the Methods of Manufacture Lised in pottery
production - turned and t-andMade. The average diaMeter is 96 MM.
	 IJall
thickness varies. The two curved wall sherds are thinner than the other
sherds (4 n. vs 8 nn.) Ware, teMper, color and hardness are within the range
presented by the ri sherds. Cores are rare. Sherds range froM very soft to
above average hardness.
Hui].@	 (102; 35Z)
Two-thirds of all the handles in Site 	 were forMed by piercing as
opposed to pulling.	 Of the pierced handles, the Majority are vertical lug
handles. They are either semi-circular or trianiilar in profile. In mo5t
cases the hole was pierced through while the clay was wet. In two cases, an
attempt was made to drill through the handle. In neither case does the hole
pierce the handle. Size ranges from very small (Miniature) to medium. Four
lug handles are decorated: one incised; one slipped; one slipped and incised;
and one impressed. The cross-section, taken at the Middle of the handle is
plano-convex on the semi-circular handles and triangular on the handles with
triangular profiles. Ware is in the typical Site A range of lime or quartz
inclusions, ranging from sand to large pieces or pebbles in size and form and
from few to many in quantity. The handles are hard, have no cores and are in
the 5YR 6/4 and 7.5YR 6/4-7/4 range.	 Fragments of the bodies are almost
always attached to the handle, indicating that the body/handle join was well
executed. Indentations are frequently visible on the interior of the
attached body sherds, showing where the wall had been supported as the handle
was attached to the vessel. The thickening ratio ranges from 1.3 to 3.2,
having a mean of 1.9.
The large handles with pierced holes are similar to the pierced churn
handles. The length of the former ranges from 80 to 130 MM.; the latter,
from 100 to 125 mm.
	 The sections of these handles are rectangular or
triangular. None are decorated.
	 Ware details are as previously described.
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The thickening ratio ranges from 1.3 to 2.5.
The pulled handles are different from most of the previous handles in
size and appearance. They are Much larger, ranging from 80 to 140 mm. in
length (mean, 11? mm.). The section is Most often rectangular, less often
piano-convex or triangular. 	 Three handles are decorated along the length of
the handle- two with applied, one with impressed decoration. Ware details
are as above. The thickening ratio ranges from 1.5 to 2.3, mean 1.8.
c'	 r'j	 38; 132)
Almost three-quarters of the body sherds are decorated.	 Sixty-five
percent have applied decoration.	 The remainder are slipped, impressed,
incised, grooved or painted.
(6; 22)
There are six disks.	 Five are unperforated - two roughly shaped -
"hacked out" and three partially ground on the edges. One is perforated and
ground on the edges. All are made on undecorated sherds. 	 The average
dimensions are 39x36x8 mm.
(2; 1X) There are two fragments, possibly identifiable as spoons.
Tables summarizing ware and surface treatment variations follow.
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6il1 FiiJs
The snail finds are a hetero • eneous collectioii of artifacts. Most of
the artifacts are of stone, basalt being the single 1arjest conponent.
Cerwi c
Macdonald (p.11) reports fragnents of two "Mud dogs". One is fron Pit
18; the other was not found.
i]t (BP II, plates XXIII:22,25 and XL:30,34,36,38)
Scattered throughout Site A are nineteen fragMents of basalt objects.
Unfortunately, one-third are surface finds. The basalt is porous and always
polished. AMong the identifiable fragnents are legs of fenestrated pedestal
bases, Mid-sections - ridged and plain - of such vessels, bowl rins and a
stunp base. The renainder are body fragnents. The ri dianeters range froM
160 to 200 MM.. The base diaMeter is 65 MM.
Macdonald records (p.11) that of the three Mid-sections, two were found
in disused grain pits and one lay above such a pit.
There are two bowl rins, both froM 9'-1'6". One is More-or-less oval in
shape, crudely nade, with a hollow 19 nn. deep ground in the center. The
other is a true bowl, with a dianeter of 120 MM. and wall thickness of 28 MM.
which thins to 15 MM. at the rounded rim.
There is a groundstone fragnent froM Pit 20 which is too broken to
deternine the original shipe.
There is a nesial section of a pestle or ganing piece froM the surface.
E1'tt (BP II, plates XXIII:28 and XXVIII:?)
A palette of chlorite schist, or cupreous shale was found in 9"-1'6".
Its diMensions are 120x?5x6 nn. A sinilar palette was found at Horvat Beter
in Stratun I (Dothan, 1959 plate VII:3). Kantor (1942, p.174) has conpared
the Site A palette to those of the Tasian and Badzirian civilization.
çj (BP II, plates XXIII:29, XXVII:?8,?9,81,82 and XXVIII:?)
PiriforM and spherical Maceheads of hard wlite and blue liMestone are
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found in depth 9"-1'6" (BP II, p.10). Unfortunately, they were not found in
the collections studied.
f±ca
 (BP II, plates XXVII:?6 and XXVIII:9)
According to Macdonald (p.10), a syenite conoid axe was found in the
third floor. It was not found in the collections.
In addition, there is one large sandstone grinding stone - flat on one
face, convex on the other, iarked "Factory 3". There are two water-worn
pebbles, one perforated pebble, and chunks of haeMatite and Malachite.
There are seventeen beads in the Macdonald collection. Of these, two
were found in Pits 9 and 23 with bead boring flint tools.
	 Pit 19 contained
25Z of the beads found. A siMilar quantity was found in depth 0"-9".
	 Only
one bead was found in 9"-1'6". The reMainder are surface finds.
The two Major bead forMs are flat circular beads and biconical beads.
There are also three cylindrical beads, one of which is carved. (This is a
surface find and ay not belong to the Chalcolithic Material). There is one
spherical facetted carnelian bead.
Beads are Made of ostrich shell and stone, including carnelian,
liMestone and what appears to be Malachite or chrysocolla.
	 The circular
beads range in size froM 4 to 9 MM. The diaMeter of the drilled hole is
consistently 2 MM., which agrees with the size of Microborers.
Bcn,e Tao is
Macdonald (p.11) reports that bone points are very nuMerous in Site A.
Four were actually found - froM Pit 21, a152, 9"-1'6" and the surface. The
type of aniMal froM which they cone was not identifiable.
Econcwii.c Evidcnce
Although not found in the Site A collection, Macdonald (p.11) Mentions
the existence of sMall piles of aniMal bones and teeth belonging to pig,
goat, sheep and dog. SoMe of this Material was, however, found in the
naterial belonging to the other sites. Three fish bones were foun'i in Pit
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19. They were not identified.
Several Marine shells - bivalve and cone - were found. They are too
worn for identification. Two pieces of Mother-of-pearl were also found.
cit
Site A is revealed, in three separate excavations, as a horizontally as
opposed to vertically extended site. The lack of architectural structures,
preponderance of lithic debris and utilitarianisM of the pottery suggest it
is a site of industrial iMportance. The presence of polished basalt objects,
however, seems to contradict its purely functional nature. Little econoMic
evidence is available.
On the basis of the Major eleMents of the flaked stone industry -
retouched bladelets, axes, adzes, and fan scrapers - Site A lies within the
realM of Ghassul IVA-IVB (Hennessy's phases A-LI ). The alMost coMplete lack
of the ufaMousll Ghassulian ceraMic forMs, which, according to Hennessy
are found in context with the flint types in the upper phases of
Ghassul, is notable. Instead, the ceraMic repertoire of siMple forMs, and
red slipped or inpressed decoration, conforMs more to his description of the
pottery froM the lower levels.
Site A, although containing individual eleMents COMMOfl to the Beer Sheba
sites, presents a different over-all picture. These differences May be due
to Site A's industrial function.	 Alternately, Site A	 ay belong to a
different phase of the Ghassulian than the Beer Sheba sites. 	 It is
iMpossible to place Site A more exactly on the basis of currently published
coMparative Material.	 The current survey of the Negev and Sinai, in which
Many sore Chalcolithic sites are 	 being discovered,	 ay provide sore
inforMation by which to locate Site A's position, cultural or teMporal.
-89-
t 1t't	 gt Qt
The excavation of Macdonald has been described.
12
The Perrot excavation collected ,iaterial frost a surface extent of
approxiMately 350 square Meters and excavated an area of approxiMately 20
square Meters to a MaxiMuM depth of 75 c. Virgin soil was reached at
approxiMately 50 c.	 Above this was a coMpact layer of about 20 cu.
containing fragMents of pottery and stone. This was covered by a 20-30 CM.
layer of yellow earth which was very rich in flint, especially near the top.
Although a large aiiount of lithic Material was found, Much of it was
discarded. It seesis tools were saved and flakes were not. (Of 1,932 flakes
excavated, 106 flakes were kept). It was possible, froM the notes, to
reconstruct the nuMbers presented in table A.19.
In the Alon excavation? 3 thirteen squares were Measured out. Eight were
excavated in 10 CM. intervals up to 50 CM. in depth. The reMainder seeu to
have been surface collected only. Due to tiMe pressure, it was decided to
study all the tools and cores. All the knapping uaterial frou two randoMly
selected squares was analysed to deterMine the existence of any vertical
variation in the site. Selected levels were then coupared to equivalent
(depth) levels froM other squares to investigate any horizontal variation.
In this Manner, approxiMately one-third of the collection was recorded.
Using the chi-square test in an atteMpt to isolate knapping areas for the
seui-translucent flint (the bladelet industry) and wadi gravel knapping areas
(sickle blade production areas), no vertical variation in the two squares
studied in their coMplete depth was found. However, variation between areas
at the sane depth indicates that one area was used predoMinantly for bladelet
production. A tabular flint locus, containing fan scrapers in different
stages of Manufacture (but no cores), was isolated in the excavation.
12)J. Perrot kindly Made the artifacts, top plans, field notes and registers
of this site available for study.
1'3)The artifacts were Made available for study by the excavator, Ii. Mon.
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The quantities of material collected by the three excavators vary
9reatly:
Table A.19. Deblta3e and Tool Indices
for Site A Excavations
Flakes
Blades
Bladelets
Primary
elements
Rejuvenation
elements
Burin spall
Cores
TOTAL
Chips
Chunks
TOTAL
Chips
Debitage
TOTAL
Tools
Bebitage
TOTAL
MACDONALD
N	 X
97	 10
53	 6
239	 26
3	 t
24	 3
508	 55
924	 100%
61	 98
1	 2
62	 100%
61	 6
924	 94
985	 100%
496	 35
924	 65
1420	 100%
PER ROT
N
2030	 69
192	 6
33	 1
10	 *
16	 *
1	 *
6??	 23
2959	 100%
8	 73
3	 27
11	 100%
8	 0.3
2959	 99.7
2967	 100%
254	 8
2959	 92
3213	 100%
A LO N +
N	 X
1226	 50
681	 20
427	 13
243	 7
112	 3
248	 7
343?	 100%
1790	 89
230	 11
2020	 100%
1790	 34
3436	 66
5226	 100%
394	 10
3437	 90
3831	 100%
TOTAL
N
3853	 53
926	 13
699	 9
256	 3
152	 2
1	 *
1433	 20
7320	 100%
1859	 89
234	 11
2093	 100%
1859	 20
7320	 80
9179	 100%
1144	 14
7320	 86
8464	 100
TOTAL	 1482	 3224	 5851	 10557
+Based on approximately 1/3 of the excavated material.
The variations disclosed above, as well as those shown in the table
comparing the tool lists of the three excavations, probably reflect the
differences in excavation and collection techniques and changes in interest
and archaeological philosophy which developed over a forty
-five year period.
They probably also are influenced by the "winter-sa1e
	 function - those who
come first get the best; those who come last get what remains, or what their
predecessors missed. Less variation is shown in the ceramic nuterial:
PERROT	 TOTAL
N	 X	 N	 X
108
	
1 OOX
	
395
	
box
7
	
6
	
26
	
7
16
	
15
	
63
	
16
9
	
B
	
33
	
8
6
	
6
	
20
	
5
2
	
2
	
13
	
3
2
	
.4:
16
	
15
	
38
	
10
28
	
26
	
130
	
33
20
	
18
	
58
	
15
7
	
2
2
	
*
3
	
3
	
3
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Table A.20. CeraMic Class Frequencies for Site A Excavations.
MACDONALD
N	 Z
TOTAL	 28?	 bOX
Bowls	 19	 7
Holeouths	 47	 16
Pithoi	 24	 8
Jars	 14	 5
Churns	 11	 4
Comets	 2	 1
Bases	 22	 8
Handles	 102	 35
Body Sherds	 38	 13
Disks	 6	 2
Spoons	 2	 1
IndeterMinate
RiMs	 -	 -
*=frequency less than OSX.
The finds froM all the excavations coMpleMent each other, allowing a
fairly coiplete picture of the site to be constructed. The Parrot excavation
provided evidence of two Bhassulian type fossils, the "star" and the flaked
perforated disk, which otherwise would have gone undiscovered	 The Alon
excavation found tanged blades, which otherwise would have been unknown.
-1
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Table A21 . CoMparative Tool Frequencies.
All Site A Excavations.
1ACDONALD	 ALON	 PERROT	 TOTAL
$1	 Z	 $1	 Z	 $1	 Z	 N	 %
TOTAL	 496 100.0% 394 100.0% 254 100.0% 1144 100.0%
RETOUCHED BLADE	 8	 1.6 2	 0.5 2	 0.8 12	 1.1 100%
unilateral
continuous retouch	 1	 0.2 1
	
0.25 1	 0.4 3
	
0.3 25
unilateral
discontinuous retouch3	 0.6 1	 0.25 1	 0.4 5	 0.4 42
bilateral
discontinuous retouch3	 0.6 -	 -	 -	 -	 3	 0.3 25
distal retouch	 1	 0.2 -	 -	 -	 -	 1	 0.1	 8
TRUNCATED BLADE
	 10	 2.0 26	 6.6 9	 3.6 45	 4.0 100%
single truncation	 1	 0.2	 11	 2.8	 1	 0.4 13	 1.1	 29
single and
lateral retouch	 2	 0.4 3	 0.8 1	 0.4 6
	 0.5 13
single and
backed	 2	 0.4 4	 1.0 2	 0.8 8	 0.7 18
single and
notched	 2	 0.4 1	 0.25 -	 -	 3	 0.3	 7
partial truncation	 1	 0.2 1	 0.25 -	 -	 2	 0.2	 4
bitruncated	 1	 0.2 2	 0.5 -	 -	 3	 0.3	 7
bitruncated and
backed	 1	 0.2 4	 1.0 4	 1.6 9	 0.8 20
bitruncated and
retouched	 -	 -	 -	 -	 1	 0.4 1
	 0.1	 2
NOTCHED AND
DENTICULATED BLADES -	 -	 9	 2.3 2	 0.8 11	 1.0 100%
single notch	 -	
-	 4	 1.0 1	 0.4 5
	 0.4 45
tanged	 -	 -	 4	 1.0 -	 -	 4	 0.4 36
denticulate	 -	
-	 1	 0.3 1
	 0.4 2	 0.2 18
UTILIZED BLADES	 -	 -	 64	 16.2 5
	 2.0 69	 6.0 100%
RETOUCHED BLADELETS 11
	 2.2 13	 3.3 5	 2.0 29	 2.6 100%
backed	 3	 0.6 1	 0.25 -	 -	 3	 0.4 14
alternating retouch -
	 -	 1	 0.25 -	 -	 1	 0.1	 4
unilateral
continuous retouch 	 4	 0.8 7	 1.8 3	 1.2 14	 1.2 48
unilateral
discontinuous retouch2
	 0.4 -	 -	 -	 -	 2	 0.2	 7
bilateral
discontinuous retouchi	 0.2 -	 -	 -	 -	 1	 0.1	 3
distal retouch	 1	 0.2 4	 1.0 2	 0.8 7
	
0.6 24
TRUNCATED BLADELETS 39	 7.8 16	 4.1 4	 1.6 59	 5.2 100%
single truncation	 1	 0.2 7	 1.8 -	 -	 8	 0.7 14
single and backed
	 12	 2.4 2
	
0.5 -	 -	 14	 1.2 24
single and
unilateral retouch 	 20	 4.0 5
	 1.3 4	 1.6 29	 2.5 49
single and
bilateral back	 1	 0.2 -	 -	 -	
-	 1	 0.1	 2
single and
bilateral retouch	 4	 0.8 -	
-	 4	 0.4	 7
5.4 2
0.2 -
0.2 4
0.4 -
2.0 -
0.2 -
2.0	 15
1.0 2
1.0	 1
-	 9
-	 2
8.6 4
5.0 3
3.0 -
0.2 -
0.4	 1
-	 2
0.6 2
0.4	 1
0.2	 1
0.6 7
-	 4
0.4	 1
0.2 -
1 .8 -
0.8 -
0.6 -
0.2 -
0.2 -
0.5 -
1.0	 -
3.8 -
0.5 -
0.25 -
2.3 -
0.5 -
-	 1
1.0 6
0.8 5
0.25 -
0.5 2
0.5 -
0.25 -
0.25 -
1.8 14
0.5 7
0.25 -
0.25 1
0.25 1
-	 2
-	 29
-	 5
-	 2
-	 10
-	 25
-	 7
-	 6
-	 9
-	 2
0.25 1
2.4 53
2.0 33
- 15
0.4 2
-	 3
0.8 4
-	 5
-	 3
-
5.5 24
2.8	 11
- 3
0.4 2
0.4 2
0.4	 1
0.4 1
0.4 1
0.8 2
-	 9
-	 4
-	 3
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CDONALD ALON
	 PERROT
X	 II	 X	 It	 X	 It
0.2 -	 -	 -	
-	 1
-	 2	 0.5-	
-	 2
-	 4	 1.0 1
	 0.4 5
-	 3	 0.8-	
-	 3
-	 1	 0.25 1	 0.4 2
-	 29	 7.4 3
	 1.2 32
12.2 37	 9.4	 11	 4.3 109
3.8 31	 7.9	 11	 4.3 61
partial truncation	 1
bitruncated	 -
NOTCHED BLADELET	 -
single	 -
bilateral	 -
UTILIZED BLADELET
	 -
SICKLE BLADE SEGMENT 61
backed 19
backed and
denticulated
(direct)	 27
(inverse)	 1
unretouched	 1
unilateral retouch	 2
bilateral retouch	 10
bilateral
denticulation	 1
POINT	 10
one-shoulder	 5
two-shoulder	 5
offset	 -
double	 -
Multiple("star°)	 -
BORER	 43
triangular	 25
straight	 15
enlarged base
	 1
drill	 2
MICROBORER	 -
BURIN	 3
angle burin	 2
Nultiple burin
on a break	 1
SIDESCRAPER	 3
convex	 -
concave	 2
oblique	 -
double convex	 -
double concave	 -
backed
inverse	 -
bifacial	 -
denticulated	 -
SCRAPER ON FLAKE
	 9
circular	 4
rounded	 3
convergent	 1
denticulated	 I
TOTAL
z
	
0.1	 2
	
0.2	 3
0.4 100%
0.3 60
0.2 40
2.8 100%
9.5 100%
5.3 56
2.5 27
D.1	 1
0.4	 4
0.2	 2
0.9	 9
0.1	 1
2.2 100%
0.6 28
0.5 24
0.8 36
0.2	 8
0.1	 4
4.7 100%
2.9 62
1.3 28
0.1	 4
0.3	 6
0.3 100%
0.4 100%
0.3 60
0.2 40
2.1 100%
1.0 46
0.3 3
0.2	 B
0.2	 8
0.1	 4
0.1	 4
0.1	 4
0.1	 4
0.2	 8
0.8 100%
0.3 44
0.3 33
0.1	 Ii
0.1	 11
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PERROT
#	 z	 it
1.8 10	 4.0 32
0.25 3	 1.2 9
0.5 1	 0.4	 5
-	 -	
-	 4
0.25 -	 -	 1
-	 1	 0.4 1
0.8	 5	 2.0	 11
1.3	 1	 0.4	 9
0.8 -	 -	 3
0.25 1	 0.4 5
0.25 -	 -	 1
6.1	 28	 11.0 77
1.8 6	 2.4 16
14
0.25 1	 0.4 3
-	 -	
-	 2
0.5 3	 1.2 7
0.25 -	 -	 3
3.3 18	 7.0 31
14.2 110	 43.5 396
4.3 19	 7.5 106
0.25 15	 6.0 62
0.5 7	 2.8 48
0.25 2
	 0.8 16
2.8	 11	 4.3 61
6.1 56	 22.0 102
-	 1	 0.4 7
0.25 3	 1.2 5
2.8 6
	 2.4 19
0.5 -	
-	 2
1.5 3	 1.2 9
0.5	 1	 0.4	 4
0.25-	 -	 2
-	 1	 0.4	 1
-	 1	 0.4	 1
1.3 -	 -	 7
1.5	 9	 3.5	 17
-	 -	
-	 5
-	 2	 0.8 2
MACDONALD	 ALON
#	 z	 #	 x
ENDSCRAPER OH FLAKE 15
	 3.0 7
on retouched flake	 5	 1.0 1
on unretouched flake 2
	
0.4 2
double	 4	 0.8 -
backed	 1	 0.2 -
denticulated	 -	 -	 1
nosed	 -	 -	 -
transverse	 3	 0.6 3
EHDSCRAPER ON BLADE 3
	 0.6 5
unretouched blade	 -	 -	 3
retouched blade
	 3	 0.6 1
backed blade	 -	 -
FAt4SCRAPER	 25	 5.0 24
transverse	 7	 1 .4 7
lateral	 9	 1 .8
bifacial	 1	 0.2	 1
circular	 2	 0.4 -
convergent	 1	 0.2 -
blank	 2	 0.4 2
knife	 2	 0.4 1
fragment	 -	 -	 13
CORE TOOL	 230	 46.4 56
adze	 70	 14.1	 17
axe	 46	 9.2 1
ogival	 39	 7.9 2
chisel	 13	 2.6	 1
indeter,inate	 1	 0.2 -
blank	 39	 7.9 11
broken	 22	 4.4 24
PICK	 6	 1.2 -
CHOPPING TOOL	 1	 0.2 1
RETOUCHED FLAKE	 2	 0.4 11
truncated	 -	
-	 2
distal retouch	 -	
-	 6
lateral retouch
	 1	 0.2 2
distal and
lateral retouch
	 1	 0.2 1
bifacial	 -	 -	 -
unspecified	 -	 -	 -
NOTCHED FLAKE
	 2	 0.4 5
UTILIZED FLAKE
	 2	 0.4 6
KNIFE	 5	 1.0 -
BIFACIAL CHIPPED
DISK,PERFORATED	 -	 -	 -
TOTAL
2.8 100%
0.8 28
0.4 16
0.3 12
	
0.1	 3
	
0.1	 3
	
0.1	 3
1.0 34
0.8 100%
0.3 33
0.4 56
	
0.1	 11
6.7 100%
	
1.4	 21
	
1.2	 18
	
0.3	 4
	
0.2	 3
	
0.1	 1
	
0.6	 9
	
0.3	 4
2.7 40
34.5 100%
9.4 27
5.4 16
4.2 12
	
1.4	 4
	
0.1	 *
5.2 15
	
8.9	 26
0.6 100%
0.4 100%
1.7 100%
0.2 11
0.8 47
0.3 21
	
0.2	 11
	
0.1	 5
	
0.1	 5
0.6 100%
1.5 100%
0.4 100%
0.2 100%
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MULTIPLE TOOL
truncation/point
scraper/point
scraper/truncation
BROKEN-NO TYPE
MACDONALD	 ALON	 PERROT
I	 Z	 N	 X	 N	 2	 N
3	 0.6 -	 -	 1	 0.4 4
1	 0.2-	 -	 -	
-	 1
1	 0.2 -	 -	 1	 0.4 2
1	 0.2-	 -	 -	
-	 1
5	 1.0 49	 12.4 19
	 7.5 73
TOTAL
2	 2+
0.4 1002
0.1
0.2
0.1
6.4
+relative frequency by tool class.
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SITE B
Site B, or Sultanieh, is located just northwest of Site A on the west
bank of the wadi. It was excavated by Macdonald in 1929-30. The finds are
virtually indistinguishable froM those of Site A, although their absolute
nuibers and relative frequencies differ qreatly.
The site is reported as being a iass of pits which were excavated in two
InstallMents - Layer A reMovin9 the surface deposit and Layer B reMoving the
site rubbish - irrespective of floors. Macdonald reports (p.?) the existence
of a sMall u floor us for Making sickles in Layer B. Two artifacts are Marked
"Layer C", which is not Mentioned in the text. He interprets the site as
being a tent site with a scatterifl9 of hearths. (BP II, p.9)
Ib E1k	 tQ
Flaked stone artifacts are scarce in Site B cotipzired to Site A. One
hundred and forty-nine tools and forty-eight pieces of debitage Make up the
lithic asseMblage.
Retouched B].ide1et
Macdonald (p.9) records finding laterally retouched bladeletss"Site B.
None were found in the collections studied.
çI]	 jijt	 (13; 9%) (figure B.2:1,2)
Three types of sickle blade segMents occur in Site B. Nine of the
segMents are backed. One is unretouched and one retouched on one edge only.
There are also two non-Chalcolithic eleMents reused as sickles - one Pottery
Neolithic sickle segsent and a PPN arrowhead.
Of the nine backed segMents, four are directly backed and denticulated,
four are inversely backed and denticulated and one is backed with no
denticulation.
The segMents in all categories are rectangular - long (Mean length 49.5
MM.) and wide (Mean width 14 MM.). 	 All are bitruncated with three ends
deliberately broken, ore being a notched break.	 The edges forMed by
truncation alMost always lie perpendicular to the length-wise axis of the
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tool; only one-third are oblique. The proportion of truncations forMed by
inverse retouch (36Z) is striking.
Sheen appears along one lateral edge of each tool and on one or both of
the corners forted by the intersection of the work edge and the end of the
segiient. Denticulation, which is found on alMost two-thirds of the segMents,
ranges froM fairly coarse (4 teeth per centiMeter) to fine (6.5 teeth per
centiMeter).
All are on wadi gravel.
Itciti B1j	 (2; 1%)
There is one backed and truncated blade with a straight truncation and
one bitruncated blade with one straight and one convex truncation. All
retouch is direct. Both tools are on wadi gravel.
Bi	 (2; 1X)
Of the two truncated bladelets, one has an oblique direct truncation on
an otherwise unretouched blank. The second has a concave truncation fortied by
bipolar retouch on a partially backed bladelet. Both are on the white flint
typical of the nicro-drills in Site 1.
Paints	 r	 (12; BX)
There are twelve points in the Site B asseMblage. Eleven of the twelve
points are borers - three straight with bilateral direct backing and eight
slightly triangular. Six of these are forMed in the saMe manner as the
straight borers. Of the reiiainder, one has bilateral inverse retouch and the
other, alternating retouch on one edge and direct retouch opposite. Alsost
all the tips are located at the distal end of the tool. 	 One	 S sade on
sesi-translucent flint; the rest on wadi gravel.
The twelfth point is an offset point on a blade of tabular flint. The
point is forsed by oblique direct abrupt truncation at the distal end and
abrupt retouch at the lateral edge of the tip. The blade has a trapezoidal
section, a plain butt and a crushed platforM. The tip is both battered and
thinned ventrally fros use (figure B.2:3).
L2W
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Figure B.1. Scattergram of Major Tool Classes.
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sickle blade segment
2. Inverse backed sickle
blade segment
3. Offset point on
tabular flint
4. Transverse scraper
5. Transverse fan scraper
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- Figure B.2. Site B. Tools.
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Figure B.2. Site B. Tools.
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Mi crct'ort?s'i
Macdonald (p.9) found tucroborers in Site B. The preferred flint is the
white flint coMlion in Site M. No ,icroborers were found in the collections
studied.
Scrers(17;11Z)
There are only seventeen scrapers in the Site B collection. Of these,
eleven are discussed in the fan scraper section. One endscraper on a blade,
one endscraper on a flake, three transverse scrapers and one ground scraper
coMprise the scraper corpus.
The endscraper on a blade is Made on a large (125x27x10 it.> blade of
tabular flint with a trapezoidal section. The scraper, forMed by convergent
direct retouch, is located at the distal end of the tool. There is
discontinuous irregular retouch on both lateral edges. The butt is plain and
prepared.
The endscraper on a retouched flake is on a MediuM thick (19 ui.) flake
of wadi gravel. The convex tip is battered; sotie irregular Marginal direct
retouch reiains. Both lateral edges are straightened by very irregular deep
direct retouch. The butt is cortical, the bulb of percussion protiirient and
there is no evidence of core preparation.
The three transverse scrapers are Made on wadi gravel. 	 The tip -
located at the distal end of the flake, which is its widest section - is
forMed by seMi-parallel, direct, seMi-abrupt retouch. More of the saMe
retouch is found on both lateral edges - restricted to the area adjacent to
the tip on one edge and continuous on the other. One tool is also retouched
around the base, thereby reMoving the butt. AlMost all the cortex has been
reMoved. (figure B.3:4). The other tool has a facetted butt and a cortical
dorsal surface.
The third transverse scraper is on a thin (12 MsI.) flake. It has direct
seMi-parallel retouch on the distl and left lateral edges and is cortical
along the right edge.
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The last tool, broken along the length-wise axis of the tool, retains a
width of 75 IIM. The entire dorsal surface is covered with shallow invasive
retouch with seMi-abrupt parallel and sesii-parallel retouch over this on the
tip, left edge and base. Both the dorsal and ventral surfaces are around. It
is ,ade on a shiny grey flint.
	 The technology producing this tool is
eMployed on soe core tools, but is otherwise unknown in the Wadi Ghazzeh
repertoire.
Ejrj	 (ii; ?X of tools; 65Z of scrapers)
The second largest quantity of tabular flint fan scrapers froM the Wadi
Ghazzeh sites cones froM Site B. Nine of these are technically convex side
scrapers; one is transverse; and one broken scraper appears to be oval. The
fan scrapers range in width trot, 53 to 118 	 In length froM 36 to 70 MM.;
and in thickness froM 5 to 11 trn.	 The tip anles range froM 35 to 65
degrees.
The transverse scraper has a cortical dorsal surface, distal abrupt
retouch forMing a 60 degree tip, abrupt retouch adjacent to the tip at both
lateral edges and a ventrally thinned bulb of percussion.
The lateral scrapers are siMilar to the transverse scraper except in
their Morphology..; the "tip" is located on an edge instead of an extreMity.
The retouch forMing the work edge is seMi-parallel. In one case it is
invasive, with seMi-parallel retouch over it.	 The work edge is convex; if
the tools are rotated, many forM the general "fan" shape for which the class
is known. No butts reMain on any of these tools. Bulbs of percussion have
been reMoved by flat ventral retouch.
The proxiMal segMent of a probable rounded scraper on tabular flint is
thinned ventrally.	 The dorsal surface is cortical with regular seMi-abrupt
parallel retouch covering both lateral edges.
Icci1(8 7 ; 58%)
Host of the observations on the core tools of Site B are siMilar to
those of Site A. Fourteen percent of the Site B core tools are unfinished;
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they illustrate even tiore clearly than those of Site A the Manufacturing
sequence of 1) sides shaped with lateral retouch; 2) ends shaped with
longitudinal retouch (figure B. 3 : 1 ); and 3) second-stage regularizing
retouch on edges and/or extreMities.
Flaking scars on the Site B core tools are lon9 and shallow, probably
soft haMMer produced. Tip retouch is parallel to the axis of the tool; in
only two cases is it perpendicular to the axis; one of these is probably an
unfinished tool. Nine tools have ground tips.	 In two cases, the polish
extends to the base of the tool. Five tools are Made on tabular flint; the
reMainder on wadi gravel.
The large crude tools present in Site B do not exist in Site B.
The adzes (21; 24% of the core tools) are siMilar to those in Site A -
straight edges converging at the base, biconvex cross-sections,convex tips
with longitudinal flaking on the upper face and shorter longitudinal retouch
on the lower face. Seventeen percent (4) have ground tips.
Axes (15; 17% of the core tools) also reseMble those of Site A -
slightly convex parallel edges, trapezoidal or triangular cross-sections and
retouch as above. Twenty percent have ground tips.
A large proportion of the care tools have strongly convex tips (ogiva1"
- 17; 20% of the core tools), irregular cross-sections which ay be biconvex,
rectangular, trapezoidal, triangular or of no special shape. One tool ay
have up to three different cross-sections-one at the tip, another at the base
and a third halfway along the length of the tool. 	 None of the tips are
ground.
Chisels (4; 5% of the core tools) have straight edges and tips,
triangular or trapezoidal cross-sections, and the sane Method of iianufacture
described above. Half have ground tips.
The reMainder of the core tools are coMposed of bifacial tools of the
general axe or adze type but for which explicit assignations are iMpossible
(10; 12% of the core tools) and broken tools (8; 9Z).
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Figure B.3. Site B. Core Tools.
1. Unfinished tool, not registered. from Level A.
2. Resharpened adze. not registered. from Level B.
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Table B.1. Mean Core Tool MeasureMents.
#	 Length	 Width	 Thick.	 R.1	 R.2	 Tip Angle
(nsi.)	 (MM.)	 (iii.)	 (de9rees)
Axe	 15	 81±15	 36±5	 22±6	 1.0±1	 .3t.2	 50±10
Adze	 21	 92±21	 44+9	 21±5	 .8+.1	 .3+.1	 48+19
Chisel	 4	 85+34	 32+9	 21+4	 .7±.3	 .3±.1	 51±14
Ogival	 17	 104+39	 45+12	 28+10	 .7+.2	 .3±.l	 57±10
IndeterMinate 10	 96±28	 44+14	 27+13	 .9t.2	 .3t.2	 56±17
Blank	 12	 104±23	 48±10	 27±7	 .8±.2	 .4±.2	 73±12
Note: R.lDistal Width/hesial Width; R.2=IJistal Thickness/Mesial Thickness
:'coa IQcL (3; 2%)
Twa chopping tools COME froM Pit 5 and one froM Pit 13. All three are
Made on wadi pebbles with long and invasive bifacial retouch at one end. The
average MeasureMents are 94x88x43 MM. The tip angle is 70 degrees.
ec i	(4; 3%)
The picks are More-or-less triangular in shape. Two are Made on pebbles
where the tool was shaped by irregular deep retouch with cortex reMaining on
all faces. The third pick is forMed in the satie way, but on a thick flake
instead of a pebble. The picks are large, having average MeasureMents of
119x61x43 MM. The tip narrows to 6 MM. in width by 10 MM. in thickness. The
fourth pick was counted only.
The four picks are froii Level A, Pit 5, the surface and unstratified.
tc''	 E1k	 (1; 1%)
There is one bilaterally notched flake of wadi gravel. The notches are
located in the Nesial section of the flake. Both notches are forMed by one
inverse seMi-abrupt flake.
1J1 Ic?ci	 ci; 1X
There is one denticulated endscraper/burin on an angle froM Level A.
Judging by the paucity of burins in all the sites, this one is probably
accidental.
(7 5%)
This category contains one intrusive Levallois point froM the surface
and six unidentifiable fragMents of tools.
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Table B.2. hein MetsureMents of Selected C1asse and Types.
Hi	 Len9th	 #2	 Width	 Thickness Len9th/
(.)	 (.)	 (.)	 Width
Trunczted blade	 (-)	 -	 (1)	 13.6	 5.0	 -
Truncated bladelet	 (1)	 40.5	 (2) 8.2±1.3
	 3.4±1.6	 4.3
Sickle se9ent
	 (12) 49.4±9.3
	 (12) 14.6±2.6	 5.3±1.1	 3.6±1.1
Point arid Borer	 (12) 54.4t12.1 (12) 17.1±6.0
	 .5t4.0	 3.2t1.1
Endscraper on blade	 (1)	 125.0	 (1)	 27.0	 10.0	 4.6
Eiidscraper on flake
	 (1)	 95.0	 (1)28.0	 19.0	 3.4
Transverse endscraper
	 (3) 54.5±14.6 (3)64.7±20.0	 32.732.3 0.8±0.1
Fan scraper	 (10) 74.9±12.3 (10)62.2±24.0 8.5±1.8
	 1.4t0.6
Core tool
	 (89) 93.4±29.3 43.2±12.4
	
24.2±10.0 2.2±0.5
Multiple tool
	
(1)	 77.5	 (11	 22.0	 17.5	 3.5
Note: #1nuMber of tools for which len3th and len3th/width can be Measured.
2 = nuMbe' of tools for which width and thickness cn be Measured.
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There is very little debitage Material froM Site B. There are eighteen
blanks and thirty cores. The tables are self-explanatory.
Blade butts are plain, linear, or, in one case, punctiforM. 	 The
bladelet butts, irrespective of raw Material, 	 are punctiforM.	 Core
preparation ranges froM no evidence to careful shaping. Three blades plunge.
The rejuvenation eleMent has a plain butt and a pronounced bulb of
percussion. There is no evidence of preparation prior to its reMoval froM
the core.
Of the thirty cores, seventeen are bladelet cores and eleven are blade
cores.	 One core is a bipyraMidal flake core. One is an aMorphous exhausted
core. The basic descriptive characteristics are set out in tabular forM
below. Size dfld rdw nterial distinctions between blade arid bladelet cores
are clear.
AMong the single platforM bladelet cores, prisMatic or pyraMidal cores
are the Most coMMon. Three cores are conical. Of the double platforM cores,
one is alternate opposed and the other crossed. Twenty percent of the cores
are retouched - laterally or distally - to control the flaking. The fluted
surfaces are straight or slightly convex. 	 The striking platforMs are
concave, convex or, rarely, flat. AlMost all lie oblique to the axis of the
core. The platforM is sMooth, having been forMed by the reMoval of one
flake.	 Core preparation of the fluted edge is visible on alMost all the
cores. On three cores, any evidence of core preparation has been erased - in
two cases, by the detachMent of core tablets, and in one case, by the use of
a previous reMoval as a second platforM, which retioved the fluted edge of the
first platforM. Only two cores have a Modified (roughed) striking platforM
surface.
The blade cores are priMarily single platforM pyraMidal or prisMatic.
Two cores have double alternate opposed platforMs. There is one Multiple
platforsed core with three platforMs. Flakes are reMoved froM the backs or
Table B 3
 . Mean Blank MeasureMents.
Blank Type
	 P	 Length	 Width	 Thickness R.1
	 Butt Angle
(MM.)	 (th.)	 (iii.)	 (degrees)
Blade	 10	 62.4t15.2 20.2±4.3 7.3±1.9
	
3.1±0.?	 108±8
Bladelet	 5	 27.1±7.4 7.3±0.6	 2.5±0.9
	 3.7±0.9	 79±26
Wadi gravel
Flake	 1	 85.5	 39.0	 11.6	 2.2	 90
Wadi gravel
Re J u v en a ti on
eleMent	 1	 69.0	 37.5	 11.0	 1.8	 105
Wadi gravel
Burin spall	 1	 30.0	 5.8	 2.0	 5.2	 90
Note: R.11ength/width
b. SuMMary of Selected Mean Blank MeasureMents by Raw Material (PIM.).
UADI	 GRAVEL
Blank Type	 P	 Length	 Width	 Thickness
Blade	 8	 64.0±8.2	 20.8±3.9	 6.7±1.5
Bladelet	 3	 28.1±5.8	 7.2±0.8	 2.8±1.0
SEMI-	 TRANSLUCENT
Blank Type	 P	 Length	 Width	 thickness
Blade	 1	 28.6	 13.0	 8.0
Bladelet	 2	 25.5±12.0	 7.5±0
	
20±0
Table BA. . Mean Core MeasureMents.
a. Selected MeasureMents.
Core Type
	 P	 Core Length	 PlatforM Angle P of ReMovals
(t.)	 (degrees)
Single platforM blade	 8	 61±8	 71±15	 8
Multiple platforM
blade	 1	 45	 80	 7
Double platfors
blade	 2	 45+4	 65	 6
Single platforM
bladelet	 15	 26+5	 70±15	 8
Double platforM
bladelet	 2	 24+2	 6C	 9
b.Mean Size of Core ReMoval Scars.
MX1MUM	 ReMoval	 MiniMuM	 ReMoval
Core Type	 P	 Length	 Width	 P	 Length	 Width
Single platforM blade	 7	 62.0+7.9 13.1+3.6 7
	
51.4t9.?
Multiple platforn
blade	 1	 37.0	 19.0	 1	 35.0	 16.0
Double platforM
blade	 1	 36.0	 18.0	 1	 33.0	 10.0
Single platforM
bladelet	 14	 26.1±3.7 7.6±1.6
	
14	 18.6±5.1	 6.2±2.6
Double platforM
bladelet	 2	 26.0+0	 8.0+1.4	 1	 19.0	 6.0
Base: those cores for which theseMeasureMents are possible.
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bases of cores to control blade reMoval.	 The fluted surfaces are convex.
The striking platforMs are flat, concave or convex and lie perpendicular to
te axis of the core (55Z) sore often than oblique (45X). Seven (64X) of the
platforM surfaces are Modified. Core preparation, consisting of the resioval
of spurs, exists on Most of the cores. On two cores, the ed9e was not
prepared after the last reMoval. A core tablet was reMoved froM one core.
Only one core shows no signs of preparation.
IcI:it1s
Accordin9 to Macdonald (p.9), rectan9ular liMestone haMMerstones are
CQMMOfl in Site B.
iii-
Ib C1
CeraMics are very poorly represented in Site B, there being only
twenty-nine sherds. Pottery is found priMarily in Level A and Pit 13. There
are a few sherds froM Level B, Pit 5 and unstratified.
4gj	 (3; 10%)
Two of the three bowl rids are Neolithic in character with chaff and
quartz teMper, iMpressions on the rim, grey cores, and diaMeters of 270 iri.
They are both froM Pit 13. (figure B.4:1).
The third bowl, unstratified, is Chalcolithic. It has an iMpressed rid,
quartz sand teMper and a grey core. Its diaMeter is 220 MM.
lrI	 (6; 21%)
There are six holeMouths in Site B. One, in Pit 5, is Neolithic, with
chaff and sand teMper, a dark grey core, iMpressed ri 	 and diaMeter of 290
MM.(figure B.4:3).
The other holeMouths are Chalcolithic. Both flat and upright stanced
vessels occur.	 Ware is loessal. TeMper is of quartz pieces or sand. There
are no cores. All are hard.	 Ware color ranges between reddish yellow and
pink (5YR 7/6 and 7.5YR 7/4). The average diaMeter is 250 MM. The average
wall thickness is 7 MM. Three sherds have iMpressed rids 	 one is incised
below the ri	 and slipped (figure B.4:2) and one has a band of applied
decoration below the PM. Three of the sherds are froM Level A, one froM Pit
13 and one unstratified.
(2; 7%)
There are two jar fragMents, both froM Pit 13.	 They are of the short
necked, everted riii type. One has a diaMeter of 100 MN. 1 the other of 80 MM.
Both have quartz piece teMper and no core. Hardness is MediuM.	 Ware color
is reddish brown (5YR 514) and pink (5YR 7/4).	 The first sherd is
undecorated.	 The second has a red (2.5YR 6/6) slipped exterior. 	 Wall
thicknesses are 7 and 8 PM. respectively.
H *
	(13; 45%)
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The pulled handle is the doMinant forM. 	 Half are decorated-two with
applied bands (figure B.4:4), one with a groove running along the length of
the handle and one with slip. The cross-sections are irregular. 	 The length
ranges froM 96 to 137 sri. Ware is loessal, with liMe and quartz pieces and
pebbles as teMper.	 Ware color is reddish brown to light brown. The
thickening ratio is 1.8.
Of the five pierced handles, one cones froi a Miniature churn and one is
horizontal.	 The reMainder are vertical pierced lug handles. 	 The average
length is 59	 . The thickening ratio ranges froM 1.6 to 5.3 (the horizontal
lug), averaging 2.5. Ware is as above. None are decorated.
ij	 (3; 10%)
There are three body sherds. 	 Two have applied decoration. One is
slipped and incised.
Disks (2; 7%)
There are two disks. The first has ground edges and an incoMplete
perforation. It is of coarse ware with pebble teMoer and of uneven thickness
which varies fro	 8 to 15 iii.	 Its diMensions are 61x58 i. The second
"disk" is rectangular and perforated. 	 The teMper 5 sand. Its diMensions
are 32x28x7 pui.
Stiiii Finds
There are few siiall finds in Site B. They consist of one liMestone
perforated disk, a polished stone and a broken stone bead, drilled froM one
side.
Although a spout is illustrated (BP II,XXXIX:29), it is not to be found
in the collections studied.	 The liMestone bowl (BP II,XXXIX:28) is also
Missing.
43
2 Hole- E1112063 Level A
mouth
3 Hole- E1112020 Level B
mouth	 Pits
4 !nd1e E1112002 Level A
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Figure B.4. Site B. Ceramics.
2
0	 50 mm.
Figure B.4. Site B Ceramics
# CLASS KEG. NO. LOCUS
1 Bowl	 E1112020 Level B
DESCRIPTION
HandMade. Ware I: soiie large chaff and
sMall sand; light reddish brown 5YR 6/4;
grey core; average hardness.
Turned rim. Ware II: some sMall and few
MediuM and large quartz; pink 7.5YR 7/4;
no core; soft. Exterior: traces of light
brown 7.5YR 6/4 slip.
HandMade. Ware I: sone large chaff and
very sMall sand; reddish brown	 YR 5/4;
dark grey core; average hardness.
HandMade. Ware II: few sMall quartz,
MediuM liMe and large haeMatite pieces;
reddish yellow	 7.5YR	 7/6; no core;
average hardness.
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SITE D
Site D, or Hasanieh, is located on the west bank of the tJadi Ghazzeh,
not far fron Site 0. It was excavated by Macdonald in 1929-30, by Alon in
197? and is probably the second site excavated by Perrot in 1960-61.
Macdonald excavated the nine and a half foot depth of deposit in levels
usually sIx inches in depth. He designates the lower levels, 9' to 37IJ as
Dl and the upper levels, 3'6 M -lop as 02 (BP II, p.4). PIts are associated
with the two levels (BP II, plate II). Analysis of the Macdonald finds
corroborates the existence of at least two phases. ExaMination of the top
plan and section (BP II, plate II) in light of Perrot's excavations at
GiseMent 3 (Perrot, 1962 and personal observation), and of th. finds froti
both excavations, suggests the possibility of three levels - a lower level of
pits covered by a later level of seiji-subterranean dwellings, with a third,
Mixed level between the two. It is iMpossible to deterMine if the Mixing is
real or due to excavation techniques.
The Alon excavation uncovered a paved surface with stone foundations and
a Mud-brick superstructure along with seMi-subterranean dwellin9s. The
provenance of the Neolithic sherds was not pinpointed. A horizontal rather
than vertical stratigraphic relationship between the two cultures Is inferred
(Alon, 19?? and personal coMMunication).
There are few parallels to the Neolithic ceraMic Material which is
distinctly different fros the Chalcolithic Material Ifl clay, teMper, color
and forM. Most of the parallels are found locally at Sites H, B, and A and
on the surface in a liMited section of the Wadi Ghazzeh. It is also found at
Tell Qatif in a jar used as a burial container (personal observation) and in
the sands near Herziliya (Prausnitz, 1970 and Prausnitz et al,19?0). None of
the lithic Material can be positively identified as Neolithic, although the
sporadic appearance of reused Pottery Neolithic sickle segMents confirMs its
existence. An unMixed, single occupation unit of this local Neolithic is
needed to define the asseMblage.
	 Although the lithic Material gives a
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general iMpression of trends existing in certain tool types frot the lower
(Dl) to upper (D2) levels, it is very difficult to Make a firM deterMination.
The following report concerns the Macdonald iaterial only.
It' EL' tc
j	 (blades, 3; 2%; bladelets, 6;4Z)
There are only three retouched blades and six retouched bladelets in
Site 0.
One retouched	 blade has bilateral inverse scalar retouch. 	 Its
di g,ensions are 44x16x5 MIS.	 The second has seMi-parallel retouch in the
distal section of both edges; direct on the left edge, inverse on the right.
It is 52x20x4	 . The third is the Mesial segMent of a backed blade. 	 All
are Made Qfl wadi gravel. The two existing butts are linear.
Of the six retouched bladelets, one has norMal abrupt backing, one has
continuous fine retouch on one edge, three have discontinuous retouch in the
distal or proxiMal sections and one 15 utilized .	 Five are Made on
seMi-translucent flint. Only the backed bladelet is on wadi gravel. All the
bladelets exhibit the technological features CDMMOfl to the bladelet industry
in Site A - evidence of carefully prepared striking platfortis, punctiforsi
butts, sMall bulbs of percussion and size, the average diMensions being
31x9x3 MM.
There is no order to the provenance of these tools. AlMost half the
retouched bladelets are unstratified. The reMaining bladelets and blades are
scattered through the site and pits.
Ictc	 (3; 2%)
There are three truncated blades in Site 0. All are Made qn wadi
gravel.
All the truncations are convex.
	 Two are located at the distal
extreMity, one at the proxii,al.	 Although forMed by convergent or parallel
retouch, two of the three truncations are inverse as opposed to the sore
usual direct. All the blades are backed, two bilaterally, with norMal abrupt
.Length
(mm.) 170
160
150
140
130
120
./. .
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Figure D.l. Site D. Scattergram of Majot
Tool Classes.
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retouch, which, in contrast to the truncation retouch, is almost always
direct. The butts are linear. The average dimensions are 60.9x18.3x5.8 MM.
Itct'J B1 Ie1ets (2; 1%)
There are only two truncated bladelets, both on highly patinated flint.
The truncations are convex, at the distal end of the tool. One is formed by
direct retouch, the other by inverse. One has parallel direct retouch on the
distal lateral edge near the truncation. The second is backed.
	 Butts are
punctiform and conform to the bladelet technology previously described.
	 The
average dimensions are 29.4x8.2x3.2 mm.
One is a surface find. The other is from O-1'6".
Sickle Blid Seents (28; 1BZ)
Sickle blade segments are blade segments usually shaped by direct, less
often inverse, truncation retouch into rectdnguldr forms. The Most COMMOfi
segment type is backed and denticulated (5O	 of the sickle segments). The
length averages 3.2 times the width. Only four ends are broken to the
required length. Most truncations lie perpendicular to the axis of the tool.
The truncation is straight, concave or convex. The backing on this type and
the backed only segments is u5ually direct normal abrupt. Bipolar retouch
also is used.
Two of the backed and denticulated segments are triangular.
The next most common type (21. of the segments) is the backed and
denticulated segment in which all retouch is inverse. These are generally
longer than the former type (48.5 mm. in length vs. 44.6 mm.) but wider so
that the backed and denticulated segments formed by direct retouch have an
average length:width ratio larger than that of the segments formed by inverse
retouch, whose ratio is 3.0.
Segments with bilateral retouch are few (lOX of the segments). Three of
the four ends are truncated.	 The lateral retouch is semi-parallel or
parallel and usually direct. Tese segments are short and wide, with an
average length of 37.3 mm. and a length:width ratio of 2.6.
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Table D.1. Sickle BlEide Se'Ment Stylistics.
A	 B	 C	 D	 E	 F
(base 1)
	
(2?)	 (9)	 (4)	 (4)	 (1)	 (2)
TYPE OF TRUNCATION	 100%	 100%	 (4)	 (4)	 (1)	 (2)
break	 15	 11	 1	 -	 -	 2
retouched	 78	 78	 3	 4	 -	 -
none-natural	 7	 11	 -	 -	 1	 -
TRUNCATION/END SHAPE 	 100%	 100%	 4	 4	 1	 2
strai9ht	 63	 33	 1	 3	 1	 2
concave	 18	 56	 1	 -	 -	 -
convex	 11	 11	 2	 1	 -	 -
pointed	 7	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
LIE OF END	 100%	 100%	 4	 4	 1	 2
perpendicular	 61	 78	 3	 4	 1	 2
oblique	 39	 12	 1	 -	 -	 -
(base 2)	 (21)	 (7)	 (3)	 (4)	 (-)	 (2)
TRUNCATION DIRECTION	 100%	 100%	 3	 4	 -	 2
direct	 76	 -	 3	 3	 -	 2
inverse	 24	 100	 -	 1	 -	 -
(base 3)	 (14)	 (6)	 (3)	 (3)	 (1)	 (1)
LOCATION OF UORI( EDGE 	 100%	 100%	 3	 3	 1	 1
ri9ht	 64	 67	 2	 2	 1	 -
left	 36	 33	 1	 1	 -	 1
LATERAL RETOUCH	 100%	 100%	 3	 3	 1	 1
noriial abrupt	 86	 100	 -	 2	 -	 -
seMi-parallel	 -	 -	 2	 -	 -
bipolar	 14	 -	 -	 1	 -	 -
parallel	 -	 -	 1	 -	 -	 -
no retouch	 -	 -	 -	 -	 1	 1
RETOUCH DIRECTION	 100%	 100%	 3	 3	 -	 -
direct	 100	 -	 2	 3	 -	 -
inverse	 -	 100	 1	 -	 -	 -
NON-TIP EDGE SHAPE	 100%	 100%	 3	 3	 1	 1
stral9ht	 64	 67	 2	 3	 1	 1
concave	 14	 16	 -	 -	 -	 -
convex	 22	 16	 1	 -	 -	 -
DENTICULATION	 100%	 100%	 3	 3	 1	 1
present	 100	 100	 3	 -	 3	 -
absent	 -	 -	 -	 3	 -	 1
Base 1 = nuMber of unbroken ends; base 2= nuMber of ends with retouch; base 3
nuMber of sickle blade se9Ments.
Abacked and denticulated (direct); Bbacked and denticulated (inverse);
C=bilaterally retouched; Dbacked only; E=unilaterally retouched;
F u n retouched.
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There is one segMent with retouch on one edge only and one segMent with
no retouch. Sickle sheen and general shape deterMine their placeMent in this
tool class.
In general, the a.ount of inverse retouch in this class, as in the
truncated blades, is striking.
The sickle blade segMents have no obvious distribution pattern.
	 They
are found throughout the site, irrespective of type. Only one segMent, with
inverse backin9 and denticulation, is found in a pit with Mixed Neolithic and
Chalcolithic	 artifacts.	 Other segMents cone froM pits with purely
Chalcolithic attributions.
The length:width ratio of sickles varies slightly by provenance.
However, the nunber of segnents in certain of the levels Makes nuMerical
coMparisons highly suspect.
Ecr	 ji	 (19; 12%) (BP II, plate XVII:45-48 and figure D.2)
Points, borers, drills and iiicroborers are rare in Site D despite the
nuMber of drilled objects.
There are four two-shouldered points. They are Made on either blades or
flakes.	 The point is Most coMMonly placed at the distal extreMity of the
blank. The opposite end is either natural ( a butt if the proxiMal end;
unretouched if the distal end) or truncated.
	 The tip is disengaged fron the
body of the tool by bilateral direct abrupt or bipolar retouch. This retouch
May continue on one or both edges of the tool or be absent. Two are Made on
wadi gravel, one on seMi-translucent flint and one on white flint.
AlMost all the eleven borers are triangular; only one is straight. The
borers are Made Ofl blades or flakes; it is often iMpossilbe to deterMine the
blank forM due to the heavy lateral retouch. All the tips coincide with the
distal end of the blank. The base of the tool is alMost always a butt. Only
one base is retouched. Te butts are either plain or linear.
The tool is foried by bi'ateral retouch which May be direct on both
edges, direct and inverse, alternating and direct, inverse, or bifacial
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ble B2. Point and Borer Stylistics.
Two-	 Borer	 Drill
Shoulder
(Base 1)
	
(4)	 (11)	 (4)
LOCATION OF TIP
	
4	 11	 4
distal
	
3	 11	 4
proxiMal
END OPPOSITE TIP
	
4	 11	 4
butt/Natural
	
2	 10	 3
truncated
retouched
LOCATION OF TIP-
FORIfING RETOUCH
	
4
	
11	 4
tip only
	
2	 -
tip+one lateral edge
	
2
tip+bi lateral
continuous
	
2
	
6	 4
tip, one continuous
+one discontinuous
edge
	
3
RETOUCH DIRECTION
	
4
	
11
	
4
bilateral direct
	
4
	
3
bilateral inverse
inverse+direct
	
3
alternating+inverse
	
2
alternating+direct
	
2
bilateral
alternating
bilateral bifacial
	
2
BLANK TYPE
	
4
	
11
	
4
blade
	
2
	
5
	
1
flake
	
2
	
5
	
I
indeterMinate
	
1
(Base 2)
	 (12)	 (28)
	
(18)
RETOUCH TYPE
	 6	 14
	
9
flat	 -	 2
seMi-parallel	 -	 4
	
1
norMal abrupt
	 4	 5
	
3
bipolar	 1	 1
fine	 -	 1
irregular	 1	 1
	
2
scalar	 -	 -	 I
Base 1 nusber of tools
Base 2= counts of types of retouch present
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Figure D.2. Site D. Tools.
TYPE	 REG. NO.
1. Scraper on a thick flake
2. Drill
3. Endscraper on a bladelet
4. Triangular borer
5. Triangular borer	 110564/h
PROVENANCE
8l7tI_9
3 ],I _31 6
6 l"-6 6"
5'7"-6'
12
5
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Figure D.2. Site D. Tools.
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(table D.2).
	 This retouch usually extends along the lengths of both edges
although it May be restricted to both sides of the tip. The type of retouch
ay be norial abrupt or seni-parallel.
	 Flat, bipolar, fine and irregular
retouch are also used. Borers are Made priiiarily on wadi gravel.
	 Two are
Made Ofl ses,i-translucent flint.
The drills (4) are siMilar to the borers. Tips are at the distal end.
Retouch is present on both edges and ay be direct, inverse or alternating.
It ay be norsal abrupt, irregular, scalar, flat, seMi-parallel or fine.
The tajor differences between the drills and the borers are in the
cross-section, which is diaMond shaped in the forMer and trapezoidal in the
latter; the size, drills having an average length of 54.8 tiM. vs 42.5 for the
borers; the length:width ratio, being 4.2 for drills and 3.1 for borers; the
ditjensions of the tip, the forMer being wider and thicker (3.2 titi.x3.2
	 .
vs. 2.5 MM.x1.9 MM.); and the wear, drills having heavily polished tips and
ed'3e5 whereas borers have little or no polish although the tip tiay be
battered.	 Three-quarters of the drills are Made Ofl wadi gravel, one on
seMi-translucent flint.
Tips of points are also s,ialler than those of drills (3.4x2.1 Mti.).
ct gtt	 (1; O.7Z)
There is one tiicropoint on the white flint COMMOn to Microborers in Site
1. It is a two-shouldered point and conforMs to the description given above,
differing only in its size. It was stored in the Institute of Archaeology
with a bead.
(4; 3 X)
Two intrusive PPN arrowheads were found in levels
	 and
(BP II, plate XX:12,13). Also found were two points that could be classified
as Etiireh points although that category is irrelevant to the period
represented in Site D (BP II, plates XVII:4? and XX:21).
ci; OJZ)
There is one burin froM the surface of Site B. It is an angle burin on
-12 7-
a retouched break.
(15; 10%)
There are four major types of scraper in Site D - sidescrapers (13% of
Site U scrapers), scrapers on flakes (33%), endscrapers on flakes (20Z),fan
scrapers (20%) and broken scrapers (13%).
The first three groups share a coon technolo9y in that all are Made Ofl
flakes of wadi 9ravel which have proMinent bulbs of percussion, and large
linear, dihedral, plain or cortical butts. Nany also have cortical dorsal
surfaces; i.e. a first flake was coMMonly used as the blank for a 'ool.
The fan scrapers are technologically distinct. 	 A different raw
Material, tabular flint, was chosen. 	 The butt is not preserved. Retouch is
sore regular. The tip an9le is less abrupt.
There is a clear trichotoMy in the thicknesses of the scrapers, with
very thin (thickness less than 10 MM.), thin (thickness 10 to 20 MM.) and
thick (thickness greater than 20 MM.) scrapers.
The typolo9y conforiis to the5e intervals - only fan scrapers are very
thin; convergent scrapers and endscrapers on flakes are thin and bifacial. and
sidescrapers are thick. This is not reflected in the provenance of the
scrapers.	 AlMost half of the scrapers which are stratified are those that
are thick. The reiiainin 	 scrapers are scattered throu • hout the depth of the
site. The only relationship between thickness of blank and depth is in fan
scrapers, which were found only in the upper levels of the site.
There are only two sidescrapers in Site U.	 One is a siMple convex
sidescraper on a thick flake; the second a strai9ht inverse sidescraper on a
thick flake.	 The retouch is parallel or seMi-parallel and irre3ular. The
work ed9e angles are steep - 78 degrees.
There are five scrapers on flakes in Site U. The convergent scrapers
are Made on product flakes; the bifacial and rounded scrapers on first
flakes. The retouched wirk edges are convex. Retouch ay be seMi-parallel,
scalar, invasive or irregular.
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There are two endscrapers on retouched flakes and one on an unretouched
flake. All have convex work edges forMed by direct retouch of the distal
end. Two are on thin flakes. One is on a thick first flake.
There are two Mesial sections of scrapers on thin flakes. Their types
cannot be deterMined.
According to BP II,plate XV, there are three fan scrapers in Site B,
froi	 levels 0-1'6", 2'-2'6" and 2'P'-3'. Only the transverse fan scraper
froi level 2_2I6h1 can be found in any of the collections studied. It is a
typical fan scraper, Made on tabular flint, with the butt reMoved and
seMi-parallel scra p er retouch on the distal end and riQht ed'e.
Table 0.3. SuMMary Scraper MeasureMents.
#	 Length	 Width	 Thick.	 R.1	 Tip Angle
('iii.)	 (MM.)	 (degrees)
Sidescraper	 2	 84.0	 67.4	 23.0	 1.4	 78
Scraper
	
on flake	 5	 78.0	 56.0	 21.0	 1.6	 65
convergent	 2	 78.0	 57.0	 12.5	 1.4
bifacial	 2	 75.0	 48.0	 25.5	 2.0
	
rounded	 1	 84.0	 72.0	 28.0	 1.2
Endscraper
	
on flake	 3	 69.8	 58.3	 18.8	 1.3	 49
Fan scraper	 1	 61.0	 77.0	 6.0	 0.8	 40
Note: R.1=Iiistal Uidth/Piesial Width.
cn	 Igci	 (60; 39%)
AlMast half the core tools, including all but one blank, are surface
finds or unstratified. Of the reMainder, only two - one adze and one broken
tool - cone froM the upper levels. Seven cone froM the interMediate 3'7"-4'
level. Sixteen are froM the lower levels. Four are froM Pit 37 and one each
froM Pits 15, 17 and 27. There are three Major types of core tool in Site B:
strongly triangular in outline (adzes; 42% of the core tools); rounded in the
tip with the width of the tip Markedly narrower than the width of the
Mid-section (ogival; 18%); and large	 tools that have no real shape
(indeterMinates; 13%). The reMainder consists of axes (5%), a chisel (2%)
and blanks (202). Two of the axes curve in sharply on one edge at the tip
with only a slight curve on the opposite edge.
Two distinct varieties of workManship are represented: a gross working
of large deep flakes which are often alMost scalar and have little
regularity, which seen to 'chew upu
 the tool; and a finer retouch which sees
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to skiM across the tool, which utilizes short rather than laMellar invasive
retouch at the tip and is often ground.
	 The tiner retouch, which is also
used in Sites A and B, is restricted,in Site B, to adzes (fi'3ure D.3: ,
whereas the coarser retouch, which appears only in the lower levels and pits
of Sites B and $ (figure D.3: , and BP II,plate XII:1l), is found on all
core tool types. Although the coarse retouch is restricted to the lower
levels of Site D and Pit 17, the finer retouch is used on tools which are
found in all levels of the site. The regular-shaped adzes and axes with the
classic longitudinal retouch typical of Sites A and B do not appear in Site
B. The large ogival tools (BP II, plate XII:first row, second froM right)
with ground tips are found only in Site B, 3/7u_4
SoMe tools have resharpening retouch.
There are two Major groups based on size (figure Li) - shorter and
narrower vs. longer and wider. There is little correlation between tool
outline and cross-section.
Table D.4. Core Tool Stylistics.
a.Mean Measurenents
fl	 Length	 Width	 Thick.	 R.1	 R.2	 Tip Angle
(MM.)	 i.)	 (.)	 (degrees)
Axe	 3	 85+10	 34+11	 24+3	 0.8	 0.2t0.3 56±16
Adze	 25	 85+18	 43±13	 26±9	 1.04±0,1 0.2±0.1 53±15
Chisel	 1	 84	 29	 16	 0.2	 60
Ogival	 11	 88±20	 46+	 24±2	 0.7±0.2 0.2±0.1 52±?
IndeterMinate 8	 111+23	 69±20	 40+11	 Q.?±02 0.+Q.2 82±22
Blank	 12	 120t32	 54t14	 38+11	 70±17
Note: R.1=riistal Widthlilesial Width; R.2Bistal Thickness/Mesial Thickness
b.Occurrence of Cross-Section by Type.
Biconvex Trapezoithi 1/ 	 1 rregu lair
Trizin9ular
axe	 (3)	 (1)	 (2)	 -
adze	 (25) 100%	 29	 66	 5
chisel	 (1)	 -	 (1)	 -
ogival	 (11)	 100%	 36	 64	 -
indeterMinate (4)	 -	 (4)	 -
blank	 (10)	 100%	 10	 80	 10
ctP3 I1 (1; 0.7%)
There is one choppin9 tool, which is unstratified. 	 It is nade on a
pebble.	 The base is cortical. Only the tip and the edges adjacent to the
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Figure D.3. Site D. Core Tools.
TYPE	 REC. NO.	 PROVENANCE
1. Adze	 -	 4'l"-4'6"
2. Axe	 8'7"-9'
3. Axe	 -	 Pit 19
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Figure D.3. Site D. Core ToolB.
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tip are bifacially retouched with flat invasive retouch. The tip angle is 38
degrees. The overall size is 106x74x2? in.
ec I ci; 0.7%)
There is one pick fron level 4'1"-4'6". The pick is i,ade on a thick
flake. The tip is bifacially retouched and has an angle of 75 degrees. The
lateral edges have direct irregular retouch.
	 The tip is gpproxiMately
one-fifth the width and thickness of the flake. The neasurenents of the tool
are 99x62x46 nn.; of the tip, 8x9 MM.
tct'	 (3; 2%)
There are two retouched flakes, one fran the surface, the other fran
8/1_86 h1
. Both are nade on first flakes of wadi gravel. 	 One flake is
transverse.	 Both have direct bilateral retouch which is very irregular,
there being no order to the renovals. The third flake, unstratified, is also
Made Ofl wadi gravel. It shows signs of use on both lateral edges.
Notcts und tknticu1ates ci; 0.7%)
There is one denticulated blade fran level l'7"-2'. The denticulation
is nediun, 4.5/cn. There is fine lateral retouch in the nesial section of
the edge opposite the denticulation. The blade has a trapezoidal section, a
punctiforn butt and retouch over a break at the distal extrenity. Its
dinensions are significantly different fron those of sickle segnents:
71x43x12 Mn.
i^it
	
ci; 0.7%)
There is one knife, fron 7/lu_76. It is a long thick flake that has
been bifacially thinned with irregular retouch along one edge.
	 Iti
dinensions are 143x46x230 nn.
tt2i Ic
	
(1; 0.7%)
There is one Multiple tool, fran 7'l"-7'6". it is a core tool whose
base has been transfarned into a borer.
çxj (3 2%)
There are three fragnents on unidentifiable tools.
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Ib
The non-tool debitage consists of eight blanks and fourteen cores.
There are two blade blanks, one plunging blade, four bladelet blanks and
one piece of debris.
All the bladelets, as well as one blade and the debris are of
seMi-translucent flint.	 The plunging blade is of reddish brown flint and
the reMaining blade of wadi gravel.
The bladelets have punctiform butts that were carefully shaped before
removal froi the core. The same technique was used on the plunging blade.
No butts are preserved on the other blades.
Blank Type
Bladelet
	
4
Blade
	
3
Table EI.5. Mean Blank Measurements.
Length	 Width	 Thickness
(mm.)	 (MM.)	 (MM.)
33.8+4.9 9.6+2.0	 26±0.7
63.5t4.9 16.4±3.8 7.7±2.4
There are five blade cores and the same number of bladelet cores as well
as two flake cores and two exhausted cores.
Four of the five blade cores are made on wadi gravel, one on
semi-translucent flint.	 Three of the cores are single platform - prismatic
or pyramidal. One is a double opposed alternate core and one is exhausted
but identifiable as having been a blade core. The cores are relatively
small. The single platform cores are incompletely utilized, still having
cortex on the distal and lateral faces. All the cortex has been removed from
the double platform core.
	 The Multiple platform core has four striking
platforms.	 Two of the platforms are perpendicular to the first fluted
surface, the fourth, opposed. The striking platforms of all the blade cores
are smooth or dihedral and flat, lying perpendicular to the axis of the core.
The striking platform edges were prepared between removals.
The bladelet cores are made on a variety of raw material - three on
semi-translucent flint, one on wadi gravel and one on what seems to be
tabular flint. One core, on wadi gravel, is large, its , length being 54 mm.
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as opposed to the length of 25
	 . sore COMMOfl to the bladelet cores. Aton9
the single platforsi cores, one is pyraMidal and one prisMatic. There are two
double platforM cores - one opposed and one alternate opposed. The second
striking platforM of the first core was Made by the reMoval of two flakes
froM the base of the core. The fluted surface resulting froM the second
platforM of the opposed alternate core has coMpletely reMoved the first
striking platforM. The striking platforMs are sMooth or dihedral; convex or
flat; and lie perpendicular to the axis of the core. The striking platforM
edges are prepared and show evidence of shaping.
Of the two flake cores, one is bipyraMidal. The other has scars fron
the reMoval of both flakes and blades. Both are on wadi gravel.
The original forMs of the two exhausted cores, on wadi gravel, cannot be
deterMined.
Core
Type
Blade
Bladelet
BipyraMidal
Mixed
Exhausted
Icbtciir
Table 0.6. Mean Core MeasureMents.
It Core	 Core	 Core	 PlatforM	 It of	 ReMoval ReMoval
Length Width	 Thick.	 Angle	 ReMovalsLength Width
(MM.)	 (iiii.)	 (MM.)	 (degrees)	 (MM.)	 (rot.)
5 43±11 36±7	 27±15	 72±13	 7±2	 38±7	 12±4
5 31±13 31±11	 29t12	 66±11	 8t1	 31±13	 11t6
1 51	 44	 41	 84	 9	 37	 35
1 47	 55	 29	 85	 5	 50	 20
2 34t3	 39±3	 36±3	 90t13	 38±12	 12±3
Four possible hatlMerstanes were found - two spherical pecking and
grinding stones, froM 41H_4/6u and Pit 35, and two elongated haMMerstones,
froM	 and 8'P9'6".	 The latter, however, ay be a pestle as red
ochre is found on bath ends.
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Ib	 'ic AStir3€
AlMost twenty-five percent of the ceraMic material preserved in the Site
B collection is Neolithic. It is co.iposed of holeMouth and bowl ris, knob
and pulled handles, and disks.
The vessels are handMade.	 Inner and outer wall surfaces are highly
uneven. Coils are clearly visible in some sherds. Large pieces of chaff are
present in freshly broken sections as are sand and pebbles. This chaff has
been identified as ern,er. The ware color is red (25YR). 	 Cores are dark
grey and wide. The sherds are often soft.
cjt	 (8% of total Site D 32% of Neolithic B) (BP II, plate XXXVIII:1-3;
figure D.:1-6)
Bowls have siMple rounded rims which 	 ay curve inward. SoMe profiles
cire preserved, extending to rounded bases. Most are undecorated although one
ri is incised and two are iMpressed. The average diaMeter is 264 MM. The
average wall thickness is 11 MM.
Only 20% of these sherds cone froM the upper levels of Site B.
	
The
resiainder are evenly split between the lower levels and the pits.
y j	 (3% of total Site D 14% of Neolithic 11) (figure E.'?)
HoleMouths have rounded ribs.
	 Two riiis have ii'ipressed designs. The
average diaMeter is 205 MM. wall thickness 9 liM. One holeMouth, froM Pit 30,
is reconstructable. It has iMpressed and incised designs (BP II, plate
XXXVIII:4 where it is incorrectly attributed to Site A).
Holenouths are found in the lowest levels of Site B and pits.
I-IiiJ1es (8% of total Site 11; 32% of Neolithic 11) (figure 11.5:8-14)
Handles are either pulled or knob. The average length of pulled handles
is 9? ti. The thickening ratio is 1.1. In 90% of these handles, the hole is
not circular. The handle is usually uneven, with a thickening in the Middle.
The knob handle	 ay be either spherical or elongated. The joining of the
1)Identification courtesy of R. Hubbard.
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handles to the vessel body is badly done, as very often there is no body
sherd attached to the handle.
(3% of total Site 0; 12% of Neolithic B) (figure D.5:17)
There are three flat, two rounded and one stuMp base.
	 The average
diaMeter is 57 iii.
xj Seis (0.5% of total Site D; 2% of Neolithic B)
There is one body sherd with a hole pushed through. The sherd is of
uneven thickness, varying between 9 and 14 MM.
Disks (2% of total Site 0; 8% of Neolithic 0)
There are four unperforated disks. Three are hacked out. One is also
partially ground on the edges. The average diMensions are 45x48x14 tIM. It
is ispossible to deterMine when these sherds were reshaped.
The renaming seventy-five percent of the ceranic Material is typical of
the Beer Sheba-Ghassulian Chalcolithic.
Lw	 (10; 6% of Chalcolithic 0)
Conical bowls conprise only 1% of the sherds in Site 0.
	
Of the four
rennants, one is a restorable bowl with a flat base and ri thinned to a
rounded profile. The rin dianeter is 140 nn. and the base 55 MM. Wall
thickness is 6 nn. It stands 150 n. high. It is handnade and undecorated.
A siMilar sherd thins to a pointed riti profile. It also is undecorated. The
third sherd curves inward near the ri 	 so is neither truly conical nor
heiiispherical. It has two Mend holes drilled through it. 	 The fourth sherd
is henispherical, with crescents incised below the rin on the exterior.
Other bowl forMs have rounded rins - two with incurving walls, two with
siMple rounded rims, undecorated and one iMpressed on the ri edge.
IJare is loessal in all the forns. The tenper in the first group is
pebbles, sand in the second. Ware color is reddish brown or light brown.
Sherds are of average hardness. The bowls are handnade with no evidence of
tvrning. The average ri p' diaMeter of the conical/henispherical bowls is 220
nn.; of the rounded ri bowls, 300 MM. The iMpressed rin bowl is large - 460
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mm. in diameter.
Holeiiciuths Vesse1c (24; 15% of Chalcolithic D)
There are more upright-stanced holemouth vessels (58%) than flat stanced
(42%).	 Almost every rim form appears. The Most common are those that thin
to a pointed or rounded profile and those that are thickened internally.
Also found are two everted rims, two rims that thin obliquely from the
interior, arid one each lipped, thickened internally and e>ternEilly, and
squared. There is one spouted holemouth with a piecrust impressed rim from
1'6"-2'.	 One upright holemouth from 0-1'6" has an internal knob handle
(figure D.6:2). Five of the holemouths - two flat and three upright - are
possibly identifiable as cooking pots.
The holemouths are handmade. Some have concentric turning marks on the
rim.	 The ware is loessal. Temper is heavy, usually of very small to medium
quartz pebbles. Almost one-third have lime temper. The sherds are generally
of above average hardness.	 One-third have grey cores. Ware color ranges
from light red (2.5YR 6/6) to light brown (7.5YR 6/4).
The average diameter of the flat holemouths is 253 mm.; of the upright,
238 mm.; and of the cooking pots, 228 mm. The average wall thickness of all
types is 8 mm.
Very few of the holemouths are decorated. 	 The two everted rims are
decorated - one with impressions on the rim edge, the other with applied
decoration. Two other sherds - one with a rounded rim and one thickened
iAternally - have applied and impressed decoration respectively.
Eb! (15; 10% of Chalcolithic 0)
The pithos is the second most common vessel form in Site 0. 	 The most
common rim form is internally flanged, flat (57%). Also occurring are
internally flanged, inclined rims (21%) and externally flanged, inclined and
internally and externally flanged, flat rims (7% each). Te flat surfaces of
the flanged rims are concentrically wiped. The average diameter is 323 mm.
The average wall thickness is 9.5 mm. All are impressed dn the outer rim
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edge. One sherd, with indeterminate stance, is also red (2.5YR 5/4) on the
rim. Uare is loessal. Temper is usually quartz or quartz and lime pebbles.
Ware is light reddish brown or reddish brown (5YR) or light brown (7.5(R).
Cores are rare. Sherds are of above average hardness.
Half of the pithos sherds are from level 0'-1'6" one-fifth from
2'-2'6". The remainder are scattered in various levels and pits.
J,rs (13; 8% of Chalcolithic D)
Jars are found primarily in the upper levels and pits of Site D. Only
two jars are from level ?/6u_8/. These two jars, with slightly everted rims,
have applied bands with impressed decoration on the neck, just above the neck
and body joint. They are handmade, of bess, with lime or quartz pebbles the
major temper type. One also has pieces of ceramic as a temper ingredient.
Both are of medium hardness and have cores.	 The ware colors are reddish
brown (5YR 5/4) and light brown (7.5YR 6/4). The rim diameter of one is
indeterminable.	 The rim of the second is very uneven but seems to be
approximately 140 mm. in diameter. The walls are 7 and 8 mm. thick. (BP II,
plate XXXII:first sherd in upper left corner, second row).
The remaining eleven jars occur in pure Chalcolithic contexts.	 They
consist primarily of jars with long or medium necks, straight or slightly
everted rims and pronounced or sloping shoulders. There is one medium/large
jar with an everted rim, one jar with a short neck, everted rim and sloping
shoulder and one bag-shaped jar. The ware for all the jar types is boessal
with heavy temper - medium to large quartz and lime, usually in pebble torm.
The sherds are very hard. There are no cores. The ware color is brown to
light brown (7.5YR 5/4-6/4). The jars are handmade, with possible turning at
the rim.	 One jar with a long neck hasan incised handle on the pronounced
shoulder. Another of the same type has a band of clay applied below the rim
(figure 0.6:5). All the other sherds are undecorated.
Cl-Enns (3; 2% of Chalcolthic D)
There are only three identifiable churn fragments from Site B. All are
2 Bowl	 E1112050 Pit 37
3 Bowl	 E1112027 Pit 37
4 Bowl	 E1112058 7'l"-7'6"
5 Bowl	 E1112062 8'l"-8'6"
6 Bowl Pit 15
7 Hole- 	 E1112062 6'7"-7'
mouth
10 Handle E1112002 31711_41
and base
11 Knob	 8'7"-9'
handle
12 Knob	 E1112001. 6'7'-7'
handle
13 Knob	 E1112007 7'l"-7'6'
handle
14 Knob	 E1112007 Pit 37
handle
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Figure	 Site D Ceramics.
CLASS REG. NO. LOCUS
1 Bowl	 4 1 7It_5
8 Handle E1112002 3'7"-4'
9 Handle E1112002 Pit 15
DESCRIPTION
Handmade. Ware I: some very large chaff,
few mediun lime and quartz pebbles; red
2.5YR 5/6; grey core; average hardness.
Handmade. Ware I: many large chaff, few
small lime pebbles; light reddish brown
5YR 6/4; grey core; average hardness.
Diameter, 300mm.
Handmade. Ware I: few large chaff, some
small sand; reddish brown 5YR 5/4; no
core; average hardness.
Handmade. Ware I: some large chaff, few
large shell and snail sand; light reddish
brown 51R 6/4; dark grey core; average
hardness.	 Diameter uneven, between 27
and 285MM.
Handmade. Ware I: Many medium and snail
quartz pebbles, some large organic; light
reddish brown SIR 614; grey core; soft.
Handmade. Ware I: some small sand and few
medium quartz pebbles, few large chaff
and lime; yellowish red SIR 5/6; grey
core; average hcirdness. Very uneven,
diameter cannot be measured.
Handmade. Ware I: Many very small sand,
some small quartz pebbles and few large
chaff; yellowish red SIR 5/6; grey core;
average hardness. Diameter, 160mm.
Handmade. Ware I: some small quartz, few
large chaff; reddish brown 5YR 5/4; grey
core; soft.
Handmade. Ware I: some small sand, few
medium quartz pebbles and large chaff;
reddish yellow SIR 6/6; grey core;
average hardness.
Handmade. Ware I: some snail pebbles, few
large chaff; light brown ?.5YR 6/4; grey
core; average hardness. Coil made with
vertical smoothing. Base diameter cannot
be measured.
Handmade. Ware II: few small lime and
very sal1 quartz; reddish yellow 5YR
7/6; grey core; average hardness. Coarse.
Handmade. Ware I: many very small sand,
few large chaff and small lime pieces and
pebbles; red 2.5YR 5/6; grey core;
average hardness. Very coarse.
Handmade. Ware II: many small pebbles;
light reddish brown 5YR 6/4; grey core;
hard.
Handmade. Ware I: few large chaff, medium
quartz pebbles and very small sand;
reddish brown 2.51R 5/4; grey core; very
soft.
avg cI
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Figure D5. Site D. Ceramics.
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Figure D..6. Site D Ceramics,
# CI4SS REG. NO. LOCUS
1 Bowl
	 E1112051 5'l"-5'6"
2 Hole- 	 E1112047 O"-l'6"
mouth
3 Hole- 	 E1112023 Pit 37
inoutn
4 Hole-	 E1112054 8h1h1_8161t
mouth
(cooking pot)
5 Jar	 E1112044 0h1..lt6P
6 Jar	 E1112044 3'7"4'
7 Jar	 E1112040 0t1_l6P1
8 Pithos E1112020 1'7"..2'
9 Pithos E1112020 5'l"-5'6"
10 Pithos E1112020 Pit 1
11. Pithos E1112020 0"-l'6"
12 Jar	 E1112064 2'l"-2'6"
13 Bowl	 E1112016 Pit 21
(lamp?)
14 Base	 E1112011 Pit 6
15 Base	 E1112011 4'1"-4'6"
16 Base	 E1112012 2' 1"-2 '6"
17 Base	 E1112012 Pit 8
18 Base	 E1112014 2'1"-2'6"
DESCRIPTION
Handnade. Ware II: nany very snail quartz
sand; red 2.5YR 5/4; grey core; average
hardness.
Handnade. Ware II: nany nediun quartz
pebbles; pink 7.5YR 7/4; no core; average
hardness. Interior: coils.
Handnade. Ware II: sane to nany large
pebbles; pink 5YR 7/3; no core; average
hardness. Dianeter, 2lOnn.
Handnade. Ware II: nany very snail line
and quartz sand, sone snail line pebbles,
few nediui line pieces; reddish yellow
5YR 6/6; grey core; hard. Interior:
coils. Dianeter, 220nn.
Turned rin. Ware II: nany very snail
quartz sand; brown ?.5YR 5/4; no core;
very hard.
Handnade. Ware II: sone nediun and snall
line pebbles; light brown 7.5YR 6/4; no
core; very hard. Dianeter, 8Onn.
Handnade. Ware II: nany nediun line
pebbles; grey throughout; soft. Dianeter
cannot be neasured.
Handnade. Ware II: nany very snail quartz
sand; light reddish brown 5YR 6/4; no
core; hard. Dianeter, 400nn.
Handnade. Ware II: sone
	 snail	 line
pebbles, few large chaff; reddish yellow
5YR 6/6; black core; average hardness.
Handnade. Ware II: sane snail and nediun
pebbles; light reddish brown 5YR 6/4; no
core; hard.
Handnade. Ware II: nany very snail quartz
sand, sane nediun pebbles; light brown
7.51R 6/4; no core; hard. Dianeter, 300
Mn.
Handnade. Ware II: sane snail and large
line pebbles; light brown ?.SYR 6/4; grey
exterior; average hardness.
Handnade; pinch pot. Ware II ? : few nediun
pebbles; reddish yellow 5YR 6/6; grey
core; average hardness.
Handnade. Ware II: sone to nany line
pebbles; light reddish brown 5YR 6/4;
light brown core; hard.
Handnade. Ware I: nany large chaff, sane
snail line pebbles; reddish brown 2.SYR
4/4; grey core; soft.
Handnade. Ware II: few snail and nediun
line; reddish brown SYR 5/4; no core;
very hard.
Handnade. Ware I: sane large chaff and
snail pebbles; reddish yellow SYR 6/6;
grey core and interior surface; average
hardness.
Handnade. Ware II: few nediun and snail
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Figure 0.6. Site D. Ceramics.
21 Fenestratt.	 11711_21
base	 E1112029
22 Base	 E1112040 3'1"-3'6
23 Churn E1112003 Pit 5
handle
24 Handle Efl12002 O"-l'6"
25 Body	 otI_ 1611
sherd
26 Body	 E1112020 0'-lJ6"
1 7 11 _2 I27 Disk
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# CLASS REG. NO. LOCUS
19 Base	 E1112011 4'1"-4'6"
20 Base	 E1112011 4h1h1-416h1
28 Spoon	 311 3'6"
DEScRIPTION
liMe; reddish brown 5YR 5/4; no core;
very hard.
Hzindtiade. Ware II: some very sMall quartz
sand; red 2.5YR 5/6; grey core; very
bard.
HandMade. Ware I: some large chaff and
sMall pebbles; reddish brown 2.5YR 5/4;
grey core and interior surface; average
hardness.
HandMade. Ware II: some quartz sand, few
large quartz pebbles; light brown 7.5YR
6/4; no core; hard.
HandMade. Ware II: some sMall quartz
sand, few sMall quartz pebbles; reddish
yellow 51R 6/6; grey core; average
hardness.
HandMade. Soie MediuM calcite pebbles;
yellowish red 5YR 5/6; no core; average
hardness.
HandMade. Ware II: any sMall and few
large quartz pieces; light brown 7.5YR
6/4; no core; average hardness.
HandMade. Ware II: many MediuM and sMall
quartz pebbles; reddish yellow 5YR 6/6;
no core; very hard.
HandMade. Ware 11: some MediuM and large
liMe pebbles; light brown 7.5YR 6/4; no
core; very hard.
HandMade. Ware II: many very sMall quartz
sand; reddish brown 5YR 5/4; grey core
and interior surface; soft.
HandMade. Ware II Many sMall quartz
sand; light brown 7.5YR 6/4; no core;
soft.
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Table 0. 7. SLitiMary Measureients - Neolithic Pottery.
a. Mean DiaMeter MeasureMents (ilpi.).
Vessel C1as
	 Nutber rican	 S.D.	 Minitu	 Ma<itsum
Bowl hiM	 15	 264	 Sb	 110	 300
Holeouth Ri
	 4	 205	 53	 160	 260
Base	 5	 5?	 18	 40	 80
b. Frequency of biaeter Size 	 by Major Vessel Class.
Vessel Class	 Total 0-100	 100-200 200-300 300-400 400-500
Bowl	 100%	 -	 6	 47	 47	 -
Holeouth	 (4)	 -	 (2)	 (2)	 -	 -
Base	 100%	 100	 -	 -	 -
Base total number of sherds that have diaeters which can be easurei.
Table 0. 8 . Sunary heasureents - Chalcolithic Pottery
a. Mean Diameter Measurements.
Vessel Type	 Number Mean	 S.D.	 Miniu	 Maxiu
Bowl Ri
Conicalfheispherical
	
3
	
220
	
72
	
140
	
240
Other
	
6
	
30
	
81
	
230
	
460
Holeouth Ri	 24
	
229
	
74
	
100
	
420
f I at - stance d
	
10
	
253
	
94
	
150
	
420
upright - stance d
	
14
	
238
	
70
	
100
	
320
Cooking pot
	
5
	
228
	
69
	
150
	
290
Pithos Ri	 14
	
323
	
60
	
240
	
440
Jar Ri
	
9
	
122
	
33
	
80
	
190
Base
Flat
	
6
	
69
	
19
	
40
	
90
Stup
	
4
	
86
	
23
	
70
	
120
Fenestrated
	
2
	
24
	
57
	
200
	
280
Potstand
	
70
b. Frequency of DiaMeter Size (Mn.) by Major Vessel Class.
Vessel Class	 Total 0-100	 100-200 200-300 300-400 400-500
Bowl	 10t%	 -	 11	 67	 11	 11
Holeouth	 100%	 -	 38	 45	 13	 4
Pithos	 100%	 -	 -	 29	 57	 14
Jar	 100%	 22	 78	 -	 -	 -
Base	 100%	 92	 8	 -	 -	 -
Basetotal nuber of sherds with diarteters that can be Measured.
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handles froM the curved end of the churn. 	 The handles are pulled. The
sections are piano-convex. The average length is 116 MM.	 The thickening
ratio is 2.2. Ware is loessal. TeMper is sand or quartz pebbles. One sherd
has a core.	 The sherds are of average hardness. One handle has finger
iMpressions along its length.
One sherd is froi O-1'6". The other two are froM Pits 1 and 5.
Ccet ci; ix of Chalcolithic B)
There is one possible cornet fragMent - a body sherd froM 3'?"-4'. It
is of fine, loessal ware. Teiper is of sMall quartz pebbles. 	 It is light
brown in color. Its thickness is 4 	 . It has a tiny pierced vertical lug
han die
Fitcs (14; 9X of Chalcolithic U)
Six bases are flat, four stuMped and one pointed. Of the flat bases,
four Meet straight walls at an oblique angle; one Meets a thin (3-4MM. thick)
curved wall at a More-or-less right angle. The average diaMeter of the flat
bases is 69	 .; of the stuMp bases, 86 ii. One flat base is noteworthy: it
has a red painted design of intersecting and parallel lines on both the inner
and outer surfaces. The wall is thin, 5 MM. thick. The tesiper is fine -
sand. The ware is light pinkish grey (7.5YR 7/2).	 This is in contrast to
the other bases where liMe is the Most COMMOfl nonplastic ingredient. 	 The
bases are all handMade.
The pointed base is probably not froM a cornet, being radically
different in ware. Its teMper is chaff and sand. It is yellowish red (5YR
5/6) and very soft. The wall thickness ranges between 12 and 18 MM.
There is one restorable potstand which unfortunately is unstratified.
There are two fragMents of fenestrated stands. One is froM V?"-2 and
one froM Pit 6 (figure D.6:21).
Hii1es (45; 29Z of Chalcolithic B)
Site B has a full range of handle types - triangular knob; pierced lug -
triangular, seMi-circular, and cornet; large circular pierced; pulled; and
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churn handles. The ware of all handles is loessal. Ware color is in the 5YR
and 7.5YR ranges. The hardness at the handles ranges froM soft to very hard.
Decoration on handles consists of red slip on pierced or pulled handles
and iMpressed or applied decoration at the bases of pulled handles.
Thickening ratios are 1.5 for pierced handles, 2.03 for pulled handles,
2.1 for the circular pierced handles and 2.2 for churn handles.
jcj	 12'	 (12; 8% of Chalcolithic B)
Eighty-five percent of the body sherds are decorated.
	 Applied
decoration is the Most coMMon, followed by incised. The frequency of the
incised decoration and the presence of the painted base in 6_6/6 s1 suggests
the cultural proxiMity of Site B with Site 0. The Majority of the sherds are
probably froM pithoi. Ware is loessal. 	 TeMper is Mainly of pebbles. Ware
color is reddish brown or light brown. Cores are rare. Sherds are of above
average hardness.
(Ii; 7% of Chalcolithic B)
Of the eleven ceraMic disks, only three are perforated. 	 Only four have
ground edges (these include the perforated disks). The average diMensions
are 40x41x10 MM. The diaMeters of the holes are either 7 or 10 MM. Only one
sherd is decorated, with a dark grey slip. The ware is loessal, as in the
vessels.
There is one spout in Site B (see "HoleMouths' above).
'oon (5% of total Site U ceraMics)
Eight spoons are identifiable. 	 They are usually Made of loessal ware,
with either sand or pebble teMper. Two are of the chaff teMpered ware seen
in the Neolithic sherds. Color of either ware is in the 5YR and 7.5YR range
of vessel sherds. Seven are found in depths 2_2/6N through 3'7'-4'. Only
one is froM a pit.
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Siij1i Firis
Other Material objects are Made of clay, stone and bone. CeraMic
objects consist of anisal figurines, "horns", "counters", beads and a pinch
pot.	 Stone objects are coiposed of an adze, perforated objects, figurines,
bowls, Mortars and grinding stones, pestles and flat stones. Beads are of
assorted raw Materials.
ric 2Jc
i'1 Ea
Six quadrupeds are froM Site D - two froM the lower levels and four froM
the upper. Four are illustrated in BP II, plate XXI:2,4,5,10,11,arid 12 and
plate XXVII:ril. Fragtients of two - torso only 	 - can be found in the
Institute of Archaeology collection and one in the AshMolean MuseuM. They
are referred to as dogs (BF' II, p.5,6) although they nay possibly be sheep oi'
goat in analogy with the finds fran Gilat (Alan, 1976).
They are Made of local bess.
tt'
There are six ceranic fragnents that are referred to as "horns". They
are conical and curved. They appear to have been broken off at the base.
Five are fran 6'-6'6" and one fran 3'-3'6". As they are broken, it is
iMpossible to deternine what they are.
	 They nay also be counters or ganing
pieces (see below).
"Counters"
There are three of these objects, one froM 2'-2'6" and two fran 3'6"-4'.
A ball of clay was flattened on the botton and pinched to a point on the top.
They are nade of the local bess, have sand tenper and burnt patches on the
exterior. They are often referred to as ganing pieces.	 Recently, however,
sinilar objects throughout the Near East have been interpreted as bullae, or
counting pieces (Schnandt-Besserat,1978).
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IlPinc:h Fot"
A sMall bowl Made of clay (or Mud) COM5 froM level 3'?"-4'. It is very
crudely Made, by pinching a ball of clay into the forM of a sMall bowl. The
ware contains large aMounts of burnt organic Matter. The outside is black,
possibly FrOM inadequate firing or siMply having been placed in a fire. This
is probably one of the toy pots referred to by P$acdonald.
tQ	 'Jcci&
LiMestone objects are fairly COMMOfl in Site D.
Etctt.	 Jct
An "L" shaped carved liMestone object with a hole drilled froM both
faces is found in 6'?"-?'.
A green (liMestone?) plaque, siMilar to BP II, plate XXI:15, with two
perforations, is froi ?'7"-8'.
FroM 3'7"-4', there is a stone cylinder, with a hole drilled froM both
ends and Meeting in an elbow. It has a deep groove carved into the Middle as
if to bisect the bead. The outer surfaces are ground. It is 44MM. longx3lnM.
in djaneter. The hole is 14x18 MM. The walls are 13 t'tM. thick.
Perfori1 LiIesthiQ Dik
Perforated disks can be divided into two types on the basis of size and
shape. The sMaller ones range up to 45 t. in diaMeter. The edge is rounded
or flat. The cross-sections are wider than high. They are drilled froM both
faces of the disk, forMing a biconical hole. 	 These are often called
looM-weights.	 Twelve are scattered throughout Site D. Two seen to be
unfinished. One has been roughly shaped. Both are drilled fros both faces
but not perforated. Both are froM 3#7fl4#
The second type is Much larger, having diaMeters of over 100 MM.
	 The
edges of the disks are sharp. The cross-sections are triangular, with the
apex at the edge of the disk. These are often called tent-weights. both are
froM 4'1"-4'6".
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A possible figurine of ground linestone cones fron Pit 30. It is a
plaque 76 nn. long, 42-50 nn. wide and 23 nn. thick. It has a cinched
1 waist". Another is shown in BP II, plate XXVIII:25 froti 6'1"-6'6".
Bowls
Three of the four linestone bowls (fron 3'1"-3'6", 7'6"-8 and 8/7fl_9/)
are of the type shown in BP II, plate XXXVIII:1.	 The fourth (fron 8'7"-9')
has a large thk (57 nn.) base with a dianeter of 106 nn. and alnost
perpendicular walls.
ca
Five large pebbles or pieces of linestone were used as nortars or
grinding stones.	 A shallow, More-or-less circular depression ranging fran
2-5nn. deep was ground into one surface. The stones used are fairly flat.
In one CdSe, d large flake was renoved to flatten the base. These are found
in the lower levels and Pit 15.
There is one broken saddle shaped grinding stone with a preserved length
of 130 nn. and thickness of 140 nn. It is grooved, the groove being 10 MM.
wide and 6 nn. deep.
Pest].e
There is one linestone pestle fron 0-1'6".
F1 Stcn?s
Two flat stones have incised narks on one or both faces. 	 On one, fran
8'?"-9', the narks nay be scratch Marks only. On the other, fran Pit 15, the
narks have a definite order and look very nuch like tally narks.
One snail flat stone has a hole drilled partway through and is broken in
half.
There are two water-worn pebbles. 	 (These are cannon in Perrot's
Gisenent 3).
A polished green basalt adze fron Pit 7 is illustrated in BP II, plates
XXVIII:6 and XXVIJ:75. It was not found in the collections studied.
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There are two basalt fragnents - one bowl risi with a diasieter of 130 sin.
and one 1e9 froi a fenestrated stand. Both are fran Pit 6.
There are three types of beads - flat circular beads, cylindrical or
tubular beads, and biconical beads.
The circular beads, of ostrich shell or stone, are snail - diasieters
range fran 4 to B sin. The hole diasieters are 1.1 to 2.5 sin. 	 The bead
thickness ranges fran 1.2 sin, for the ostrich shell to 4 sin, for the stone
beads. There is one piece of unworked ostrich shell.
Of the cylindrical beads, two are of clay and one of an unidentified
naterial (BP II, plate XXI:lower right corner).
The biconical beads are of clay. They are siade of the local bess, with
quartz sand tenper. They have incised decoration on one face and ed9e. The
hole was pushed through while the clay was wet 	 (BP II, plate XXI:bottosi
right corner). They are found in depths 2'1"-2'6" and 4'1"-4'6".
The beads cone prinarily fron the upper levels (2'-4'6") but are also
found in 6'?-?'.
BC)r Tools
There is one bone point frosi 3'r-4'. 	 There are two worked bone
fragnents fron 66u_?	 and Pit 15.	 The anisial source of the bones is
unidentifiable.
Econctic Evzdere
There are four narine bivalve shells of unidentifiable species.
There is one bone franent, also unidentifiable.
There are two teeth - one bovid, one unidentified.	 The aninal renains
are all fran 6117U_71
ytI
The folbowin9 table sunsiarizes the distribution of naterial renains
attributed to the NealitLic or Chalcolithic phases of the site. They are
conpared against the phase assigned to each unit by Macdonald on plate II.
100	 Chalcolithic
94	 Chalcolithic type
fossils
100	 Chalcolithic type
fossils
-
2hlhI_2 1 6h1 	 6
2'7"-3'	 -
5'l"-5'6" 43
none
6'1"-6'6" 40
6'7"-7' 50
7'l"-7'6" 33
7'7"-8'	 67
8l'-86	 40
8'7"-9'	 67
Pits 1-5	 -
pit6	 -
Pit 8	 100
P1t13	 -
Pit 15	 100
Pit 16	 -
Pit 18
Pit 19
Pit 21
Pit 23
Pit 26
Pit 30
Pit 37
100
mixed
100
mixed
100
100
D2
Dl
Dl
Dl
Dl
Dl
Dl
Dl
Dl
Dl
Dl
Dl
1)2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
D2
Dl
Dl
Dl
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Levels O'-4'6" are alMost entirely Chlcolithic; levels 4'7-5'nd 5'P'-6'
are anoMalous, bein9 Neolithic; levels 5h1h1_9/ are Mixed.	 Fits are
Neolithic, Chalcolithic or Mixed.
Table D.ii.	 Summary of Site D Locus-Phase
Attributions.
Locus	 Ceramic -.	 Flaked Stone
Phase
_________ Neolithic Chalcolithic Assignment
3	 97	 Chalcolithic type
fossils
Phase Attribution
Macdonald Final
1)2	 primarily
Chalco-
1 ith ic
D2	 Cha].co.
D2	 Chalco.
1)2	 Chalco.
3 1 1 11 _3 1 6 1t
 -	 100
37It_4t	 25	 75
4l1)._4 t 6 I1
 -	 100
4'7"-5'	 100	 -
Pit 42	 100	 -
Chalcolithic
Chalcolithic
(?)
57	 Chalcolithic
Neolithic
60	 Chalcolithic
50	 Chalcolithic
67	 (?)
33	 (?)
60	 (?)
33	 Chalcolithic (?)
100	 Chalcolithic
100	 Chalcolithic
-	 no flint
100	 Chalcolithic
-	 Chalcolithic (?)
100	 Chalcolithic
-	 no flint
no flint
-	 no flint
100	 no flint
no flint
-	 no flint
-	 Chalcolithic
one fragment
Chalco.
mixed
Chalco.
Neolith-
ic
mixed
Neolithic
mixed
mixed
mixed
mixed
mixed
mixed
Chalco.
Chalco.
Neo.
Chalco.
(Site 0)
Neo1
Chalco.
(Site 0)
Chalco.
(Site 0)
Neo.
mixed
Ne o.
mixed
mixed
Neo.
Neo. or
mixed
Neo.
Pit 17	 -	 100	 Chalcolithic
(?)indicates that a firm attribution to Chalcolitic or Neolithic cannot
be made.
(Site 0) indicates that there are close parallels between the pottery
of designated locus and Site 0.
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A Note on the Perrot Ecivztions2
J. Perrot conducted excavations at 6isement 3 (probably Site D) 3froM 12
DeceMber - 29 DeceMber 1961. Two areas were excavated - a north area of
approxiMately 200 square Meters which was basically trenched and a fully
excavated south area of approximately 400 square meters from which Most of
the	 results	 cone.	 Excavations were conducted systematically 	 and
5tratigraphically, with a grid systeM, baulks, soundings, and control
trenches. These excavations yielded the type of settlement known froM the
Beersheba area, with seMi-subterranean dwellings, cylindrical and bell-shaped
pits, circles of stones and jars placed in the ground.
The finds include both Neolithic and Chalcalithic remains. 	 The
identifiable Neolithic artifacts are the local chaff tempered sherds - bowl
and holemouth ris and knob and pulled handles - described previously. 	 The
Chalcolithic renains include pottery vessels - holeMouths, pithoi, Jars,
bowls, churns, bases, handles and body sherds, exhibiting applied, slipped or
painted band decoration; flaked stone artifacts - cores, blanks, tools and
haMMerstones; and basalt and bone artifacts, including a violin figurine.
The artifacts are siMilar to those described in Site U.
As various types of structures were clearly isolated, an analysis of the
contents of the various structures was undertaken in an effort to obtain a
sore clearly differentiated analysis than was possible with the 1acdonzild
material.	 However, a similar picture emerged.	 The Neolithic sherds,
although found priMarily in pits, are never found in a sealed, pure, context.
There seems to be little functional variation in the use of space in the
Chalcolithic occupation. The dwellings contain a full range of ceraMic forms
- bowls, jars, pithoi and holeMouths (soMe of which are cooking pots) -
2)F'errot (1962) published a short note on this excavation. He kindly made
the coMplete field notes, top plans, sections and finds available for study.
This brief synthesis is included with his perMission. The analysis reflects
the author's views only.
3)GiseMent 3 and Site D are reported as being the saMe site by Alon (Alan and
Levy, 1980).
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which, accordin9 to Lee's analysis (1973) would indicate eatin9, storage and
cookin9 functions.	 The flaked stone Material, found in context with the
pottery, indicates that tools May have been Made within the dwellings,
consisting as it does of primarily knapping elements - cores, blanks and
hamherstones. Tools are found, although with much less frequency. Pits
contain a lesser aMount of Material - both ceramic and flint - but contain
the same range of classes and types. Large storage Jars buried in the floors
are found both inside and outside dwellings. 	 Similar findings, of' the
absence of specialized functional space, is inferrable iii Site 0.
MACDONALD	 PERROT
z	 x+	 $1	 xl.
175	 100% 290
	 100%
14
6
4
4
15
10
4
4
2
1
5
2
2
3
2
3
60
3
25
9.2
3.9
0.6
2.0
0.6
2.6
2.6
9.8
0..?
6.5
2.6
0.?
2.6
0.7
1.3
0.7
0.6
3.3
1.3
1 .3
0.7
2.0
1 .3
0.7
2.0
39 • 2
2.0
16.3
3
2
1
3
3
3
9
4
2
3
1
1
3
44
9
3.0
1.0
2.0
1 .0
1 .0
3.0
3.0
3.0
9.0
4.0
2.0
3.0
1.0
1 .0
3.0
44.0
1.0
9.0
101
3
2
3
2
1
4
2
8
2
153
3
1
1
1
3
3
6
1
I
3
I
2
28
3
100.0% 35
3.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
4.0
1 .0
2.0
8.0
2.0
100.0% 8?
2.0
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
2.0
2.0
3.9
0.6
0.6
2.0
0.6
1.3
18.3
2.0
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Table D.12. CoMparative Frequencies of Finds,
Site B Excavations
TOTAL FLAKED STONE
TOTAL TOOLS
RETOUCHED BLADE
backed
denticulated
bilateral continuous
bilateral discontinuous
TRUNCATED BLADE
single
partial
RETOUCHED BLADELET
backed
unilateral continuous
unilateral discontinuous
utilized
distal
TRUNCATED BLADELET (single)
SICKLE BLADE SEGMENT
backed
backed and denticulated
direct
inverse
unilateral retouch
bilateral retouch
no retouch
POINT
offset
two-shouldered
BORER
straight
triangular
drill
MICROBORER
ARROWHEAD
BURIN
ENDSCRAPER ON RETOUCHED
BLADE
SIDESCRAPER
convex
straight
inverse
SCRAPER ON FLAKE
Conver9ent
rounded
bifacial
ENDSCRAPER ON FLAKE
on retouched flake
on unretouched flake
transverse
FAN SCRAPER
CORE TOOL
axe
adze
6.0
2.0
3.0
3.0
8.0
12.0
6.0
7.0
2.0
4.0
100,0% 48%
:34.5
3.6
48.9
8.6
2.2
0.7
0.7
0.?
100.0% 17%
6.0
80.0
14.0
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o9ival
chisel
indeterMinate
blank
pebble with cortex
reMoved
broken
CHOPPING TOOL
RETOUCHED FLAKE
DENTICULATED FLAKE
MULTIPLE TOOL
KNIFE
BROKEN-type cannot
be deteriiined
DEBITAGE
blade
bladelet
flake
priMary eletent
rejuvenation eleMent
chunk
core tool flake
burin spall
CORE
bipyraMidal flake
blade
bladelet
exhausted
HAMM ER S T ONE
MA CIlO NAL U
	
FE RRO I
ft
	
ft
6	 7.2
	
6
1	 0.6
	
2
8	 5.2
	
3
11	 7.2
	
3
1	 0.7
	
8
12
1	 0.7
	
6
1	 0.7
	
7
1	 0.?
1	 0.7
-	 4
8
	
100.0%	 5% 139
3
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WATER—WORN PEBBLES
BURNT STONES
DRILLED PEBBLES
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WORKED BONE
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16
6
4
ECONOMIC EVIDENCE
Bovid tooth
	
2
Marine shell
	
4
+=restricted percent of total industry.
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SITE N
Site M. or Hasan Awadieh, is located on the east bank of the (Jadi
Ghazzeh. It is the southernMost site excavated by Macdonald, who, according
to the finds, discerned five floors, or occupation areas. 1 The Major floor is
2
the second floor, which is 13/91* deep according to the Markings Ofl the
artifacts and, on the basis of the cerasics and flints, seems coMparable in
part to Sites A and B. Little Material is available froM the other floors.
The first and third floors	 ay possibly belong to the Beer Sheba phase.
However, the fourth floor contains soe Material siMilar to that of Site H.
Unfortunately, the only site report contains no top plan and a section for
the bead-boring area of the second floor only. (BP II, plate XI). The depth
of deposit suggests the possibility of the hollows being seMi-subterranean
dwellings.
The distribution of the Material reMains among the five floors is highly
uneven, as ay be seen below.
Table M.1 . Frequency of Major Artifact Groups by Macdonald Excavation Units
Floor	 Flaked Stone	 CeraMic	 Floor
NuMber	 Percent	 NuMber	 Percent	 Depth
1	 14	 2	 9	 4	 5/
2	 406	 61	 132	 57	 14'9"
3	 21	 3	 15	 6	 4'6"
4	 7	 1	 24	 10	 418I
5	 18	 3	 37	 16	
51911
Pits	 18	 3	 11	 5	 -
Surface	 176	 27	 4	 2	 -
Total	 660	 100X	 232	 100	 -
The First Floor
The first floor was excavated in two units, 0'-2' and 2'-5'. Lithic
remains are sparse, there being six tools (including one polished adze) and
eight cores.
CeraMic evidence is equally sparse. The 0'-2' level has two pierced lug
handles and a flat base. The 2'-5' level has two ri sherds - one holeMouth,
1)This is in contrast to BP II,p.3, where four such "rubbish filled hollows"
are cited.
2)Again, in contrast to BP II,p.8 where the depth is given as 14'9".
33
9
3
2
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possibly of a cooking vessel and a bag-shaped jar with a rounded rim. There
are two vertical pierced handles - one seMi-circular lug with a piano-convex
section and one triangular lug with a triangular section. There are two
pulled handles, one with applied decoration up its length.
	 Only two
thickness ratios are calculable - a lug with a ratio of 1.? and a pulled
handle with 2.2.
The ware for all the sherds is of bess with sand or pebble te1per.
Ware color is reddish brown (5YR) or light brown (7.5YR). The sherds are all
handiiade, with coils visible on the interior. There are no cores. Hardness
ranges froM soft to hard.
The ceraMic and lithic Material lit well within the Chalcolithic range.
Table kl.2. Inventory of First Floor Artifacts
14
2
2
Flaked Stone
polished adze
indeterMinate core tool
unfinished core tool
transverse scraper
single platforM
blade core
single platforM
bladelet core
exhausted core
The Sec cwi F] oor
CeraMics
hole Mouth
bag-shaped jar
sMall pierced vertical
lug handle
triangular pierced
lug handle
pulled handle
flat base
According to the markings on the artifacts, the second floor was
excavated in nine variable units. The first unit is alMost five feet deep;
the reMainder are in intervals ranging froM 6U to 14'. As in Site D, the
Material froM the lowest levels (13" and lower) is Mixed, having both
Heolithic and Chalcolithic eleMents. Levels 7'4"-11' encoMpass a 2O'x3"'"
floor containing a Major bead-Making industry with Egyptian parallels.
As will be developed below, more evidence of earlier vs. later
occupations - Neolithic and Chalcolithic - is citable. 3
 Although the earlier
Material is generally fouid in the deeper levels, the stratigraphy is less
3)This is coMparable to Site B, where none of the excavators was able to
pinpoint a pure Neolithic locus, although the early finds seen to be related
to pits found below the Calcolithic level.
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Figure M.1. Scattergram of Major Tool Classes.
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clear-cut than Macdoimld itiplies. No level is exclusively "early" whenever
Neolithic finds occur, Chalcolithic iateriEil also appears. Early finds are,
however, restricted to the second floor, pits and the sui'face.
II:u Ei.&
Tools tiade on bladelets are a Major factor in the flaked stone
asseMblage. Tool classes consist of retouched and truncated bladelets,
Microborers and points and ercrapers on bladelets. The preponderance of
bladelet tools is reflected in the relative frequency of bladelets in the
debitage collection. Their technology is the sane as that described in Site
A: sMall axial punctiforM butts, no bulbs of percussion, curved profiles and
probable pressure detachMent. Tools Made on blades or flakes are less
iMportant in the second floor asseMblage. The forMer consist priMarilyof
sickles and possibly borers; the latter of scrapers arid various Modified
flakes. Bifacial tools also contribute a specialized sub-industry.
Rtosjchcd B1irJc1ets (1 9)
All but one blade is Made Ofl the seMi-translucent flint coon to the
bladelet industry in the Wadi Gha:zeh. Most are broken; the sean dimensions
are 20.0t13.8x4.8f2.lxl.8±.4 MM. The one tool on wadi gravel, although
broken, has a preserved length of 48 MM. It is found in depth 1V-1V9".
The distribution of retouched bladelet types is shown in table M.11. The
retouch forMing the tools is always direct - norMal abrupt or fine.
Retouched bladelets are found priMarily in depths 27 u _73 u , 81QH_96H
and 9 / 7 11_ i O311.
Triiic:it:i B1n] tt	 (7)
The truncated bladelets are on seMi-translucent flint. The truncation
is placed at the distal e.<treiiity of the tool. The truncation is straight,
convex or oblique, and lies perpendicular to the axis of the tool, rarely
oblique. The truncation retouch is direct and abrupt. Only one tool has no
additional retouch; the distribution of other retouch (backing, lateral,
etc.) is shown in table M.1O.	 The sean MeasureMents are
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22.O+5.7x6.2+21x2.3+.6 iti.; the len9th; width ratio is 5.6.
Truncated bladelets are found only in depths 81Oh1_96h1 and 9'7"-1O'3'.
(9)
The sickle blade se,ents are rectan9ular, relatively 1on
	 and wide
(average length, 42.7 si,., average width, 13.9 M..) with a length:width ratio
of 3.1. Rectan9ularity is achieved by bitruncation of blades with trian9ular
or trapezoidal sections.
	 More than half the truncations are forMed by
inverse retouch. Three ends are deliberately broken; one is retouched over a
break. Five of the truncations are concave, four strai3ht, three oblique and
two convex.	 Six of the se9sents are backed and denticulated. Two are
inversely backed and denticulated. One is backed only.
Backin9 is usually norMal abrupt, whether inverse or direct. 	 In two
cases, it is bipolar.	 The backed ed9es are straight or sli9htly convex.
Denticulation ay be forMed by direct, or in one case, alternatin9 retouch.
The nuMber of teeth ranges froM 3.5 to 5.5/cM.
	 All are Made on wadi gravel.
Sickle blade segments are found in almost all depths of the second
floor. Na differences are discernible.
Points (3)
Two of the three points are shown in BP II, plate XVII, second row. One
is one-shouldered, the other two-shouldered. 	 One tip is located at the
distal extremity of the blank, the other at the proximal. They are nde on
flakes of wadi gravel.
The third point is an offset point on a blade of seMi-translucent flint.
Barers (8)
Five of the borers are triangular, three straight. All are formed by
abrupt retouch - direct normal abrupt retouch being the Most COMMOfl with
bifacial and alternatin9 retouch appearing on two tools each. In one case,
the backing is bipolar. One borer has irregular direct retouch at the tip
only.
The tip is distally located on seven tools and proximally on one
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triangular borer.	 That tool is truncated opposite the tip; the reMainder
retain their butts.
One tool is Made on sesii-translucent flint; the others on wadi gravel.
Burins (1)
There is one dihedral Multiple burin froM depth ?'4'-8". It is Made on
a bilaterally backed blade or flake of setii-translucent flint. It appears to
be accidental.
rTieJs (1)
There is one broken arrowhead frot 8'lO"-?'a".
MicrQborcrs (1 91)
Macdonald reports (BP II, p.8) that the floor containing bead borers was
coMposed of over a thousand of these tools, and Minute fragMents of fliYt,
ostrich shell, carnelian, green felspar and quartz crystal.
	 AlMost two
hundred borers are available for study, as well as beads in all sta9es of
anufacture, including their waste products.
Seven different types of borer are present, probably for different
phases in the Manufacture of the beads.
	 Type variations May also be due to
use, i.e. the blunter forMs i,ay sisply have been worn down.
	 Alsost every
tool has one or two types of wear trace visible to the naked eye:
	 polish at
the tip and a fine oblique flaking, consisting of fros one to four flake
scars, across the ventral surface of the tip. The sase wear patterns were
4
produced when a duplicate borer was nade and used in a bow drill.
Despite Morphological differences, all the sicroborers confors to the
following specifications: Each borer is a self-contained Miniature blade with
punctifors butt, slight bulb of percussion and evidence of core preparation,
or a proxinal direct truncation; bilateral direct norsal abrupt backing
(bipolar backing occurs on only one tool; and a tip that nay be axial or not.
The	 nost	 connon raw Material is a dull white opaque flint.
	 The
4)Experisent courtesy of Dr. M. Newconer.
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seiii-translucent flint coon to the bladelet industry is used infrequently.
The tools are sMall - the average diMensions being 12x3.5x2 iN. 1 thinning to
1	 t. in width and thickness at the tip.
Differences in type are due to differences in Morphology:
1)Straight (53), bilaterally backed, narrowing, if at all, at the very tip
only. The tip is not disengaged. The tip is located on the axis of the
tool.
2)Offset (13), siMilar to 1 above, but the distal end is retouched to place
the tip in line with the right or left edge of the tool, instead of on the
axis.
3)Triangular (25), bilaterally backed, siMilar to 1 above, but the tool
narrows progressively froM the base to the tip.
4)Long and narrow points (5) possibly Made on burin spalls. All are Made on
seMi-translucent flint instead of the dull white opaque flint more coMMonly
used.
5)One-shouldered points (34), siMilar to 1 above, except a shoulder is
clearly disengaged.
)Two-shouldered	 points (10), as 3 above, but two shoulders clearly
disengaged.
?)Burins (5). Five burins are identifiable - two dihedral - one on a
bilaterally backed bladelet; one on a retouched bladelet; and three angle
burins on bilaterally backed bladelets. One of these has subsequent retouch
over the burin.
In addition, there are twenty-two bilaterally backed Mesial segMents and
twenty-four bilaterally backed proxiMal segMents that probably belong to the
class of iiicroborers, the flint, size and, retouch characteristics being
identical to the coMplete tools.
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Table l.3. Mean thcroborer MeasureMents.
Length	 Width	 Thickness
(ii.)	 (tm.)	 (MM.)
Total
	
191
Straight
	
53
	
12.41 .9
	
3.?±. 8
	
2.3±.5
Offset
	
13
	
12.2±1.9
	
3.9.8
	
2 • 3±. 4
Triangular
	
25
	
12.7±2.5
	
4.2± .9
	
2.1±.9
Burin Spall
	
5
	
8.3.6
	
1 .8±3
	
1 .8±.3
One - s ho u I d e r
	
34
	
11 .6±1.7
	
3.8±1.1
	
2.4±7
Two-shoulder
	
10
	
12.5±1.7
	
4.4±1.1
	
2.2±.8
Burin
	
5
	
11.3±2.5
	
3.5i1 .4
	
3. 0±. 05
Broken
Mesial
	
22	 3.4±1.1	 2.Ot.6
ProxiMal
	
24	 3.64.6	 2.1±.5
Of all the published bead boring asseMblages in the Middle East, only
two others parallel this asseMblage. 5
	The basiC characteristics of the
Hierakonpolis collection are coiipared with those of Site ti in Table M.5. The
two asseMb1a3es are specifically siMilar in Methods of Manufacture, raw
Material and distribution of types, especially if the frequency of borers vs.
shouldered points is considered. 	 Unfortunately,	 the	 Hierakonpolis
strati•3raphy is uncertain (Quibell and Greeu,1902). Redating the provenance
of the kit places it in the Late Gerzean (AdaMs, 1974 and personal
comMunication).	 A similar bead boring kit is from Meritide Abu Galib
(Junker,1930), a surface site also dated to the Late Gerzean.
Type
Total
St r a i g h t
Offset
Triangular
Burin spall
One-shoulder
Two - shoulder
Burin
Broken
Table M.4. Comparison of Site H and
Hierakonpolis Microborers.
Site H	 Hierakonpolis
100%=191	 100X=849
28	 40
13	 48	 2
71	 7)
3	 1
8	 16
3	 12
5	 -
24	 22
Mean Length (mm.)
	
12.0
	
19.0
Mean Width (mm.)
	
3.5
	
5.0
Mean Thickness (mm.	 2.0
	
3.0
Total
	
1 00%
	
100%
Truncated Base
	
19
	
22
Butt
	
46
	
41
Butt missing
	
35
	
3?
5)The recently published assemblage from Abu Salabih in Iraq, althou'h
similar, IS Much later tan that being discussed. (Payne, l980)
a 6cj71c
9
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1
	
2
0	 mm.	 50
10
Figure L2. Site M. Tools.
TYPE
l.Truncated and laterally
retouched bladelet
2.Backed sickle blade
segment
3.Offset microborer
4.Triangular microborer
5.One-shouldered microborer
6.Two-shouldered microborer
7.Microborer
8.Microborer, possibly on
burin spall
9.Fan scraper
lO.Carinated scraper
REG. NO.
	
PROVENANCE
EIIIliia/ll Second floor, 9'7"-lO'3"
EIIIliie/26 Second floor, 7t418
Second floor, 8'l0"-9'6"
Second floor, 8'l0-9'6"
Second floor, 8'lO -96"
Second floor, 81OhI_9l6hI
Second floor, 9'7"-lO3"
Second floor, 9'7"-lO'3"
-	 Third floor, l'7"-3'
EIIIliih/12 Second floor, ii'lO"-13'
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The beads of Site M are also identical to those of Hierzikonpolis.	 Raw
Material includes ostrich shell, quartz, carnelian and malachite. Beads are
circular, tubular and occasionally facetted. 	 Holes are drilled froM both
ends or faces, leaving a biconical hole. Carnelian and ostrich shell beads
were roughly shaped, then drilled, then ground. Hany of the beads sees to
have broken in the course of the drilling. Other beads (of less valuable or
breakable Material?) were shaped, ground and then drilled.
(16)
Scrapers are not abundant in the second floor; those that there are fit
into several different technologies as will be discussed below.
The three endscrapers on bladelets fit well within the bladelet industry
described above. They are distinguished froii truncated or distally retouched
bladelets on the basis of the 	 ore pronounced convexity of the tip, the
existence and extent of the seMi-parallel or convergent scraper retouch and
the angle of the tip forMed by this retouch. Their diMensions fit well
within the Site i bladelet industry: 18.O±7.Ox5.3±2.5x2.1.3 NM
Two are nade on bladelets of seMi-translucent flint. The third is Made
on the white flint typical of the Microborer industry. All the lateral edges
are bilaterally backed with fine direct abrupt retouch.
	 All the tips are
convex and distally located.
	 Two of the tips are forMed by convergent
retouch; the third by seMi-parallel retouch with ventral thinning. The tip
retouch is quite distinct froM that of the edges, as are the angles:
	 tip
angle, 51 degrees; edges, 80 degrees.
There are three sidescrapers - a backed sidescraper on a thick cortical
flake froM 11'10"-13'; a denticulated sidescraper with a cortical back fron
9/7U_1o.3II; and a convex scraper on liMestone froM the sane level.
The first has a convex-shaped back forned by steep irregular abrupt
retouch and a straight work edge with distal and Mesil retouch over a
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surface from which cortex had previously been removed.
	 The butt is plain,
its bulb of percussion pronounced. Its dimensions are 116x?2x29 mm.
The second sidescraper is partially bifacial. The cortex has been
completely removed from one face and removed from the other face on one edge,
leaving a convex bifacial work edge and a cortically backed edge opposite.
It is 66.5x52x20 mm.
The limestone scraper is coarsely retouched to form a convex scraper.
It is the only flaked stone tool not made on flint or chert. It is 99x101x28
mm. The tip angle is 65 degrees.
There is one offset scraper on a thin flake of the white flint usually
used for the microborers. It has irregular semi-parallel semi-abrupt direct
retouch on the left edge and distal end. The butt is plain, the bulb of
percussion prominent. The dorsal surface exhibits an irregular pattern of
previous flake removals.
Endscrapers on flakes are relatively the most abundant class of scraper;
however, they number six only. The group is composed of one endscraper on a
retouched flake, one denticulated endscraper and four carinated scrapers.
Continuous semi-parallel non-abrupt retouch defines the working edge of
the endscraper on a thin flake of wadi gravel. Discontinuous semi-parallel
retouch is located on one lateral edge.
	
The butt is linear, the bulb of
percussion not prominent. It is 57x28x10 mm.	 The tip angle is 40 degrees.
The denticulated endscraper is on a thin flake of white flint. Direct
contiguous denticulation occurs on the di5tal end and the right edge;
semi-parallel retouch on the left edge. The butt is plain, the bulb of
percussion pronounced. 	 1t5 measurements are ?Sx44xl7mti.; the tip, 70
degrees.
The carinated scrapers are made on very thick flakes (average thickness,
29 mm.).	 There is one from each of the following levels:
9I7u...Q/3sI; 11'9°-13' aid 13/1M_13/90.	 They are distinguished by their
exclusivity to the second floor of Site H, their blank form, their
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proportions and their retouch. The thickness at the iiddle is froM two to
six tiMes the thickness at the tip and two to three tities the thickness at
the base. The tip is located at the distal extreMity in three cases and at
the proxisal extresity in the fourth. The retouch at the tip is lasellar,
forMing a steep and convex edge.	 The retouch on the lateral edges is
sarginal over previous steep retouch that Meets 	 fl a center dorsal ridge or
at the sMall asount of reMaining cortex at the sihuMpil.	 One tip is
denticulated. The butts are plain or linear except in the one case where the
tip	 is located at the proxisal end.
	 The average	 disensions	 are
54.7±11.3x34.8t9.7x28.7±2.7 iii.; the tip, 72+2 degrees.
The uniqueness of these scrapers to the second floor of Site Pt, taken in
conjunction with the sidescrapers described above, ay be eleMents of a
Neolithic tool kit thdt Might accoMpany the otherwise isolated RN sickle
blade segMents and potsherds that are scattered through the site.
In contrast, there is one (broken) bilateral fan scraper on tabular
flint fros 9'7'-IO'3".
There are two additional scrapers, broken longitudinally, that are
unattributable to a type. Both have seMi-parallel retouch on the existing
edges. One is a cortical thin flake, the other a flake retaining a facetted
butt and very pronounced bulb of percussion but is not on tabular flint.
Core rc)c)J.	 (28) 6
Core tools in the second floor range between two qualities: fros
coarsely worked large pieces to finely shaped triangular pieces with polished
tips (BR II, plate XII:1O) with Most falling between the two. They also
include a cosparatively large nuMber of unfinished tools.
The Most frequent core tool is the triangular tool where the width at
the tip is greater than that at the Middle or base (adze). These include
6)Analysis of cross-sections sees to be irrelevant in this particular
section; only six of the tools have cross-sections of the sase shape when
Measured at te three points - distal, Mesial and proxisal.
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tools with ground tips (BP II, plate XII:l0) and tools with longitudinal
laMellar flaking as well as tools that are coarsely shaped with irregular
retouch which leaves pronounced flaking scars (BP II, plate XII:11).
In the next piost coion type, the width narrows at the tip so it is
narrower at the middle but still wider than at the base (axe). Two tips are
of the finest work, with invasive flat meshing retouch skiing the tool,
giving thea their shape and with invasive convergent retouch on one face at
the tip and semi-parallel retouch on the other face (BP II,plate XII: botta
row, right). When the ogival tools are cobined with these, tools that
narrow at the tip are equal in quantity to those which widen at the tip.
The remainder of the tools are coarser, with the first flaking leaving
.deep scars to shape the tool A second flaking, of irregular short retouch, is
only someties employed.
Table H. 5. Mean Core Tool MeasureMents
#	 length	 Width	 Thick.	 R.1	 R.2	 Tip Angle
(pi.)	
(pi.)	 (pi•)	 (degrees)
5	 78±5	 38+2	 25+4	 0.9+0.02 0.2+0.1 45+8
Ad:e	 12	 84±10	 44±.	 25±7	 1.1+0.2 0.2+0.1 45+8
03ivtl	 3	 80+14	 30+2	 263	 0.8t0	 0.4±0	 45+21
Blink	 8	 98+16	 47+10	 3±	 77t12
Note: R.1rJisteil Uidth/Mesial Width; R.2=Distal Thickness/Mesial Thickness
ca Ic1 (1)
There is one chopping tool (figure M3:].).
	
Large flakes have been
removed from both faces of a pebble, leaving an acute edge. It is 82x61x30
MM.
Knife (1)
There is a fragent of a tool on tabular flint which is possibly a
knife, from depth 9l7_10/3u.
NotcI-i	 und Eknticu1ites (2)
There are two notched flakes.
	 Both are on long flakes with none of the
blade stigata. Both have notches formed by
	 ultiple blows in the Mesial
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section of one lateral ed9e and inverse retouch at one end. They are froM
9'7"-10'3"and 10'4"-11'9".	 The diMensions of one are 49x12x15 MM. and
78x31x28 Mn. They are unlike any other retouched pieces.
Rethixi-i F1J'es (1)
There is one retouched flake fran 2'"-?'3". It has direct irregular
discontinuous retouch at the distal extrenity and inverse retouch on the
ri9ht edge. The butt is linear and prepared. It is 45x53x10 MM.
ib	 1t'r3
Blanks consist prinarily of bladelet franents of the white flint used
in the nicroborer industry or of the seMi-translucent flint used in the
bladelet industry.
There are no core trinMifl9 or first flakes. The debitae is part of the
nicrolithic or bladelet industry. 	 Characteristics of the debitae class
are shown in table II. 6.
Table M.6 . Second Floor Blank Stylistics
a. ilean Measurenents by Blank Type
Blank Type
	 ft	 Length	 Ujdth	 Thickness R.1	 Butt An9le
(MM.)	 (nn.)	 Cnn.)	 (degrees)
Blade	 2	 45.9±11.4 16.6±4.0 8.0±4.9	 2.8±0	 88±11
Bladelet	 48	 14.0±4.7 5.9±1.?	 2.0±0.8	 2.5+0.9	 100±11
Flake	 7	 16.9±14.1 14.0+13.? 3.2±2.6
	
1.5±0.?	 108±3
Debris	 8	 96.9±3.4 6.1±4.0	 2.4+5.1	 2.3±1.2	 79±2?
Note: R.1length/width
b. Incidence of Butt Types by tJebitage Class.
BUTT	 TYPE
ft	 Plain	 Linear	 Dihedral Punctiforn No Butt
Blade	 (2)	 -	 -	 -	 (1)	 (1)
Bladelet	 (48) 100% -	 6	 46	 48
Flake	 (7)	 100% -
	 14	 14	 71	 -
Debris	 (8)	 100% 12
	 -	 -	 -	 88
Fifty-seven percent of the cores in Site N are fron the second floor.
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Figure M.3. Flaked Stone I'tdustry.
l.Chopping tool.	 EIIIliia/28	 Second floor, 2'7"-7'3"
2. Adze	 EIIIlsb/l	 Surface
3.Bladelet core
	 EIIIliia/23	 Second floor, 2'7"-7'3"
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Table H.7 . Frequency of Second Floor Core Types
Type	 NuMber	 Percent
Total	 55	 1007.
Bipyraudal Flake	 5	 9
Blade	 33	 60
sin9le platforM	 27	 49
double opposed	 2	 4
crossed	 1	 2
exhausted	 3	 5
Bladelet	 17	 31
sin9le platforM	 14	 25
double opposed	 1	 2
tultiple crossed	 1	 2
exhausted	 1	 2
Sixty percent of the cores are blade cores althou9h sore than half the
tools are iiade on bladelets or Microblades. BipyraMidal cores, althou9h few,
are nuMerically greater than in any other Uadi Ghazzeh site.
Although the iajority of the blade cores are of wadi gravel, white and
seMi-translucent flints are also utilized. 	 The reverse also occurs -
althou9h bladelet cores are iiost coon on white or seMi-translucent flint,
wadi gravel is also used. The dichotoMy in choice of flint that is clear in
the other sites is not apparent here.	 The dichotoiiy in size, however,
exists. The flake cores are all on wadi 9ravel.
Table H. 8
	Mean Core MeasureMents.
Core	 $ Core	 Core	 Core	 PlatforM PlatforM PlatforM
Type	 Len9th	 Width	 Thick.	 An9le	 Uidth	 Thick.
(.)	 (sin.)	 (MM.)	 (degrees) (elM.)
Blade	 33 49±13	 46+9	 39+10	 72±11	 44+9	 35+11
Bladelet	 17 29±6	 32±11	 31±6	 69±12	 31±8	 28±7
Flake	 5 49+10	 32+6	 45+6	 78+6	 n.a.	 n.a.
The striking platforMs of the blade cores are generally sMooth (63%),
with platforMs forMed by the reijoval of ore than one flake (23%) or facetted
(13%) also occurrin9. The platforMs are concave (41%), flat (347.) or convex
(24%) and iore often lie oblique to the axis of the core (59%) than
perpendicular (41%). The strikin9 platforM is Modified (rouhed") on
thirteen cores. However, the bodies of only two cores are Modified - one is
retouched laterally to shape the edge of the fluted surface and the other is
distally retouched. Preparation of the fluted edge - spur reMoval - is
present on all but three cores, where the core was not prepared after the
last reMoval and on two cores where a previous reMoval was used as a second
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striking platforM.
The striking platforMs of the bladelet cores are also sMooth, only two
having been forsied by the reMoval of sore than one flake. The platforMs are
concave (44%), convex (31%) or flat (25%) and lie oblique (56%) or
perpendicular (44%) to the axis of the core. The platforM's surface is
Modified in only two cases, the body of the core in only one, with cortex
reMoved froi the back of the core. The fluted edge is usually prepared.
Evidence of preparation is lacking in the sane instances cited above.
The bipyraMidal cores are generally irregular.
Icb
The only evidence for the actual working of the cores are three
spherical pecking	 and grinding tools froM 8'1O"-9'6", 9'7"-1O'3" and
1O4N_11.
Table i. . Frequency of Major Debitage Classes.
Class	 NuMber	 Percent
Blanks	 63	 16
Cores	 55	 14
Tools	 288	 70
Total	 406	 100%
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Th tic
The ceraMic assetiblage is indistinguished and functional. Holetiouths
are the iiost COMMOU vessel class, followed by bowls and pithoi. Jars and
churns are rare. Fine wares and special forMs are non-existent. Of interest
are three burnished sherds, two of which are also slipped, and two Neolithic
handles, all of which seen to be randoMly scattered with no two of the
possibly E.B.I sherds occurring in one depth and the two Neolithic sherds
also being widely separated.
Bowls (8)
Seventy-five percent of the bowls are of the conical variety. The bowls
range froM stiall to large in size. host are MediuM. The bowls are handnade.
Evidence of turning at the ri is rare. hare is loessal, with tiany MediuM
and large grey litiestone pebbles the Most COMMOfl teMper forti. All but one
sherd is slipped.
There are two large itipressed bowl ris.	 One, with a diaMeter of 440
has circles iMpressed in a band applied 20 titi. below th rim. This sherd
is one of the very few sherds in the hadi Ghazzeh with cerasiic (grog)
additions to the usual sand and liMe teMper. The ware is red (2.5 YR 5/4).
The core is grey and the sherd very hard.	 The second sherd, with a diatieter
of 360 MM. has a 11 piecrust iMpressesd riti.	 It is handtiade.	 Ware is
loessal, with liMe and quartz piece and pebble inclusions. It is grey
throughout and of average hardness.
Ioicio.rtJ-rs Vessels (16)
Seventy-seven percent of the holetiouths are of the upright variety. The
reMainder are flat. The Most COMMOfl (69%) LiM forM is flat on the exterior
and thickened in the interior. One ri is squared, one lipped, one iMpressed
and one thinned to a point with an internal knob handle:
Six holeiq ouths, four upright and two flat, are identifiable as cooking
pots.	 All of these have the sane ri forM - flat exterior, thickened
internally.
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The average diameter of holemouths is 219 mm., of cooking pots, 215 mm.
All the holemouths seem to have a turned finish. 	 One sherd is clearly coil
made.	 Only two sherds do not have exclusive or predominant lime temper.
Holemouths identifiable as cooking pots show no preference for either temper
type. Ware color is light brown (7,5YR 6/4). Three-quarters of the sherds
have cores or grey interior surfaces. 	 All are very hard. Two rims have
traces of brown slip on the exterior. One sherd has piecrust impressions on
the rim. Almost all were vertically wiped on the exterior when the clay was
wet.
PitI-ci (7)
The most frequent pithos form is the thick everted rim, followed by the
oblique internally flanged rim and the flat internally-externally flanged
rim. All are handmade. The ware is loessal. 	 Temper is either quartz or
lime and quartz, pebble or piece. Two sherds also have chaff inclusions.
Ware color is light brown. Half the sherds have cores. Most sherds are very
hard except for one sherd which is very soft. Of the everted rim sherds, only
one is decorated, being impressed on the rim edge and slipped. All the rims
of the other pithoi are impressed.
J,rs (5)
Jars are fairly rare and show no uniformity in form. There is one
bag-shaped jar with a short neck and slightly everted rim. 	 There are three
everted rim jars, one flat rimmed jar and one jar with a long neck, straight
rim and sharp shoulder. All are handmade. Ware is loessal; temper lime or
quartz, piece or pebble. Ware color is either red (2.SYR 6/4) or light brown
or pink (7.SYR 6/4 or 7/4). All have cores. Hardness ranges from soft to
very hard. None are decorated.	 Diameters vary by type, as can be seen in
table H.32.
Misce11inecits Rieis
Two rims are unassigiable to any form.
churns (3)
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Figure MA • Site M Ceramics.
# CLASS BEG. NO. LOCUS
1 Cup EII12004 4th floor
3'3"-4'8'
Elill, ivb/3
2 Bowl E1112027 4th floor
1 9IS_3 '2"
Elill, iva/lO
3 Bowl EIII1,vc/9
5th floor
2 '10"-5 '10"
4 Bowl E1112020 4th floor
1'9"-3 '2"
Elil]., iva/6
5 Bowl E1112020 4th floor
P 9" 3 12
Ellil, iva/6
6 Bowl E1112020 5th floor
2' 1O"-5 • 10"
EIII1,vc/20
7 Hole- E1112026 2nd floor
mouth	 9' 7-10 '3"
Bull, iie/16
8 Hole- -
	 Pits
mouth EIII1,pa/l
9 Hole- E1112048 2nd floor
mouth
Ellil, iia/].4
10 Hole- -
	 5th floor
mouth	 2' 10"-5 ' 10"
EIIIl,vc/18
11. Hole- E1112027 2nd floor
mouth	 13'l'-].3'6"
Elill, iii/6
12 Hole-	
-	 Pit 7
mouth EIII1,pa/6
13 Pithos	
-	 2nd floor
lO'7"-ll'
Ellil, iif/12
14 Pithos -
	 5th floor
Elill ,va/ 1
15 Pithos	
-	 4th floor
1 9"-3 2"
Elill, iva/9
16 Pithos E1112020 4th floor
1' 9h1_31 2"
LIES CR I P110 N
Handmade. Ware II: few small and very few
medium and large lime pieces; light brown
?..5YR 6/4; no core; average hardness.
Handmade. Ware II: few medium End small
lime and quartz pebbles; light brown
7.5YR	 6/4;	 grey	 interior;	 average
hardness. Diameter, 420 mm.
Handmade. Ware LI: many very small lime
sand and few small quartz pieces; pink
7.51R 7/4; no core; average hardness.
Iiiameter, 520 mm.
Smoothed rim. WEire II: many very small
quartz sand and few medium quartz and
lime pebbles; pinIust grey 7.SYR 6/2;
grey core; soft.
Handmade. Ware II: many very small and
and few sediu quartz and lime pebbles;
pinkish grey 7.5YR 6/2; grey core; soft.
rijameter, 320 mm.
Handmade. Ware II: some medium lime and
quartz pebbles; brown 7.5YR 5/4; grey
core; average hardness. Diameter, 520 mm.
Handmade. Ware II: many very small quartz
sand; brown 7.SYR 5/4; grey core; very
hard. Diameter, 100 mm.
Handmade. Ware 1: few large chaff;
reddish yellow 5YR 6/8 grey core; soft.
Very coarse. Diameter, 280 mm.
Turned rim. Ware II: many small and large
lime pieces; li qht brown 7.5YR 6/4; very
hard. Diameter, 200 mm.
Turned rim. Uare II: some medium and few
large quartz and lime pebbles; light
brown ?.51r 6/4; no core; average
hardness. Diameter, 210 mm.
Handmade. Ware II: many very small quartz
sand and few small lime pieces; grey
throughout; average hardness. Diameter,
120 mm.
Turned rim. Ware II: some very large and
large lime pebbles; pink 7.SIR 7/4; grey
interior; average hardness.
Handmade. Ware II: some large chaff and
few large quartz pieces; pinkish grey
7.5R 6/2; grey interior; average
hardness.
Handmade. Ware II: many medium quartz
pebbles; reddish yellow 7.SYR 6/6; no
core; very hard.
Handmade. Ware II: some medium and small
quartz pebbles and few medium lime
pieces; dark reddish grey SIR 4/2; grey
core and interior; average hardness.
Handmade. Ware II:	 ome to many small
lime pieces and very few large quartz
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Figure 14.4. Site M. Ceramics.
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Ellil, iva/9
17 Pithos	 -	 2nd floor
1V1O"-13'
Elill, iih/6
18 Pithos	
-	 4th floor
1 I 93 1211
Ellil, iva/8
19 Jar	 E1112045 2nd floor
9 7U 1Q 1311
Ellil, iie/l4
20 Jar	 E1112059 5th floor
2 '10"-5 '10"
EIIIl,vc/16
21 Jar	 E1112030 Pit 4
EIII1,pa/5
# CLASS REG. NO. LOCUS
1 Jar E1112005 5th floor
2 l l l_2 1911
EIIIl,vb/l
2 Base	 -	 4th floor
(fenestrated)
Ellil, iva/5
3	 Base	 -	 5th floor
2' 1"-2 1911
EIIIl,vb/2
4 Base	 -	 2nd floor
EIII1,iif/l6 101411_lll
5 Base
	
	 III2O1l 5th floor
2' 1O"-5 '10"
EIIIl,vc/l5
6 Base E111201l Surface
Ellil, sail
7 Churn -
	 4th floor
Handle
Ellil, iva/2
8 Handle -
	 5th floor
2 '10"-5 '10"
EIIIl,vc/5
9 Handle E1112002 2nd floor
ll'l"-ll '9"
Ellil, jig/i
10 Knob E1112005 2nd floor
Handle	 8' 10"-9 '6"
Elill, iid/4
11 Knob E1112005 2nd floor
Handle	 7'4"-8'
Elili, iib/l2
12 HandleEIII2002 5th floor
2 'l0"-5 '10"
EIIIl,vc/1
pieces; light brown 7.5YR 6/4; no core;
above average hardness. Diameter, 320 mm.
Handmade. Ware II: some to many medium to
large lime pebbles; light brown ?.5YR
614; grey core; average hardness.
Handmade. tJare II: some to many small
lime pieces and rew very large quartz
pieces; pink ?.SYR 7/4; no core; very
had.
Turned rim. Ware II: some small, medium
and large quartz pieces; reddish grey 5R
5/2; grey core; very hard. Diameter
cannot be measured.
Turned rim. Ware II: many small quartz
and lime pebbles; light brown 7.51R 6/4;
no core; average hardness. Diameter, 200
mm.
HandMade. Ware II: some Medium lime
pebbles; pinkish grey ?.5YR 7/2; no core;
average hardness.
DEScRIPTION
Turned rim. Ware II: many small, medium
and large lime pieces; pink 7.5YR 7/4; no
core; average hardness.
Handmade. Ware II: many small lime sand
and few medium lime and quartz pieces;
reddish brown 5YR 5/4; grey core and
interior; average hardness.
Handmade. Ware II: some small lime
pieces; light brown ?.5YR 6/4; no core;
average hardness.
Handmade. Ware II: some large quartz
pieces; grey throughout; very hard.
Handmade. Ware II: Many small lime and
quartz pieces; reddish brown 5YR 514;
grey core; average hardness. Coarse.
Handmade. Many very small sand; pinkish
grey ?.5YR 6/2; grey	 core;	 average
hardness.
Handmade. Ware II: some small quartz and
few medium lime pieces; reddish brown SYR
5/3; no core; very hard.
Handmade. Ware II: many small and some
large lime pebbles; light brown ?.5YR
6/4; grey core; average hardness.
Exterior: grooved.
Handmade. Ware II: some large quartz and
few large lime pieces; reddish brown 5YR
5/3; grey core; average hardness.
Handmade. Ware II: some small quartz sand
and few large lime pebbles; pinkish white
?.5YR 8/2; grey core; soft. Exterior:
brown 7.5YR 5/4 slip.
Handmade. Ware I: many large chaff;
yellowish red SYR Sb; grey core; average
hardness.
-Liiidmade. Ware II: tew medium lime pieces
and small quartz sand; light brown 7.5YR
6/4; no core; average hardness.
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Figure M.5. Site N. Ceramics.
13 HandleEIII2004 2nd floor
11 1 1 1,-li' 9"
Elill, iig/9
14 HandleEIII2004 5th floor
2'	 1911
E 1111, vb /8
15 Hand 1eEIII2004 4th floor
313114 p8''
Elill, ivb/2
16 HandleEIII2004 2nd floor
8 '1"-8 1911
Elill, iic/4
17 HandleEIfl2004 2nd floor
11'l"-ll' 9"
Ellil, iig/8
.18 Hand].eE1II2002 2nd floor
13'1"-13'9"
Elill, ui/i
19 HandleEIII2002 4th floor
l t 9 u 3 '2"
Elill, iva/1
20 Body E1112072 5th floor
Sherd	 2' l0"-5 '10"
EIIIl,vc/13
21 Body E1112072 2nd floor
Sherd	 13'1"-13'9"
Elill, iii/5
22 Body E1112072 2nd floor
Sherd	 7'4"-8"
Elill, uib/9
23 Body E1112004 5th floor
Sherd	 2hlh1_219t
EIII1,vb/6
24 Body E1112004 2nd floor
Sherd	 8'1"-8'9"
Elili, iic/9
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HandMade. Ware II: many sMall and some
large liMe pieces; light brown 7.5YR 6/4;
no core; average hardness.
Handmade. Ware II: any sMall liMe pieces
and few large liMe pebbles; light brown
7.5YR 6/4; no core; average hardness.
Exterior: reddish brown 5YR 5/4 slip.
HandMade. Ware II: few to some MediuM and
few sMall liMe pebbles; light brown 7.SYR
6/4; no core; average hardness.
HandMade. Ware II: Many very sMall sand
and few large liMe pieces and pebbles;
light brown ?.5YR 6/4; no core; average
hardness. Exterior: traces of reddish
brown slip.
Handizide. Ware II: some sMall, MediuM and
large liMe pieces and pebbles; light
brown 7.5YR 614; no core; very hard.
HandMade. Ware II: some very large lime
pieces and very few very large lime
pebbles; light reddish brown SYR 6/4; no
core; soft.
Handmade. Ware II: some methum and large
lime and quartz pebbles; light reddish
brown 5YR 6/4; no core; average hardness.
Handmade. Ware II: some small and medium
lime pieces; pink SYR 713; grey core and
exterior; soft.
Handmade. Ware II: many large and few
small lime pebbles; pinkish grey SYR 7/2;
grey core; average hardness.
Handmade. Ware II: some large lime
pebbles; pink 7.SYR 7/4; grey core and
interior; very hard.
Handmade. Uare II: some medium to large
and very large lime pebbles; pink 7.SYR
7/4; grey core; average hardness.
Handmade. Many small and few medium to
large lime pieces; very pale brown 1OYR
7/3; no core; average hardness.
Note: #s 6 and 24 fall outside the ware
categories developed in the summary
chapter.
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There are three churn fragiients, all froM level 10/4S_11/• Two are of
the flat end of the churn, one of the curved end. Ware is loessal, teMper a
coMbination of quartz and liMe pebbles. The ware color of each sherd is
different- light reddish brow (5YR 6/4) or brown (7.5YR 5/4). Grey cores are
present. Hardness is average. 	 Handles are sMall and pierced. There are
traces of slip on one handle.
Brse (4)
There are only four bases in the second floor. 	 Three are flat- two
si,all, diaMeters being 38 and 52 MM., and one large Mat iMpressed base,
diaMeter 80 mi. The first two have large aMounts of liMe teMper, the third,
quartz. Ware color ranges froM very pale brown (1OYR 7/4) to grey. All are
hard. The fourth base is also flat, but has a 15 MM wide band applied along
the outside of the base at the junction of the wall and base. It has traces
of brown slip on the interior. Uare color is pink (7,5YR 7/4). The diaMeter
is large, 160 MM. There is a core. The base i5 very Messily Made.
Hiri].es (52)
Handles coMprise the largest single class of sherds.	 SeMi-circular or
triangular pierced lug handles are the Most COMMOn. The hole is usually
pierced, although some are drilled through.	 The thickening ratio is 1.6.
The reMainder of the handles are pulled. ,Their thickening ratio is 1.7. One
third of all the applied decoration is found on the pulled handles.
BcgP' Shenls (17)
Of the seventeen body sherds, fifteen are Chalcolithic	 and two
Neolithic. All the Chalcolithic sherds are decorated (tables 11.31 AND M.32)
One Neolithic sherd is the typical (Jadi Ghazzeh Neolithic red ware. The
second, however, is white with liMe teMper. It is heavily incised (figure
If.6:24). The ware and type and pattern of the incision is closer to the
Coastal Neolithic (Anati et al, 1973, plate XX) than to the Ghassulian.
Disks (18)
There are eighteen ceraMic disks in the second floor.
	
Fifteen are
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unperforated and three perforated.	 Ten are hacked out and eight 3round on
the edges. Three are iade on decorated sherds - one on a slipped sherd, one
on a slipped and burnished sherd and one on a possibly burnished sherd. The
average dinensions of the disks are 35x34x7 ii. The diaMeters of the drilled
perforations range frosi 5 to 7
	 .
Sii1]. Fiis
Ssall finds other than beads are ceraMic, stone, or shell.
	 Beads are
discussed in context with the silcroborers.
CeriMic
There are three ceraMic objects. One sherd was sawn into a rectangle
and incised on both faces, with a '1 on one face and punctates on the other.
The teMper is exclusively of sand. 	 The ware color is reddish brown (5YR
5/4). It i very hard and coreless. It is also a? highly uneven thickness,
ranging froM 10 to 14	 .
The second object is a ceraMic head froM depth 8'10"-9'6" (BP II, plate
XXVIII:17). It is of loes5al ware, reddish yellow (5YR 6/6) in color. It is
creaM slipped and red painted. It is sinilar in workManship and style to the
Gilat fenale figurine (Alon, 1976, plate XXXIII) and to certain Azor
ossuaries (Perrot, 1961) as well as having a general reseMblance (in the
nose) to the Golan basalt figurines (Epstein, 1975).
The third object, toy pot(s), was not found in the collection, but is
Mentioned by Macdonald (BP II, p.8) as coning froM the lower strata.
tQu	 Jcct
there are seven stone objects.
There are two pebbles with deep holes ground into the center. They are
either crude bowls or Mortars.	 They are froM depths 10'4"-11' and
11 '1 0" -1 3'
A true bowl of groundstone is froM depth 8'-8'9". Its dia pteter is 100
MM.; its wall thickness 8 MM. (BP II,plate XXXIX:23).
There is a sMall unfinished, partially perforated liMestone disk with
9round ed9es. It is froi 11'-11'9.
There are two pestles.	 One, froM	 is around on all its
surfaces.	 It has a rectan9ular section. Its diMensions are 115x38x12 ,n.
The second, froM 1O'4"-11', is short and squat but not around. Its section
is biconvex. Its diMensions are 68x50x25 	 .
There is one 9round liMestone fra9Ment with a perforation, froi 8I_8/9N
It was possibly a thick disk or bead.
Shell
There are two iiother-of-pearl fra9rients, one froM 2'7'-7'3" and one fron
13'-13'9". The first is totally broken. The second is a square.
cc?c?c
Econonic evidence is conposed of shell naterial: 6 Marine gastropods of
indeterninate faMily; one narine shell, Conus	 one unidentifiable narine
bivalve; one land snail, Helicella four fragnents of nother-of-pearl and a
fra9nent of ostrich shell.
?)Identifications courtesy of Dr. K. Thonas.
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I!	 It'. Ec	 The third floor was excavated in three uneven layers-
01_1/6H, 1'7"-3' and 31II_4/6II.
it' Eic	 Itk
The third floor produced only twenty-one pieces of flint, alMost
two-thirds of which are cores. The tools are coMparable in type to those of
Site A.
There	 are two backed blades - one on wadi 9ravel and one on
seMi-translucent flint. The second, although a blade by diMensions, exhibits
all the characteristics of the bladelet industry- curved profile, punctiforM,
shaped butt, distal retouch off the core. The two blades were found In the
sane level. The slightly triangular borer is on seMi-translucent flint and
is truncated. The sickle blade segMent is backed, denticulated and truncated
at one end. Core tools consist of one adze, the base of a tool and a pick.
The fan scraper (BP II, plate XV:bottoN row, left) is atypical.
	 It is Made
on a fragMent of tabular flint and is seeMingly pressure flaked.
The cores are priMarily sin9le platforM prisMatic or pyraMidal blade
cores. Two are shaped - one with retouch along the base and the edge of the
fluted surface and one along the fluted surface only. Two blade cores are of
seMi-translucent flint; the reMainder of wadi gravel. The double crossed
platforM is of white flint. The surfaces of the striking platforMs of five
of the cores are Modified (roughed).
Table H U . Mean Core MeasureMents.
Core	 N Core	 Core	 Core	 Platfor.t PlatforM PlatforM
Type	 Length	 Width	 Thick.	 Angle	 Uidth	 Thick.
(MM.)	 (MM.)	 (rni.)	 (degrees) (MM.)
	 (MM.)
Blade	 11 48±14
	 40±7	 35+13	 74+12	 37+10	 28+11
Bladelet	 1 29	 25	 18	 77	 25	 14
Th	 '1i.r
The ceraMic HasseMblagels is coMposed of only fifteen sherds, eight of
which cone froM the top 'evel,
There are only two bowls in the third floor. One has a siMple rounded
- L'9 2-
rii, some large pebbles as tempering ingredients, and ware color of reddish
brown (5YR 6/3). It is wiped vertically on the body and horizontally on the
rim. It is 180 mm. in diameter and 6 mm. in thickness. The second bowl has
an impressed risi. Its diameter is 360 mm.; its thickness 13 mm. Neither
sherds have cores. Both are hard.
There are no conical or hemispherical bowls.
The holemouth is the Most common class of vessel in the third floor.
All five are identifiable as cooking pots. Both Major holemouth categories -
flat and upright stanced - are found. Many rim forms are present.
There is one flat holemouth, with a rim which is thickened internally
and externally before coming to a point, which has large pieces of lime
temper, a grey core and is medium hard. The ware color is light brown (7.5YR
6/4). It is handmade and vertically wiped on the exterior. Its diameter is
240 mm. its thickness 4mm.
The same rim form occurs on the upright stanced vessel. This sherd has
some medium and large lime temper, is fired through and is hard. The ware
color is light reddish brown (51R 6/3). It is handmade and wiped vertically
on the exterior. Its diameter is also 240 mm.; its thickness 5 mm.
Also in the latter group are two holemouths with rims thinned to a point
from the interior and slightly everted.	 One has quartz pebble temper, the
other quartz and large lime pieces. Both are fired through and are very hard.
Both have blackened exteriors. Their ware colors are light reddish brown
(5YR 6/3) and reddish brown (5YR 5/3) respectively. Both are handmade. The
diameter and thickness of the first sherd is 260 tim. and 7 mm.; of the
second, 340 mm. and 7 mm.
The last holemauth, also upright, has a rounded rim, some medium and
large quartz temper, a grey core and is very hard. It is handmade with a
wiped exterior. Its diameter is 250 mis; its thickness 5 mis.
There is one pithos, with a thick everted rim.
	 Temper is sparse,
consisting of a few small and ldrge quartz and lime pieces. The core is
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grey. The sherd is hard. The ware color is light reddish brown (2.5YR 6/4).
The piece is handMade.
There is one jar, with a lon9 neck and straight ri g,.	 The tet,per is
heavy, with many sMall and large pieces of grey sand. It has a grey core and
is hard. The ware is light reddish brown (5YR 6/4). There are traces of red
(2.5YR 4/6) slip on the exterior. The vessel is handsiade. Its diaMeter is
120 gui.; its thickness 9
	 .
There are four handles. All are pierced - two vertical, one horizontal.
The horizontal lug is slipped light brown (7.5YR 6/4). The first two handles
have triangular sections, the third, piano-convex. Teiiper is different in
each handle- large pebbles; sand; and sand and sMall pebbles. The ware color
of all the sherds is pink (7.5YR 7/4). The fourth handle is an aMorphous
fragMent of a broken handle.
There is one body sherd. It has a band of applied decoration, Many
MediuM and large liMe pebbles and is light reddish brown (5YR 613).
There is one disk, unperforated, with ground edges. Its di,,ensions are
26x24x6 liM. It has large pebble teMper. It is pinkish grey (7.5YR 7/2).
Su11 FiMs
There is one pendant froii the third floor. It is More-or-less
rectangular, but curved at one end where a hole was begun. It is ground on
both faces and the edges.
There is one crude sortar or bowl siMilar to those in the second floor.
There is a disk of Mother-of-pearl.
According to hacdonald (BP II,p.8), aninal figurines were found in the
third floor. None were located.
Total
21
8
0'-i '6"
7
3
1 '7"-3'0" 3'l "4'6"
8	 6
-
5	 -
-	 2
FLAKED STONE
bcked blade
barer
siclle seent
co ' e tool
1 C I
fc:u SC'ciC1'
Si.i31e platforM blade core
Lrossed blade core
..hiuted blade core
ci'ossed bldelet core
e l:iuted core
8
I
15
I
5
4
3	 4
1	 2
1	 -
I	 I
CERAMICS
bowl
hale t, auth
pit h as
J L I'
h a dl e
bo	 sherd
di;I
-
Table 11.12.. Third Floor Inventory.
The Fourth Floor
The fourth floor, excavated in two unequal levels, yielded only seven
pieces of flint. There is one adze, one endscraper on a retouched blade of
tabular flint, one rounded scraper, one fan scraper on tabular flint, two
single platforM blade cores on wadi gravel and one single platforM bladelet
core on white flint.
The rounded scraper (BP II,plate XV:31) is iiiportant because it is a
type otherwise exclusive to, and coon in, Site H. The scraper is Made Ofl a
thin flake of light brown flint. 	 The dorsal surface is cortical. Fine
sesii-parallel non-abrupt retouch extends around the edges of the tool,
leaving the plain butt as the only edge without tool retouch.
Ib Cic ASthl.cr3?
CeraMic ,aterial is also sparse, there being only twenty-four sherds.
There are five bowl sherds in the fourth floor.
Two are froM MediuM sized bowls. One is a conical bowl with a bulge iii
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the straight wall below the rii. 	 It is handMade with nany siall pieces of
liMe teiper.	 Ware color is brown. Both the interior and exterior are
slipped dark reddish grey (5YR 4/2) and diagonally burnished. The diaMeter
is 220 mi.; the thickness 10 MM. Another, with a siMple rounded rim, is also
slipped reddish brown (2.5YR 4/4) and diagonally burnished.
	 It also is
handMade.	 The teMper is sand with a few sMall pebbles. The ware is light
brown (7.5YR 6/4).	 The diaMeter is 200	 wall thickness 11 MM. Both
sherds are frau depth 3'3"-4'8".
There are two large bowls. One, with an oblique riu has a dianeter of
310 un. and wall thickness of 5 iii. It has a turned finish. 	 Tenper is of
hue and quartz pieces. Ware color is light brown (?.5YR 6/4). The sherd is
hard. There is no core. The other bowl, with a flattened inpressed riu has
a dianeter of 420 uu. and a wall thickness of 9 nu. (figure N.5:4).
The fifth bowl is snall, a cup (figure M.5:1). The rin thins evenly to
a rounded section. Horizontal pierced lug handles are located below the rin.
The cup is handuade. Ware is loessal. The dianeter is 68 un.; the wall
thickness 5 MM.
There are six holeuouth sherds. One is flat-stanced. Five are upright.
The flat-stanced holeuouth has a riu thickened frau the exterior. The
outer riu edge is iupressed. It is handuade. Ware is loessal. Tenper is of
suall quartz pebbles. The diaueter is 220 uu.; thickness, 6 uu.
Three different rin torus are used for the upright holeuouths.
	 One
thins evenly to a pointed section, two are rounded and two are thinned
obliquely fron the interior to foru a point. One of the latter is a cooker
with grey patches on the outer surface. The teuper is of line pieces.	 It
has a grey core and is very hard. Its dianeter is 150 uu thickness 4 nn.
These details are in contrast to the other four sherds, which have sand and
quartz pebble tenper, no cores , are hard and have a uean dianeter of 215 Mn.
and thickness of 7 uM.	 ll are in the light brown (7.5YR) ware color range.
All are handuade and wiped diagonally.
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All three pithoi have internally inclined rims. All are handMade. Wzre
is loessal. TeMper is quartz - pebbles and pieces; sand; or pieces only.
Uare is light brown (.5YR 6/4). There are no cores. The sherds are of soft
to MediuM hardness. The average diaMeter is 293 titi.; thickness, 9 MM.
There is one jar, with a long neck, everted ri
	 and sloping shoulder.
The ri is turned, the neck handMade. Ware is loessal, with liMe and quartz
teMper.	 There is no core. The ri diaMeter is 160 MM. The wall thickness
is 7 th.
There	 is	 one fenestrated pedestal base.
	 It is handMade. The
fenestration was Made by a hole being pushed through while the clay was still
wet. The ware is loessal.	 Non-plastic ingredients consist of large aMounts
of sand and a few pieces of liMe and quartz.	 Unlike the other sherds, the
ware is reddish brown (SYR 5/4). The diaMeter of the base is 140 t. The
thickness ranges between 12 and 31 MM.
There are six handles. Four are pulled - one, with incisions at the
base, probably being froM a churn (figure M.6:?)- and two are pierced- one
vertical and one horizontal (the latter being on the cup discussed above).
Sections are piano-convex or rectangular. TeMper is of pebbles or quartz
pieces.	 Ware color is light brown or light reddish brown. There are no
cores. Sherds are MediuM hard or hard.
There are three body sherds.	 One has applied decoration, one is
iMpressed and one incised.
The two burnished sherds Mentioned above are typical of the E.B.I
period.	 Taken in conjunction with the rounded scraper, there is sosie
evidence for an E.B.I presence at Site Ii.
	 Site Ii is the only excavated Wadi
Ghazzeh site other than Site H to have this Material.
	 It is the farthest
spatially froM Site H.
5
3
2
.w19 7,
Table P1.13. Fourth Floor Inventory.
Total	 1'4"-3'2"
FLM<ED STONE	 7	 6
1	 1
endscrper on
retouched blade
	
1
fn scraper
rouidd scraper
si3le platforM blade core
_ifi31C- pldtforM bladelet core
CERMIIC
	
24
	
19
b o i 1
	
5
h 1 e i ciii t h
	
6
	
6
p it hci 3
	
3
	
3
jar
feestrated base
h dl e
	
5
	
3
bodj ;herd
	
3
	
3
3 /3II_4II
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The Fif'tI-i Floor
The fifth floor was excavated in three levels: O'-2'; 2'P1 -2'P; and
2'1O-5'9. The flaked stone asseiblage consists of twenty pieces; the
ceranic of thirty-six. All find5 are within the Chalcolithic range of Site
H.
It Ei'
The eleiq ents of the flaked stone assetiblage are listed in table K.14.
The technology producing the utilized blade is interesting because it is
siMilar to that iq ost frequently evident on bladelets. The blade is curved in
profile, has a sMall punctiforM butt, diffused bulb of percussion and careful
preparation of the core prior to the blade's reijoval.
One sickle blade segMent is backed and one backed and denticulated. The
forMer is bitruncated by retouch and breakage, the latter by retouch. All
retouch is direct. The denticulated segMent has five teeth/cM.
Hicroborers are the single largest class of tool.
	 Three types are
represented:	 four exaMples of offset borers; two of slightly triangular
borers; and one straight borer. All are forMed by bilateral direct abrupt
retouch. All are Made OR bladelets of white or sesii-translucent flint. The
triangular borer has the only proxiMal truncation; the others retain their
punctiforn butts.
There are two bilaterally backed proxiMal segMents which were probably
straight borers.
These borers are typical of the Microborer industry present in the
second floor.
Tble MJ.4 . SuMIlary Microborer HesureMents ().
#	 Length	 Width	 Thickness
offet	 4	 13.5+3.1	 5.0+0.8	 2.8+0.5
tr i.iht	 1	 13.0	 5.0	 2.0
ti inu1ir	 2	 15.0+4.2 4.5+2.1
	 3.0+0
2	 -	 4.2+2.5	 1.8-1.1
The adze is polished.
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The fan scraper, broken lon9itudinally, is transverse, with a cortical
dorsal surface and a ventrally thinned bulb of percussion.
The debita9e consists of one coMplete bladelet on white flint (15x4x4
MM.) and one seMi-translucent flint bladelet.
Of the four cores, two are sin9le platforM blade cores and two sin9le
blatfori bladelet cores. The blade cores are on wadi 9ravel. The bladelet
cores are on seMi-translucent flint.
It	 t'iic	 tUra
There are two bowls in the fifth floor. One is a lare bowl (fi9ure
M.5:6) with iMpressed rid, sand teMper and li9ht brown in color. The other
is a conical bowl with the ri evenly thinned to a point, quartz piece and
pebble teMper and pink (7.5YR 7/4) in color. It has a red slipped interior
and a band of slip at the ri on the exterior. Both are handMade, hard and
coreless.
There are three holeMouths in the fifth floor. Two are identifiable as
cookin9 pots. Both have rids thinned obliquely froM the interior to forM a
point. Uare is loessal. One has teMper of pebbles, the other of sMall liie
pieces.	 Both are in the 7.5YR brown ran9e. Both are hard and coreless.
Both have diaMeters of 180 MM. and wall thicknesses of 5 and 6 MM.
The third holeMouth has a soMewhat squared (figure M.5:10) internally
slanted rim.	 Uare is loessal, teMper of pebbles. 	 The ris is wiped
horizontally, the body vertically. The diaMeter is 210 MM.
There are three pithoi - two with internally inclined rims and one
necked with an everted rit. Uare is loessal. TeMper is liMe and/or quartz
pieces or pebbles. Uare color is in the 7.5YR range. All are hard, coreless
and handMade.
Jars are the Most nuerous class of vessel, with six exaMples. All are
Made of local loessal ware.
There are two short necked jars with slightly everted riis. One has a
sloping shoulder. 	 TeMper is of many MediuM and large liMe pebbles. Uare
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color is pink (?.51R 7/4).
	 The sherd is very hard and has a grey core.
There are trace5 of brown 5l1 on the exterior.
	 The join between the neck
and body is clearly visible on the interior. The shoulder of the second is
indeterMinate.	 Its teMper is of sand and quartz pebbles. Ware color is
light brown. It is of average hardness and has no core. The diaMeters of
both rims are 100
	 .
There is one PiediuM/large sized jar with a short neck and everted rim.
It also has liMe pebble teMper, no core and is of average hardness.
	 Ware
color is pink (5YR 7/3).
	 Its diaMeter is 140 iri.
There is one bag-shaped jar with an evenly thinned ri (figure M.5:20).
The reMaining two jars are neck fragMents. One has a band of applied
decoration at the base of the neck. The other is red slipped. The first has
tediuM pieces of liMe for tesper and is pink (5YR 7/3). The second has liMe
sand teMper and is reddish brown (5YR 5/4).
The only evidence for churns is one broken churn handle.
There are two flat bases in the fifth floor.
	 Both are handMade. The
diaMeters are 70 and 100
	 . One has a slight bulge at the intersection of
the wall and base. The wall and base of the second Meet in a right angle.
Both have liMe pieces for teMper and are of average hardness. One has a core,
the other doesn't.
There are
	 twelve pulled handles.	 Sections are piano-convex or
isosceles. All have large atiounts of teMper in the forM of pieces, pebbles
or sand. Color is alMost always in the 7.5YR range. All are of at least
average hardness. Cores May or May not exist. Aitiost all have indentations
on the interior of the body sherd were the handles were attached. One handle
is grooved along its length and brown slipped.
There are five decorated body sherds - two incised, one incised and
slipped, one slipped and one iMpressed.
II_2?911
2
1
I
2'lO "-
15
9
2
2
2
3
1
2
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Si].1 Firis
The only small finds are a chunk of haeMatite froi 0'-2' and a marine
astropod (Neritid).
Table M.-5 . Fifth Floor Inventory.
FLAKED STONE
utilized blade
Microborer
sickle segient
polished adze
fan scraper
bladelet blank
sin9le platforM blade core
single platforM bladelet core
Total
20
9
2
2
2
CERAMICS
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body sherd
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Pits
The pits of Site M are coMparatively poor in lithic Material, the unit
labelled "Pits 1 and 2U yielding only ei9hteen flints, inc1udin 	 a Pottery
Neolithic sickle se9Ment.	 CeraMic Material is found in three pits. It
consists of four Chalcolithic holetiouth rims and two Neolithic. 	 There is
also one jar rim, one flat base and three handles, all Chalcolithic. SMall
finds consist of three fragMents of basalt - two le fragMents froti a
fenestrated base and a rim.
The &irfce
Over one-third of the lithic asseMblage of Site M was collected froM the
surface. The Material reflects that found by excavation with the e>:ception
of six PPM arrowheads found on the surface only and the Microborers found by
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excavation only. The tools are enuMerated in table M.18.
In contast, only four sherds are froM the surface. Two are Neolithic -
a base and a knob handle - and two are Chalcolithic - two handles, one of
which is froM a sMall churn.
A violin fi9urine (BP II, plate XXVII:17) and a tiud do9 also cone froM
the surface.
Jstb r ed
Certain finds are Mentioned iD BP II which are not provenanced. ihey
were not found anon the Material studied.
The set of tables that follows presents descriptive stylistics for the
flint and pottery artifacts of Site H as a whole.
.2O3-
Table M.15. Occurrence of Selected Tool Classes by Flint Type
Tool	 Total Uadi
	 SeMi-s	 Tabular	 Ochre	 Other
Class	 Gravel	 Translucent
Retouched
blade	 (4)	 (3)	 (1)	 -	 -	 -
Truncated
blade	 (4)	 (3)	 (1)	 -	 -	 -
Retouched
bladelet 100%
	 8	 77	 15	 -	 -
Truncated
bladelet 100%	 18	 82	 -	 -	 -
Sickle	 100%	 82	 3	 9	 6	 -
Point	 100%	 60	 20	 20	 -	 -
Borer	 100%	 73	 19	 3	 5	 -
hicroborerlOOX	 8	 89	
-	 3
Burin	 (1)	
-	 (1)	 -	 -	 -
Endscraper
on blade (3)
	 -	
-	 (3)	 -	 -
Side
scraper 100%
	 100	 -	 -	 -	 -
Scraper
on flake 100%	 89	 -	 -	
-	 11
Endscraper
on flake 100%	 80	 7	
-	 13	 -
Fan
scraper (3)
	 -	
-	 (3)	 -	 -
Core tool 100%
	 95	 2	 1	
-	 2
Choppin'3
tool	 (1)	 (1)	 -	 -	 -	 -
Retouched
flake	 (1)	 (1)	 -	 -	 -	 -
Notched
flake	 (2)	
-	 (2)	 -	 -	 -
Knife	 (12)	 (1)	 -	 -	 -	 -
Total	 100%	 54	 40	 3	 3	 1
(Base)	 431	 232	 171	 11	 14	 3
(Base =nuNber of tools)
*includes white flint	 +includes reddish brown flint
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Table h 8... Incidence of Butt Types for Seletted Mijor Tool Types
TYPE
	
BUTT	 rypE
Plain	 Linear	 Bihedral F'ucetted PunctiforM Cortex
	
*
TotallOOX	 19	 6	 2	 2	 70	 5	 119
A	 (3)	 (1)	 -	 -	
-	 (2)	
-	 3
B	 (2)	 (1)	 -	 -	
-	 (1)	 2
C	 100%	 14	 -	 -	 -	 86	 -	 7
O	 100%	 -	 -	 -	 -	 100	 -	 5
E	 (2)	 -	 -	 -	 -	 (2)	 -	 2
F	 (3)	 -	 -	 -	 -	 100	 -	 3
G	 100%	 46	 15	 -	 -	 39	 -	 13
H	 100%	 -	 4	 -	 -	 96	 -	 48
L	 (2)	 (1)	 -	 -	 (1)	 -	 -	 2
i	 (4)	 (1)	 -	 (1)	 -	 (1)	 (1)	 4
N	 100%	 58	 17	 8	 -	 -	 17	 12
OTHERIOOX	 12	 -	 -	 6	 70	 12	 17
*Base: tools retaining their butts.
A.Retouched blade; B.Truncated blade; C.Retouched Blidelet; D.Truncated
bladelet; E.Sickle blade segMent; F.Point; G.Borer; H.Microborer;
L.Sidescraper; h.Scraper on flake; N.Endscraper on flake.
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Table Mi9	 Sickle Blade Segment Stylistics.
Backed and
	 Backed and
	 RetoLich	 Backed
Denticulated Denticulated Two Edges
	 Only
(direct)	 (inverse)
(base 1)
	 (34)	 (10)	 (6)	 (4)
TYPE OF TRUNCATION	 100%	 100%	 100%	 4
break	 15	 20	 33	 -
retouched	 82	 70	 66	 3
none-natural	 3	 10	
-	 1
TRUNCATION/END SHAPE
	 100%	 100%	 100%	 4
straight	 60	 50	 50	 2
concave	 17	 10	 -	 -
convex	 20	 30	 50	 1
pointed	 3	 10	 -	 1
LIE OF END	 100%	 100%	 100%	 4
perpendicular	 62	 90	 100	 3
oblique	 38	 10	 -	 1
(base 2)
	 (28)	 (7)	 (4)	 (3)
TRUNCATION DIRECTION
	 100%	 100%	 4	 3
direct	 64	 14	 3	 2
inverse	 36	 86	 1	 1
TRUNCATION ANGLE
	 100%	 100%	 4	 3
abrupt	 86	 90	 4	 3
seMi-abrupt	 14	 10	 -	 -
(base 3)	 (20)	 (8)	 (5)	 (2)
LOCATION OF WORK EDGE
	 100%	 100%	 100%	 2
right	 50	 38	 60	 1
left	 50	 50	 40	 1
bilateral	
-	 12	 -	 -
LATERAL RETOUCH	 100%	 100%	 100%	 2
normal abrupt	 70	 75	 20	 1
bipolar	 25	 -	
-	 1
semi-parallel	
-	 12	 80	 -
fine	 -	 13	 -	 -
RETOUCH DIRECTION	 100%	 100%	 100%	 2
direct	 90	
-	 60	 2
inverse	 5	 88	 40	 -
alternating	 5	 12	 -	 -
NON-TIP EDGE SHAPE	 100%	 100%	 100%	 2
straight	 65	 57	 80	 1
concave	 10	 29	 20	 -
convex 25
	 14	
-	 1
DENTICULATION	 100%	 100%	 100%	 2
present	 100	 100	 80	 -
absent	 -	
-	 20	 2
Base 1= number of unbroken ends; base 2= number of ends with retouch; base 3=
nuMber of sickle blade seMer1ts.
(Base 1)
LOCATION OF TIP
distal
proxiaal
indeter,i nate
END OPPOSITE TIP
butt/Natural
truncated
r e to ii c he d
broken
LOCATION OF TIP-
FORMING RETOUCH
tip only
tip+one lateral edge
tip+bilateral
continuous
RETOUCH DIRECTION
bilateral direct
bilateral inverse
inverse+direct
alternating+direct
bilateral alternating
bilateral bifacial
unilateral direct
unilateral inverse
unilateral biracial
Table M20. Borer Stylistics.
Straight Triangular
Borer	 Borer
(18)	 (21)
100%	 100%
78	 86
1?	 14
5	 -
100%	 100%
44	 45
22	 23
11	 5
22	 27
100%	 100%
	
-	 18
	
-	 26
	
100	 56
100%	 100%
	
72	 59
	
-	 5
	
6	 -
	
-	 9
	22 	 5
	
-	 9
	
-	 5
	
-	 4
	
-	 4
BLANK TYPE	 100%	 100%
blade	 61	 48
flake	 17	 38
indeterMinate	 22	 14
(Base 2)	 (22)	 (32)
RETOUCH TYPE	 100%	 100%
flat
seMi-parallel	 9	 6
norMal abrupt	 54	 47
bipolar	 5	 13
fine
irregular	 27	 25
thinning	 -	 9
scalar	 5	 -
RETOUCH ANGLE	 100%	 100%
abrupt	 86	 72
seMi-abrupt	 14	 28
Ba5e 1= nuMber of tools
Base 2= counts of types of retouch present
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Table M1 . Surniary Pottery MeasureMents.
a. Mean Diaieter MeasureMents (MM.).
Vessel Type	 NuMber Mean	 SJI.	 tllniMuM	 MaxiMuti
Bowl RiM
Conic a 1 / heM i spherical
	
9
	
248
	
77	 IJ	 380
cup	 68
other	 5
	
360	 I,J	 110
	
520
Holesiouth RiM	 32
	
225
	
76
	
100
	
380
cookin9 pot
	
16
	
221
	
61
	
1 00
	
340
Pithos RiM	 11
	
307
	
94
	
160
	
440
Jar RiM	 14
	
1 44
	
52
	
80
	
220
Churn (flat end)
Base
Flat
	
9
	
76
	
37
	
38
	
160
Pedestal
	
1 40
Neolithic
hole Mouth
	
260
base	 120
b. Frequency of DiaMeter Size (MM.) by Major Vessel Class and Selected Types.
Vessel Class	 0-100	 100-200 200-300 300-400 400-500 500-600
Bowl	 100%	 7	 20	 33	 20	 13	 7
Con i c a 1 /
	
heMispherical 100%	 -	 22	 56	 22	 -	 -
other	 100%	 -	 20	 -	 20	 40	 20
HoleMouth	 100%	 -	 34	 56	 10	 -	 -
Pithos	 100%	 -	 18	 27	 27	 27	 -
Jar	 100%	 14	 64	 21	 -	 -	 -
Base	 100%	 78	 22	 -	 -	 -	 -
Flat	 100%	 84	 16	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Pedestal	 100%	 70	 20	 10	 -	 -	 -	 -
Cornet	 100%	 100	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Base=total nuMber of sherds with diaMeters that can be Measured.
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SITE 0
Site 0, or Hadrusieh, lies on the west bank of the Uadi Ghazzeh, very
close to Site D. It was excavated by Macdonald in 1929-30. He divided the
site in two, according to the lie of the land, naming the upper site 01 and
the lower, 02. He reports that the floor of 01 is uneven, lying froM I'S" to
3'0	 below Plain level. There are round or oval pits at all levels with one
to four feet of settleMent Material lying over theM. PIt 35 (BP II, plate XI)
May be a bell-shaped pit. Groups of flat hearth-stones lie on the floor and
8 N
 below the surface deposit. 	 Site 02 contains shapeless depressions with
steep sides which Macdonald interprets as tent sites, but which, in light of
subsequent work in the Beer Sheba region, seen to be seMi-subterranean
dwellings. These are cut one foot deep into the bess and filled with four
feet of fine grey ash. SoMe of the Site 0 pits are dug into Site B	 (BP II,
p.2 and plates VI and XI).
The site was excavated in four Major divisions: 01 with levels 0-B",
8 N _1/8 u , l/O hl _2/8 N , and 2#BM_3/8M; 02 with levels 0"-6", 6"1'6", 116u_2/0fl,
2/0 M _26 M , 2/6 hI _3O N , and 3/0ft_36N; Dwellings 1, 2, 3, and 4 	 and Pits
nuMbered 1-35 and X.
One burial is reported, coMposed of a holeMouth jar found around a
child's head (BP II, p.?). Perrot (1962, p.390) found two skeletons of
newborns In jars in his GiseMent 3 in the Hahal Besor.
Tb! E]i
	 ?Qt1!
There are only one hundred and forty-one tools in Site 0. The nuMber of
tools in each class is insufficient for any detailed locational analysid
However, a slight variation 	 ay be Indicated in the distribution of flaked
stone Material by excavation unit. Over one-third of the sickle blade
segMents are froM pits as opposed to habitation areas. Although less than ten
l)An atteMpt was Made to use statistical tests to deterMine the significance
of variation in the find ipots of tool types, but the nuMbers dealt with were
too siiall to provide any Meaningful or reliable results. The sane probleM was
encountered in an atteMpt to analyze the pottery.
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percent of the flaked stone assenblage cone froM the dwellings, half of all
sidescrapers were found in then. (As an eanpIe of the caution needed, it
bust be nentioned that there are only six sidescrapers in Site 0). Scrapers
and axes, the nost nunerous classes, occur throughout the site.
Retouched lc1ias n B1thlets (6; 4% and 1; 0.7%)
Retouched blades and bladelets are relatively scarce. There are two
bilaterally discontinuously retouched blades (one being nade on a crested
blade); one inversely retouched blade; one blade with discontinuous direct
retouch on one edge; and two utilized blades. 	 The nean neasurenents are
?7x19x6 nn. All are on wadi gravel.
There is one bladelet with fine abrupt continuous retouch on one edge.
It is broken; it is 9 ns. wide and 3 nn. thick. 	 It is nade of
seni-translucent flint.
The retouched blades and bladelet are scattered through the site.
Ict	 'j-	 (2; 1% and 1; 0.7%)
There is one truncated blade (figure 0.4:1) on reddish brown flint. The
butt is linear and shaped. The truncation is direct abrupt. The left edge is
backed as is the upper half of the right edge. 	 There are Macroscopic wear
chips on the ventral surface at the tip and left edge.
	 The blade is large,
117x22x6 nn. It is unique in the collection. The second blade is truncated
and backed on one edge.
There	 is one truncated bladelet segnent in Pit 22.
	
It is on
seni-translucent flint and has fine direct abrupt retouch at the distal end.
Sickle B1pJe Setients (19; 14%)
The najority (74%) of the sickle blade segnents are backed, denticulated
and bitruncated. Truncation is alnost always by direct retouch. Two ends are
truncated by breakage. Backing is nornal abrupt in all but two cases, when it
is bipolar. There is one inversely backed and denticulated segnent. Backed
segnents with no denticulation are the second sost frequent type of sickle
se gnent. There is one reused bifacial Pottery Neolithic segnent.
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Table 0.1. Sickle Blade Se9Ment Stylistics.
Backed	 Backed and Denticulated
(base 1)
	 (5)	 (20)
TYPE OF TRUNCATION	 bOX	 100%
break	
-	 10
retouched	 100	 85
none-natural	
-	 5
TRUNCATION/END SHAPE
	 100%	 100%
strai9ht	 40	 80
concave	 20	 10
convex	 40	 10
LIE OF END	 100%	 100%
perpendicular	 66	 72
oblique	 34	 28
(base 2)	
(5)	 (17)
TRUNCATION DIRECTION 	 100%	 100%
direct	 100	 94
inverse	
-	 6
TRUNCATION ANGLE	 100%	 100%
abrupt	 80	 79
seii-abrupt	 20	 16
non-abrupt	 5
(base 3)
	 (3)	 (13)
LOCATION OF WORK EDGE
	 3	 13
right	 2	 9
left	 1	 4
LATERAL RETOUCH
	 3	 13
normal abrupt
	 2	 10
bipolar	 1	 2
fine	
-	 1
RETOUCH DIRECTION	 3	 13
direct	 3	 13
NON-TIP EDGE SHAPE 	 3	 13
straight	 1	 9
concave	
-	 2
convex	 2	 2
DENTICULATION	 3	 13
present	
-	 13
absent	 3	 -
Base 1= number of unbroken ends; base 2= number of ends with retouch; base 3
number of sickle blade segments.
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All the segMents are rectangular and relatively long and narrow. The
iiean diMensions are 45x11x4 tii. The average length:width ratio is 4.1. The PN
sickle, although rectangular, is long and wide, having a L:U ratio of 2.2.
All are itade on wadi gravel.
Eit	 (7; 5%)
The points and borers are scattered throughout the site. They are Made
either on wadi gravel or seMi-translucent flint. There are two one-shouldered
points - one on a thick flake and one on a thin flake - an offset point on a
blade (54x16x8	 and four borers - two straight and two triangular - one of
which is Made on a crested blade. 	 The blank forM used for the others is a
blade.	 Only one borer is placed at the proxiMal end of the blank; the
renainder are located at the distal extreMity. 	 Retouch is usually direct
norMal abrupt. ifl two cases it is bipolar.
Microborers
No Microborers were found in any of the collections studied, although
Macdonald (BP II, p.7) claiMs they are coMMon.
crc	 (55; 39%)
Altost all scrapers are made on product flakes, with only a few being
Made on first flakes and none on core rejuvenation flakes. The flake, however,
ay be thick (thickness at least 20 MM.) or thin (thickness less than 20 MM.).
The position and type of retouch detertiine the scraper type.
(6; 4% of Site 0 tools; 11% of scrapers)
The sidescrapers have lateral convex work edges. These edges are shaped
by direct retouch on two of the tools, inverse retouch on two tools and
bifacial and alternating retouch on one scraper each. All are Made on thick
flakes of wadi gravel. Most of these flakes are product flakes although first
flakes are also used. Butts are plain or linear. Bulbs of percussion are
proMinent.
gt E1k s (30; 21% of Site 0 tools; 55% of scrapers)
These are the Most COMMOfl type of scraper in Site 0.
	 All have convex
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Figure e.i. Site 0. Scattergram of Major Tool Classes
(whole tools only)
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scraper edges located at the distal extremity of the tool. Eight of these
scrapers are transverse; a notable amount - i.e. 27% of the endscrapers on
flakes - which may be related to the lack of fan scrapers in the site.
All retouch is direct and usually semi-abrupt. Additional, non-tip
retouch covers a wide range of types (table 0.2).
	 The flakes are generally
thinner (thickness less than 20 mm.) than in the other scraper categories.
More endscrapers on flakes are made on product flakes than on first flakes.
All are Made on wadi gravel.
Sçraiers on F]es (1?; 12% of Site 0 tools; 31% of scrapers)
Scrapers, i.e. flakes with "scraper
	 retouch on sore than one contiguous
edge, are the second Most COMMOfl category of scraper. 	 All are convergent,
with the distal end converging with one or both lateral edges.
	 Some are
rounded (retouched on three edges) and one is circulir (retouched continuously
on four edges). Three are denticulated.
	 Retouch is generally semi-parallel
or irregular. All retouch is direct. Almost all the scrapers are made on
medium thick or thick flakes of wadi gravel (table 0.5). The flakes are first
flakes more often than product flakes. Butts are cortical or plain; bulbs of
percussion prominent.
These scrapers occur least often in the dwellings.
cricer on Bthde- (2; 1% of Site 0 tools; 4% of scrapers)
There is one endscraper on a bilaterally retouched blade. It is
illustrated in BP I.I,plate XX:22 but was not found in the collection.
There is one double endscraper on a blade with lateral scalar retouch,
direct convergent retouch at the distal extremity and bifacial retouch at the
proximal. It measures 750x310x110 mm. and has tip angles of 60 and 45 degrees
respectively.
Ic1 (41; 26%)
Axes - tools with slightly convex parallel edges and biconvex sections -
are conspicuous in their absence.
	 The core tool assemblage is composed
primarily of adzes (44%) (tools whose tips are wider than their middles, with
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Table 0.2. Scraper Stylistics.
A	 B	 C	 B	 E
(base 1)
	 (6)	 (17)	 (23)	 (7)	 (2)
TIP LQCTION	 100%	 1002	 1002	 1002	 2
distal	 -	 -	 100	 100	 (1)
double	 -	 -	 -	 -	 (1)
right	 67	 6	 -	 -	 -
left	 33	 -	 -	 -	 -
3 edges(rounded)	 -	 28	 -	 -	 -
2 edges(offset,
convergent)	 -	 66	 -	 -	 -
TIP SHAPE	 100%	 100%	 100%	 100%	 3*
convex	 100	 88	 87	 57	 3
straight	 -	 12	 9	 43	 -
oblique	 -	 -	 4	 -	 -
TIP RETOUCH ANGLE	 100%	 100%	 100%	 100%	 3*
abrupt	 -	 6	 9	 -	 -
seMi-abrupt	 67	 88	 91	 86	 (2)
non-abrupt	 33	 6	 -	 14	 (1)
(base 2)	 (7)	 (20)	 (25)	 (8)	 (3)
TIP RETOUCH	 100%	 100%	 100%	 100%	 3
seMi-parallel	 50	 50	 28	 100	 -
convergent	 -	 -	 20	 -	 (2)
scalar	 17	 -	 -	 -	 -
irregular	 17	 25	 23	 -	 -
thinning	 16	 -	 4	 -	 (1)
fine	 -	 10	 8	 -	 -
denticulate	 -	 15	 8	 -	 -
ground	 -	 -	 4	 -
TIP RETOUCH DIRECTION	 100%	 100%	 100%	 100%	 3
direct	 33	 94	 100	 100	 (1)
inverse	 33	 -	 -	 -	 -
bifacial	 17	 -	 -	 -	 (1)
alternating	 17	 -	 -	 -	 -
Base 1: nuiber of tools. Base 2= counts of types of retouch present on tip.
*one endscraper is double; therefore, there are three work edges on tool
tools.
A=sidescraper; B=scraper on flake; Cendscraper on flake; D=transverse
scraper; E z endscraper on blade.
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Figure 0.2. Site 0. Scrapers.
TYPE	 REG. NO.	 PROVENANCE
1. Convergent scraper on thick
	 01, 8fl_1t8t1
f lake
2. Naturally backed endscraper
on thick flake
3. Backed end scraper on
thick flake
4. Inverse sidescraper
EIII2xvii/18
EIII2xxxv/15
01, Pit 23
1, Oh_81t
2, Dwelling 2
5. Convex sidescraper	 01, 1' 8"-2 '8'
1ll
) '
/:..:.:i'((iiT(
k'	 'i
I
5
3
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Figure 0.2. Scrapers.
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trapezoidal sections) and unfinished tools (29%), the reMainder consisting of
ogival tools (12%), chisels (5%), broken tools (3%) and those unattributable
to a type (7%).	 The nuMber of tools with ground tips is high. Both types of
workManship (see Site D) appear, coarse and fine, although on a liMited
repertoire of shapes. All are on wadi gravel.
The adzes are the classic forM found in Sites A and B - triangular in
outline, with tips shaped by longitudinal convergent retouch on the upper
face, short seMi-parallel retouch on the lower face; steep shallow retouch
perpendicular to the axis of the tool on the edges of the upper surface,
shallow Meshing invasive retouch on the lower surface; the two together
yielding a trapezoidal or triangular cross-section.	 On one tool, trihedral
retouch forMs the ridge on the upper surface. Twenty-nine percent of the
adzes have ground tips. 	 Bases	 ay be cortical, retouched longitudinally or
siMply retain the scar pattern forMed in the first stage of Manufacture, when
the tool was shaped.
The Major defining characteristic of the ogival tool category is the
convexity of the tip and the wideness of the Middle in relation to the tip.
Cross-sections are trapezoidal, 	 triangular	 or	 of	 no regular shape.
WorkManship is as is COMMOfl in the core tools of Site 0. Three out of the
four of these tools have ground tips.
There are two chisels. Although the narrowing froM the tip to the Middle
is as in the ogival tools, these are different - the tip edge is straight
instead of convex and the work angle is Much steeper than in the ogival tool.
The sections are trapezoidal or triangular.
The blanks exhibit the sane stages of Manufacture discerned in Sites A
and B. The lateral scars are either deep and wide or shallow and wide. 	 The
sections are as in the tools - trapezoidal, rectangular or triangular. As in
the tools, there are biconvex or plano-convex sections. The extreMities are
cortical or partially worked only.
There is one pebble with te cortex reMoved, yielding the presuMed blank
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of an unknown tool type. (Although these are rare in the Macdonald Wadi
6hazzeh asseiblage, they are at least coon enough, especially in the Perrot
excavation of 6ise,ent 3, to indicate that they are a type.)
There are three tools that do not fit into any category, but are
bifacial.	 Three are very large and ,iay be blanks or siMply large, roughly
Made bifacial tools.
Table 0.3. Mean Core Tool MeasureMents
It	 Length	 Width	 Thick.	 R..1	 R.2	 Tip Angle
(MM.)	 (ii.)	 (iii,.)	 (degrees)
Adze	 18	 95+12	 35+10	 26+6	 1.14.1	 .3+.3	 52±11
Chisel	 2	 88±23	 30±7	 28±7	 .8t.3	 .3+.2	 65±7
Ogival	 5	 86±5	 32±8	 23±6	
.8±.1	 .2±.01	 44±11
IndeterMinate 3	 91±8	 38+12	 35+5	 lt.1	 74±6
Blank	 12	 118±16	 53±7	 36±6	 .7±.1	 .3±.2	 80±18
Note R.lDistal Ijidth/Mesial Width; R.2=Distal Thickness/Mesial Thickness
Pick (3%)
There are four picks in Site 0 - three froM 02 and one froM 01. Two are
Made on very thick cortical flakes and two on pebbles. Three of the tips are
forMed by bilateral bitacial retouch; of one by lateral and tip retouch. The
retouch in all cases is very irregular and uneven. The bases are cortical.
The bases are 2.5 tlMe5 wider and thicker than the tips. The tools are large,
alMost 140 MM. long.
cia Icc4 (1%)
The only chopping tool is froM Pit 29. It is a pebble froM which flakes
have been reMoved bifacially and very irregularly on three of the four edges,
forMing 53 degree work edges.
Inife (1%)
There is one knife in Site 0, froM Pit 20.	 It is nade on a flake of
white flint. The edges are convex. It is distally truncated and retains a
facetted butt.	 Its cross-section is triangular. There is irregular norMal
abrupt backing on the left edge and irregular seMi-parallel retouch on the
right edge. All retouch is direct. The tool is 64x45x17 MM in size. The
work edge angle is 52 degrees.
PROVENANCE
Pit X
02, 2'7"-3'
1, 2'8-3'8"
2, O'-6"
REG. NO.
EIII2xxxii/20
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Figure 0.4. Site 0. Flaked Stone Industry.
TYPE
l.Backed and truncated blade
on tabular flint
2. MeOjeToc
3. Single platform prismatic
blade core
4. Backed and dent iculated
sickle segment
5. Multiple platform-
crossed and opposed-
	 o, ])8"-2'8"
blade core
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Figure 0.4. Site 0. Flaked Stone Industry.
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m
mm.	 50
Figure O.4a. Site 0. Blade Core.
Double opposed blade core. Elll2xxxiii/19. 02, 3'P'-3'6"
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IccL (IX)
There is one Multiple tool which is a flake with conver9ent retouch at
the proxiMal end and a Multiple transverse burin at the distal end.
r1isce1lu1)ecLts (1X)
There is one broken tool of indeterMinate type.
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ib Pcit
There are three blade blanks, one bladelet blank, two pieces of debris
and twenty-tour cores in Site 0.
Each blade blank is Made on a different type of flint - wadi •3ravel,
reddish brown and tabular. Of the three preserved butts, one is linear, one
facetted and one punctiforM. 	 All appear to have been Made by soft haMsier
percussion. One blank is a plun9ing bladelet on the basis of its width of 8
MM. It is nade on seMi-translucent flint.
The two pieces of debris are irregular in shape and of wadi gravel.
The cores are priMarily blade cores - there are sixteen blade cores and
five bladelet cores.	 There are also two bipyraMidal flake cores and one
exhausted core of indetersiinate type.
There is a clear dichotoMy in size between blade and bladelet cores - the
MaxiMuM len9th of any bladelet core is 28 MM whereas the MiniMuM length of a
blade core is 43 jq	 There is also a clear difference in the use of raw
Material - all blade cores are Made on wadi gravel and all bladelet cores on
seMi-translucent or reddish brown flint.
PyraMidal or prisMatic single platforM blade cores are the Most COMMOn.
They are distinctive in their workManship. Half the cores are retouched to
control the knapping.	 Control is obtained through lateral and distal
Modification of the cores.	 Cortex is reMoved froM the backs of cores.
Lateral edge(s) of the core are retouched with blows perpendicular to the
fluted surface. The distal end is thinned froM the back or retouched parallel
to the fluted surface (figure 0.4:4 ). 	 The striking platforM is Modified
(roughed) on four of the blade cores.
ultiple platforti blade cores are also COMMOn. They are usually double
oppo5ed or crossed. One has three striking platforMs (figure O.45).
Despite the careful preparation and Multiple striking platforMs, Many of
the cores do not appear to have been fully utilized.
Striking platforMs are generally sMooth. Only five show evidence of the
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platform having been formed by the removal of more than one flake. Two-thirds
of the platforms lie oblique to the axis of the core, the remainder being
perpendicular. The striking platform is either concave or convex; very rarely
flat.	 The angle made by the intersection of the platform and the fluted
surface is 70 degrees, This fluted edge is prepared.
The bladelet cores are generally single platform and prismatic in shape.
One is pyramidal. There is one multiple crossed platform core.
	 The
modification retouch COMMOfl in the blade cores is not present in the bladelet
cores. Only one striking platform surface is modified (roughed). One core
has had its base removed - either to control the length of the bladelets or to
create a second (unused) striking platform.	 Three of the five (Major)
striking platforms lie oblique to the length-wise axis of the core; two
oblique.	 The striking platforms are smooth and flat. Only one platform is
formed by the removal of two flakes. 	 These cores appear to be more fully
utilized than the blade cores.
The two bipyramidal flake cores are made on wadi gravel.
	 They are
irregular.
Table 0.5. Mean Core Measurements.
Core Type
	 N	 Core Length Core Width Platform Angle $1 of Removals
(mm.)	 (mm.)	 (degrees)
Blade	 16	 67±12	 70+10	 9+3
Bladelet	 5	 27±11	 26±6	 p4±9	 8±3
Bipyramidal	 2	 65±10
	
52±3	 85	 11+4
Exhausted	 1	 43	 49	 75	 -
Almost half (42%) the cores come from levels 0'-6" to 3'0"-3'6" in 02.
This includes two-thirds of the controlled flake cores and the bipyramidal
cores. More than one-third (38%) of th cores are from 81, levels 0"-3'8".
Only three cores come from the dwellings and two from the pits.
There is a large groundstone pebble with flaking on one edge which seems
to have been used as a hammerstone (BP II, plate XXI:bottom half, top row,
third from right). Its 'imensions are 140x63x30 mm.
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There are three Major industries - blade, flake and bifacial - althou9h
the repertoire of tool types is more restricted than that seen in Site A. The
blade industry exists priitarily in the forM of sickle blade sesents; the
flake, in scrapers; the bifacial, in adzes and oival tools. The technolo9y
producin9 the tools is the sane as that deMonstrated in Site A, although with
a canplete lack of fan scraper technology and an alMost coMplete lack of
bladelet technology. The blade technology, however, as deMonstrated by the
sickle segsients and the blade cores is highly proficient.
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The CeraMic AsseMblage
Site 0 is the Uadi Ghazzeh site richest in ceraMic reMains. The ceraMic
Material outnuMbers the lithic material almost 4 to 1. Site 0 exhibits the
special Ghassulian types as More-or-less normal occurrences, unlike the other
sites where they are rare, if found at all. For example, 100% of all platters
and Multi-handled globular vessels are found in Site 0, 89% of all comets,
and 67% of all pedestal forms. Variation in provenance is discernible in the
occurrence of painted ceramic material.
(108; 20% of Site 0)
The bowl is the single largest class of vessel in Site 0.
One of the Most COMMOfl bowl forms, in all loci, is the conical bowl
(figure 0.5:2). It ranges fros, small (70 MM. in diameter) to large (340 MM.)
in size. The most frequent form has a straight oblique wall which thins to a
pointed rim.	 It is primarily medium-sized, with diameters concentrated
between 150 and 270 mm. There are a few large bowls of this type. Only two
sherds are undecorated. Almost all have slipped exteriors with a band of slip
around the interior of the rim. One has a painted design on the outer wall
(figure 0.5:6).
	
Four have a bulge in the wall just below the rim (figure
0.5:4); probably a Manufacturing error.
An equally large sub-group is that group in which the wall curves inward
at the rim only. Almost all are decorated in the same manner as the previous
group. Four sherds have painted designs.
The third variation is the bowl with a curved wall thinned to a rounded
rim. One is a cup (diameter, 100 mm.) (figure 0.5:1); the others, bowls with
diameters of 180 or 240 mm. Almost all are slipped. One sherd has a painted
design on the interior.
In three sherds, the wall thickens, then thins to a point. Only one of
these sherds is slipped. These bowls are fairly large, ranging from 260 to
300 mm. in diameter.
Two sherds exhibit another Manufacturing error, an eversion just below
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the ri in the straight wall. One sherd is slipped, the other slipped and
painted (figure 0.5:6).
Although these forss are found throughout the site, the painted bowls are
restricted to Site 02, levels O"-6" through 2/6H_3/ and Pit 21.
The ware and Manufacture of these bowls are consistent across the
subtypes. The bowls are handMade, with evidence of turned finish on the ri
and in the evenness of the walls. Without preserved bases it is iMpossible to
deterMine if the entire bowl was forMed by turning, although it seems very
likely for some of the fine painted bowls. TeMper' is priMarily sand, sMall
and MediuM quartz or liMe pieces, or sand and quartz pieces. SMall pebbles
and large pieces of teMper are rare. Size and frequency of teMper occur
independently of wall thickness and diaMeter. Wall thickness ranges between 5
and B
	
. regardless of the bowl being sMall or MediuM j fl sized Uare color is
alMost always reddish brown or light reddish brown (5YR 5/4 or 6/4) or light
brown to pink (7.5YR 6/4-7/4). 	 Less than one-third of the sherds have cores.
All are hard. Decoration, as noted above, is slip or paint, red or reddish
brown (1OR 4/4, 2.SYR 4/6 or 4/4). The painted designs consist of chevrons or
vertical bands, unlike Site E where the predoMinant design is cross-hatching.
(That cross-hatching is a design used in Site 0 is shown in BP II, plate XXX,
although no such sherds were found in the collection). fend holes drilled
froM both sides of the sherd also exist. (BP II, plate XXXIX:14).
Bowls with rounded rims are less frequent than the preceding category of
bowls with thinned, pointed rims.	 They are quite different in several
respects froM the forMer group. They are larger, thicker, have a different
type of decoration, are less likely to have a turned finish, are more likely
to have a core, and are sore likely to have teMper coMposed of' pieces or
pebbles and pieces than of sand or sand and pieces.
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There are four bowl sherds with simple rounded rims. Two are slipped,
one impressed on the rim and one undecorated. Diameters range from 240 to
300 mm. (average, 270 mm); thickness from 7 to 21 mm. Three are from site
02, one from Dwelling 2.
A variation of this type is the rounded rim with a slightly squared
section.	 There are only three sherds of this sub-type. They are large
(diameter 270 to 310 mm.), thick (8 to 13 mm.), fired hard, careless,
yellowish red (5YR 5/6) in color and have lime and quartz pieces as their
non-plastic ingredients.
Also less heavily represented are bowls with impressed rims. These are
large bowls with diameters between 270 and 320 mm. The walls are not
necessarily thick, ranging from 5 to 12 mm. The six sherds from this group
have impressed decoration on the rim as the exclusive decoration form. They
are handmade. Some are wiped diagonally on the body and horizontally on the
rim. Half have cores. Hardness is medium to hard. Temper ranges from small
pebbles to pieces of assorted sizes.
Of note are two additional impressed bowl rims, of Neolithic form and
ware. They are from 0/6N and Pit 29.
There is one bowl with an internally rolled rim.
Bowls with flattened rims are large, with diameters 320 mm. or more and
walls at least 8.5 mm. thick. The outer edge of the flange is almost always
impressed (figure 0.5:7,10). These bowls are handmade, well-fired and hard.
Lare color is reddish brown (5YR 5/4). Almost every form of temper appears,a
Ithough pebbles and pieces are the most commom. One sherd has red slip on
the rim in addition to the impression. 	 Almost half this group is found in
the pits.
(40; 8Z of Site 0)
The holemouths are either of the upright or flat stanced variety.
Almost all the fla.-stanced holemouths have rims which have been evenly
thinned to a point (figure 0.5:17). There are two sherds in which the rims
3 Bowl
4 Bowl
5 Bowl
E1112, 1/8
12 Platter E1112062
E1112 ,v/3
13 Platter E1112062
E1112,vi/l0
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Figure 0.5. Site 0 Ceramics.
i CLASS	 REG. NO.
	
LOCUS	 DESCRIPTION
1 Cup	 E1112004	 Pit 18	 Handmade. Ware 11: few small and medium
E1112,xiii/l	 lime pebbles and pieces; reddish yellow
5YR	 616; no core; average hardness.
Exterior:	 red	 1OR	 5/6 slip.	 Rim
diameter, 60 MM.; base diameter, 40 mm.
2 Bowl	 02;O"-6" Turned rim. Ware II: many small quartz
E1112,xxviii/4
	
pieces; pink ?.5YR 7/4; no core; average
hardness. Rim diameter, 150 mm.; base
diameter, 80 mm.
E1112023	 Ol;2'7h1_3'Turfled rim. Ware II: some medium and
E1112,vi/1l shall quartz pebbles and small quartz
pieces; pink 5YR 7/4; no core; average
hardness. Exterior and interior: weak red
1OR 4/4 slip.
E1112024	 02;	 Turned rim. Ware II: some very small
6"-l'6" quartz sand and few medium quartz pieces;
red 2.SYR 5/6; grey core; very hard.
Exterior and interior: red 2.5YR 4/6
paint. Diameter, 200 mm.
E1112024	 02;	 Turned rim. Uare II: some very small and
l'6"-2' SMdll quartz pieces and few medium and
large quartz pebbles; light reddish brown
51R 6/4; no core; hard. Exterior and
interior: red 2.SYR 5/6 paint. Diameter,
180 MM.
6 Bow].	 E1112026	 02;	 Turned rim. Ware II: some small and few
2 t _2 t 6ti	 Medium quartz pieces; reddish yellow 5YR
E1112,xxxi/27 6/6; grey core; very hard. Exterior:
traces of reddish brown 2.SYR 4/4 slip;
Interior: paint as exterior.
7 Bowl	 E1112020	 01;	 Handmade. Ware II: some medium and small
l'8"-2'8" quartz and lime pieces; reddish brown 5YR
E1112,iii/19	 5/4; no core; avera3e hardness.
8 Bowl	 E1112020	 02;	 Smoothed rim. Uire II: some small quartz
2'-2'6"	 pieces and few medium quartz pebbles;
E1112,xxxi/24
	
	
light reddish brown SIR 6/4; grey core;
very hard. Diameter, 420 mm.
9 Platter E1112062	 01;	 Turned (?) Ware II: some very small
l'8"-2'8" quartz	 sand	 and few medium	 quartz
E1112,iii/ll
	
	
pebbles; reddish brown 5YR 5/4; no core;
average hardness. Diameter, 560 mm.
10 Bowl	 E1112020	 01;	 Turned rim. Ware II: some small to medium
l'8"-2'8" quartz pieces; reddish brown 51R 5/4; no
E1112,iii/l9	 core; average hardness. Diameter, 380 mm.
11 Platter E1112062	 01;	 Turned ('?) Ware II: many very small
8"-1'8"	 quartz sand; reddish yellow 5YR 6/6; no
core; hard. Diameter, 600 mm.
01;	 Turned rim. Ware II: some small quartz
2'8"-3'8" pieces and medium and very large peLbles;
reddish brown 5YR 5/4; no core; average
hirdness. Diameter, 290 mm.
01;	 Turned rim. Ware II: some small and
2' 7ll_3 medium quartz pieces and pebbles and few
medium and lar3e lime pieces; red 2.SIR
6/6; dark brown core; hard.
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Figure 0.5. Site 0. CeramicS.
14 Platter E1112020	 01;
01 8"
E1112, i/8
15 Hole- E1112023
	 02;
mouth	 2'-2'6"
E1112,xxxi/21
E1112023	 02;
2t_2I6
E1112,xxxi/21
E1112024	 02;
2'-2'6"
E1112,xxxi/21
E1112024	 02;
V-2'6"
E1112,xxxi/21
18 Hole-
mouth
16 Hole-
mouth
17 Hole-
mouth
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19 Hole- E1112024	 02;
mouth	 2'-2'6"
E1112 ,xxxi/22
	
20 Hole- E1112028	 02;
mouth	 3t_3161,
21 Hole- E1112020	 02;
mouth	 6-1'6"
El 112 ,xx ix / 11
22 Pithos E1112020	 01;
8 I _i 1811
Turned ('?) Ware II: some sMall and few
IlediuM quartz pieces; reddish yellow 5YR
6/6; no core; average hardness. DiaMeter,
520	 .
Turned rii. Ware U:
	 aiiy very sialI
quartz sand; reddish yellow 5Y
	 6/6;
ll9ht brown core; average hardness.
Turned rim. Ware II few SMall quartz and
liMe pieces; reddish brown SIR 514; grey
core; average hardness.
Turned rim. Ware II: few sMall and MediuM
quartz and liMe pieces; reddish brown SIR
5/4;	 grey	 core;	 averaqe	 hardness.
Diaieter, 120	 i.
Turned riti. Ware II: some very sMall
quartz sand and few small, MediuM and
lar9e quartz pieces; reddish brown SIR
5/4; no core; hard. E>terior: red 2.5YR
4/6 paint.
Turned rim. Ware II: many very sMall and
some sMall quartz pieces; reddish brown
SIR 5/4; no core; hard. DiaMeter, 240 MM.
HandMade. Ware I: siany srtll iid very
sMEll quartz sand and SOME very lar9e
chaff; reddish brown 5YR 5/4; no core;
very hard. Diameter, 440 i.
Turned rim. Ware II: SOME very small and
few sMall quartz pieces; reddish brown
2.SYR 5/4; no core; hard. DiaMeter, 260
MM.
HandMade. Ware II: few to sone very snail
to lar9e line and quartz pieces;
yellowish red SYR 5/6; no core; very
hard. Dianeter cannot be Measured.
6 Churn E1112025	 Dwelling
(neck) E1112,xxxi/6 3
7 Churn E1112023	 02;
(handle)	 6*_V6
E1112,xxix/12
8 Churn E1112003	 02;
(handle)	 6"-1 '6"
E1112,xxix/12
9 Cornet EI1120].0	 02;
base	 2'-2'6"
El 112 ,xxxi / 6
10 Cornet E1112010	 02;
base	 6"-1'6"
E1112,xxix/2
11 Cornet E1112010	 Dwelling
base	 E1112,xxxvi/1	 3
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Figure 0.6. Site 0 Ceramics.
	
CLASS BIG. NO.
	 LOCUS
1 Jar	 E1112025	 Pit 24
2 Jar	 EII12023	 02;
2 '-2 w 6"
3 Jar	 E1112025	 02;
4 Jar	 E1112025	 01;
2 '8-3 '8"
E1112 ,v/4
5 Churn E1112025	 Pit 21
(neck) E1112,xi/1l
12 Cornet E1112,xiv/4 Pit 20
13 Base	 E1112,xxxv/3 Dwelling
2
DESCRIPTION
HandMade. Ware II: few to some sMall and
MediuM quartz pebbles; reddish brown SYR
5/4; no core, soft. DiaMeter, 50	 .
Turned rii. Ware II: some very sMall and
few MediuM quartz sand and pieces; li9ht
reddish brown 5YR 6/4; liiht grey core;
very hard. Exterior: traces of red 2.5YR
5/6 slip. Diaeter, 100	 i.
Turned rim. Ware II: few sMall quartz and
MediuM liMe pieces; reddish brown SYR
5/4; no core; hard. DiaMeter cannot be
Measured.
Turned rim. Ware II: many very sMall and
some sMall quartz sand and pieces; liht
reddish brown SYR 6/4; no core; avera9e
hardness. Diameter, 150 MM.
Handiade. Ware II: many stthll to itediuM
liMe pieces and few liMe pebbles; pink.
?.5YR 7/4; no core; average hardness.
DiaMeter, 70	 .
HandMade. Ware II: some sMall quartz
pieces; yellowish red 5YR 5/6; no core;
hard. DiaMeter, 50 MM.
HzjidMade. Ware II: few siiall and nediuii
liMe pieces and pebbles; li9ht reddish
brown 5YR 6/4; no core; average hardness.
Exterior: traces of reddish brown SYR 5/4
slip.
HandMade. Ware II: some sMall and MediuM
and few large liMe pieces; li'ht brown
7.5YR 6/4; no core; very hard. Exterior:
traces of red 2.5YR 5/6 slip.
HandMade. Uare II: sotie sMall and few
very sMall quartz pieces; reddish brown
5YR 5/4; no core; very hard. Exterior:
shaved; traces of red 2.5YR 5/6 slip.
HandMade. Ware II: any very sial1 and
few MediuM quartz pieces; li9ht reddish
brown 5YR 6/4; no core; average hardness.
HandMade. Ware II: few very sMall quartz
sand and sMall quartz and liMe pebbles;
li9ht reddish brown 5Th 6/4; no core;
average hardness. Exterior: shaved;
traces of weak red 1OR 5/4 slip.
Handtiade. Ware II: some very sMall and
sMall liMe pebbles and few very sMall and
sMall quartz pebbles; li•ht brown 7.5YR
6/4; light grey core; hard.
HandMade. Ware II: Many very sMall liMe
and quartz sand, few lar .3e and very large
liMe pebbles and very few large chaff;
reddish yellow 7.5YR 6/6; grey exterior;
hard.
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J.4 B.ase	 E1112011	 Pits x	 Turned. Ware II: very many very sMall
E1112,xxvii/5	 quartz sand and very few shall liMe
pieces; reddish yellow 5YR 6/6; no core;
average hardness. Slurried base.
15 Base	 E1112014
	
01;	 Turned. Ware II: Many shall and few
8"-l'B"
	
	
MediuM quartz pieces; pink 5YR 7/4; grey
interior; soft.
16 Base	 E1112011	 02;	 HandMade with turned finish. Ware II:
1 1 6'L2'	 Many shall and few MediuM and large
E1112,xxx/5	 quartz pieces; reddish brown SIR 5/4;
average hardness.
17 Base	 E1112011	 01;	 Turned. Ware II: some very shall and few
1t8it_2181, shall to MediuM quartz pieces; reddish
E1112, iii/6	 brown 5YR 5/4; no core; hard. Exterior
and interior: traces of red 1OR 5/6 slip.
18 Base	 E1112013	 01;	 Turned.	 Ware	 II:	 ziny sMall quart:
8"-1'8"	 pieces; reddish brown SIR 5/4; no core;
E1112,ii/7	 soft.
19 Base	 E1112,xxxii/18 	 Turned. Ware II: sore shall and few
02;	 MediuM and large liMe pieces; pink ?.5YR
2'6"-3'	 7/4	 no core; hard. Exterior: weak red
1CR 5/3 slip.
20 Base	 E1112013	 02;2'-2'6" Ware II: soe MediuM and few shall and
(mid-section)	 large quartz pieces; light reddish brown
E1112,xxxi/2	 5YR 6/4; light grey core; very hard.
2]. Fenestrated	 01;.	 Ware II: some shall and few MediuM quartz
base	 E1112013	 1'8"-2'8" pieces; reddish brown SIR 5/4; no core;
E1112,iii/7	 hard. Exterior: weak red 1CR 514 slip.
22 Fenestrated	 02;	 HandMade. Ware II: sotie Shall and few
base	 E1112023	 2'-2'6"	 MediuM liMe pieces and few very Shall
E1112,xxxi/13
	
	
quartz sand; red 2.5YR 5/6; light grey
core; average hardness. DiaMeter, 92 MM.
23 Fenestrated	 01;	 Ware II: some shall and few MediuM quartz
base	 E1112013	 1'8"-2'8" pieces; reddish brown 5YR 5/4; no core;
E1112,iii/2
	
	
above average hardness. DiaMeter cannot
be Measured.
24 Handle E1112006
	 Dwelling HandMade. Ware II: some very shall and
E1112,xxxv/1	 2	 shall and few large quartz and liMe
pieces and pebbles; brown 7.SYr 5/4; grey
interior and exterior; average hardness.
25 Handle E1112002	 01;	 HandMade. Ware II: some very shall quartz
l'8"-2'8" pieces	 and	 very	 few MediuM quartz
E1112,iii/17	 pebbles; reddish brown 5YR 5/4; no core;
26 Handle E1112002
27 Handle.. E1112005
E1112, iii/9
28 Handle E1112005
E1112, iii/9
29 Handle E1112005
E1112, ii/16
average hardness.
Pit 12 HandMade. Ware II: saiie sMall quart:
pieces; yellowish red SIR 5/6; no core;
soft.
01;	 HandMade. Ware II: some shall and few
1'8"-2'8" MediuM quartz pieces; reddish brown 5YR
5/4; no core; average hardness.
01;	 HandMade. Ware II: soe very ssall and
l'8"-2'8" shall liMe pieces and few lar3e liMe
pebbles; reddish brown SIR 5/4; no core;
average hardness.
01;	 HandMade. Ware II: many very shall quartz
8"-l'8"	 sand; light red 2.SYR 6/8; light orange
core; average hardness.
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30 Handle E1112,ii/14 01;
8"-1 18
HandMade. Uare II: soMe small and few
MediuM quartz pieces; reddish brown SYR
6/4; grey core; average hardness.
Table 0. 6. Suiary Pottery MeasureMents.
a. Mean DiaMeter MeasureMents (ii.).
Vessel Type
	 NuMber' rican	 5.1'.	 MiniMuM	 1rw
Bowl RiM
Conical/heMispherical	 71	 211	 52
	
70
	
340
Itipressed, flat,
or rounded
	
23
	
328
	
95
	
170
	
540
Platter	 15
	
408
	
117
	
240
	
600
HoleMouth Riti	 31
	
1 67
	
63
	
70
	
320
Fithos RiM	 54	 "i	 68
	
240
	
500
Jar Rjri	 21	 1 09	 32	 50	 170
Cornet RiM	 3
	
100
	
40
	
60
	
140
Churn RiM	 1 00	 100	 100
Base
Fl at	 19
	
74
	
36
	
30
	
190
StuMp	 1 60
Concave	 '-I'.'	 35	 30	 80
R 0 U fl d
	 30
Pedestal	 10	 1 08	 59	 70	 250
'Egcup"	 30
Disk
	
30
Cornet	 11	 8	 3	 4	 15
b. Frequency of Diaieter Size (MM.) by Major Vessel Class and Selected Types.
Vessel Class
	
0-100	 100-200 200-300 300-400 400-500 500-600 600-700
Bowl	 1007.	 1	 24	 47	 18	 4	 5	 2
Con i c a 1 /
heMisphericallOOX	 2	 35	 60	 3	 -	 -	 -
IMpressed, flat
or rounded	 100%	 -	 8	 25	 50	 4	 13	 -
Platter	 100%	 -	 -	 20	 33	 20	 13	 13
HoleMouth	 100%	 3	 64	 23	 10	 -	 -	 -
Pithos	 100%	 -	 -	 27	 42	 29	 2	 -
Jar	 100%	 29	 71	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Cornet RiM
	
(3)	 (1)	 (2)	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Churn RiM
	 (2)	 -	 (2)	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Base	 100%	 85	 13	 2	 -	 -	 -	 -
Flat	 100%	 84	 16	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Pedestal	 100%	 70	 20	 10	 -	 -	 -	 -
Cornet	 100%	 100	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Base = total nuMber of sherds with diaMeters that can be Measured.
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have a rounded section. On two sherds, the wall thickens before Coning to a
point. One thickens internally, the other externally. A conpiete holenouth
with two pierced handles is shown in BP II, plate XXXIX:17.
The upright stariced vessels have the sane rin forn as the najority of
the forner group, i.e. the riii thins evenly to a point (figure 0.5:15,16).
One rin is knobbed and has a design on the exterior which was incised when
the clay was wet (figure 0.5:19). This is referred to as a potnark in BP II,
p.8.
The ware of all the holenouths is loessal in character and color.
Tenper is conposed of nediun and snail quartz and line pieces with few nediun
quartz or line pebbles and rarely exclusively sand or line pieces.
One-third of the sherds are decorated, red slip being the Most COMMOfl
treatnent. Painted (figure 0.5:18) and inpressed designs also occur. The
painted sherds are fron 6N_1/6h1 and Pit 21.
Dianeters range fron 70 to 320 nn. with the average dianeter being 170
nn. Uail thicknesses range fron 4 to 14 	 with an average of 6.6 tIM.
There is one Neolithic holenouth sherd of chaff tenpered ware (figure
0.5:20).
(58; 11% of Site 0)
Pithoi are the second Most frequent class of vessel in Site 0. Seven
rin forns appear: (in descending order of frequency) internally flanged,
inclining inward;	 internally flanged, flat; internally and externally
flanged, flat; internally and externally flanged, inclining inward; everted;
rounded; and ridged. Ainost all the pithoi, irrespective of rin forn, have
inpressed decoration on the outer rin edge.	 Eight are also slipped. Five
sherds without inpressed decoration are painted or incised. Uare is loessal.
Non-plastic ingredients are prinarily of snail pieces of quartz or line with
or without snail quartz pebbles. Organic tenper occurs, although rarely.
The tenper is rarely of sand only. The sherds are well-fired and hard. The
vessels are handnade. Concentric horizontal wiping on the rin is rare.
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Pithoi are found throughout the site, in aliost every unit excavated.
Jars (30; 6% of Site 0)
There are only thirty jar fragMents in Site 0. The siost COMMOfl type is
the sMall jar, Most often with a short neck - five having straight rims and
sloping shoulders, two having slightly everted riss and sloping shoulders and
two having everted rims - one with a sloping shoulder, the other with a sharp
shoulder. There is also one Jar with an everted riti and no neck (figure
0.6:1-5).
Bag-shaped jars are the next Most COMMOn jar forM. Four have short
necks - two with rounded rims, one with a slightly everted ri and one with a
squared rii. One has a long neck and round rim.
There is one MediuM-necked jar with a straight ri and sloping shoulder.
Jars with long necks are few- two have straight ris and pronounced
shoulders; one has a slightly everted ri and one has a straight ri with no
shoulder preserved.
The renainder of the jars are fragMents of neck and body sections.
	 In
many cases, the distinct joint between the two sections shows that the rin
and body were Made separately.
The general technological observations are constant across the jar
forMs.	 RiMs were turned. Ware is loessal, with liMe and quartz pieces or
sand the Major non-plastic ingredients.	 Ware color is reddish brown (5YR
5/4), light brown (7.5YR 6/4) or pink (?.5YR 7/4).
	 Sherds are fired through
and of average hardness. Twenty-nine percent of the jars are decorated,
alMost all with red slip. One has applied decoration.
Platters (15; 3% of Site 0)
Ho coMplete exaMple of this class of vessel exists. They will be
considered as a special case of bowls. The possibility exists that they are
upper sections of fenestrated pedestal bases. However, there is not enough of
any profile to Make a final deterMination. They are distinguished froM bowls
on the basis of their stance. The wall forMs a very acute angle with an
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iMaginary line drawn through the diaMeter and inclines sharply towards the
base. They are large - the average diaseter is 450 ss. and wall thickness 15
MM.	 They sees to be Made exclusively through turning, there being no
evidence of hand (coil or slab) Manufacture preserved on the existing
fragsents. The ware is loessal. Tenper is sand with a few MediuM pieces or
pebbles; less often it is coMposed of sMall and nedius pieces and pebbles.
Althou9h the walls are thick and the vessels large, the ware Is carefully
prepared. One-third of the sherds have cores. All are hard. Ware color, in
descending order of frequency, is yellowish red (5YR 5/6), reddish brown (5YR
5/4), or red (2.5YR 5/6).
There are four variations in ri forM: a plain rounded ris; a rounded
ris with wavy edges; a rounded ris that tapers to the exterior, thereby
appearing everted; and a square-cut rin (figure 0.5:9,11-14). The only two
rids with diaMeters less than 340 tiM. are in 4he third group. These fortis
occur equally frequently in 01, 02, Dwellings 3 and 4 and various pits.
hyr(42; 8X of Site 0)
Forty-two	 churn	 fragtients,	 sainly handles, are found scattered
throughout the site. The handles are large.
	 Most are loop handles. All
have More-or-less triangular sections. Thirteen are attached to the flat
side of the churn (flat side diatieters range between 80 and 120 titi.),
seventeen to the curved side. The retiaining handles are broken. 	 One has a
second hole drilled through the existing fragtient (an attespt to reuse the
vessel ? ). Four ntis are identifiable. Their dianeters range froti 50 to 100
titi. Thickness of the body attached to the handle ranges froti 5 to 10 titi; of
the niti walls, 3 to 6 titi. Ware is loessal. Tesper is use or quartz pieces
or tiediuti sized pebbles.	 Organic tetiper occurs. Ware color is in the 5YR
and ?.5YR reddish brown-light brown range.
	 Most sherds have no core. All
are hard. One of the ntis is painted (BP Ii, plate XXXIX:?), one has traces
of brown slip and two arr' undecorated (figure 0.6:6). Half the handles have
traces of red slip.
	 One grooved handle tiay possibly be froti a Miniature
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churn.
Comets (2?; 5X of Site 0)
Comets are alnost only found in site 02, levels 6"-2'6". All the base
forMs occur (figure 0.6:9-13). 	 The Most frequent toni is the base that
tapers to rounded. Ware is loessal. Tenper is either large quantities of
sand or sMall quartz pieces. All are fired through and hard. Ware color is
li9ht reddish brown or reddish brown (5YR). Over half the bases are slipped.
One is vertically wiped (shaved?).
	 Interiors show clear evidence of the
Manufacturing technique.
There are two cornet rims. Their diaMeters are 60 and 100 MM. One rin
has double horizontal pierced lug handles. TeMper is sand.
1i:b1	 oblar Vessels (4; 0.8X of Site 0)
The four fragMents (BR II, pldte XXX:bottoM row, left) found in the
Macdonald collection cone froM Site 0 - two sherds froM 18U2/8U and one
each froM Pits 17 and X. Coils are clearly visible on the interiors of the
sherds. One sherd has red (1OR 4/4) slip on the exterior.	 TeMper forM is
different in each sherd-pieces and/or pebbles - although it is always liMe.
The ware color of the sherds froM 1'8"-2'8" is light reddish brown (5YR 6/4);
froM the two pits, pink (?.5YR 7/4). The ware appears different froM that of
other ceraMic types in the Uadi Ghazzeh sites.
Bses(27; 5Z of Site 0)
The Major base torn is flat.
	 Slurried rings occur. One base has a
raised center (figure 0.6:14). Two bases are concave, two stunped - one with
a raised center (figure 0.6:16), one disc and one round. There is one button
base with very flared walls (figure O6:17) and one fleggcupu with a groove
around its Middle (figure 0.6:18).
Bases are all handnade.	 Five have nat iMpressions (BP II, plate
XXXIV:10-12). Dianeters range fron 10 nn to 190 nn. Ware is as in vessel
types.
[ooted Bes (7; IX of Site 0)
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There are seven footed bases in Site 02. DiaMeters range froM 80 to 105
. The bases sees to have been turned, possibly having been Made upside
down.	 TeMper is not uniforn, ranging froi sand in some bases to pieces in
others. There are no cores. Sherds are hard. Three bases are red slipped.
se (10; 2% of SiteO.)
There are ten fragiients of fenestrated pedestal bases (figure 0.6:21-23
Six bases have holes which were punched through while the clay was wet and
three which were cut out. The tenth piece is a ridged ,id-section. The base
diaMeters range froM 60 to 140 MM., thickness froM 6 to 15MM. TeMper ay be
coMposed of sand, pebbles, or sand and pieces. Ware color is light reddish
brown.	 Cores exist. Sherds range froM soft to hard. Three of the sherds
are red slipped.
(105; 20% of Site 0)
AlMost every Chalcolithic handle tyoe is represented in Site 0. Ware
color is in the sane range as the vessels.	 One third of the handles are
decorated. Most are red slipped. IMpressions along the backs of the handles
occur (figure 0.6:24) as well as incised and grooved decoration. 	 Two sherds
have rennants of painted designs of red on creati and brown on white.
Table 0.7. Handle Frequencies and Mean MeasureMents by Type
th!i! I!	 Iflfl2S .t12
Total	 146	 100%	 78	 1.9
Vertical pierced,
circular	 46	 32	 56	 1.9
Vertical pierced,
triangular	 15	 10	 64	 2.3
Horizontal pierced 5	 3	 24	 2.0
Large pierced	 19	 14	 94	 1.9
Mediun pierced	 8	 6	 7.9	 1.7
Pulled	 18	 12	 100	 2.1
Churn	 30	 20	 104	 1.8
Knob	 3	 2	 -	 -
Ledge	 2	 1	 -	 -
b(40; 8% of Site 0)
All but three of the body sherds are decorated. The relative frequency
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of decoration types can be seen in table 0. 8. They are illustrated in BP
II, plates XXXII, XXXIV, and XXXV.
Disks (12; 2% of Site 0)
The disks are either	 hacked	 out	 and drilled, hacked out and
unperforated, or ground and perforated. 	 The average	 dimensions are
38.6x35.Ox7.3	 n.	 Perforations are drilled from both faces of the sherd.
One "disk" is rectangular. One third are nade on slipped sherds.
lost are found in Site 02.
Ceritiic CEijects (2; O.4X of Site 0)
There is one spout and one spoon.
There is also a fragMent of an unidentifiable artifact.
SLjMjr
All ware is taken froM the local bess.	 There is a deliberate
adjustnent of ware ingredients, with finer ware being used for finer painted
forns and coarser ware for larger, thicker vessels. This procedure is known
fron other Beer Sheba area sites.	 Chaff and ceranic tenper are used,
although rarely.
Sial 1 Fiflds
SMall finds in Site C consist of ceraMic, groundstone, shell and bone
artifacts and a snail amount of econonic evidence.
CeraMic
There are two incised objects- one disk, or "die" with punctate design
forming a "five" as on dice (BR II, plate XXI:14) and one rectangular sherd
with incised lines dividing the surface into eigths. 	 The possible potter's
nark is noted above.
There is a torso of an animal figurine from 1'8"-2'8".
	 A second is
mentioned (BR II, p.?) as coning from Pit 21 and illustrated on plate
XXVII:84.	 However, in the "Register of levels of flints and potteries"
(plate XLIA) , the same piece is l'belled as coning fron Site A.
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Groursistcme Vessels
There is one body sherd of ground and polished white quartz froM site
01, 8Hi8l.
There is one siiall stone (BP II, plate XXI:lower half, upper right
corner) with a depression in the center, which ay be a sMall nortar. The
piece is 34x20x11 nn.; the depression, 20 nn. longx5 MM. deep.
tcic	 'i
There are four conpiete flat, nore-or-less rectangular plaques.
	 Two
have two perforations each near the narrower end (BP II, plate XXI:15 and
XXVIII:14). One is 61x46x8 un. with the. perforations drilled fron one face.
The other is 61x39x10 un. with the perforations drilled fron both faces. The
forser is fron Pit 29; the latter frou site 02, 2'6"-3'.
There is one sinilar plaque, fron Dwelling 3, with only one perforation
which is centrally located near the narrow edge. Its diMensions are 53x32x16
nu. It is badly weathered.
The fourth plaque, also fron Pit 29, is unperforated.
There are two linestone artifacts that are ground snooth on all edges
and both faces. One, fron 01, 8'-1'8", is rectangular with rounded ends. It
is 60x42x11 un. in size. The second, fron 02, 26hl_3/, is nore irregularly
shaped, with one straight edge and one convex edge and convex ends.
	 Its
cross-section is isosceles triangular.
	
It is 76x48 un. The thickness
varies- at one edge it is 27 un., at the other, 11 un. They are possibly
rubbing stones.
There are a further four fragnents of what were probably rectangular
pieces of liuestone. They are ground on all existing edges and both faces.
Two are fron 02, 2'-2'6" (BP II, plate XXI:botton half, second row, left).
One is fron 02, 0-6" and one fran Pit 24. The last has Marks incised on one
face and in the broken edge as though it were used as a sharpener.
Liw.stcwe Disks
There are eight snail perforated disks. Most are broken. Alnost all
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are ground on all surfaces. Perforations are drilled from both faces.
The only entire disk is unfinished - the hole is incompletely perforated and
the edges and faces are partially ground only. One additional disk has an
incomplete perforation - it was begun from one face, when the disk appears to
have broken. The average dimensions, when measurable, are length - 43 mm.;
width - 3? mm.; thickness - 16 mm.; and hole diamet.er - 8.4 mm.	 Six come
from 02, one from 01, and one from Pit 20.
The five large disks have triangular sections. They are ground on both
faces. All are broken. The mean measurements are length - 94mm.; width - not
preserved; thickness - 23 mm.; and hole diameter - 17 mm. They come from 02
and Pits.
There are two large iinperforzited disks, roughly shaped, with flat
sections.	 Possibly tey are blanks for the previous type. The mean
dimensions are 66x72x25 mm. They are from 01.
Ei ytc 1'fl
There are three possible •3roundstone figurines. One may be a fragment
of a violin figurine (BR II,plate XXVIII:15). It may come from the surface
(the provenance given in the plate does not match the registration number).
The second is from 3'-3'6" and shown in plate XXI:bottom half, center. The
third, from 2'6"-3', is a longitudinal lump of ground sandstone that seems to
have an indented "waist".
Other
There is one limestone pestle which is ground smooth. It is isosceles
triangular in outline with a circular cross-section. It is from 02, 6"-1'6".
It is 52x26x2? mm.
Etisi ].t
There are three basalt fragments - two polished rim sherds from 01,
0"-8" and a piece of a leg of a fenestrated stand from Pit X. The rims have
diameters of 180 and 200 mm.
}ciJs
Beads are iiade of ostrich shell, Marine shell or stone.
Ostrich shell beads are perforated froM both faces. The completed ones
have ground edges; there are also partially ground beads and beads that are
roughly shaped but not yet ground.
	 The average diMensions are 6x6x1	 .,
with a hole of 2x2	 .
Pierced Marine gastropods (BP II, plate XXI:bottoM corner, left) are the
next iiost coon bead type. They are found in groups - five in Pit 29, four
in 02,	 and one unstratified.
There is one each of the following beads: a cylindrical bead of polished
grey stone froM Pit 21 (BP II,plate XXI:bottoM half, upper right corner); a
broken cylindrical chalk bead froM 02, 3'-3'6"; a flat circular green bead
with ground edges and a central perforation froM 02, 1'6"-2'; and a bead
listed on the relevant registration list as being of faience.
It is noteworthy that sore than half the beads cone froM one depth, 02,
3 /_3uI
'c	 Igg1 (BR II,plate XXI:bottoM half)
According to Macdonald (HP II,p.?), "a great many bone awls lay at all
levels." Nine are illustrated in BP II; five can be found in the collections
studied. Four are froii 01, 8"-l'B" and one froM 02, 2'6"-3'.
Two of the points are burnt and polished. The reMainder are worked but
not polished.	 It is inpossible to identify the anitials froM which the bones
coMe.
EcorKwlic Evidence
The economic evidence is faunal.
The skull of a Nature doMesticated sheep is from Pit 23. A canine tooth,
canus familiaris domesticus (?) cones from Pit 29.	 coprolite is found in
02, 2'-2'6".
Qt
Site 0, on the bsis of its architecture, fine painted pottery,
relatively crude flaked stone industry (but highly developed sickle industry)
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seems to fit in with the seMi-subterranean phase of the Beer Sheba culture.
A sore secure equivalence could be cited if the finds froM the Beer Sheba
sites were published more fully. Site 0 is the reverse of Site A in regard
to Teleilat Ghassul.
	 The pottery farMs fit in with Hennessy's phases A-B,
whereas the flint types seen to correspond with the lower phases (Hennessy,
1967, figure 13). Again, a fuller publication of the Most recent Ghassul
excavations would allow a ore definitive coMparison.
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SITE E
Site E. or IbrahiMieh, is located on the east bank of the wadi, near
'Am Farah. It was excavated by Macdonald in 1929-30. He reported that the
site was badly eroded, with little of the original settleMent reiiaining. He
was able to locate a dwelling, pits and hearths by cross trenching (BP II,
plate IV). The dwelling, dug into the soil, is e,ore-or-less rectangular -
24' long by 17' wide - and 5'6" deep, with perpendicular walls. The roof ay
have been built of boughs and skins (BP Il, p.2). The 5'5" deposit in the
dwelling is divided into two parts- a 2/5u layer of sandy rubbish covering
the floor and a 3' layer of More-or-less hosiogeneous grey ash and charcoal
above it. (BP II, p.2 and plates IV and XI).
Pits and hearths are either round or oval in shape and located far
apart.	 Hearths are shallow pits with large flat stones and Much black
ash.(BP II, p.2 and plate V:4).
The Material recovered by excavation is Marked according to depth or
location: O'-2'8	 2#8_5htOu; 5tO 0_84 N ; E Hut; washed out of E; and by
hearth and pit nuMbers.
The Material appears to be honogeneous throughout the site.	 Macdonald
(BP II,pp.6-?) notes a sequence in the hoes and scrapers fro g, the lower to
upper layers; this is not evident in the existing collections.
This site, on the basis of its flaked stone and ceramic asseMblages and
its architectural features, is compatible with the Beer Sheba area Material.
It' E41
Flaked stone Material 15 very sparse at Site E, there being only forty
tools and seven pieces of debitage. Macdonald coMMents (BP II, pp.6-?) on
the rearkab1e nuMber of sickle flints of grey flint. Their current location
is unknown.
In the existing collection, the Most COMMOfl tool type is the scraper
(45%) followed by the core tool and sickle blade segMents (18% each). Borers
account for 13% of the collection. 	 There are one retouched blade and two
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surface-find arrowheads. All but two of the tools are on wadi 9ravel.
Figure E.1. Scattergram of Major Tool Classes.
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tct	 (1; 2%)
There is one retouched blade with fine retouch in the nesial section of
the left edge. The butt is linear and the striking platfor., prepared.
	 The
diiiensions are ?9x19x5.5 nn. It is .iade on wadi gravel.
3rj& (7; 18%)
Sickle blade segents are either backed nd denticulated or backed only.
Backing is always direct nornal abrupt. Denticulation is usually direct. Two
ends are deliberately broken. Of the renaming ends, all but one is directly
truncated. That one is inversely truncated. The length/width ratio of these
segnents is 4.2, placing then in the relatively long and narrow range of
sickle blade segnents. The average dinensions are 49x12x3 ,,n.
	 Only one
segnent is not nade on wadi gravel.
Eg t (5; 13%)
Two of the borers are straight and three triangular. The tip is located
at the distal end of the tool. The tips are forned by bilateral direct
abrupt retouch. On three tools, the retouch is continuous on both edges; on
one, it is continuous on one edge only; on the fifth, it is restricted to the
tip only.
Three are ade on flakes; one on a blade. The blank torn of the fifth
cannot be deteritined.
çyt	 (2; 5%)
There are two PPN arrowheads fron the surface (BP II, plate XVII:
58,59).
çj ,uys (18; 45%)	 (BP II, plate XV:upper right corner)
Scrapers divide into two najor categories: those sade on thin flakes
(thickness less than 20 sn.) and those nade on thick flakes (thickness
greater than or equal to 20 nn.) Although j.he .iajority are nade on product
flakes, scrapers are also nade on first flakes and core tablets (figure
E.2:1). All are nade on wadi gravel.
The najor scraper type is the endscraper on a retouched flake, usually
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Made on a thin or ,iediuM thin flake. One is siade on a first flake.
Endscrapers on backed flakes where the backing tiay be natural (in one case, a
core tablet) or retouched are the next Most coiion type. AlMost all of these
are on thick flakes. There are also endscrapers on unretouched flakes (one
thin, one thick) and one denticulated endscraper on a thick flake.\
One butt is facetted; the reMainder are plain. Little or no core
preparation is visible on the tools. All have proMinent bulbs of percussion.
In addition, there are two offset scrapers and one circular scraper,
bifacial scraper and denticulated scraper.
	 These	 ay be either thick or
thin.	 Butts are plain, dihedral or linear with little or no special core
preparation.
There is one endscraper on a truncated blade. The scraper retouch is
located at the proxiMal end of the tool unlike the other scrapers on which
the tip is at the distal end.
In all the scraper types, scraper ends are convex, forMed by direct,
usually seMi-abrupt seMi-parallel or convergent retouch. The average scraper
edge angle is 66.5 degrees. The average diMensions of all scrapers Made Ofl
flakes are 63x48x18 MM.
There is no pattern in the provenance of the scrapers, either by type or
thickness or thinness of the tool blank.
cc?l IQg1 (6; 18%)
There are two adzes, two ogival tools, one chisel and one unfinished
tool. Five tools are nade on wadi gravel, one on seMi-translucent flint.
The adze sections are trapezoidal; the chisel section triangular; the
blank bi-convex. The cross-sections of the ogival tools are irregular. On
all the tools, retouch at the tip is worked parallel to the axis of the tool
and is either short, at the tip only, or invasive, extending into the length
of the tool. Retouch at the base is siMilar, when it exists. The lateral
retouch Is usually steep and irregular, forMing vaguely Meshing parallel
scars (Appendix One). All of the retouch is irregular except for that on the
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0	 mm.	 50
Figure E.2. Site E. Scraper.
1. Endscraper on retouched flake, not registered.
from O"-2 • 8".
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adzes which are siMilar to the adzes typical of Sites A and B (BP II, plate
XII6,?). The blank is a partially retouched pebble with bifacial retouch at
one end and side and cortex on the other end and side.
Three of the six core tools were found in Pit 3, which was otherwise
devoid of artifacts.
Icc1 (1; 22)
There is one chopping tool on a pebble. The tip and one adjacent edge
are bifacially retouched. The other edges are cortical. The tip angle is 92
degrees.
LIebitre
The only blank in Site E is a blade on wadi	 ravel with a prepared
punctiforM butt, a sMall bulb, irregular edges and trapezoidal and triangular
cross-sections. Its diMensions re 92,2Ox7 I.
Of the six cores, two are single platforM pyraMithil blade cores with
cortex on the base and back; one is a double opposed blade core in which the
second platforii was iade by obliquely resoving a flake froi the distal end of
the core; one is a Multiple crossed platforM bladelet core with three
striking platforMs; and one is a single platforM pyraMidal bladelet core with
a truncated base. The sixth is an exhausted core.
The blade cores range froM 58 to 78 ti. in length, the bladelet cores
froM 20 to 26
	 .
The two bladelet cores are Made Ofl seMi-translucent flint. The others
are on wadi gravel.
Ib ccc	 1ra
çwj (23; 132)
The Major bowl type is the conical bowl with the wall thinned evenly to
forM a pointed riM. One ris is rounded, another thickens internally before
thinning to a point. About half the bowls have straight oblique profiles
(conical) (figure £.3:1). The rettinder curve in at the top (heMispherical).
DiaMeters range froM ssall (90 MM.) to large (380 MM.), with Mast bowls in
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the nediun size range (average dianeter, 219 ,wt.). Walls are thin, with an
average thickness of 4 nn. The clay has been well-levigated, with sand being
the only tenper (size and torn). There are no cores The ware color is in
the 5YR and 7.5YR light reddish brown and light brown ranges. Only one sherd
has no trace of slip. All other sherds show, at the very least, traces of
slip on the exterior. 	 Half of these sherds have traces of slip on the
interior also. Occasionally enough slip renains to deterMine that the
exterior was totally covered with slip and a band was painted around the
interior of the rin. The slip is always reddish brown (2.5YR 5/4).
Pit 1 is the only locus in which the naterial exhibits special
characteristics. All sherds with painted designs which occur in Site E are
found In Pit 1 (figure E..3:2,3). This includes two nediwi sized conical
bowls with slipped exteriors and cross-hatched painted interiors, a hclenouth
with a cross-hatched design on the exterior and a jar fragnent with the sane
design. The paint is the sane reddish brown found on the slipped sherds.
The sherds which are painted share certain characteristics: they have large
anounts of sand tenper, are thin (3.5 ns. thick), hard and of 5YR or ?.5YR
color.
All of the above sherds are turned at the rin.
There is one large bowl (280 MM. in dianeter) with inpressed decoration
on the rin.	 The tenper consists of large anounts of sand with a few large
line pieces.
There is one large bowl with a pierced triangular handle (figure E3:4).
(24; 14X)
Holenouth vessels torn one of the largest vessel categories in Site E.
There are nore upright than flat stanced vessels. 	 In both groups, the Most
connon rin torn thins evenly to a pointed rin. Less connon (in descending
order) are rins with flattened interior and thickened exterior; flattened
exterior and thickened irterior; and rounded.
	 The average rin dianeter is
158 nn.
	 Thickness ranges fron 3.5 nn. for the painted sherds to 23 nn.
5 Hole-
mouth
6 Fenestrated
base	 E11120l3
(mid-section)
7 Cornet E1112010
base
8 Base E1112010
9 Base El 112010
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Figure E.3. Site E Ceramics,
'/ CLASS	 REG. l0.
1 Bowl	 E1112023
2 Bowl
3 Bowl
(body sherd)
4 Bowl
10 Churn
(miniature)
handle
11 Double
lug handles
(horizontal)
12 Handle
13 Handle
14 Handle
ocus	 DESCRIPTION
5'10"-8'4" Turned rim. (Jare II: many small lime
sand; pink 5YR 7/4; no core; very hard.
Interior and exterior: traces of red
2.5YR 5/4 slip. Diameter, 140MM.
Pit 1. Turned rim. Ware II: many small lime
sand; light reddish brown 5YR 6/4; no
core; average hardness. Exterior: red
2.5YR 5/4 slip; interior:	 paint	 as
exterior. Diameter, 160MM.
Pit 1
	
Ware II: many small lime sand; brown
7.5YR 5/6; no core; very hard. Exterior:
dark	 reddish	 brown	 SYR	 3/2 slip;
interior: paint as exterior.
5'1O"-8'4" Turned rim. Ware II: some sand, few
medium and large lime pieces and pebbles;
pink ?.5YR 7/4; grey core; very hard.
Interior: traces of light brown 7.5YR 6/4
slip. Diameter, 500mm.
Pit 6 Handmade. Ware I: some large chaff and
small sand; reddish brown SIR 5/3; no
core; average hardness.
II: some small quartz sand, few
large pebbles; reddish brown SYR 5/4; no
core; average hardness.
Pit 4
	
Handmade. Ware II: many small lime sand;
pink ?.5YR 7/4; no core; average
hardness. Exterior: weak red 1OR 514
slip.
Pit 1
	
Handmade. Ware II: many small sand; light
brown 7.5YR 6/4; grey core; very hard.
510"-8'4" Handmade. Ware II: some small, medium and
large lime pieces and very small sand;
dark reddish grey 5YR 4/2; no core; soft.
Hearth 2 Handmade. Ware II: many small quartz
pieces; light reddish brown 5YR 6/3; no
core; average hardness.
Hearth 2 Handmade. Ware II: many very small sand;
reddish brown 5YR 5/3; no core; average
hardness.
Pit 4 Handmade. Ware II: many small quartz sand
and few medium and large lime pieces;
light brown 7.5YR 6/4; no core; average
hardness.
Pit 6 Handmade. Ware II: some small lime
pieces; reddish grey SIR 5/2; no core;
hard.
2 , 1011_5 , 1011Handmade. Ware II: some small and medium
and few large lime pebbles; pinkish grey
SIR 6/2; no core; average hardness.
Exterior: traces of reddish grey 5YR 5/2
slip.
14
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Figure E.3. Site E. Ceramics.
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2h1O1I_5t1OtHandsade. Ware II: sose ssall quartz sand
and few large liMe pieces; reddish brown
5YR 5/4; no core; average hardness.
Handsade. Ware II: sose ssall and few
sedius use pieces; reddish yellow 5YR
6/6; no core; average hardness.
2'1O"_5'1O" Handsade. Ware II: sose large Use and
ssall quartz pieces; reddish brown 5YR
514; no core; average hardness.
1ible E.1 . Suhiliry Potteiy r1eisureiients.
a. ilean Diaseter Mei5ureMents (ss.).
Vessel Type
	 Nusber Mean
	 S.D.	 MiniMuM	 MaXiMUM
Bowl Ris	 20	 222	 76	 90	 380
Conical/heMispherical	 19	 219	 76	 90	 380
IMpressed	 1	 280
Rounded	 1	 340
Holesouth Ris	 23	 138	 51	 90	 260
flit-stanced	 10	 156	 47	 100	 260
upright-stanced	 13	 165	 56	 90	 260
Cooking pot
	 3	 184	 17	 160	 180
Pithos Ris
	 11	 365	 84	 190	 500
Jar Ris	 1)	 148	 46	 80	 240
Base	 11	 81	 22	 50	 130
Churn (flat end)
	 2	 66	 3	 63	 70
Button Base	 2	 14	 3	 11	 18
Cornet Base
	 1	 12
b. Frequency of DiaMeter Size (Ms.) by Major Vessel Class.
Vessel Class
	
Total 0-100	 100-200 200-300 300-400 400-500 500-600
Bowl
Ho lesouth
Pith Os
Jar
Total Riss
Base
Churn (flat)
1 OOZ
1 OOZ
1 00 ;
box
1 OOX
100Z	 86
(2)	 (2)
	
42	 37	 16
	
71	 24	 -
	
9	 -	 45
	
73	 18	 -
	
52	 20	 15
	
14	 -	 -
C
.1
5
9
5
bsetotal nuMber of sherds with diaseters that can be Measured.
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Line, occurring exclusively or in combination with quartz, is the Most
frequent temper type.
	 The temper torn ranges from exclusively pebble to
exclusively sand, with all intermediate combinations occurring.
	 Cores are
rare.	 Sherds are medium hard to hard. Uare color is light reddish brown
(5YR). Over forty percent of the sherds are decorated - almost two-thirds
having slipped or painted decoration and one-third incised or punctate. More
than one form of decoration nay be found on a sherd. One rim has a mending
hole drilled through from the outer surface.
Four holemouths identifiable as cooking pots are of the flat-stanced
variety. Three of the rims are thinned to a point and have line temper. The
fourth rim is rounded and has quartz temper.
One holemouth has organic and sand temper. The rim was notched after
the clay hardened. It is very crudely made. Its surfaces are very uneven
(figure E.3:5).
(12; 72)
Pithoi are fairly rare, there being only twelve rim sherds. No one rim
torn predominates. Flat rims flanged internally, internally inclined flanged
rims, flat inclined rims and flat internally-externally flanged rims occur
equally often.	 The average diameter is 365 mm.; the average wall thickness
9.1 mm., ranging from 8 to 15 mm. Temper is either sand with line pieces or
sand with line pebbles.	 There are no cores. Sherds are hard. Seventy-five
percent have impressed rims; one of these sherds is also slipped. The
remaining sherds are undecorated.
jzj	 (14; 82)
Almost half (462) the jar fragments belong to the bag-shaped jar
category.	 Rims are straight, ending in a rounded profile.	 Necks nay be
short, medium or long. Jars with everted rims (302 of the jars) have either
no necks or medium necks.
	 The remaining jars are fragments with neck and
shoulder but no rim preserved. Rims seem to be turned.
	 The average rim
diameter is 148 mm; the average wall thickness, 5 mm., ranging from 3 to 8
-2 66-
MM.	 LiMe is the predoMinant teMper type. It is the only teMper type in the
bag-shaped jars.
	
The use occurs prisarily in pieces. There are no cores.
Sherds are hard. Uare color is light reddish brown (5YR) or light brown
(?.5YR). Although alMost two-thirds of the jars are decorated, only one bag-
shaped jar is slipped. Three-quarters of all decoration is red slip. The
rinless sherd with a pierced handle at the neck/body joint has a painted
cross-hatched design on the neck.
	 Another neck/shoulder sherd has incised
crescents.
(3; 2Z)
There are only three cornet fragsents. One is a flattened cornet base.
Two are of Ntwinl$ horizontal lug handles (figure E.3:11). Tesper is of large
asounts of sand. Uare color is light brown (7.5YR). Wall thicknesses range
fros 3 to 4 MM. The base is red (bR 5/4) slipped.
c_itjct
	
(9; 5%)
Of the nine churn handles, six are of churns and three of Miniature
churns.	 The predosinant tesper in all is liMe pebbles.	 Ware is light
reddish brown (5YR) or light brown (7.5YR).	 Of the large churns, three
handles are fros the flat end of the churn and three frot the curved. The
average thickening ratio is 2.1. Two sherds are red slipped.
One of the Miniature churns has a painted design of parallel wavy lines
preserved.	 The other two sherds are undecorated, although one has a groove
down the length of the handle. This type of handle is otherwise seen only in
Site H as a copy of a double-stranded handle.
(13; 7%)
Of the thirteen bases, nine are flat. Two of these have slurried edges.
(If BP II, p.? is correct, two bases have herringbone Mat iMpressions. This
however contradicts the site label in plate XXXIV, where they are designated
as cosing froM Site 0. 	 There are no Mat ispressed bases at all in Site E in
the collections studied).
	 There are two ring bases and one stusp base.
There are two button bases, one with sharply oblique walls.
	 There are two
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pedestal bases. Of the non-button and non-footed bases, only one flat base
falls in the siiall" range; the rest are 60 tiM. or tiore in diatieter. In all
the bases, tetiper is tiost often of sand, with added pieces and pebbles.
Three bases have cores. 	 Uare color is in the 5YR and 7.5YR ranges
consistently seen in the other sherds. 	 It is possible that the footed bases
were placed upside down and turned.
Etrtj g '	 ci; iz
There is one nid-section of a fenestrated pedestal base with a ridged
and Impressed band around the Middle (figure E.3:6).
H1	 (32; 1?Z)
The most cotition handle is the pierced handle. Of the twenty-three
handles in this category, eighteen are vertical and five horizontal. Five of
the first group are triangular in profile, the remainder, semi-circular.
More than halt are decorated with slip and/or incised designs (table E,3;
figure E.3:12-15). The average thickening ratio of the pierced horizontal
handles is 1.5; of the vertical, 2.1.
Temper is primarily of mediuti pebbles, although the small horizontal
pierced lug handles have sand temper.
There are six large pulled handles. Temper is composed of pebbles. The
average thickening ratio of the pulled handles is 1.6.
There are three isosceles triangular knob handles (figure E.3:16).
Temper is of snail pieces of line or sand.
Uare color is in the loassal range of 5YR and ?.SYR seen in the other
s herds.
(40; 23 Z)
Almost all the body sherds are decorated, incised and red slipped
decoration being the most common.	 Crescent shaped incisions occur tiast
often; wedge-shaped, straight and inverted Nyu incisions, rarely. The sherds
range from 4 to ii titi. ir
 thickness. Temper ranges ?ron fine sand to pieces
and oebbles, with the former temper occurring in the thinner sherds and
I-i
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pebbles in the thicker. (figure E3:17).
Two sherds have sending holes drilled through.
(3; 2%)
Disks are hacked and drilled or partially hacked out and drilled. One
is iade froM a slipped sherd.
Althou9h the raw Material is the sane for all the pottery types, the use
of teMper varies so that the ceraMic Material is divisible into two groups -
an everyday Medius' ware used for large bowls, holeMouths, and store jars and
a fine thin ware used for sal1er painted vessels.
-2 71-
Sill FilEts
The iiajority of the shall finds in Site E are of roundstone. There are
seven 9round liMestone artifacts, four of which are surface finds and one
whose provenance is unMarked. The reMaining two are froM the 281I_5/10U
depth. Six of the seven are plaques of sjore-or-less flat pieces of liMestone
ground sMooth on both faces and the edges. One is a siMple flat piece, 6 MM.
thick. Another Is a fragMent of a nesially bilaterally notched plaque., 8
nn. thick. Three have holes drilled through - one with a conpieted hole and
two unfinished. There is also a fragnent of a large pierced linestone disk.
In BP II, plate XXII:20, a linestone bowl or nortar is illustrated. This
is not found in the collections studied.
The one piece of ground basalt is a pierced circular stone which cones
fron the dwelling, 2'8"-5'1O" depth. It is interpreted as a potter's
turntable by Macdonald (BP II, p.? and plates XXVIII:24 and XXII:21).
There is a fragnent of a cylindrical nacehead of white groundstone fron
5 1 O"8' 4 SI
The aninal figurine fragnent - a fish's head (BP II, plate XXVIII:21) is
also fron the 5'1O"-S'4" depth. The ware is of local bess with line tenper,
light reddish brown (5YR 6/4) in color. It has no core and is hard fired.
There is a piece of red ochre fron Pit 1.
An unidentifiable worked bone tool fragnent is unstratified.
Site E, on the basis of the architecture, flint and ceranic corpus seens
to be Most sinilar to Site 0.
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SITE H
Site H, or Shellal Dridge, is a badly eroded site that lies east of the
Wadi Ghazzeh near the Shellal Bridge and northeast of the spring 'Am
Habesor. It was originally excavated by Eann Macdonald in 1929-30 as part of
the Tell Fara (5) expedition1 A rescue excavation was conducted by RaM
Oophna on behalf of Israel's DepartMent of Antiquities and MuseuMs and the
University of Tel Aviv In 1976. Despite the eroded condition of the site,
Macdonald was able to excavate assorted architectural features including two
buildings, hearths and pits. Over forty years later, Gophna (19?6a and b)
was able to trace the liMit5 of the site, detertiine its size to be 50 dunaMs
(12.5 acres), excavate two sMall pits and accuMulation, and collect surface
Material.
This report is concerned only with the finds froM the Macdonald
excavation. Although little is published froti the Gophna excavations, it is
clear froM his descriptions, which list finds of pottery vessels, flints,
beads, copper tools, aniMal bones and a Predynastic Egyptian jar, that his
Material coMpleMents the Macdonald Material. Only the donkey bones are not
duplicated in the Macdonald saterial.
Ei n 	 1	 (BP II, plate XI).
Macdonald excavated two More-or-less rectangular buildings, each having
one curved corner. He interprets Dwelling 1 as a habitation and Dwelling 2
as a storage-hut.	 He defines the Major differences between the two
structures as being in the construction Methods.
Dwelling 1 has foundations dug six inches into the bess, a Mud-brick
superstructure and boulders placed in rows to strengthen both the foundation
and the lower half of the walls. The outer walls are 3/1_36H thick.	 The
dwelling is coMposed of two Main chaMbers. 	 LiMestone door sockets are
located at the opening between the two rooMs. The entrance to the dwelling
faces east. (Unfortunately, no directions are Marked on the plan.).
	 Pits
and potstinds are dug into the floor of the dwelling. The dwelling was
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excavated in 6" intervals, ranging froM a depth of 4'S" to 8'. Macdonald
distinguishes two occupation levels in this structure, deterMined by the
location of pitheads and a one foot layer of ash separating the two. The
first, at ?'6", contains coMplete vessels. The second, at 6'6', contains
burnished wares. The second occupation level is sealed by a 1'3" fall of tud
brick.	 (BP II,pp.13-14).
Dwelling 2 is built of Mud-brick only, with no clear evidence of a
foundation. The walls are thin, 1'6"-1'10" wide.
	 The structure is coMposed
of five irregular coMpartMents. The 3'-8' depth of deposit was excavated in
6" or 12" intervals. !F'AR Twenty-two pits were excavated.
	 There are two
types: round or oval pits which are known froM the other sites and a new
doiie-shaped pit with walls lined with Mud and floors lined with stone or Mud
and stone. The forMer contained grain or rubbish. The latter were eMpty.
The top plan (BP II;plate IX) •shows the possibility of two building
phases, with the corner of Dwelling 1 overlying the corner of Dwelling 2.
The section (BP II, plate XI) shows this corner of Dwelling 1 cutting into
Pit 4 but not overlying Dwelling 2. The contradictions in the only two
stratgraphic	 sources Make it difficult to forM conclusions based on
stratigraphy. The Material reMains Make it clear, that even if there is sore
than one building phase, there is only one cultural phase present.
The distribution of artifacts aMong the Major excavation units is highly
u 11 even.
Table H.1. Distribution of Major Artifact Categories by
Major Excavation Units.
EXCAVATION UNIT	 FLAKED STONE TOOLS 	 CERAMICS
0'-?'	 208	 33	 218	 37
Dwelling 1
	 40	 7	 90	 15
Dwelling 2	 31	 5	 48	 8
Pits	 33	 5	 108	 18
Unstratified	 48	 8	 61	 11
Surface	 265	 42	 60	 10
Second Mound	 -	 -	 3	 1
Total	 625	 100X	 588	 bOX
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Figure H.1. Scattergram of Major Tool Classes.
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Ib E1&	 cn	 itr
The flaked stone industry of Site H is notable in the Wadi Ohazzeh
sequence for the contrast it provides with the previously described sites in
the selection of raw Material, tte technology involved in producing same of
the tools and the tool kit itself. At the sane tiMe, choices in tool type
and technology previously noted continue. (See flaked stone inventory list).
_Ijij	 (30; 5%)
Retouched blades represent one of the sMallest classes of tool in Site
H. It is a heterogeneous group, coMposed of tools of various size and
position and type of retouch.	 Types based on location of retouch and
descriptive factors are shown in the relevant tables. 	 The blades are of the
ochre and reddish brown flint typical of Site H,or wadi gravel. 	 A few are
also Made on seMi-translucent and tdbuldr flints.
(5?; 9%)
Retouched bladelets is one class of tool that exhibits Most explicitly
both continuation with and change froM the bladelets of the previous sites.
The bladelets have fine distal and/or lateral direct retouch. 	 The average
length is 42 MM., ranging between 32 and 56 MM. Uidth is 9.8 am., ranging
between 6 and 12 MM. 	 They are relatively long and narrow, the average
length:width ratio being 4.3.	 AlMost all butts are punctiforM.	 This
description is consonant with other bladelets.	 However, unlike those
bladelets, the profiles of theses blzjdelets, instead of always being curved,
May also be twisted (figure H.2:2). The frequency of the twisted bladelets
(and blades) and its total non-appearance in the other sites, mark it as a
definite technique. In the other sites, almost all the bladelets are Made on
the semi-translucent flint that is virtually the signature of the bladelet
industry; here, 55% of the bladelets are made on light brown or ochre-colored
flint that is almost exclusive	 to	 Site	 H.	 The flint, like the
semi-translucent flint 7 does not seem to be local - note the high degree of
utilization of the cores of this Material. These two factors - a new
-279-
Table H2 . Selected Blade and Blauielet Tool Stylistics.
Retouched	 I run c ate d	 Retouched	 Tr u n c a ted
Blade	 Blade	 Bladelet	 Bladelet
(base 1)
	 (2)	 (30)	 115)	 (13)
POSITION OF TRUNCATION!
END RETOUCH	 2	 100%	 100%	 100%
distal	 2	 74	 100	 92
proxiMal	 -	 4	 -	 -
double	
-	 13	
-	 8
(base 2)	 (2)	 (33)	 (15)	 (14)
RETOUCHED EXTREMITY SHAPE2
	 1007.	 100%	 1007.
convex	 2	 63	 50	 50
concave	
-	 17	 19	 23
strai9ht	
-	 12	 19	 18
oblique	
-	 4	 6	 9
pointed	
-	 4	 6	 -
EXTREMITY RETOUCH
DIRECTION	 2	 100%	 100%	 100%
direct	 2	 96	 100	 100
inverse	
-	 4	 -	 -
EXTREMITY RETOUCH TYPE	 2	 100%	 100%	 100%
fine	 -	 -	 20	 -
convergent	 -	 1?	 7	 36
parallel	 2	 75	 67	 46
irregular	 -	 8	 6	 18
(base 3)
	 (30)	 (30)	 (57)	 (13)
LATERAL RETOUCH
LOCATION	 100%	 100%	 100%	 100%
right	 20	 32	 50	 42
left	 3	 -	 7	 -
bilateral	 7?	 68	 43	 58
(base 4)	 (54)	 (51)	 (82)	 (19)
LATERAL RETOUCH
CONTINUITY	 100%	 100%	 100%	 100$
continuous	 41	 47	 29	 24
discontinuous	 13	 3	 12	 3
distal	 14	 26	 27	 1?
Mesial	 16	 11	 15	 4
proximal	 16	 13	 1?	 7
LATERAL RETOUCH ANGLE
	 100%	 100%	 100%	 100%
abrupt	 28	 58	 30	 20
sei-abrupt	 30	 19	 15	 2?
non-abrupt	 42	 23	 55	 53
LATERAL RETOUCH TYPE	 100%	 1007.	 100%	 100%
fine	 31	 20	 77	 62
semi-parallel	 22	 1?	 4	 16
normal abrupt	 29	 50	 9	 16
bipolar	 -	 -	 1	 -
scalar	 2	 3	 -	 -
invasive	
-	 3	
-	 3
denticulate	
-	 3	 -	 -
utilized	 16	 3	 9	 3
LATERAL RETOUCH
DIRECTIOH	 100%	 100%	 100%	 100%
direct	 73	 94	 89	 84
inverse	 18	 3	 5	 10
alternating	 6	 3	 3	 6
bifacial	 4	
-	 3	 -
Base 1riutibei' o? tools with retouch at one or both extremities. Base 2number
of extremities with retouch. Base 3=number of tools. Base 4number of edges
with retouch.
Pit 1
Pit 13
Surface
6'-7'
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Figure H.2. Site H. Tools.
TYPE	 REG. NO.	 PROVENANCE
1. Twisted blade	 -	 Dwelling 1, 7"6"-8'
2. Truncated and retouched	
-	 6'-7'
bladelet
3. Retouched bladelet
4. Truncated and retouched
bladelet
5. Bidenticulated sickle
segment
6. Rounded scraper
7. Endscraper on a retouched
f lake
2/__. y
 4
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6 ____
0	 mm.	 50
Figure H.2. Site H. Tools.
I
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production technique and the change in raw Material utilization - Mark a
radical departure in the Wadi GhztZzeh proto-historic bladelet technology.
CoMparison of these twisted bladelets with published conteMporary
Material and discussions with archaeologists workin9 on such Material
revealed no currently known parallels in Israel.	 However, virtually
identical tools - in technique (curved or twisted profiles), size and flint
(translucent or ochre) are found in Predynzistic Egypt. They are found as
No.p
grave goods at Bzidari and in the settleMent of the South Town at
Although BauMgartel (1970, p.490) cites the twisted 	 profile	 as the
"leit-fossil" of the Late Gerzean (Naqadq II), Most bladelets have siMple
curved profiles (personal observation). 1
Trunc.itl B1ieii (30; 5%) and Bis (13; 2%)
Observations on truncated blades and bladelets are siMilar to those on
retouched blades and bladelets in blank forM, technology and raw Material.
They are distinguished by the presence of truncation retouch - usually
parallel and direct, yielding a convex truncation at the distal extreMity.
The type is Modified by the placeMent of additional retouch.
Sick1c Ethd
	 nL (106; 17%)
There are two Major groups of sickle blade segients - backed and not
backed.	 The first group is coMposed priMarily of backed and denticulated
segMents, known froM the previously described sites.2 The second is coMposed
priMarily of bilaterally denticulated segMents, a new type. Significantly,
the backed segMents outnuMber the bidenticulated segments by alMost three to
one.
No special flint is reserved for sickle segMents - they May be Made Ofl
1) Sixty-two bladelets siMilar to those in Site H (distally trunqited or
distally and laterally retouched) can be found in Badari graves 4400,
3000/10, 3000/17, 3000/12, 3000/6, 3000, 3000/1, 3000/3, 3000/5 and 1900 and
ToMb 4800. Two sore are froM HeMaMieh North Spur and 21 froM Naqadzs ToMbs
1663,471 and 1233.(Personal observation, Petrie MuseuM, University College
and the AshMolean MuseuM.)
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Table H.3. Sickle Blade SegMent Stylistics.
A
	
B
	
C
	
0
	
E
	
F
	
6
(base 1)
	
(55)
	
(30)
	
(24)
	
(12)
	
(5)
	
(1)
	
(6)
TYPE OF TRUNCATION
	
100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
	
100%
break
	
11
	
50
	
21
	
50
	
20
retouched
	
84
	
47
	
75
	
42
	
80
	
83
none-natural
	
5
	
3
	
4
	
8
	
17
TRUNCATION/END SHAPE
	
100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
	
1
	
1002
St P a i gh t
	
64
	
67
	
79
	
58
	
40
	
83
concave
	
18
	
17
	
21
	
42
	
60
convex
	
15
	
17
pointed
	
3
	
17
LIE OF END
	
100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
	
100%
perpendicular
	
67
	
60
	
67
	
83
	
60
	
80
oblique
	
33
	
40
	
33
	
17
	
40
	
20
(base 2)
	
(46)
	
(14)
	
(18)
	
(5)
	
(4)
	
(1)
	
(5)
TRUNCATION DIRECTION
	
100% 100% 100% 100% 4
	
100%
direct
	
82
	
57
	
41
	
60
	
1
	
100
inverse
	
18
	
36
	
59
	
40
	
3
bit acial
	
7
TRUNCATION ANGLE
	
100% 100% 100% 100% 4
	
100%
abrupt
	
89
	
88
	
100
	
67
	
4
	
100
seMi-abrupt
	
11
	
12
	
25
non-abrupt
	
8
(base 3)
	
(38)	 (22)	 (16)	 (11)	 (8)	 (4)	 (3)
LOCATION OF WORK EDGE	 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
	 4	 3
right	 34	 -	 41	 67	 43	 3	 2
left	 66	 -	 53	 33	 43	 1	 1
bilateral	
-	 100	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
LATERAL RETOUCH	 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%	 4	 3
norMal abrupt	 80	 -	 53	 8	 -	 -	 2
seMi-parallel	 3	 -	 12	 -	 -	 -	 -
bipolar	 11	 -	 18	 -	 -	 -	 1
tine	 3	 -	 18	 25	 57	 -	 -
flat	 -	 -	 -	
-	 29	 -	 -
utilized	 -	 100	 -	 58	 14	 -	 -
noretouch	 -	 -	 8	 -	 4	 -
natural back	 3	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
RETOUCH DIRECTION	 100% 1002 100% 100% 100%	 4	 3
direct	 100	 -	 -	 53	 100	 -	 3
inverse	 -	 -	 100	 41	 -	 -	 3
alternating	 -	 -	
-	 6	 -	 -	 -
NON-TIP EDGE SHAPE	 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 	 4	 3
straight	 58	 82	 41	 60	 86	 -	 -
concave	 2	 4	 12	 10	 -	 2	 -
convex	 40	 14	 47	 30	 14	 2	 3
DENTICULATION	 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%	 4	 3
present	 100	 95	 83	 70	 100	 -	 -
absent	
-	 5	 17	 30	 -	 4	 3
Base 1 nuMber of unbroken ends; base 2= nuMber of ends with retouch; base 3
nuiber of sickle blade segtents.
Abacked and denticulated (direct); Bbidenticulated; Cbacked and
denticulated (inverse); D : unilaterally retouched; E :bilaterally retouched;
Funretouched; 6backed only.
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al,iost any type of flint - 5% on wzidi gravel; 28% on reddish brown flint;
14% on tabular flint; and 3% on seMi-translucent flint. This distribution is
spread across the types - no one flint type is reserved for any specific
sickle type.
Sick]c	 S31eis
Most of the backed segMents are denticulzted; only three are not.
Backing is usually direct, norMal abrupt, rarely bipolar. Benticulation,
when present, is either continuous contiguous or noncontiguous or due to
wear.	 Denticulation	 retouch	 is usually direct, rarely inverse or
alternating. Most ends are truncated by retouch.
	 Few are deliberately
broken or left unretouched. Stylistic details are given in table H.8.
LfrLa:kci ic!i
	
k. Sie'nts
The Major coMponent is the bidenticulated sickle blade segment. 	 It is
sade in equal quantities on wadi gravel or tabular flint. It is strongly
distinguished froM bilaterally retouched segients by having very clear
denticulation and sickle sheen on both lateral edges. Ends are straight,
lying perpendicular to the a<is of the tool. 	 Truncation by retouch and
breakage occur with alMost equal frequency. Truncation retouch can be diiect
or inverse, although direct retouch in general is bore OMMOfl on these
segMents. Bidenticulated segMents are wider than other segMent types. The
length:width ratio is also quite different. These segsents are significant
for their relatively large presence in Site H (21% of the sickles);
especially in contrast to their alMost coMplete absence in the other sites.
They are Made on what is usually called Canaanean blade segMents, having
trapezoidal cross-sections. 	 No butts are retained. (No cores of tabular
flint were found to correspond to the sickle segMents).
The reMainder of the segMents are, again, siMilar to those seen in the
other Wadi Ghazzeh sites. They consist of bilaterdlly retouched segMents,
unilaterally retouched segMents, nd unretouched segMents with sickle sheen.
There are four bifacial segMents attributable to the Pottery Neolithic.
-285-
Three of these are surface finds. One is unstratified.
c (19; 3%)
The Most coon point type is the one-shouldered point, which ay be
Made on a blade or a flake (BR II, plate XXIV). 	 The tip coincides with the
distal extreMity of the blank and is forMed by bilateral direct abrupt
retouch on the tip or along both edges. 	 The end opposite the tip is never
truncated.	 Two-shouldered points and offset points	 are also found.
Characteristics are clear in table H.9.
ors (59; 9%) (BR II,plate XXIV-XXVI)
The triangular borer is the Most coon forM. Straight borers also
appear. Eighty-five percent of the tips coincide with the distal extreiiity
of the blank. Tips are forMed by bilateral backing which is usually direct
abrupt. The backing retouch is usually fairly even and regular. 	 It rarely
has no regularity.	 Bipolar backing is very rare. The backing is alMQst
always bilaterally continuous. In only nine cases is it not. On three
tools, only the tip is retouched. On six of these tools, one edge and the
tip are retouched.
Of those	 borers which are coMplete, 66% have butts or natural
unretouched ends at the base of the tool and 34% have truncations.
The blade is the Most COMMOfl blank forM. Three borers are Made on burin
spalls, although burins theMselves are extreMely rare. Three are Made on
crested blades or rejuvenation flakes.
Drills are few and are distinguished by the use polish pattern along the
length of the tool.
tt:'i'	 (5; 1%)
Three of the arrowheads are surface finds. The hollow based
arrowhead (BR II, plate XX:15 and XXIII:31) forMs part of the Predynastic
repertoire of Site H. This arrowhead was found, along with a twisted blade,
under a wall of Dwelling 1.
(175)
1 00%
40
20
100%
61
9
5
5
20 40
100%	 100%	 3
45	 40	 3
36	 60	 -
18	 -	 -
BLANK TYPE
blade
flake
burin spall
r e j ii v en at ion
element
indeterminate
(6?)
	
(5)
100%
	
100%
63
	
60
5
22
	
40
6
100%
	
100%
77
	
80
20
	
20
3
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Table HA. Borer Stylistics.
One-	 Two-	 Offset
Shoulder Shoulder
(11)	 (5)	 (3)
100%	 100%	 (3)
82	 60	 2
18	 40	 1
100%	 100%	 3
-
-	 25	 -
27	 25	 3
(Base 1)
LOCATION OF TIP
distal
proximal
END OPPOSITE TIP
buttlNatural
truncated
broken
LOCATION OF TIP-
FORMING RETOUCH
tip only
tip+one lateral edge
tip+bilateral
continuous
tip+bilateral
discontinuous
RETOUCH DIRECTION
bilateral direct
bilateral inverse
inverse+direct
alternating+direct
bilateral alternating
bilateral bifacial
bifacial+direct
alternating+inverse
100%	 100%	 3
	
2?	 20	 -
	
9	 20	 1
	
36	 60	 2
	
28	 -	 -
100%	 100%	 3
	
45	 75	 1
	
9	 -	 -
	
9	 25	 1
	
27	 -	 1
	
10	 -	 -
Borer
(54)
100%
85
15
1 00%
46
24
30
100%
5
11
82
100%
61
5
18
2
7
5
2
Drill
(5)
100%
80
20
100%
20
80
100%
100
100%
20
20
20
20
(Base 2)
RETOUCH TYPE
normal abrupt
bipolar
fine
irregular
thinning
scalar
trihedral
RETOUCH ANGLE
abrupt
semi-abrupt
non - abrupt
Bdse 1 number of tools
	
(11)	 (5)	 (5)
	100%	 100%	 100%
	
73	 80	 60
	
9	 -	 20
	
9	 20	 20
	
9	 -	 -
	
100%	 100%	 100%
	
71	 100	 75
	
29	 -	 25
Base 2= counts of types of retouch present
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The class of scrapers is the single largest category of tool in Site H,
representing 28% of the tools.
icci. gij	 .jcj' (10; 2% of Site H; 6% of scrapers)
Quantitatively, there are sore endscrapers on blades in Site H than in
any other site, although they are still a Minor part of the industry. 	 All
are Made on blades, Mostly of wadi gravel, with the tip located at the distal
extreMity. Descriptive stylistics are given in table H. 5.
(5 12 of Site H; 32 of scrapers)
Sidescrapers are relatively rare in Site H. They are Made on thick
flakes. Three are double scrapers, one is inverse and one has a natLiral back
and is ventrally thinned.
o Eiii.	( 100; 16% of Site H; 57% of scrapers) (BP II, plates
XIV:fourth row, XVIII:bottoM row and XIX:8-10 and figure H.2:6)
Scrapers on flakes are the second Most nuerous type of tool in Site H.
Over half (5?) is coMposed of one tool type - the rounded scraper
(Macdonald's "oval" scraper, BP II, p.11); another quarter by offset scrapers
(Macdonald's angular scraper, EP II, p.11). 	 The retiainder consists of
circular (9) and denticulated (5) scrapers as well as unfinished (1) and
broken (4) scrapers unattributable to a specific type.
According to the definition developed in Site A, these cannot be
considered as fan scrapers. 	 They exhibit none of the characteristics
distinctive to fan scrapers. They are Made on thin flakes of a light brown
flint. The dorsal surface is cortical except where retouched. The retouch
is seMi-parallel, direct and ranges froM non-abrupt to abrupt. The location
of the retouch deterMines to which type each tool is assigned. The butt May
be plain, dihedral or facetted. The facetting on the butt is usually less
regular and less pronounced than that on fan scrapers. The butt is alMost
always extant.	 It is deliberately reMoved only on circular scrapers. The
bulb of percussion May b° proMinent; it is never thinned.
These scrapers are alMost coMpletely restricted to Site H. (There is
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one in the fourth floor of Site M). 	 It seeis to be an as yet unrecognized
Early Bronze Age forM. It is found at EB Arad, in Sinai at the Nawaiiis of
"Em Huderah (personal observation), and possibly at Tell Far'ah (N) (RB 58,
plate XXVIIb:15 and RB 59, plate XVII:5).
cio E1 x t (58; 9X of Site H; 34X of scrapers)
Endscrapers on flakes are the second Most COMMDfl type of scraper. 	 All
are single scrapers, with the tip located at the distal extreMity on alMost
every tool. Tips are usually convex, shaped Mostly by seMi-parallel or
convergent retouch. Most are Made on thin flakes of wadi gravel and have
plain butts. They are distinctive sore for their quantity than for any
special characteristics. 	 The three transverse scrapers are noteworthy,
considering the paucity of fan scrapers.
in crcn's (2; 0.3X of Site H; 1X of scrcipr)
There are two circular scrapers on tabular flint froti the surface.
Kuivcs (16; 2Z)
There are three types of "knife" in Site H. The first (7) is
BauMgartel's "knife on a blade" (1960, p.40) the second is a bifacial ripple
flaked knife (1); the third, knives on wadi gravel (8).
The first type presented a probleM in typology, especially as of the
seven tools, six are fragMentary. The fragMents were classified variously as
a truncation, a blade with inverse retouch, and a blade with distal and
lateral retouch until it was realized that these diverse fragMents case froM
different sections of a specific tool type that cannot be categorized on the
basis of the highly diverse Morphological features. The tool is a unit which
is well known froM Naqada II.	 The Naqada II knife is Made Ofl a twisted
blade, the "leitfossil" of the culture according to BauMgartel (1960, p.40).
However, less thsn half the "twisted" knives in the Petrie MuseuM collection
are actually twisted; Most are straight or curved. 	 The twisted blade can
only be called characteristic nn the basis of its appearance, not its
quantity. (See the discussion on retouched bladelets and bladelet blanks in
-2 89-
Table H. 5. Scraper Stylistics.
A	 B	 C	 0	 E
(base 1)
	 (5)	 (92)	 (58)	 (2)	 (10)
TIP LOCATION	 100%	 100%	 100%	 2	 100%
4 ed9esCclrcular)	 -	 10	 -	 (2)	 -
3 edes(rounded)	 -	 61	 -	 -	 -
2 edes(offset,
convergent)	 -	 25	 -	 -
distal	 -	 2	 98	 -	 90
proxiMal	 -	 2	 2	 -	 10
right	 20	 -	 -	 -	 -
left	 20	 -	 -	 -	 -
bilateral	 60	 -	 -	 -	 -
(base 2)
	 (8)	 (156)	 (58)	 (8)	 (10)
TIP SHAPE	 100%	 100%	 100%	 100%	 100%
convex	 50	 80	 77	 100	 80
concave	 12	 4	 9	 -	 -
str'al9ht	 38	 4	 5	 -	 10
oblique	 -	 7	 2	 -	 -
o9ival	 -	 3	 4	 -	 -
broken	 -	 2	 3	 -	 9
TIP RETOUCH ANGLE 	 100%	 100%	 100%	 100	 100%
abrupt	 25	 10	 12	 -	 11
seMi-abrupt	 50	 77	 77	 17	 56
non-abrupt	 25	 13	 11	 50	 33
TIP RETOUCH DIRECTION	 100%	 100%	 100%	 100%	 100%
direct	 50	 95	 93	 100	 100
inverse	 50	 3	 3	 -	 -
bifacizil	 -	 1	 3	 -	 -
alternating	 -	 1	 -	 -
(base 3)	 (7)	 (113)	 (58)	 (2)	 (10)
TIP RETOUCH	 100%	 100%	 100%	 2	 100%
seii-parallel	 57	 66	 40	 2	 80
parallel	 -	 4	 4	 -	 -
conver9ent	 -	 9	 26	 -	 20
laMellar	 -	 1	 4	 -	 -
scalar	 14	 -	 10	 -	 -
irregular	 29	 9	 2	 -	 -
thinning	 -	 3	 12	 -	 -
denticulate	 -	 8	 12	 -	 -
Base l nuMber of tools. Base 2nuMber of work edges. Base 3 counts of
types of retouch present.
Asidescraper; B:scraper on flake; C=endscraper on flake; Dfan scraper;
Eendscraper on blade.
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Figure H. 3. Site H. Tools.
TYPE
1. Pre-dynastic twisted
knife
2. Chisel
3. Pre-dynastic ripple-
flaked knife
4._Pick
REG. NO. PROVENANCE
Surface
Surface
Pit 6
6'-V
3'
o	 r!!'i	 5Omm. -
1
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Figure H.3. Site H. Tools.
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this chapter for siMilar observations).
In Site H, the only coMplete knife is twisted (BP II,XX:16; figure
H.3 :1). Either extreMity can have inverse or direct sesi-parallel, invasive
or abrupt retouch.	 Both lateral edges are retouched - usually with
seMi-parallel, less often invasive, retouch.
The second knife type is represented by the fragMent of one tool (figure
H.3:3) which is a typical Egyptian ripple flaked knife. This, together with
the hollow based arrowhead and the knife described above are of indisputable
Egyptian Manufacture, typical of the Gerzean or Hziqada II period.
There are eight knives on flakes of wadi gravel.	 Two are backed, one
with direct retouch and one with inverse. The backing retouch is irregular
and seni-abrupt.	 The third knife has a cortical dorsal surface, convergent
retouch at the distal end and irregularly forMed denticulzition on the
praxiMal and Meslal sections of one lateral edge. The reMaining tools are
broken. They are flakes with retouch (seMi-parallel or abrupt) on both edges
and the extreMity which is preserved.
Oare I1 (10; 2X)
Of the ten core tools, eight are froM the surface or unstratified. They
consist of four adzes, two chisels, one ogival tool, two large, unforMed
tools and one blank.	 Only the blank and one large unforMed tool are
stratified. Both are froM the settleMent rubbish - 5'-6' and 6'-?'. The
only tool dissiMilar froM any seen previously is one chisel (figure H.3
which is flaked alMost unidirectionally on the lower surface.
E1cI	(?;1 %)
Four picks are surface finds. Two are froM Dwelling 1, 7'6"-8'. One is
froM Pit 12.
	 AlMost all are Made Ofl large wadi pebbles which have been
narrowed to points by bifacial retouch. 	 Bdses reMain cortical. One is Made
on a very thick flake and is also bifacially retouched. 	 The tips are
one-quarter the width of the base.
Icc	 (3; 0.5Z)
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There are three chopping tools on pebbles - one froM 6'-?', one froti
Dwelling 2, 6'-?' and one froM the surface. Two have bifacial retouch on two
edges. SoMe cortex has been resioved froM one face of the base of one tool.
The third tool has only one bifacially retouched edge. The tip angle of the
first two tools is 70 degrees; of the third, 62 degrees. All other edges are
cortical.	 The average di g ensions are 93x82x33 VIM.surface instead of frau
both edges.
jns (3; 0.5%)
There are three burins - one single burin on a truncation froM 5'-6' and
two froui the surface - a burin on a break and a Multiple burin on a retouched
edge.
Natchs nd t iicu1ites (2; 0.3%)
There is
	 one	 proxiMally notched flake on wadi gravel and one
denticulated and truncated flake on tabular flint.
Eik	 (5 1%)
There are five retouched flakes. 	 Two have continuous retouch on one
edge.	 One has retouch on the proxiMal section of one edge.	 Two are
bifacially retouched. The retouch types are irregular or seui-parallel.
tW Igci	 (2; 0.3%)
There is one scraper/borer and one scraper/burin.
çicus (2; 0.3%)
There is one Levallois point froM 4-5'.
	 There is one tool of
indeterMinate type.
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Table H. 6• Occurrence of Selected Tool Classes by Flint Type
Tool	 Total (Jadi	 Ochre*	 Semi-	 Tabular	 Other
Class	 Gravel	 Translucent
Retouched
blade	 100%	 34	 38	 12	 13	 3
Truncated
blade	 100%	 44	 20	 32	 4	 -
Retouched
	
bladelet 100%	 9	 55	 29	 4	 3
I r ii n cat e d
	
bladelet 100%	 13	 47	 40	 -	 -
Sickle	 100%	 55	 28	 3	 14	 -
Point	 100%	 72	 17	 11	 -	 -
Borer	 100%	 70	 11	 15	 4	 -
Burin	 (3)	 (2)	 -	 (1)	 -	 -
Endscraper
on blade 100%	 72	 14	 -	 14	 -
Side
scraper 100%	 67	 33	 -	 -	 -
Scraper
on flake 100%	 75	 12	 -	 8	 5
Endscraper
	
on flake 100%	 76	 12	 -	 5	 7
Fan
scraper (2)	 -	 -	 -	 (2)	 -
Core tool 100%	 82	 6	 -	 6	 6
Choppin9
tool	 (3)	 (3)	 -	 -	 -	 -
Retouched
flake	 100%	 80	 20	 -	 -	 -
Notched
fla.e	 (2)	 (1)	 (1)	 -	 -	 -
Knife	 100%	 71	 29	 -	 -	 -
Total	 100%	 57	 23	 10	 8	 2
	
(Base) 516
	
294	 116	 50	 43	 13
(BasenuMber of tools)
*includes reddish brown flint
Table H. 7 . Incidence of Butt Types for Selected Major Tool Types
TYPE	 BUTT	 TYPE
Plain	 Linear	 Dihedral Facetted PunctiforM Cortex
TotallOOX	 38	 10	 3	 10	 37	 2
	
217
A	 100%	 30	 20	 -	 -	 50	 -	 20
B	 100%	 23	 -	 -	
-	 77	 -
	
13
C	 100%	 -	 6	 -	
-	 94	 -
	
36
D	 100%	 -	 -	 -	 -	 100	 -	 6
E	 (2)	 -	 -	 -	 -	 (2)	 -	 2
F	 100%	 63	 12	 -	 -	 25	 -
	
8
6	 100%	 62	 23	 -	
-	 15	 -	 13
K	 100%	 12	 -	 -	 -	 88	 -
	
9
L	 (3)	 -	 -	 (1)	 (1)	 (1)	 -	 3
H	 100%	 45	 11	 6	 28	 5	 5
	
64
N	 100%	 71	 13	 3	 8	 3	 3
	
38
S	 (2)	 (1)	 -	 -	
-	 (1)	 -	 '1
V	 (3)	 (2)	 -	 -	 -(1)	 -	 3
*Base: tools retainin9 their butte.
A.Retouched blade; B.Truncated blaie; C.Retoiiched Bladelet; t'.Truncated
bladelet; E.Sickle blade segMent; F.Point; G.Borer;
K.Endscraper on blade; L.Sidescraper; M.Scraper on flake; N.Endscraper or
flake; S. Retouched flake; U.Knife.
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Table H. 8 . Mean MeasureMents of Selected Classes and Types.
ft2	 Width	 Thickness Length!
(MM.)	 (MM.)	 Width
(30) 17.8±7.3 5.3±2.7
	 3.1±0.6
(30) 17.6±6.8 6.0±3.0	 3.3±0.6
(57) 9.7±1.4	 2.9±0.7	 4.4t0.8
(13) 10.4±1.4 3.1±0.7
	
3.9±0.7
(106)14.6±5.4 5.2t6.6	 2.9±0.7
(3)	 17.0±10.0 5.0±1.0	 3.0±0.3
Retouched blade
Truncated blade
Retouched bladelet
Truncated bladelet
Sickle segMent
backed
backed and
denticulated
(direct)
(inverse)
bidenticulated
unilateral retouch
bilateral retouck
u n retouched
Points and Borers
Endscraper on blade
Sidescraper
Scraper on flake
Endscraper on flake
Fan scraper
Core tool/Pick
Knife
#1	 Length
(MM.)
(17) 52.5±18.8
(20)60.0±26.5
(30) 42.2±5.5
(9) 40.4±5.1
(46) 42.2±9.8
(3)	 45.0±13.0
(18) 44.0+8.0	 (38)
(7) 45.0+14.0 (14)
(8) 45.0+16.0 (22)
(5)	 36.0±12.0 (11)
(1) 37.0	 (8)
-	
-	 (4)
(33) 46.0+15.2 (78)
(5)	 61.3+9.9	 (10)
(5)	 58.3+8.7	 (5)
(81) 62.3±15.8 (84)
(55) 55.4+13.8 (57)
(2) 46.220.9 (2)
(13) 108.4±37.9(17)
(1)	 59.0	 (7)
13.0+3.0 5.0+1.0
15.0±3.0 4.0+1.0
18.0^9.0 1.0+1.0
14.0+2.0 4.0±1.0
15.0+4.0 4.0+2.0
15.0+4.0 4.0+1.0
13.4±5.3 6.7±3.5
31.0+20.0 8.0±4.4
44.6±12.2 18.2±8.3
46.6±10.6 13.3±4.8
47.3+12.4 16.5+6.3
54.2f28.3 ?.8±S.9
56.5±21.4 33.9t15.4
32.7±8.1	 11.9±3.4
3.3+0.2
2.6±0.2
2.9±0.1
2. 3±0 .4
2.8
3.4±1 .0
2.5±1.6
1.2±0.2
1 .4±0.3
1.2+0.3
0. 9 0.1
1 .9±0.5
1.6
Note: #1 : nuMber of tools for which length and length/width can be Measured.
#2nuMber of tools for which width and thickness can be Measured.
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Ib	 hitre
The debitae includes products, core rejuvenation eleMents, debris, one
burin spall, and cores. The distribution by flint types and leasureMents are
shown in the tables.
Table H.1O. Distribution of Debitage Type by Raw Material
Total	 Uadi Gravel Ochre	 SeMi-translucen
Total Debitage (26)	 100%	 60	 24	 16
Blade	 100%	 80	 10	 10
Bladelet	 100%	 25	 50	 25
Flake	 100%	 60	 40	 -
Rejuvenation EleMent
	 100%	 34	 33	 33
Burin Spall
	 100%	 100%	 -	 -
Debris	 100%	 50	 50
Total Core (48)
	 100%	 46	 48	 6
Blades and bladelets include plunging blades. Profiles of the blades
are twisted or curved (figure H.2:i).
	 The core rejuvenation eleMents are
Miscellaneous triMMing eleMents.
	 Butts of blades	 and blade].ets are
punctiforM, linear or plain. Halt show evidence of careful preparation prior
to reMoval froM the core; one-third of these have the rounded butts due to
the careful shaping COMMOfl in Site A. The Most coion butt forM of the
flakes, however, is plain rather than punctifors.
	 Only one flake has a
prepared butt. It was ore coon to siMply remove a flake after a previous
reMoval.	 Two of the core rejuvenation flakes have plain butts, one
punctiforsi.	 No special preparation for their reMoval is visible. One
eleMent has spontaneous distal retouch.
Table H41. Mean Blank MeasureMents.
Blank Type
	 N	 Length	 Width	 Thickness R1
(MM.)	 (ii.)	 (sin.)
Blade	 10	 64.1+18.1 23.2+7.1
	
7.4±2.6	 2.8±0.5
Bladelet	 6	 36.0±6.8 7.9±3.4	 3.6±0.9	 5.8±3.7
Flake	 5	 51.4±8.7 25.3±10.0 10.9±11.4 2.2±0.6
Re j u v en at ion
eleMent	 3	 54.6+6.5 18.4±1.6 10.2±2.2 3.0±0.1
Burin spall	 1	 42.0	 9.0	 10.0	 4.6
Debris	 2	 52.018.4 32.5±34.6 5.6±2.3 	 3.2±2.6
Note: R.1=length/width
The attitude towards raw Material, as deMonstrated by the cores, changes
at Site H. This distinction is visible in the choice of raw Material and the
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degree of utilization thereof.
The Most frequently occurring raw iaterials are wadi gravel and those
that are exclusively or alMost exclusively used in Site H - ochre, yellow
quartz and reddish brown flint.
	 The seMi-translucent flint is hardly
exploited at all.	 The lack of tabular flint cores, despite the nuMber of
tools Made on such flint, is notable.
Table H.12. Distribution of Core Type by Raw Material
Core Type	 CU	 Ochre	 Uadi Gravel SeMi-translucent
Total	 (48) 100%	 48	 46	 6
Single platforM blade	 (21) 100%	 32	 58	 10
Crossed blade	 (6) 100%	 60	 40	 -
Multiple blade	 (6) 100%	 5?	 43	 -
Single platforM bladelet (4) 	 (2)	 (2	 -
Multiple bladelet	 (2)	 (2)	 -	 -
Exhausted	 (9) 100%	 44	 44	 12
The raw Material specific to Site H is heavily exploited - the cores are
worked as extensively as possible until knapping becones iMpossible due to
knapping angles (see differences between striking platforM 	 angles on
exhausted and other cores in table H.1?) or faults in the rock. AlMost half
the cores have sore than one striking platforM and one-fifth are exhausted.
More than two-thirds of the core surface is worked, with an average of eight
reMovals countable per core. The wadi gravel and setii-translucent flint
cores, on the other hand, are barely utilized. Sixty-four percent are single
platforM cores only and twenty percent are exhausted. An average of six
reMovals is countable per core and only one face of the core (plus the
platforM) is worked in forty percent of the cores.
The size dichotony between blade and bladelet cores is clear. The
relations between length and width for blade and bladelet blanks developed on
p. 351	 is reflected in the reMoval MeasureMents in this table but the
difference in size between the blanks in the Site H collection and the
MaxiMuM lengths and widths Measurable on a core is striking.
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Table H. 13 . Selected Mean Core MeasureMents.
Core Type
	 #	 Core	 $ of	 ReMoval ReMoval ReMoval ReMoval PlatforM
Length ReMovalsLength Width	 Length Width	 Angle
(max.)	 (max.)	 (mine)	 (mm.)
(mm.)	 (mm.)	 Cmii.)	 (mm.)	 (mm.)	 (degrees)
BLADE
single platform2l
crossed	 6
Multiple	 6
BLADE LET
single platform4
Multiple	 2
EXHAUSTED	 9
45±17	 7±2
47±13	 8±2
41±8	 7±3
30±3	 7±1
27±1	 6±3
38±12	 7±1
40±16
	
20±7
41±9	 16±8
29±7	 18±7
28±5	 9±2
27±4	 13±4
37 ± 3	 20±6
30±11	 16±6
34±8	 15±4
26±11	 11±3
26±6	 8±3
23±1	 7
25±9	 19±5
81±10
86±6
801 6
75±1 4
78±11
48+38
B1k Cores
Eleven of the single platform cores are conical, the remainder pyramidal
or prismatic.	 The striking platforms of blade cores Most often lie
perpendicular to the axis of the core as opposed to oblique. The platforms
are either flat or concave, very rarely convex. They are almost always
smooth. Only twenty percent have been formed by the removal of more than one
flake. One platform is cortical.
	 Modification of the striking platform
(roughing) at the prospective point of detachment occurs fairly frequently,
on 28Z of the cores.
	 No lateral or distal Modification to the cores is
apparent. Core preparation, when present, consists of rubbing the fluted
edge and spur removal.
Bik4et Cores
The bladelet cores are prismatic. The striking platforms lie either
oblique or perpendicular to the length-wise axis of the core. They are
concave or convex. The stiking platform surface is almost always smooth. It
is Modified Ofl one core only. Core preparation consists of rubbing or
s hap i n g.
Multiple platforms were created as described in Site A.
EhiustcJ Cores
The exhausted cores are amorphous, although from their sizes, seven
appear to have been blade cores and two bladelet. A core tablet was clearly
removed from one core.
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Ib	 tc
Concomitant	 with the innovations in the lithic industry is the
appearance of new fords within the ceraiiic classes, as well as changes in
anufacturing techniques, ware selection and surface treatrient, with definite
associations between ware and vessel for,,; and ware and surface treatiient.
The major classes of vessels in Site H are bowls, holeouths and jars.
jcj	 (93; 16%)
There are seven types of bowl in Site H.
Bowls with simple rounded rims (21) are handiiade, with no evidence of
turning. Non-plastic ingredients are very small or shall pieces of line, or
sand. The ware color is reddish yellow (5YR and 7.5YR) or brown (5YR 5/3).
One sherd has a brown core; the reainder have no cores. Hardness is above
average.	 Four sherds are slipped and one is slipped and vertically
burnished. (figure H.4:8). The bowls are s,iall and
	 edius in size.	 The
average ri	 diaeter is 190	 wall thickness, 9.4
	 Similar bowls are
found at Lachish (Tufnell, plate 12:36,3?) and Ai phase II (Callaway, figure
16:1,21).
The wall of one of these bowl curves inward. It is broader at the point
of curvature than at the rim.
Bowls with rounded rims which are slightly squared in profile (14)
appear in Site H. This group has a sore-or-less even wall that ends in a
slightly squared rin of equal thickness. The bowls ay be cospletely
handi,ade, handade with a turned finish or seeiiingly wheel.iade with no
external evidence reaining of hand manufacture. Non-plastic inclusions are
usually of very siiall sand, or line or quartz pieces and rarely of .iedius, or
large pieces or pebbles. The host conon ware color is reddish yellow (5YR
5/6). Fourteen percent of this type have large pieces o? chaff temper and
organic burn-out impressions on the surfaces. These fire red. Cores are
usually absent. Hardnes varies from soft to very hard. Three of the sherds
have a weak red (10R 4/4) slip on the exterior; four of the sherds are
3 Bowl
	
E1V2062	 5'-6'
4 Bowl
	
EIV2O11	 6'-7'
5 Bowl
	
E1V2023 Unstratified
6 Bowl
	
E1V2024	 6'1".L7'
7 Bowl
	
E1V2082	 5'-6'
8 Bowl
	
E1V2030 Dwelling 2
7'6"-8'
9 Bowl
	
E1V2051	 61_it
10 Bowl	 E1V2062	 61111_it
11 Bowl
	
E1V2078	 5'-6'
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Figure H.4. Site H Ceramics.
# CLASS REG. NO, LOCUS
1 Bowl	 E1V2024 Dwelling 1
4 t _5 I 711
2 Bowl	 E1V2024 41_51
12 Bowl	 E1V20l0	 6'-7'
DESCRIPTION
Turned rim. Ware II: some sMall and few
large liMe and quartz pieces; light
reddish brown 5YR 6/4; no core; average
hardness.
Turned rid. Ware II: some very sMall and
sa1l and few siediuM quartz and liMe
pieces; reddish yellow SIR 6/6; brown
core; average hardness.
Turned rin. Ware II: sotie sMall quartz
pebbles and few very snail quai'tz sand;
reddish brown 2.SYR 4/4; no core; average
hardness. Exterior: reddish brown 2.5YR
4/4 slip and burnish; Interior: traces of
slip as exterior. Dianeter, 320 ns.
Turned rin. Ware II: few very snail and
snail line and quartz pieces; yellowish
red SIR 5/6; no core; average hardness.
Rin dianeter, 80 nn.; base dianeter, 50
'in.
Turned rin. Ware II: sane very snail
quartz sand and few nediun and large
quartz pebbles; reddish brown SYR 4/4; no
core; average hardness. Exterior and
interior: traces of weak red 1OR 4/4 slip
and burnish. Dianeter, 140 nn.
Turned rin. Ware II: few nediun and snail
quartz pieces; yellowish red 5YR 6/6; rio
core; average hardness.
Turned rin. Ware II: sane very snail,
snail and nediuci quartz pebbles and
pieces; light reddish brown SYR 614; no
core; hard.
Turned rin (?) Ware V: nany very snail
and few sediun line and quartz sand and
pieces; light reddish brown SIR 6/4; no
core. Exterior and interior: chaff
iMpressions; weak red 1OR 4/4 slip and
burnish.
Handaiade. Ware II: nany very snail quartz
sand and few snail line and quartz pieces
and pebbles; reddish brown SIR 5/4; no
core; average hardness.
Handnade. Ware II: few nediun and very
snail line pieces; reddish yellow 7.51R
7/6; no core; average hardness.
Turned rin. Ware II: sane very snail and
snail quartz sand and pebbles; light
reddish brown 51R 6/4; no core; average
hardness. Exterior and interior: red
2.5YR 5/6 slip.
Hand'iade. Ware III: nany very snail line
sand and few snail line pieces; yellowish
red 5YR 5/6; no core; soft. Exterior: red
IOR 4/6 slip and burnish; Interior: slip
as exterior.
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Figure H.4. Site H. Bowls.
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13 Bowl E1V2078	 5'-6'
14 Bowl E1V2020 4'5'
15 Bowl E1V2031 Pit I
16 Bowl E1V2052
	 5'-ó'
17 Bowl -
	 Dwelling 1
4 t_51711
18 Bowl E1V2025	 6'-7'
19 Bowl E1V2026	 6'-7'
20 Bowl E1V2026 Dwelling 1
7'-7'8"
21 Bowl E1V2026
	 6'-7'
22 Bowl E1V2030
	 6'-7'
23 Bowl E1V2082 Dwelling 2
71_7t5t
Turned rim. tJare II: some very small
sand, few small and medium quartz and
lime pieces; reddish brown SYR 5/4; no
core; average hardiess. Exterior and
interior: weak red 1OR 4/4 slip and
burn i s h.
Turned rim. Ware II: few very small
quartz sand and medium lime pieces; light
reddish brown 5YR 6/4; no core; average
hardness.
Handmade. Ware II: few small and medium
quartz and lime pieces and pebbles;
yellowish red 5YR 516; no core; average
hardness. Diameter cannot he measured.
Turned rim. Ware II: Many very small
quartz sand and few medium and small
quartz pebbles; brown 7.5YR 5/4; no core;
soft. Exterior and interior: traces of
brown slip and burnish. Diameter cannot
be Measured.
Handmade. Ware III: few small and medium
and very few very large hue pieces and
pebbles; reddish brown SYR 514; no core;
hard.
Handmade. Ware II: many very small sand;
reddish brown SIR 5/4; grey patches;
average hardness.
Handmade. Ware III: many very small and
few medium lime pieces; reddish yellow
5YR 7/6; no core; average hardness.
Handmade. Ware V: some very large chaff,
few medium lime pieces and very small
quartz sand; red 2.5YR 4/6; no core;
soft.	 Exterior	 and	 interior: chaff
impressions.
Turned (1) Ware III: many very small and
small lime sand; brown 7.5YR 5/4; no
core; average hardness.
Handmade. Ware III: some small and medium
lime sand and pieces; yellowish red ZYR
5/6; no core; average hardness. Exterior
and interior: red 1OR 5/6 slip and
burnish.
Handmade. Ware II: many very small lime
and quartz sand and few medium and large
lime pieces and pebbles; yellowish red
5YR 5/8; orange core; average hardness.
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slipped and burnished.
	 One sherd is burnished only. The chaff-tempered
sherds are among those which are slipped or slipped and burnished. The bowls
are Medium large.
	 The average diameter is 251 mm.	 The average wall
thickness is 9.4 mm. Only three sherds are from smaller bowls, the diameters
ranging between 140 and 180 mm.
Bowls with rounded impressed rims (7) are few. Ware is of quartz and
lime. One sherd has lime and haemitlte temper. 	 Ware color is In the ?.5YR
range.	 One rim is slightly everted, probably caused when the rim was
impressed. The average diameter is 198 mm.
There are only two conical/hemispherical bowls (figure H.4:6), otherwise
the Most CQMMOfl bowl form in the Wadi Ghazzeh sites. They are handmde. Ware
is loessal. Non-paistic ingredients include smal quartz or lime pieces.
Ware color is in the 5YR reddish brown range. Hardness is average.	 One has
traces of brown slip on the exterior. Diameters are 80 and 140 mm.
Flanged bowls, i.e. bowls with flat rims pushed to the exterior (5), are
rare. Temper is small quartz sand or pieces. They fire in the SYR and 7.5YR
ranges.	 The only determinable diameter i5 460 mm. The other rims are too
uneven for readings.
New in Site H are bowls with rolled rims. Similar bowls are found at
Meser, stratum I (Dothan, 1959b, figure 8:5), Arad phase IV (Amiran, 1978,
plate 8:6) and Ai phase II (Callaway, figure 16:19). 	 These bowls are
generally large with walls of Medium thickness. The rim shows evidence of
having been circularly wiped. Very little of the body is preserved, making
it impossible to determine the method of manufacture.	 Fourteen rims are
rolled externally and one internally. The temper is predominantly sand; in a
few cases there are small pebbles. Colors are in the 5YR reddish brown range
only.	 All the sherds have red (IOR or 2.5YR) slip on both surfaces.
One-third of these are also burnished.
Globular bowls (29) re the most common bowl type in Site H.
	 These
bowls are of exclusively EBI type and are not the globular bowls sometimes
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Mentioned as being found in Gha5sulian contexts. CoMplete exaMples of this
type exist (BP II, plate XXV:64).
	 They are known at Jericho ToMb A94
(Jericho I, figure 11:22,23), Lachish Tufnell, plate 56:1), Arad phase IV
(AMiran,	 1978, plate 7:14), Azor (Perrot,
	 1961, figure 5:14) and Ai
(Callaway, figure 16:8). 	 These handMade bowls are coMpletely different froM
the preceding bowl types in forM and ware.
All forMs have a globular body. CoMplete forMs have rounded bases. The
PiM ay be straight, slightly everted or everted. Those with an everted riti
May or ay not be slightly carinated. The ware Most frequently associated
with this type is clay with foraMinifera skeletons. Other ware types, with
exclusive liMe teMper or chaff-teMpered, are also used, although less
frequently. Ware color is red (1OR and 2.5YR). Most sherds are soft. More
than one-third of the sherds have cores. DiaMeters range froM.siall (60 MM.)
to MediuM (230 MM.).
	 Wall thicknesses range froM 4 to 12 MM., with the
largest bowl also being the thickest. These bowls are rarely decorated.
Lcc? r b Vessels (46; 8%)
The Major holeiiouth type is the flat-stanced vessel.
	 The Most COMMOfi
P1M forM occurring within this type is the everted and iMpressed riti (12),
followed in descending order of frequency by internally oblique with
LMpressed decoration on the outer edge (7), thinned to round (4), thickened
internally and externally and thinned to a point (3), thinned to square (1),
lipped (1) and rolled (1). Everted and iMpressed riMs are alMost as popular
as the plain ri forMs coMbined. One thickened ri is forMed by folding the
clay back on itself on the exterior. This technique is COMMOfl at 'Ai
(Callaway,1972).
The upright stanced vessel (4) also has a large variation in ri forM -
rounded, flat exterior with thickened interior and squared.
The vessels are handMade.
	 The clay is loessal, with very sMall to
MediuM liMe and/or quartz sand or pieces.
	 Less often the teviper is
exclusively liMe. One sherd also has organic teMper.
	 Ware color is in the
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reddish brown to light brown ranges (5YR, 7.5YR). The rims are of average to
above average hardness, with very few soft or very hard. 	 Thirty-seven
percent have grey cores.
	 The Most frequent surface treatMent 15 the
iMpressed decoration on the rii edge. Slipped and incised decoration is also
used. The frequency of incised decoration below the LiM of the flat-stanced
holeiiouths is striking. One sherd, with white linear slip on brown ware
should be considered with the ledge handle (figure H.7:10) as reMnants of the
sane vessel. This is the only P.U.B vessel on the site.
A third type of holeMouth appears in Site H. The glohular shaped
holeiiouth with an internally oblique ri and inpressed decoration is found
only in Site H.
	
They are distinct froM the other holeMouths in fori and
size. They have a stronger shoulder, Making theM appear globular. They are
larger than the other holeMouths (average diaMeter of 277 MM. and wall
thickness of 11 nn. as opposed to an average dianeter of 198 MM. and wall
thickness of 9 MM. for the other holeMouths). Wares and ware color show the
sane variations as the group as a whole. These vessels are found at Ai phase
II (Callaway, figure 20:4), Arad phase IV (AMiran, 1978, plate 8:28) and
Lachish (Tufnell, plate 57:62).
Eti (3; 1%)
There are few pithoi in Site H. 	 Two are necked and everted. One of
these is iMpressed on the ri (figure H.5:1).	 One ri	 is internally and
3
externally flanged and inclined inward.
(154; 26Z)
The jar is the Most COMMOfl vessel in Site H. Since whole vessels are
very rare (see BP II, plate XL for the coMplete vessels), the Majority of the
sherds are classified according to three criteria: the coMparative length of
the neck; the forM of the riM; and the forn of the shoulder. These jars are
3)The fact that the collection is exclusively of sherds Makes it difficult to
deal with pithoi. They are distinguished froM holeMouths priMarily on the
basis of stance. AMiran (1978, p.42) expressed sinilar difficulty
distinguishing kraters fros holeMouths at Arad.
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Figure H.5. Site H Ceramics.
# CLASS REG. NO. LOCUS
1 Pithos -
	 Dwelling 1
5'7"-6'
2 Hole-	 E1V2020	 6'-7'
mouth
3 Hole- E1V2020 Pit 11
mouth
4 Hole- E1V2020 4'-5'
mouth
5 Hole-	 E1V2020	 4'.5'
tIE SCR I PT ION
Handmade. Ware III: some small to medium
lime pebbles and pieces; li9ht reddish
brown 5YR 6/4; no core; average hardness.
Handmade. Ware III: few very small lime
sand and small lime pieces; yellowish red
5YR 5/6; grey core avera9e hardness.
Diameter, 110 mm.
Handmade. Ware II: some to Many very
small quartz sand; reddish brown 5YR 4/3;
no core; average hardness. Diameter, 130
MM.
Handmade. Ware III: some very small lime
and few small quartz pieces; reddish
yellow 5YR 6/6; grey core; very hard.
No description. Diameter, 140 mm.
6 Hole-
mouth
7 Hole-
mouth
8 Hole-
mouth
9 Jar
E1V2020 4'_5'
E1V2020	 4'5'
E1V2020 Pit 12
E1V2045	 6'-7'
Handmade. Ware Ill: soe very small and
few medium lime pieces; 11•3ht brown 7.5YR
6/4; no core; avera•3e hardness.
Diameter,400 mm.
Handmade. Ware II: few medium lime pieces
and very small quartz sand; li3ht reddish
brown 5YR 6/4; no core; avera'3e hardness.
Handmade. Ware II: some small and medium
quartz pieces; reddish brown 5YR 5/4;
grey core; soft. Diameter, 290 mm.
No description.
10 Jar	 E1V2077	 6'-7'
11 Jar	 E1V2070 4'-5'
12 Jar	 E1V2077	 6'l"-7'
13 Jar	 E1V2077	 5'-6'
14 Jar	 E1V2059	 5'-6'
15 Jar	 E1V2077
	 6'-7'
16 Jar	 E1V2059 Dwelling 1
5t711_61
17 Jar	 E1V2077	 5'-6'
Turned rim. Ware III: some very small and
few medium lime pieces; li9ht reddish
brown 5YR 6/4; grey core; soft.
Turned rim. Ware II: some small and
medium lime and quartz pieces; reddish
yellow 5YR 6/6; no core; average
hardness. Exterior: traces of red 2.5YR
4/6 paint on rim.
Turned rim. Ware III: few medium lime
pieces; reddish yellow 5YR 6/6; grey core
and interior; hard.
Turned rim. Ware III: some very small and
small lime sand; li .3ht reddish brown SYR
6/4; dark grey core; avera9e hardness.
Exterior: traces of red 1OR 4/6 slip.
Turned rim. Ware III: some very small and
small lime sand; pink SYR 7/4; no core;
above avera9e hardness.
Turned rim (?) Ware II: many very small
quartz sand; li3ht reddish brown 5YR 6/4;
grey core; average hardness. E>terior:
reddish brown 5YR 5/3 slip.
Turned rim (1) Ware III: some small to
medium lime pebbles and pieces; light
reddish brown 5YR 6/4; no core; avera9e
hardness.
Handmade. Ware III: some small and medium
)H19c\13
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Figure H.5. Site H. Ceramics.
E1V2077	 6'l"-7'
E1V2077	 6_71
REG. NO. LOCUS
—
E1V2025	 5'-6'
E1V2056	 6'l"-7'
E1V2025	 6'l"-7'
E1V2077	 6'-7'
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liMe pieces; reddish brown 51R 5/3;
grey/brown core; above average hardness.
Exterior: traces of red slip.
18 Jar	 E1V2078	 Dwelling 1
	 Turned ri (?) Ware II: some very sMall
5 • 7II_,	 nd	 .ednIM	 nhiirt	 c;nr1 nir!	 p-(ificJ.
19 Jar
20 Jar
# CLASS
1 Jar
2 Jar
3 Jar
4 Jar
5 Jar
6 Jar
7 Jar
8 Jar
9 Jar
10 Jar
11 Jar
12 Jar
r"",
brown 5YR 5/4; no core; average hardness.
Turned rim. Ware II: some very sMall
quartz sand, few Mediuli and large liMe
pieces; reddish brown SYR 4/4; no core;
hard.
Handtade. Ware II: few very sMall quartz
sand; reddish brown 5YR 5/4; grey core;
vera q e hardness.
FigureH.6. Site H. Ceramics.
DESCRIPTION
HandMade. Ware III: few MediuM liie
pieces; reddish yellow SYR 6/6; grey core
and interior; average hardness. Exterior:
chaff iMpressions; traces of brown slip.
Handiade. Ware III: sotie very sMall and
sMall liMe sand; pink 5YR 7/4; no core;
average hardness.
Turned rim. Ware II: few very sMall and
sMall quartz sand and pieces; reddish
yellow 5YR 6/6; light grey core; soft.
Turned rim. Ware III: few very sMall liMe
sand; light red 1OR 6/6; light grey core;
very hard.
Turned ri. Ware II: many very siiall
quartz sand; reddish brown 5YR 5/4; no
core; average hardness. Exterior: reddish
brown 5YR 4/4 slip and burnish. Diaieter,
110 MM.
Dwelling 2
	
HandMade. Ware III: 50M9 small and few
MediuM and large liMe pieces; reddish
brown	 5YR	 4/4; grey core;
	 average
hardness. DiaMeter, 140 MM.
Pit 22
	 Hanth'tade. Ware II: sote siall and ?1ed2w
quartz pieces; reddish brown 5YR 4/4;
grey	 exterior;	 average	 hardness.
Exterior: traces of brown slip.
E1V2025	 6'-7'
	 Not described.
E1V2025 4'_5' Turned rim. Ware III: few sMall and
MediuM liMe pieces; reddish yellow 5YR
6/6; grey core; very hard.
E1V2051 Surface HandMade. Ware III: sorne very siiall and
sMall and few MediuM haeMatite and liMe
pieces; pink 5YR 7/4; grey core; average
hardness. DiaMeter, 210 tiN.
HandMade. Ware II: few very ssall quartzE1V2072	 6'-7'
sand and large liMe pebbles; light
reddish brown SYR 6/4; no core; average
hardness. DiaMeter, 320 tis.
Turned rim. Ware III: many very sMallE1V2040 6-7'
liMe sand arid few sMall liMe and
haeMatite pieces; pink 7.5YR 7/4; no
core; average hardness.
E1V2077
E1V2077
)W
r i,
--
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-:_
-- :/18
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Figure H.6. Site H. Ceramics.
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13 Jar E1V2079
14 Jar EIV2O11
15 Jar E1V2059
16 Jar E1V2025
17 Jar E1V2004
l8Jar -
19 Jar	 E1V2061
Dwelling	 HandMade. Ware IV: few very sMall, rediuM
rspeified) and large liMe pieces and pebbles; li3ht
7'-7'6"	 red 2.5YR 6/8; no core; average hardness,.
Dwelling 1
	
Handtiade. Ware II: tany very sMall qLIEirtZ
7'-7'6"	 and liMe sand; yellowish red 5YR 5/6; no
core; soft.
5'-6' Turned rim. Ware II: some very sMall
sand, few large and sMall quartz pieces;
yellowish red SYR 5/6; no core; average
hardness. Exterior: red 1OR 5/6 slip.
DiaMeter, 110
	 .
6'1"-7' HandMade. Ware II: some very small quartz
and; yellowish red SYR 5/6; grey core;
average hardness. DiaMeter, 60 s.
Dwelling 2	 HandMade. Ware V: few to some large
7'6"-8'	 chaff; reddish brown SIR 4/3; dark grey
core	 soft. E>terior: burnish. DiaMeter,
50	 .
Dwelling 2	 HandMade. Ware IV: few to sose very ssall
7'-7'6" and siiall liMe pieces and few sMall
chaff; red 2.5YR 5/6; no core; average
hardness.
4151 HandMade. Ware IV: some sMall liMe
pieces; light red 2.SYR 6/6; no core;
average hardness. Exterior: red 2.SYR 5/6
slip.
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handMade. Ware is loessal, with liMe alMost always the exclusive teMper
type. Jars with preserved characteristics that are more distinctive are so
classified, thus 9lobular jars, rolled rin jars, ba . -shaped, jars with
handles coning fran the rin and snail jars with pierced verical 1u9 handles
or led9e-handied jars. Conpiete jars are classified separately.
Necks are lon9, nedius, short or do not exist. Rins nay be everted,
sli9htly everted, straight or inturned.	 They iiay be sisply finished (i.e.
finished evenly), thinned or squared (fi9ure H.5:9-14,20 and figure H.6:1-9),
rolled (fi9ure H.5:15-1?) or cut (fi9ure H.6:11).	 Shoulders nay be sharply
defined, slopin9, raised(fiure H.6:?) or nay not be a part of the sherd.
Hi•, Necked Jars (17; 11% of jars)
An equal nunber of jars have straight rins and sharp shoulders and
sli9htly everted rins - either with sharp or sloping shoulders. All are
handnade.	 The neck and body were Made separately, three of the sherds
showing a clear junction line between the two sections on the inner surface.
Evidence of turnin9 on the rins is rare. The confornity of tenper - always
very snall pieces of line, with few nediun pieces occurrin9 is striking (85%
are of Ware III - see p.
	
below). Ware color is in the pink and reddish
yellow ranges (SYR and 7.5YR). Hardness is usually above average. 	 Two
sherds have grey cores.
The renainder of the high necked jars vary.
One jar has a long neck and inturued rin. It is the only ri of this
torn in the collection. It is also found at Tel]. Fara (N) (RB 54, figure
2:3).
Two jars, one tron Dwelling I and one fros Pit 11, are different fros
the above jars.	 They have everted rins with ispressed "piecrust" decoration
(BP II, plate LX:67). 	 They are handsade. Their dianeters are 250 and 260
nn. The non-plastic ingredient is line sand with few ssall line pieces. The
ware color of one is pink (5YR 7/3). 	 The other, which is light brown (7.5YR
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6/4) also has traces of slip on the exterior.	 The ri	 treatnent is also
found on a sMall ledge-handled jar (BP II, plate XL:56 and cosiplete jars
below).
There are three additional sherds - froM 6'-?', ['welling 2 and Pit 7 -
with slightly everted rims, and a long neck with a bulge in the Middle. They
either represent Manufacturing errors or churn rims.	 However, as no other
sherds are identifiable as being froM churns and this quantity of churn rims
occurs very rarely in sites where churns are coMMofl it is doubtful that they
are churns.
Mediui Nccked Jn's (7; 4% of jars)
Of the six sherds with everted rims, two have sharp shoulders, one has
sloping shoulders and three have no shoulders preserved. One sherd has a
straight ri and a sloping shoulder. All are handmade. There is no evidence
of the two-staged Manufacture seen above. Some have concentric wipe sarks on
the rim.
Most of the jars have very small to sedius pieces of lime as the
non-plastic ingredient. Ware color is in the 5YR and 7.5YR reddish brown or
reddish yellow loessal range. All are of average hardness. Two have cores.
Three have traces of slip on the exterior - two red, one brown. One rim is
impressed. Rim diameters range from 170 to 260 Mm.
The straight rimmed jar, from Pit 6, has temper of sand and lime pieces.
The ware color is light red (2.5YR 6/6). The diameter is 110 mm., the wall
thickness 9 mm.
The two shouldered jars, from 4'-5' and Dwelling 1,	 have small
pieces of shell and very large pieces of chaff as non-plastic ingredients.
The ware color is red (1OR 4/4) (Ware V on p.362 below). They are handmade.
The surface is pitted from the burning out of the chaff.	 The diameters and
thicknesses are 220 and 9 mm. and 170 and 12 mm. The general impression
given by the ware of these two sherds is that they are local copies of
Egyptian Rough Ware.4
4)Thin section analysis showed that the raw Material is local.
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Ei	 NecJe Jirs (18; 12% 0f jars)
Host of the short necked jars have sloping shoulders. Variation in fora
occurs in the treatMent of the ri - three are straight; three are squared;
eight are slightly everted and two are everted. One jar with a cut. ri is
noteworthy as the only cut ri in the collection.	 These jars are handMade,
with no evidence of having been Made in separate sections. Few have
concentric wipe lines on the rim. Ware is loessal. TeMper is either sand or
sMall pebbles. Liiie teipers occurs in conjunction with quartz. The choice
of exclusive liMe teMper seen in the long-necked jars was not siade for the
short necked jars. Large pebbles are rare. One sherd has large pieces of
organic teMper in addition to sand. Ware color is in the 5YR and 7.5YR
reddish brown and light brown range. Few sherds have cores. Hardness ranges
froM soft to above average, with iost being above average. 	 The average ri
diaMeter is 145 rnt., wall thickness, 9 i. One jar has red (IOR 4/4) slip on
the outer surface.
The Major deviation froM the above is the short-necked jar with a
sharply flaring riii (figure H.5:9).
Jars withxr. Necks (7)
Jars without necks and with everted risis range froM sMall (diaMeter, 80
iii. figure H.6:2,12) to large (diaMeter, 220 MM.; figure H.6:8). Tetiper is
liMe sand or pieces. The ware fires within the local loessal 5YR and 7.5YR
reddish brown/brown range. The vessels are handMade, with concentric wipe
Marks on the rims.	 The sherds are hard and coreless. There is no special
surface treatMent.
Rolled	 F	 (21; 14% of jars)
This rii forM is different froM any of the ri forMs discussed
previously. It appears on various jar forMs: siiall jars with short necks
and s)oping shoulders; MediuM sized jars with MediuM or short necks and
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sloping shoulders; jars with no necks; and jars with short necks and globular
bodies. All types are handmade with circular wipe marks at the rim.
The first group has an average rim diameter of less than 60 mm. and wall
thickness of 6.5 mm.	 the non-plastic inclusions are of lime pieces, with
rare occurrences of lime pebbles. One sherd has large pieces of chaff. Ware
color is red to reddish brown (5YR 4/3-5/4, 6!4). Cores are rare. Almost
all the sherds are soft. Two sherds have red (IOR 5/6) slip on the exterior.
The second group is similar in manufacture to the first. The average
diameter and thickness of jar5 with medium necks are 180 and 8 mm.
respectively; of jars with short necks, 110 and 9 mm. The temper of these
jars is similar to that of the first group, although no longer exclusively
lime, with sand, sand and pieces, or pieces and pebbles being the major
temper forms.	 Again, one sherd has large pieces of chaff. Colors are as
above. Cores occur in one-third of the sherds. Hardness ranges from soft to
medium. Two sherds in both groups are decorated, In the medium-necked jars,
one sherd has brown (SYR 5/3) slip, the other red (IOR 4/6).
	 In the
short-necked group, one sherd has reddish yellow (5YR 5/8) slip on the outer
surface and inner rim edge. The second sherd is red (1OR 4/6) slipped and
burnished. The neckless sherd is brown slipped with vertical burnish (figure
H.6:5). This form is found at Azor (Perrot, 1961, figure 40:10), Ai phase I
(Callaway, figure 15:6) and Arad phase IV (Amiran, 1978, plate 12:20).
The globular vessel with a short neck and rolled rim is handmade. The
rim diameter is 160 mm. The wall thickness is 10 mm. The temper is of small
and medium quartz pieces. there is no core.
	 The sherd is of medium
hardness. There are traces of brown slip on the exterior.
&r3IEd Ji't (7; 4Z of jars)
Bag-shaped jars are so classified on the basis of rim and neck. None
are complete. They seem to be related to the small jars with pointed or
rounded base described below. Two have long necks and straight rims.
	 One
has a short neck and straight rim. Three have short necks and slightly
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everted riis. All are handMade. Ware is loessal with teMper of quartz sand
or quartz and liMe pieces and sand. They fire in the 5YR and 7.SYR brown
range. They are of soft to average hardness. One, of the chaff-teMpered red
ware (Ware V) has a diaMeter of 40 ii. and wall thickness of 3 MSI. The
reiainder are larger, ranging up to 190 iii. in diaMeter.
1c'ii' 	 Jju	 (23; 15X of jars)
Globular jars are of two Major types - sMall, with nipple or punctate
design (figure H.6:16,18 and BP II, plate LXI:61) with parallels at Lachish
(Tufnell, plate 12:48), Bab edh-Dhra (Schaub, 1973) and Azor (Ben-Tar, figure
8:9,10) or large, with short necks and straight, everted or thickened rids
(figure H.6:9) with not very close parallels at Jericho (Hennessy,1967,plate
IV:36).
The first group is distinguished by its pink ware, with its liMe teMper,
its softness and the unevenness of the walls. They are sMall; Measurable
diaMeters are of 60 and 80 MM. (This ware is also conon in the globular
bowls).
The second group (21) is handMade.	 host of the straight rims are
concentrically wiped. The ware is either the clayey pink ware of the sMaller
jars (Ware IV, p362) with a fired color of red (2.5YR 6/6 or IOR 5/6), liMe
sand and piece teMper and above average hardness or brown loessal ware with
exclusive liMe teaiper (Ware III, p.362 ) which fires in the 5YR 4/4-5/6
range, and is of soft to above average hardness. 	 Cores appear equally in
both ware types. Surface decoration is rare - three sherds are red (IOR 4/4)
slipped. The average diaMeter of this group is 180 MM. Those with straight
ribs have an average diaMeter of 220 MM.; everted riMs, 120 sn.; and
thickened £M5 1 170 MM.
cc1t
The coMplete or alMost coMplete vessels are collected here.
Two large Jars are shown in BP II, plate LX:47 and 64. One has a ledge
handle; the other has no handles. Neither were found in the collections
6 Ledge E1V2069
Handle
7 Ledge E1V2084
Handle
8 Ledge E1V2069
Handle
9 Ledge E1V2068
Handle
10 Ledge E1V2069
Handle
11 Ledge E1V2083
Pit 8
Surface
4,-5'
Surface
Pit 13
Unstratified
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Figure H.7. Site H Ceramics.
# CLASS REG. NO. LOCUS
1 Jar -	 Dwelling 1
6'- 6'6"
2 Base EIV2O11	 6'l'-7'
3 Base E1V2081 Pit 6
4 Base E1V2081. Dwelling 2
7'6"-8'
5 Ledge E1V2068 Dwelling 2
Handle	 7'6"-8'
DESCRIPTION
HandMade. Ware III: few tiall and very
small liie pieces; reddish yellow 5YR
6/6; no core; soft. Exterior: red 1OR 5/8
slip and burnish; Interior: coils.
Turned (1) Ware II: many sMall sand;
reddish brown 5YR 5/4; no core; average
hardness.
Turned. Ware II: some small and very
sMall quartz pieces; light reddish brown
5YR 6/4; no core; soft.
Turned (1) Ware III: few sitall liMe
pieces; reddish yellow 5YR 6/6; no core;
aver3e hardness. Exterior: red IOR 4/6
slip.
HandMade. Ware II: few sMall and very
sMall quartz sdand and pebbles; reddisii
yellow SIR 6/6; no core; average
hardness.
Handiiade. Ware III: few MediuM and large
liMe pieces and pebbles; grey throu'3hout
average hardness.
HandMade. Ware III: soMe MediuM and few
large hue pieces; yellowish red 5YR 5/6;
no core; soft.
Handuade. Ware II: few sual 1 and uediuu
litie and quartz pieces; reddish brown SIR
5/4; no core; average hardness.
Handuade. Ware III: soue suall and very
few ujediuu hue pieces; reddish yellow
5YR 6/6; no core; average hardness.
Handuade. Ware II: sote suall, uediuu and
large quartz pieces; reddish brown 5YR
5/4; no core; average hardness. Exterior:
reserved white slip.
Handuade. Ware III: soue uiediuui and few
suall hue pieces; light reddish brown
SIR 6/4; no core; hard. Exterior: red 1OR
5/8 slip.
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0	 un. 50
FiFure 11.7. Site H. Ceramics.
tj4
5
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	 I
2
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studied.
There is one nediu	 sized jar with a flat base, pierced handles at the
shoulder and burnishing (figure H.7:1). 	 Parallels can be found at Ghassui,
Azor, ha'adi and hegiddo (Tutundzic, 1978).
There are four groups of snail jars. 	 The first has a straiht to
slightly everted rin and a round or pointed base. The diaeters range fran
35 to 45 na.; the wall thickness fran 3 to 11
	 They are handnade. One is
burnished.	 (BP II, plate	 X:44-46,59 and fgure H.6:14). 	 The snail
bag-shaped jar Mentioned above probably belongs to this group. Sinilar jars
are found at Taur Ikhbeineh, which is located Near Site H.	 They are
identified by Aniran (1976) as being Egyptian forns. Sinilar attributions
are nade for vessels fro Azor where they are cited as being local initatians
of Egyptian vessels (Ben-br, 19575, p.26 and figure 9:15). Sinilar clams
can be nade for the Site H vessels - Egyptian in tori, (Badarian Civilization,
plate XLII:69a2) but local in nanufacture, as proved by thin section
.5
analysis.
The second group is of snall jars with a loop handle coning fron the rin
(figure H.6:19). This handle nay consist of one strand with a circular
section or of three strands with More-or-less rectangular sections.
	 It has
parallels at Jericho, Tonb A94 (Jericho I, figure 13:30).
The third group is of snall jars with snail ledge handles. They are
distinctive because they are Made of the pink clay conon to globular
vessels. One has an inpressed rin. A sinilar jar cones fran the surface of
Site P. One is also found at Lachish (Tufnell, plate 12:56) The fourth group
is a snail jar with a pierced lug handle (figure H.6:1?). It is nade of the
rough chaft-tenpered ware.
Specifics on these jars are given in the text accoMpanying the plates.
(35; 6Z)
5)Courtesy of Dr. P. Goldberg.
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Table 11.14. DiaMeters of Selected CeraMic Types (MM.).
Type	 N	 11ean	 S.D.	 MiniMuM	 MaXiMUM
Bowl
rounded FiM	 21	 191	 66	 110	 300
rounded with
iMpressions 6
	
198	 76	 120	 320
squared	 14	 251	 62	 140	 300
rolled	 12	 265	 51	 150	 320
globular	 24	 134	 45	 60	 230
HoleMouth
flat	 18	 207	 61	 120	 330
uprIght	 4	 122	 39	 100	 180
everted	 12	 190	 66	 100	 250
globular	 12	 277	 72	 180	 400
Pithos	 3	 260	 87	 160	 320
Jar
bag-shaped	 5
rolled	 18
globular	 23
Base
flat	 16
flat with
groove	 4
round	 5
134	 60	 100
141	 49	 60
183	 100	 380
113	 42	 40
100	 -	 100
34	 11	 27
240
260
180
100
50
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The Most coiition base is flat. These fall into two distinct size groups,
less than or equal to 100	 i. in diaMeter and greater than 100 MM. One of
the large bases (diaMeter, 150 IIM.) is clearly coil. Made. Another large base
has finger sarks on the attached interior wall surface, showing where the
wall was
	 pulled up". The saMe base has concentric turn (?) Marks on the
outer surface at the juncture of base and wall.
Table R.]5. Frequency of Base DiaMeters.
DIAMETER (MM.)
Base Type #	 < 50	 50-100	 100-150	 >150
flat	 (20) 100X	 25	 15	 45	 15
stuMp	 (6) 100X	 36	 64	 -	 -
round	 (3)	 (3)	 -	 - -	 -
pointed	 (1)	 (1)	 -	 -	 -
One cup, with a preserved ri to base profile, seems to be entirely turned.
The base diaMeter is 50 MM. A sMall base (diaMeter, 80 MM.) has a slight
rise in the center of the inner surface of the base, taken by Balfet (1962)
to be an indication of turning.
One base has a hole drilled through froM the inner surface (BP II, p.12,
where it is Mentioned as possibly being an hour-glass). Of distinction among
the flat bases is the groove cut above the base (figure 1.7:2). This occurs
only is Site H; of the six bases on which it is found, four have diatieters of
100MM. and one each 80 and 140 MM. They all have liMe teMper, a ware color
of 5YR 5/4 or 5/6. These are also known at Ai in phase II (Callaway, figure
22:2).
The distinction in Manufacture between large and sMall flat bases noted
by Balfet (ibid.) seems to continue to be valid in Site H, with the division
coning at 100 MM. instead of 80 MM.
StuMp bases are also of two sizes - 32 MM. (figure H..7:3 and BP II,
plate XL;53) or 60-90 MM. (BP II,plate XL:39) in diaMeter.	 One base has a
slight oMphalos (figure 13:3).
The round bases seen to cone froM jars or bowls (figure H.6:14 and BP
II, plate XL:44-46,48-50).
The pointed base is like the base in BP II, plate XL:59, and is not a
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cornet base.
Wares are those found within the Site H repertoire.
LJ1	 (127; 22%)
There are three Major categories of handles - the pulled handle, the
ledge handle and the pierced handle.
The pulled handles (28) are distinctive because of their positioning and
shape.	 On those handles for which the placeMent on the vessel can be
deterMined, at one end they are attached inside or at the riM; at the other,
on the shoulder.	 The handle ay be foriied froM one, two or three strands of
clay. In one case, a handle Made of one strand was grooved to look like a
double strand. The thickening ratio is 1, i.e. the handle does not thicken
at the joint, in contrast to the Chalcolithic handles.
	 The hole is
elliptical in shape (figure H.6:13,19).
Ledge handles (63) of all types are represented:	 plain; wavy;
iMpressed; and envelope; sMall and large.
	 They are Made froM three •of the
four wares current in the Site. they are found in alMost every locus in the
site.	 (figure H.7:5-11)
Pierced vertical lug handles (36) also exist. When deterMinable, they
are located at the shoulder of the vessel. They thicken at the handle/body
joint, with a ratio of 1.8.
!ci	 (109; 18%)
Body sherds coMprise 18Z of the ceraMic asseMblage.	 Every ware type
found in Site H is found, the loessal ware with Mixed tesiper (Ware II, p.
362 ) being the Most COMMOfl. Every surface treatMent found in Site H is also
present. (table H.16.)
Dik (11; 2%)
Disks are either perforated or unperforated. The perforated disks are
ground on the edges.	 Two of these are also ground on both faces.
Perforations are Made froM the forMer outer surface of the sherd.
	 The
unperforzited disks are roughly shaped into a circle. One sherd is partially
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ground on the ed3es and unperforEited.
Sherds of all ware types are used for di sLs 	 The sherds are usually
undecorated, althou3h one is sliçped and burnished , one incised and
burnished and cie slipped, the aierage size is 44429	 . The di:Meter of
the perforation is 8	 .
Si< were found in pits, five scattered through depths 5'-7', one in
Pwellin3 1 ani two froii the surface.
There is one spout fragMent froM 6'l "-?'. It is :de of local bess
with a large ztount of sand tetiper.
	 The ware color is reddish yellow (5YR
6/6).	 It is of average hardness, with no core.
The correspondence of wre and forM and ware and decoration is
suMMarized Ifl the followifl9 tables. The wares theMselves are defined in the
sutiMary chapter of this thesis.
The pottery forMs fit within the Proto-Urt'an (E.B.I) period. The
closest parallels are found in the E.B.IA ceMetery at Bab edh-tihra, Jericho
ToMb A94, L:ichish and A:or. These sites are variously attributed to P.U.A or
E.B.I(A) by their excavators. Parallels in forM, but not decoration, are
found at Ai phases I aid II and Araui phase IV. Both these sites are
attributed by their ecavztors to P.U.B. The decoration of the Site H sherds
- red slip ;ind buriish - and the lack of grey burnished and painted
decoiatio - uould indicate that that Site H belongs to E.B.IA. The
continu.ition of Chalcolithic forMs, ware and decoration indicates it falls
fairly erl in the Seque ce. The eistence of Predynastic or PredynEistic
inspired pottery and flints is also P.nown at Azor and Tell Gat.
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Although, as a whole, Ware II is the Most coMMonly occurring ware in
Site H, there is a draMatic shift in ware selection when specific vessel
types are investigated. This is particularly evident in the association of
new ware types and new forMs, globular vessels Most notably.
Table H.j6., Incidence of Ware Type and Vessel
a .Class
Class
(base)
Total
Bowl
HoleMouth
Pithos
Jar
Handle
Base
Body sherd
Disk
Other
*less than 0.5%
N	 Uare
I'
(282)
(533) 1002 53
(93)	 1002 53
(46)	 1002 68
(3) 3 2
(154) 1002 43
(127) 1002 5?
(35) 100% 63
(109) 100% 51
(11)	 100%	 40
(10)	 100% 20
Ill
(198)
3?
25
32
41
43
37
39
47
80
Type
IV
	
V
(28)
	
(25)
5
	
5
15
	
7
9
	
7
*
2
	
8
6
	
7
b. Selected Type
Ware	 Type
Type	 II	 III IV	 V
round ri bowls	 1002 71	 24	
-	 5
square ri bowls
	 1002 79
	 7	 -	 14
globular bowls
	 100% 14
	
27	 45	 14
globular jars
	 100% 29
	 46	 21	 4
globular body sherdsl00Z 19
	 75	 -	 6
jar with handle
froM riM	 100% -	 -	 80	 20
long neck jars
	 100% 15
	 85	 -	 -
rolled ri jars
	 1002 37
	 4?	 -	 16
large jars
	 1002 64
	 31	 3	 2
sMall jars
	 100% 67
	 1?	 16	 -
double strand handlelOOZ -
	 100 -	 -
ledge handles	 100% 55
	 44	 1	 -
Ware
Not
II	 II
100% 71
	
29
100279	 21
100% 14	 86
100% 29	 71
100% 19	 81
100% -
	
100
100% 15
	
85
100% 37
	
63
100% 64
	
36
100% 6?
	
33
100% -
	
100
100% 55
	
45
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Sciili Fuxk
There are a lar9e nuMber of sMall finds in Site H, Most bein9 of
groundstone. Bone, shell, ceraMic and copper artifacts are also found.
Groiniistone
There is one aniMal fi9urine, possibly a sheep, frosi the surface (BP II,
plate XXVIII:14). It is unlike any of the "iiud do3s" froM the other sites,
the face bein9 delineated.
There is one polished green celt, found in a box Marked "Site H Pit 13".
The artifact itself is, however, unlabelled and its provenance is uncertain.
Polished celts are found in Sites A, B and X366 (BP II, plate XXVII:75-7?).
There are three naceheads - one each fron the surface, depth 6'-?' and
Dwellin9 1, 6'1"-6'6". The first is piriforn with parallels in stone at rad
level IV (Anirdn, 1978, plate 76:1-2) and in copper at Hahal Mishnar
(Bar-Adon, 1971, fi9ure 186).	 The second is conical; the center shaft was
drilled fron both ends but never conpleted so that it is not pierced. It has
parallels at Ghassul (16 I, plate 35:9). The third is biconical in shape,
with a parallel in copper at Nahal Mishnar (ibid., fi9ure 432). 	 The two
latter naceheads were rubbed with haenatite, perhaps to nake thea look nore
valuable.
There are two franents of violin figurines - one Iron the surface and
one fron 6'-?'. The latter is of 9round cupreous shale (BP II, p.12 and
plates XXVII:?2 and XXVIII:19). They are not in the collections studied.
A large part of the 9roundstone naterial consists of perforated and
unperforated linestone disks and plaques. 	 The naJority are snail, nean
dinensions 45x50x12 Mn. (BP II,plate XXIV:38,4fl.	 Four are around and
perforated. Two are 9round with inconpleted perforations. One is hacked out
and perforated, another hacked out with an inconpieted perforation. The lasts
is totally unfinished - flaked on one face, around on the other, and
perforated. Holes are drilled fran both faces. Distribution within the site
is shown in the inventory list.
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There are two large disks. One is broken and has a partial peforation.
Its preserved MeasureMents are 90 i. in length and 40 MM. in thickness. The
second is hacked out and unperforated. Its disensions are 80x83x18 MM.
There are two More-or-less oval liMestone pebbles,	 one	 with a
perforation drilled through froM both faces near the narrow edge of the
stone; the other with a hole begun froM both faces but never coMpletes.
There is one sandstone pebble with a groove down the center which
Macdonald defines as a bead-grinder (BP II, p.12 and plate XXV:55). StigMata
at one end would indicate that it was also used briefly as a hanMerstone.
The only vessel fragMent in groundstone is the ri	 of a bowl with a
diaMeter of 120 MM. froM Pit 21. According to Macdonald (BP II, p.12), it is
of alabaster.
On the sane page, Macdonald Mentions a fragMentary alabaster palette
froM Pit 13.
Bizi1t
There are six basalt artifacts. 	 Four are froM depth 6'-?'. Two bases
are froM Dwelling 1.
The objects froM 6'-?' are Mostly fragMentary. 	 There is one polished
ri	 with a diaMeter of 180 MM. (BP II, plate XL:65; one unpolished fragMent
of either a riM or a pedestal base with a diaMeter of 120 MM.; and also
unpolished, a piece of basalt with a groove down the center (BP II, plate
XXV:52).	 It resembles the grooved pottery handles that copy two-stranded
handles. Macdonald (BP II,p.l2) refers to this also as a bead-grinder. The
fourth piece is a pierced, unpolished ring. Its diMensions are 38>38x14 MM.
The hole, drilled froM both faces, is 11x11MM. (BP II,plate XXV:3).
£ne Tc,o1
Bone tools are shown in BP II, plate XXV:56-57.	 Macdonald (p.12)
reports that there were a great many aniMal bone piercers in the site.	 Two
were found in the collection in Pits 10 and 13.
Shell
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Ostrich shell beads, froM 4'-5' and 6'-7' are shown in BP II, plates
XXIV:45 and XXV:54.
Two notched Mother-of-pearl shells froM tiwelling 1 are shown in BP II,
plate XXIII:33-34).
Ceruii.c
According to Macdonald (p.12), aniial figurines - 	 ud dogs u - were
found in Site H. They were not seen in the collections studied.
cXlF1'ER
Site H contains copper artifacts, Most in fragMentary condition, as well
as copper ore.
The artifacts consist of one da'3ger (BR II, plates XXVII:?4 and
XXVIII:1), two fish hooks (BR II, plate XXVIII:8), and pins or awls (BR II,
plate XXVIII:2-4). Actually found in the collection are the fish-hooks, one
pin and assorted square-sectioned fragMents of pins or awls and a flat
soMewhat recatangular fragi,ent. All are heavily corroded (see Appendix 3 and
Maddin et al, 1980).
Seven saMples were taken froM the fragMentary artifacts and sent for
analysis to the Departnent of Metallurgy and Materials Science, University of
Pennsylvania.	 Sasples of the ore were sent to Br. 3.6. Bachtiann, West
GerMany.
Of the seven saMples, three were too corroded for analysis. 	 The
reiainder show copper with Minor iMpurities and a zinc content of 1.0-1.%.
One preserved rod was Made by haMMering a block of Metal on all sides to
produce the final shape. Two others were worked and annealed.
The ore saMple was found to be chrysocolla. It is abundant in the TiMna
area, in Northeast Sinai and South and Central Sinai.
CoMparisons were Made with Material froM other sites and regions.	 The
ores are different froM those at Abu Matar (Tylecote et al, 1974), Arad
(Appendix 4). Material 	 Badar'. and Naqada were analysed to see if the
Egyptian influence in the flint and ceraMic asseMblages were reflected in the
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copper industry.	 However, it does not seem that the same sources were
exploited.
The chemical analyses are presented in Appendix 4.
No remains of actual copper working - crucibles or slag - were found in
the Site H collection.
Mic:c?]. kircx.ss
Macdonald (p.12) reports large quantities of haesiatite at all levels of
Site H.
	 Three pieces were found in the collection. Two, judging by the
striations on their edges, were rubbed against another surface. This accords
well with the haematite covered maceheads. The third piece appears to have
been unused. One comes from O'-4' and two from Dwelling 2.
There is one water-worn pebble from 6'-?'. These are sporadically found
in stratified context in the Wadi Ghazzeh sites and most numerously in
Perrot's excavation at Gisement 3.
Eccniciic Evidere
Three matchboxes of seed material fros, Pits 4 and 6 and Dwelling 2 were
found in the collection.
	 They were submitted to R.L.N.B. Hubbard for
analysis.	 They were found to contain lentil, two-row hulled barley, emmer,
einkorn, darnel and possibly tamarisk (Appendix 5). He found that these
"carbonised seeds are quite unmistakably more closely related to the later
agricultural systems (typified by E.B.A. Lachish) than to Jawa and Horvat
Beter." (personal communication). This correlation echoes that demonstrated
by the ceramic evidence.
Macdonald (p. 12) mentions the finding of mud fish bones. These may be
the bones found in the Site A collection.
yttti gt'	 l
An attempt was made to apply the chi-square test to the lithic and
ceramic remains in order to determine variation in the uses of the different
structures. The flints aid ceramics were broken down by major class and locus
(pit, Dwelling 1 or
	 2, settlement rubbish).
	 The test revealed no
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significance in the distribution of the pottery, i.e. there is no pattern
which defines storage areas or cooking areas.
	 Unfortunately, the flints,
when broken down in this anner, proved to occur in too sall quantities to
allow application of the test.
The Material reMains of Site H do, however, fit into two categories:
artifacts typical of the local E.B.IA
	 and artifacts attributable to
Predynastic Egyptian origins. When the Major excavation units are coMpared
for presence/absence of selected types, clustering is quite clear. Egyptian
Material 15 alMost totally restricted to Dwelling 1. E.B.IA foi'is are found
throu3rout the site.
Table	 CoMparison of Finds.
Dwelling ['welling Pits
	
SettleMent
One	 Two
	
Rubbish
E.B.IA
Bidenticulated Sickle
Bladelets
Slipped and/or
Burnished Pottery
Globular Bowls
Ledge Handles
Jars with Handle
froM RiM
Flat Uoletiouths
Globul.r Holeiiouths
PR E BY N A SIT C
Twisted ladelet
Twisted knife
Ripple-flakei knife
Arrow
Pottery
Note:+present; -=absent.
+
	
+
	
+
+	 +
	
+
	
+
+	 +
	
+
	
+
+	 +
	
+
	
+
+	 +
	
+
	
+
+
	
+
	
+
+	 +
	
+
	
+
+	 +
	
+
	
+
+
	
+
+
+
+
+
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THE MACDONALD SURFACE SITES
In addition to the survey in the Tell Fara area, Macdonald conducted a
survey between Am 6a#leh and IJadi La'alaqa (iiaps 2 and 3). The sites in the
foriier area are designated alphabetically; nuMerically in the latter. Maps
of both segMents of the survey are included here, courtesy of the Israel
Departient of Antiquities and MuseuMs. Lithic and ceraMic retlains exist for
some of these sites. Unfortunately, Sites C, 6, J and 0, froM which Material
reMains exist in the Institute of Archaeology collection, are not Marked on
either Map. However, it can be assuMed froM their letter designations that
they were found within the area between Am Ganleh and Alieh.
Only sites K, L, F, and P are Mentioned in £jj	 . There is no
written docuMentation for the other surface sites.
A table presenting the surface finds and their general cultural ranges,
based on the analysis of the Material froM the excavated sites, follows.
Site F
Site F is located to the east of Tell Fara on the east bank of the wadi.
The finds include a tabular flint fan scraper and a basalt Mid-section, with
a raised and incised band, of a fenestrated pedestal vessel. The finds fit
within the Chalcolithic range, and seen to be closest to Site A.
Site K
Site K is also located on the east bank of the wadi. The finds are
sparse, but fit generally into a Chalcolithic range.
Site L
Site L is located just east of Site K. The only datable finds are two
Pottery Neolithic bifacial sickle blade segMents. 	 Most of the Material is
debitage Material, blade and flake blanks and debris. The workManship of the
blanks is rough coMpared to that seen in the excavated sites. The edges of
the blades are irregular, as are previous reMoval scars on the dorsal
surfaces of the blanks. The fluted edges of' the cores were not prepared
before the reMoval of the blades, as shown by the spurs on the proxiMal
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dorsal surfaces. These iay be part of the local neolithic phase C?).
Site P
Site P is located northwest of Site H on the west bank of the wadi.
The only remains in the collection are lithic.
	 One-quarter of these
reMains are cores. Of the tools, one out of ei9ht are unfinished, indicating
that this site tay have been, to some extent, a factory site. host of the
tools are core tools; however, there is one rounded scraper. The site fits
in the Chalcolithic range, with a very slight indication of EBI.
Site C
Site C is probably soMewhere near Sites A and B on the basis of its
letter. The finds are generally Chalcolithic.
Site G
The location of Site G is also unknown. Its finds also fit within a
Chalcolithic range.
Site J
The location of Site J is also unknown although it is possibly near
Sites K and L. The find of a cornet base as well as longitudinally flaked
axes and adzes places it firMly within the Beer Sheba-Ghassul sphere.
Site U
The location of Site Q is also unknown, although it ay possibly be near
Site P.
	 The ceraMic iiaterial presents a Mixture of the local Neolithic,
Chalcolithic and EBI in ware and for,j. The flaked stone Material siMilarly
presents a Mixture of tools typical to the Chalcolithic seen in the excavated
sites and the E.B.I seen in Site H.
Asiran C16) reported on a site near Site H with Egyptian jars siMilar
to those of Site H. Site 0 is the only site found by Macdonald which has
Material siMilar to that of Site H. It is possible that Taur Ikhbeineh and
Site 0 May be the sane site.
Site 8
All the ceramic reMains are of the local Neolithic. They consist of
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tour holeiiouth ru, sherds and several body sherds.
The re,ainder of the Material, froM sites 10, 11, 12, 20, 22, and 23 is
Chalcolithic. Sites 3-5 and 19-28 are currently known as Ze'elin 1-4. One
of these was excavated by R. Cohen (1972) of the Israel DepartMent of
Antiquities.	 His excavation totally corroborates the Chalcolithic nature of
the sites (personal observation). A large nuMber of sherds, all iiade of
local Material, were found. They include Many tra5Ments of conical bowls,
often with red slipped bands at the rid, and a lesser asiount of holeMouths,
pithoi and jars.
Map 3. Copy of E. Macdonald's ori9inal Map locEitln9 his previously
unreported survey. Le9ends on the ap read: "Traced froM Sinai Peninsula
Beersheba Sheet North H-36 E-IV. Scale 1:125,000." and "FLINT SITES nuMbered
1-30 to S.E. of TelL Fara. Surveyed by Eann Macdonald 1929-30. Note. Nos.
6-9 not Marked. No. 23 Marked twice but no No. 25." Courtesy of the Israel
DepartMent of Antiquities and MuseuMs.
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THE BRITISH WESTERN NE6EV EXPEDITION
Fron 1972 to 1976, the British Western Negev Expedition undertook an
archaeological and environMental survey in the Nahal Besor in the vicinity of
Tell Fara CS). (Price WilliaMs 1973, 1976).	 This is the report on the
Chalcolithic Material found during the August, 1975 season.
Although several areas of surface scatter were found, no site was found
in situ, the sites having been badly eroded or deflated. The letters
designating the sites were assigned by the British Uestern Negev Expedition.
They have no relationship to the hacdonald designations. The artifacts
collected were available for study only during the tiMe in the field. An
inventory list follows. CoMMents are Made on each site below.
Site 6
Site 6 lies on a residual on the east bank of the wadi. 	 At least
sixteen Mortars and Mortar fragMents were found lying on the north slope of
the gully, along with Chalcolithic flints and later RoMan and Modern sherds.
All the blades and bladelets - blanks or tools - are fragsentary. 	 One
retouched blade fragMent is on tabular flint. The reMaining flaked stone
artifacts are on wadi gravel.
I
Site I, facing north over the wadi, is on the country surface. The
,1
densest scatter concentration flows west froM the highest point. 	 The land
slopes gently toward the wadi, where it is covered with sand and sandstone
forMations. This area is littered with lithic debitage - one piece of debris
is of seMi-translucent flint, the reMainder of wadi gravel - and ceraMic
Material which includes the local chaff teMpered Neolithic ware and the
typical loessal Chalcolithic ware. 	 Only a liMited nuMber of artifacts were
collected.
I;t J
Site J is a heavy st'rface scatter located on the country surface and its
attendant erosions on the east bank of the wadi near Site I. Although it was
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oriinally thought (Price UilliaMs, 19?3b) that the site was in situ, it
proved otherwise. Two hundred and sixty-seven pieces belon9in9 to the flaked
stone asseiiblage, one hundred and nine sherds and four groundstone vessel
fra9Ments were collected, all attributable to the Chalcolithic period (except
for one sherd, as noted below).
Seventy-one percent of the flaked stone Material is coMposed of blanks,
core rejuvenation flakes and cores and twenty-nine percent by tools. There
is also one liMestone haMMerstone. 	 The preponderance of flint knappin9
eleMents indicate that this is a work site. Ten percent of the debitae
Material is of seMi-translucent flint. 	 AMon9 the tools, there is one
circular scraper of tabular flint. The reMainder of the flint Material 15 of
wadi 9ravel.
The pottery fortis rcirie froM the chaff teMpered Neolithic knob handle to
the fine painted wares found in Macdonald's Sites E and 0.
S].te 0
Site Q is located on the east side of the wadi. It consists of a thin
scatter of ,,aterial on escarpMents that follow the North-South line of the
wadi.	 Only ten flints, which fall within the Chalcalithic range, were
collected. Potsherds belon9in9 to the Chalcolithic, RoMan, Byzantine and
Modern periods were found but not collected.
Site R
Site R is a thin surface scatter located on a residual between Sites 0
and G.	 Ten pieces of flaked stone and ten sherds were collected.
	 Their
presence was recorded, but they were not typed.
	 They fall within the
Chalcolithic range.
There is a possibility that Sites 0, I and J ay be identified with
Macdonald's Sites F, K and L.
6
	
1	 65 -
8
	
1	 73	 -
4	 -	 10 -
1	 15	 -
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1
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Tab1eBWN. 1.Inventory of Collected Material,
British Western Negev Expedition, 1975.
SITES
C	 I	 J	 Q	 R*
FLAKED STONE	 .39	 8	 266 10 10
retouched blade 	 4	 -	 21	 1
notched blade
	 1	 -	 -	 -
denticulated blade
	 1	 -	 -	 -
truncated blade	 -	
-
retouched bladelet
	 1	 -	 3	 -
sickle blade segment	 -	
-	 5	 -
point & borer	 -	
-	 7	 -
scraper	 4	 1	 14 1
tabular flint fragment	 1	 -	 -	 -
core tool	 2	 -	 18	 1
chopping tool
	 2	
-	 1	 1
pick	 -	
-	 1	 -
retouched flake
	 4	 1	 6	 -
burin	 -	
-	 2	 -
blade blank
flake blank
rej uvenat ion element
debris
core
CERAMIC
Ware I (Neolithic)
body sherd
Ware II (Chalcolithic)
boud.
holemouth vessel
j ar
pithos
base
handle
body sherd
disk
OTHER
quartz bowl	 -	
-	 1	 -	 -
mortar/mortar fragments	 16	 -	 -	 -	 -
hammerstone	 -	
-	 1	 -
basalt fragments	 -	
-	 3	 1	 -
*artifacts counted, but not assigned to class or type.
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PART THREE:
SUMMARY AND SYNTHESIS
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SUMPARY
In this section, the evidence presented in the previous chapters will be
su,iiarized, providlfl9 a definition of the industries existing in the Madi
Ghazzeh.
It is clear froM the date presented previously that a certain cultural
norn is expressed through the unity of the typologies and technologies in the
different Industries. Inter-site variation Is, however, visible. This will
be discussed in a synthesis of the sites.
Ib E!
It becoiies clear, when the Wadi Ghazzeh asseiiblage is looked at in its
entirety, that three industries, chronologically differentiated, exist.
The first - a local Pottery Neolithic- is only vaguely hinted at. The
only type fossil for the general period is the typical PN sickle blade
segMent - bifacial wih coarse denticulaion - which is scattered sporadically
through th. sites. The existence of a more numerous Neolithic ceraMic
presence forces a search for other conteMporary flaked stone eleMents. The
only tools that Might fit are the carinated scrapers of Site K, and possibly
the crudest triangular and polished ogival core tools froM Sites D and N, as
well as some of the shapeless core tools . These are found More-or-less in
context with the chaff teMpered pottery. Their workManship nd general
characteristics contrast with the general range of Chalcolithic tools. As
noted in Site 0, no firM conclusions can be reached until a secure,
uncontaninated concentration of finds is located.
The second - Chalcolithic - is the major industry present in the Wadi
Ghazzeh. The tool kit is largely coMparable to previously published reports
froM Beer Sheba-Ghassul culture sites. The quantity of Material, however,
allows the presentation of an over-all picture of such an industry.
1)Tables of selected descriptive statistics and stylistics for the Iladi
6hazzeh asseMblage as a whole are found in Appendix 3.
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The Chalcolithic flint industry, as epitoMized in the Uadi Ghazzeh, is
highly specialized.	 It consists of five siajor production categories, each
having its own technology and producing specific types of tools. The blade
industry provides blanks for sickle blade segMents, retouched 'and truncated
blades, points, borers and endscrapers on blades. The bladelet industry
provides blanks for retouched, truncated arid utilized bladelets as well as
for Microborers and endscrapers on bladelets. The flake industry provides
blanks for scrapers, points and various retouched and notched pieces,
including "stars" and flaked disks. The tabular flint industry provides fan
scrapers. The bifacial industry produces core. tools, picks and chopping
tools.
Cores are associated priMarily with the first two industries, producing
blade and bladelet blanks.
The blade cores are usually single platforM, prisMatic or pyranidal,
having the widest section of the core in the Middle as Measured along the
length-wise axis of the core. Double and Multiple platforM cores are also
found.	 Often, only enough of a striking platforM has been created to allow
for the reMoval of only a few blades fron one face of the core. The striking
platforMs are generally sMooth.
	 The fluted edge is alMost always prepared,
spurs having been reMoved before blade detachMent. The scars on the core froM
the proxiMal end of the blanks show that the reMoved blades have irregularly
shaped or roundly sMooth proxiMal extreMities.	 This is reflected in the
proxiMal ends of blades. 	 The fluted surface is soMewhat convex. All
surfaces of the core are rarely worked, with the back and base often
cortical. Alnost all are Made Ori wadi gravel.
The bladelet cores are usually single platf'orN, prisMatic, pyraMidal or
conical.	 The widest section of the core coincides w*th the striking
platforM. Double and Multiple platforM cores are sore coon than in the
blade cores. A flake is reMoved froi each core, to free an entire plane for
use as a striking platforM. The base of the core is often treated in the
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saie fashion to forM a second, opposed, platforii. The platforMs are generally
si,00th. The fluted edge is carefully prepared, as though to shape the
proxiMal end of the forthcoMing blank. The proxiMal end of the scar on the
core is usually sMoothly rounded, as are the proxiMal extreMities of the
blanks. The fluted surfaces range froi alMost flat on conical cores to highly
convex on keeled cores, with sost being slightly convex. Only rarely is
there an unworked face of the core. AlMost all the bladelet cores are of
seaii-translucent or white flint, as are the products of the bladelet
industry.
In both groups of cores, iiodification of the lateral and/or distal
sections of the core is used to control flaking. Modification of the
striking platforii surface - "roughing" - at the prospective point of isipact
of a reMoval is employed. This can be seen occasionally on the butts of
blades and bladelets.
The length and width sieasuresients of the resioval scars are cosipatible
with the proportions established for blades and bladelets, although those on
the cores are generally ssialler.
There has, however, been a surface find of a blade core with length and
width both equal to 120 sisi.
Flake cores are rare. They are bipyrasiidal. The lack of flake cores is
interesting when considered against the total quantity of tools siade on
flakes and the quantity of flakes in the debitage. Flakes seesi to be a
by-product produced during the production of blades and other tools. Flakes
desired as blanks are often cortical flakes that seesi to have been resioved
froiq
 pebbles as needed. Other flakes, when of the desired size, were used.
These include product flakes and core rejuvenation flakes, core tablets and
flancs de nucleus being used occasionally as blanks for scrapers and crested
blades as blanks for points or borers.
Tabular flint cores, whether for blades or flakes, are totally absent.
It appears that the blanks, for the flakes at the very least, were brought
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into the sites.
Bifacial tools were probably produced at the sites, as shown by the
quantity of unfinished tools.
There is a disparity, as noted in the site reports, between the
frequency of blank types and the frequency with which they are used for
tools; as well between the frequency of blade or bladelet cores and the
quantities of blade or bladelet tools or blanks.
Table 1. Index of Major Debitage Classes by Blank ForM
Blank:	 100%	 Tool On: 100%	 Core:	 100%
Blade	 17	 Blade	 46	 Blade	 59
Bladelet 47
	 Bladelet 24	 Blzudelet 37
Flake	 36	 Flake	 30	 Flake	 4
There is also a strong association between debitage class and flint
type:
Table 2. Index of Major Ilebitage Classes by Raw Material.
Wad i
Gravel
Blanks	 (785) 100% 29
Cores	 (738) 100% 32
Tools	 (1361) 100% 74
Specific Manufacturing
SeMi-	 Tabular	 Ochre	 Other
Translucent
63	 -	 B	 -
64	 -	 4	 -
17	 6	 2	 1
techniques accompany each product and its
corresponding core type. On the basis of evidence provided by both core and
product, blades seen to be soft haMMer produced; bladelets, soft haMMer
and/or pressure; flakes, hard haMMer; and bifacial tools, soft or hard
haMaier, depending on the stage of production. These generalizations are
based on the rule of thuMb that large bulbs of percussion are caused by hard
haMMer production; sMall bulbs of percussion by soft haMMer; and sMall to no
bulbs of percussion (taken in conjunction with other factors), by pressure.
AcknowledgeMent is Made that a skilled flint knapper can achieve straight
blades with sMall butts and bulbs of percussion using direct hard haMMer
percussion (personal observation); equally, a soft haMMer	 ay produce an
uneven blade with a large butt and proMinent bulb of percussion. Frequencies
of butt types by tool types are given in Appendix 3.
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Ouartz pebble and liMestone haiwierstones are found in the sites.
Spherical pecking and grinding stones are sore co..on than elongated pebbles.
As reported in Site A, siorphological differences between blades and
flaks were investigated. In suliMary, based on scattergraM analysis (figure
1), the liMits between blades and flakes are:
Blade	 L>2W
Flake	 L<2U
with trends toward categories of long and narrow blades and short and wide
flakes.
The lii,its for blades and bladelets (figure 2) are:
Blades	 W^12.5 iN, with a MtflMUM length of 36 i.
Bladelet	 U<12.5 ns. with a ,axiwi length of 70 iii.
Two different levels of workManship are noticeable in the blades. The
first shows careful preparation of the butt before reMoval froM the core -
spur reMoval, soMetiMes shaping; ssiall butt, diffused or sMall bulb of
percussion; curved or straight profile; relatively straight and parallel
edges; with occasional plunging blades. 	 The second, although rare, is found
on tools and blanks. It is Most noticeable on one group of blade blanks froM
Macdonald surface Site L, which ay however, be froM the earlier period.
These blades have large butts and bulbs and sinuous, irregular edges.
The bladelets are uniforM, showing evidence of careful preparation
before reiioval froM the core, siiall butts, diffuse or sMall bulbs of
percussion, convex or straight parallel edges and curved profiles. 	 The
distal extreMities often exhibit spontaneous retouch caused during knapping
or retouch froM the base of the core. Plunging bladelets are found, often
reMoving	 part	 of	 an	 opposed	 platforii.	 AlMost all are Made OD
seMi-translucent flint, only a few being on wadi gravel.
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Figure 1. Size Distribution, Blades vs Flakes.
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Figure 2. Size Distribution, Blades vs Bladelets.
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Many of the flakes found in the debitage seen to belong to the debris
category as they are rarely retouched into tools. First flakes are connonly
used for scrapers; they	 seen	 to	 have	 been deliberately produced.
Rejuvenation flakes are also occasionally used, as are regular product
flakes.	 The flakes, of any type, show no special preparation prior to
renoval fran the cores.	 The proximal dorsal surface nay be cortical, have
spurs or have coarse irregular renoval scars from previous failed removals
which are often hinged.
The Chalcolithic assemblage presents a large repertoire of tool types
which can be grouped into eleven major tool classes: 1) Retouched, truncated
and utilized blades; 2) Retouched, truncated and utilized bladelets; 3)
Sickle blade segnents; 4) Points and borers; 5) Microborers; 6) Scrapers 7)
Fan Scrapers; B) Core tools; 9) Chopping tools; 10) Picks; and 11)
Miscellaneous, i.e. infrequent but present - retouched and notched flakes,
burins, knives, nultiple tools, "stars", perforated flaked disks.
Size Units for retouched blades and bladelets were developed as for
blanks (figure 3). The Units are;
Retouched Blades
	 L>2W
W>12 nn.
Retouched Bladelets
	 L>2W
U<12 Mn.
Backed Blades
	 U>9 MM.
and
Microblades	 IJ<6 nn.; L<20 nn.
Major types of retouch used in the Chalcolithic assenblage include
normal	 abrupt, semi-parallel, fine, parallel,
	 irregular,	 convergent,
invasive, bipolar and irregular. Retouch is usually direct, although inverse
retouch appears in alnost every tool group. Backing retouch is nornal abrupt
or bipolar.	 "Scraper" retouch is convergent or seni-parallel, very rarely
scalar. Lateral retouch is seni-parallel, parallel, fine or irregular.
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Figure 3. Size Distribution, Retouched Blades
vs Retouched Bladelets,
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There is a correlation of tool type and type of retouch:
	 bipolar retouch
occurs sost frequently on sickle blade se9Ments and borers althou9h it iiay be
used on any backed tool; 71% of the tools with scalar retouch are scrapers;
the saMe frequency of denticulation retouch (exclusive of sickle blade
se9Ments) is found on scrapers; 51% of all fine retouch is on bladelets; and
69% of all parallel retouch is found in that tool class.
A table suarizin	 the frequency of different retouch variables by
selected tool classes follows.
Table 3. Incidence of Retouch Type and Direction
for Selected Tool Classes (Ch;ilcolithic).
RETOUCH TYPE
norMal abrupt
seMi-parallel
fine
1 r r e u 1 a r
parallel
t h inn in
con v e r sent
bipolar
scalar
invasive
denticulate
bifacial
Total A
	
B	 C	 Ii	 E	 F	 6
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
	
40	 8	 13	 76	 42	 59	 -93	 8
	
18	 2	 2	 2	 27	 10	 3	 47
	
11	 33	 36	 5	 12	 3	 1	 5
	8 	 9	 5	 -	 12	 13	 -	 14
	
7	 31	 34	 1	 -	 -	 1
	
4	 -	 -	 -	 -	 2	 -	 12
	
4	 9	 8	 -	 -	 1	 -	 -
	
4	 6	 1	 15	 4	 8	 1	 7
	
1	 2	 *	 -	 1	 -	 3
	
1	 -	 -	 -	 3	 3	 -	 1
	
1	 -	 1	 -	 -	 -	 1
	
1	 -	 -	 1	 -	 -	 -	 1
RETOUCH DIRECTION	 100%	 100%	 100%	 100%	 100%	 100%	 100%	 100%
direct	 86	 98	 94	 76	 70	 70	 100	 90
inverse	 10	 2	 4	 23	 5	 8	 -	 3
alternating	 2	 -	 1	 1	 25	 12	
-	 2
bifacial	 2	 -	 I	 *	 1	 -	 10	 -
alternate	 *	 -	 *	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
"less than 0.5%
ARetouched and Truncated Blades; BRetouched and Truncated Bladelets;
CSickle Blade SegMents; DPoints; E=Borers; F :Hicroborers; G=Scrapers.
There is also a strong correlation between tool types and raw Material,.
It is clear that a choice was Made as to what tools were Made Ofl which raw
Material.
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Table 4. Frequency of Tool Classes by Raw Material.
Uadj Gravel Semi-translucentlabular Ochre Other
Blade tool
	 (34)	 100% 73
	 18	 9	 -	 -
Blielet tool
	 (83)	 100% 11
	 84	
-	 5	 -
Sickle se q ,ent (16?) 100% 86	 5	 5	 4	 -
Point	 Borer (142) 100% 74	 18	 6	 2	 -
MiLoboer	 (197) 100% 8
	
89*	
-	 3	 -
Sci:pe	 (141) 100% 94	 2	 -	 2	 2
Fai ci'zper	 (44)	 100% -	 -	 100	 -	 -
Co-c tool	 (613) 100 94	 2	 3	 1
Chopni3 tool (4)	 (4)	 -	 -	 -
	
(19)	 100% 100	 -	 -	 -	 -
Other	 (18)	 100% 50	 11	 39	 -	 -
*ic1iijes white flint
Note: b:sed on Macdonald tools only.
Summarizing observations can be made on the major tool classes.
1)Blades. Tools on blades are fairly rare. Their appearance is sporadic and
their form variable.
2)Bladelet. The tools on bladelets, irrespective of tool type, form a unit.
They are thoroughly discussed in Site A. The observations made there are
valid for all the Chalcolithic sites.
	 The vast quantity of the debitage of
this Material - cores, blanks, tools, rejuvenation elements and debris - in
Site A as well as its appearance in virtually every Uadi Ghazzeh site, as
well as sites outside the region, indicates that it is an integral part of
the assemblage and not an earlier intrusion.
3)Sickle blade segments. These tools also provide a unified picture of tools
produced by specific techniques to yield a specific product with a definite,
limited, size range, probably to facilitate replacement in a haft after
breakage. They are produced by truncating (by retouch or deliberate breakage)
blades into segments whose Median length ranges between 30 and 45 mm. and
median width is 12-14 mm. The actual form is variable, although backed and
denticulated, and backed only forms account for 86% of the sickle segments.
The remaining 14% is composed of unilaterally retouched and unretouched
segments.	 As to be expected, these are slightly wider than the backed
pieces. There is some variation in the length:width ratio which may be
chronologically or culturally related. (Beer Sheba culture sickle segments
seem to be, on the basis of superficial examination, slightly longer and
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narrower than those of Sites A and B).
4)Points and Borers. These tools are among the least specialized classes of
tools. Points especially seen to be created as needed, with no pattern.
Borers and drills are more standardized, being for the Most part either
straight or triangular in outline and heavily backed with a variety of
retouch coMbinations.
5)Hicroborers. Microborers are a standardized, unified industry, with very
narrow liMits for variation.	 They are probably produced to allow easy
replaceMent as bits in a drill.
6)Scrapers. This is a varied class of tool. The only unity of the class is
in the utilization of flakes as blanks (and that only if the adtiittedly few
endscrapers on blades are ignored) and the application of " scraper " retouch.
Sidescrapers are generally heavy tools nade on thick flakes. Scrapers on
flakes and endscrapers are generally Made on thinner flakes. Scrapers can be
Made on any type of flake blank, as though any flake of suitable diMensions
was used. Transverse scrapers are significant in their possible function of
a "poor Man's" fan scraper. Scraper diMensions are given in Appendix 3.
?)Fan Scrapers.	 These tools are iMportant as a type fossil for the
Ghassulian period. Their technological features are consistent across all
the sites in which they appear. Their basic description is presented in Site
A.	 A detailed study of post-Chalcolithic occurrences of fan scrapers would
be useful in an attenpt to distinguish earlier froM later exaMples.
8)Core tools.	 This terM eMbraces those tools variously called axe, adze,
chisel, hoe and gouge. Te type series has been developed in the site
reports, with possible chronological variations being Mentioned. The ratios
of distal width:Mesial width and distal width:proxiMal width which contribute
to their definitions are given in Appendix 3. Sizes are fairly standardized -
ss,all and large - within the types, perhaps to facilitate the replaceMent of
tools in hafts or as a function of the size of the wadi pebbles.
It should be Mentioned that the stages of Manufacture should be
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carefully noted.	 This explanation was arrived at after examination of over
eight hundred core tools.	 The forms called Mblanksu in this study are often
called TM picks" by Stockton (1969, plate Xla), whereas picks are considered
here to be a totally different form.
9)Chopping tools. 	 These tools are rare but ubiquitous, occurring in
virtually every site. They are known as a component of the Beer Sheba sites
(Perrot, 1955a) and are not an intrusive form.
1O)Picks. Picks are large tools made on pebbles or thick flakes. 	 The tips
are Markedly the narrowest section of the tool and are formed by bilateral or
trihedral retouch. They are found in small numbers throughout the site.
11)The remaining classes are rare and are found sporadically throughout the
sites. Many of the tools, such as the burins and multiple tools, appear more
accidental than deliberate. Two tools are Ghassulian period type fossils - a
multiple point on a flake i.e. "star, and a chipped and perforated flint
disk.
Two tools - the microborers and the truncation/point - may have
connections with Predynastic Egypt.
The third industry present - E.B.IA - is almost entirely restricted to
Site H, with one tool appearing in Site M and sporadic surface occurrences.
The major components are a blade and bladelet industry producing blanks
with twisted or curved profiles; a scraper industry that utilizes thin
cortical flakes but is not a fan scraper industry; and a sickle blade
industry that concentrates on backed and denticulated segments but also
produces bilaterally denticulated segments. The lack of bifacial tools is
noticeable, as is the presence of Predynastic Egyptian forms.
The industry as illustrated in Site H has important ramifications. The
pottery places the site in the early part of the Early Bronze Age. The
flints show continuity with the Chalcolithic phase in the exploitation of raw
material and the prodution of certain tool types (the backed sickle blade
segments most notably). 	 However, there is a definite shift, with emphasis
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being placed on alternate types of raw Material and new tool types being
introduced, Most notably the rounded scraper and the bidenticulated sickle
blade segsent. The introduction of a new blade production technology is
probably a Predynastic influence; this technique,
	 as far as can be
deterMined, exists in neither the local Chalcolithic nor E.B.IA.
	 It is
COMMQfl in contenparary Egyptian sites. The rounded scraper has been seen in
collections froM Arad, Sinai, and possibly Tell el-Fzira'ah (N). This ay be
an unrecognized Early Bronze Age forM; the Arad Material had not yet been
stratigraphically analyzed when seen and both the Arad Material and the Sinai
Material could have been under Egyptian influence in this period. The Far'ah
(N) scrapers were not observed when the collection was studied; they were
seen only in photographs.
The Site H assetibiage indicites the lack of a firri break with the
Chalcolithic, the introduction of local E.B.A. forMs and firM evidence for an
early appearance of Egyptian Material in Israel.
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m cic It
The ceramic assemblage, when viewed in its entirety, exhibits the three
divisions seen in the flaked stone industry.
The Neolithic phase is defined by crude, coil-made bowls, holemouths
with thick walls and knob and pulled handles.	 The ware is chaff and pebble
tempered. It is poorly fired.
The Chalcolithic phase Ii defined by ware of local bess with temper
adjusted according to the requirements of the vessel under construction.
General construction Methods are by coils, with or without a turned finish;
turned; and specialized techniques for specific forms.	 The shapes and
technology fit into the Beer Sheba-Ghassul range. As in the flint industry,
the ceramic assemblage exhibits the range of types and technology known from
the general Beer Sheba-Ohassul culture.
The E.B.I phase is almost totally restricted to Site H. 	 It appears
sporadically on surface sites. It is characterized by four types of ware,
one a continuation of the ware current in the Chalcolithic phase, the others
new. There is a strong association between ware type and form. The sherds
are undecorated, slipped and/or burnished and may continue the impressed or
incised decoration known from the previous phase. A few shapes continue from
the Chalcolithic; most fall within the E.B.IA (P.lJ.A) range known from Azor,
Lachish, Meser, Jericho, and Bab edh-Dhra. Certain forms are known from
phases attributed to P.U.B at Arad and Ai 	 the painted decoration that
appears on those pieces Is virtually unknown at Site H. Certain forms, known
at Azor and Tell Gat, are attributable to Predynastic Egypt.	 The Site H
examples are, however, local imitations. The ceramic assemblage offers the
same conclusion as the flint assemblage - lack of a sharp break with the
Chalcolithic, a repertoire of E.B.IA forms and decoration, and an Egyptian
element.
There are five Major ware categories in the total Uadi Ghazzeh ceramic
collection. All raw Material is local, but it appears that different
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naturally occurring pockets of raw Material were exploited. The ware types
have chronological inplications. The types are:
Ware I: coarse ware with non-plastic ingredients of liMe and/or quartz,
pieces or pebbles, varying in size froM silt to coarse sand and of Varyin9
density. This ware tires red (2.5YR) or reddLsh brown (5YR 5/4). The sherds
have thick dark grey cores and are often soft and cruMbly. Vessels coMposed
froM this ware are always handMade. This ware appears only in the t'Jeolithic
phase.
Ware II: ware characterized by loessy skeleton grains with non-plastic
ingredients of liMe and/or quartz, pieces or pebbles, varying in size froM
silt to coarse sand and of varying density. Less COMMOfl inclusions are shell
fragMents, grog (ceraMic pieces), and chaff.	 Minerals - hornblende,
tourneline, and weathered glauconite - found in the local bess are present
when viewed in thin section. This ware fires light reddish brown to reddish
brown (5YR) or light brown to pink (7.5YR). Cores are rare. Sherds ar? of
average to above average hardness. Vessels of this ware ay be handMade,
turned or coMbine techniques.	 This is the ware characteristic of the
Chalcolithic phase; its use continues in the E.B.IA.
Ware III: ware with non-plastic ingredients of liMe sand or liMe pieces.
These inclusions are never larger than I MM. Chaff inclusions are very rare.
Otherwise, it is siMilar to Ware II.	 This ware is exclusive to the
E.B.IA phase.
Ware IV: ware with few non-plastic ingredients, of liMe. When viewed in thin
section, it is quite clayey with few foraMinitera skeleton grains. Chaff and
shell inclusions ay occur. It fires red or pink (2.SYR).	 The sherds are
soft. This ware is exclusive to the E.B.IA phase.
Ware V: ware which is quite clayey with foraMinifera skeletons and chaff and
shell inclusions. It fires red (IOR and 2.5R). Grey cores are coMMon. The
sherds are soft. The surface is often pitted with chaff burn-outs. It gives
the inpression of being a copy of Egyptian R-ware. Thin section analysis
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Table 5 .' Summary of Descriptive Variables
by Ware Type.
a. Ware Color
Ware I
	 Wre ha WarehI.b Warelhi Ware IV Ware V
fl	 7.	 n	 n	 %	 n	 %	 n	 n
Total
	
100 1291 100 282	 198 100 28 100 25 100
red	 10	 15 : 74	 '6	 15	 5	 32	 16 18	 64 14 56
(2.5YR &
bR)
brown	 58	 85 1198 93 267 95 L66	 84 10 36 11 44
(5YR &
7. 5YR)
white	 -	 -	 15	 1	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
(1OYR)
b. Core
Ware I
	
Ware ha	 Ware lib Ware III Ware IV Ware V
7 _a-.	 _L	 _L	 _ _.Z,_ _.a_ i _ ....L
Total	 68	 100 1291	 100 282 100 198 100 28 100 25 100
present	 57	 84 372	 29	 85 30 52 26	 7 25 12 48
absent	 11	 16	 919	 71	 197 70 146	 74 21	 75 13 52
c. Hardness
Ware I
	 Ware ha	 Ware hib Ware III Ware IV Ware V
.-. __z_ n	 __ ._&.	 . _Z. -	 ..Z_
Total	 88	 100 1291	 100 282 100 198 100 28 100 25 100
soft	 20	 29	 140	 11	 87 31 43	 22	 7 25 13	 52
average
	
hardness 36	 53 591	 46 138 49 90 45
	 7 25	 7 28
above
average
	
hardness 6
	 9 334	 26 51
	 18 62 31 10 36 4 16
	
very hard 6	 9 221	 17	 6	 2	 3	 2 4 14 1
	 4
Iote: Ware Ilasherds found in Chalcolithic context.
Ware IIb=sherds found in E.]3,I context.
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shows that the raw Material is characteristic of the Uadi Bhazzeh area. This
ware is exclusive to the E.B.IA phase.
Ware II is the host frequently occurring ware type. It shows evidence
of its teMper having been deliberately adjusted. Evidence for the sifting of
raw Material to produce desired ware and teMper ingredients is known froM
Beer Sheba (Balfet, 1962) and Heve (Jr (Perrot, 1967). Variations in the
non-plastic ingredients include changes in the forM - rounded or angular
plate-like (i.e "pebble" or "piece"); in the type - liMe, quartz, chaff,
ceraMic, shell; in the size - very shall, shall, MediuM, large and very
large; and the fequency- few, some, Many. 2
In the Chalcolithic Material of Ware II, a pattern of teMper forM/
vessel	 type	 is	 discernable;	 teMper type/ vessel type and 	 teMper
frequency/vessel type are less clear. 	 For eXaMple, the aor teMper forM in
fine painted vessels and special forMs such as comets is sand or pieces,
very shall or snall in size. In contrast, MediuM and large pebbles occur
Most often in pithoi and jars.	 It was iMpossible to show that teMper type
and vessel forM coincide on a regular basis, although there is a possibility,
especially in Site Ii, that the division of liMe tenper/cooking pot, known
froM E.B. Arad (Ahiran, 1978) ay exist in the Chalcolithic. The evidence,
however, is not clear enough for this to be stated as a definite conclusion.
Five Major Methods of surface decoration are used in the total Uadi
Ghazzeh ceraMic asseMblage:
A.Slip or Paint.
Slipped or painted decoration is usually red or reddish brown, the IOR
and 2.5YR ranges. Variations in color often sees to be unintentional, due to
firing, thickness, decoMposition or fading. Slip covers the entire interior
or exterior surface of a vessel.	 Paint is the saMe Material applied in
localized areas - ranging froM a band painted around the rims of bowls to
2)See Appendix 2 for definitions of these terMs.
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definite designs.	 Designs appearing in the Uzidi Ghazzeh are linear or
geoietric, rarely circular.	 They Include cross-hatching, chevrans and
parallel straight or wavy lines. Painted decoration is restricted to the
Chalcolithic iaterial.	 Slipped sherds are found in both Chalcolithic and
E.B.I contexts. The E.B.I slip iay also be brown (YR).
B.IMpressed Decoration.
Isipressed design, is often forMed by pressing a finger into still
plastic clay, as fingerprints are often preserved in the iMpressions. This
is usually found on the riis of vessels, although it is also found in the
forM of isolated circles at the neck/body joints of jars. It is the Most
COMMON decoration type on the Neolithic vessels and is COMMOfl in both the
Chalcolithic and E.B.I, where it is siost frequent on wares II and III
although It also occurs on ware IV vessels.
C.Applied Decoration.
In the najor forM of this surface treatMent, a band of clay is attached
to a vessel's exterior. It ay be placed on the ri, the body or the handle.
The band is usually iMpressed with shallow circular deperssions or deeper
wave-like iMpressions. It is rarely incised. It is found in all the periods
represented by the Wadi Ghazzeh asseMblage. 	 The second forM is the
application of individual knobs to a vessel. This is found in the Neolithic
and Chalcolithic Material. In the E.B.I Material, the "knobs" take the forM
of nipplesw.
D.Incised Decoration.
Incised decoration is fairly rare.	 Designs include short straight
lines, longer lines (at the ris of holeMouth vessels in Site H), crescents
and punctates. Individual designs that are open to varying interpretations
are discussed in the site reports. This forM of decoration is found on
Chalcolithic and E.B.I Material.
E .Burnish.
Burnish is restricted to the E.B.I Material. It is hand-done, in
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vertical or randoM patterns. Three-quarters of the sherds which are slipped
are also burnished.
The Neolithic vessels are handMade, built up froM coils.
Many Manufacturing techniques are visible in the Chalcolithic Material,
with specific techniques reserved for specific vessel forMs. Balfet (1962)
describes fully the Manufacturing Methods eMployed on the Beer Sheba pottery.
The techniques illustrated by the Wadi Ghazzeh Material are virtually
identical.
The Major Manufacturing Method is the use of coils, which are frequently
visible in the inner walls of large vessels - bowls, jars, holeMouths, pithoi
and churn bodies. Specialized applications of coils are found in cornet
bases and the rounded ends of churns, where the coil was wound in upon itself
to forM a Dplugu (Balfet, p.109-ill). Vertical pulling Marks, forMed when
joining the coils and sMoothing the walls are often visible on both the inper
and outer surfaces of walls.
Evidence for turning as a finishing technique is visible in the evenness
ot the rims of soie sherds, the concentric wipe Marks at the rims. Evidence
for turning as a Manufacturing technique is seen in certain bases. It is
clear froM the slight rise in the Middle 0f the inner surface of sosie bases,
the string cut Marks on the bottoM of others and the nature of the junction
of wall and base on others that turning was used. Balfet (1962, p.120)
distinguished 80
	 . as the liMit between turned and handsiade bases, bases
larger than 80 MM. in diaMeter being beyond
	 the	 potters'	 turning
capabilities. In the Wadi Ghazzeh Material, the boundary seeMs to be
SiMilar. The nature of the turning cannot be deterMined, as the existence of
a wheel cannot be proven.
Bases ay also have been Made by hand in one piece. A pancake, or sla
3)This is the Method currently usel to produce handtiade water jars with large
flat bases in the village of Sinjil, outside of JerusaleM (personal
observation).
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may have been formed and placed on a straw mat. The walls would then have
been built up, the mat being rotated as the work proceeded.
Combinations of Methods were used to produce some vessels. Jars with
long necks were formed in two parts - neck and body - as shown by the
junction line on the inner surfaces of these sherds. Slabs or coils may have
been used to increase heights of walls started by turning. Churns exhibit a
combination of several techniques - a slab base with walls built up by coils
until closed with a "plug" at the end opposite the base; the cutting of a
hole in the side when the clay was hard and the insertion of i separately
made neck and rim; and the affixing of handles, pulled or pierced.
The E.B.I vessels are Mostly handmade, with some evidence of coils.
Some rims have a turned finish.	 Evidence for turned bases is seen in the
rise in the inner surfaces of some bases, as is evidence for handmade bases
in the one base in which all that exists of the vessel is the very clear
"pancake". The boundary between handmade and turned bases seems to fall at
100 mm. As in the Chalcolithic material, there is no firm evidence for a
wheel. Jars with long necks continue to be produced in two parts - neck and
body.
The vessel repertoire is given in the type list in Appendix 2.	 The
cultural realm to which each major type belongs is there indicated. Although
a type with the same name may appear in more than one period, the type meant
by that label is that which was developed in the site reports and the
discussion above.
Certain observations on the typology can be made. Scattergrams similar
to those used in the flaked stone analysis were constructed for selected
ceramic types. Diameters are plotted on the x-axis and wall thickness on the
y-axis. The following size divisions, based on diameter measurements, were
4
found:
4)Similar distributions have been developed for various vessel types by
Dothan (1959a), de Contenson (1956) and Elliott (1974).
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Conical/HeMispherical Bowls
Small	 diaMeter less than or equal to 140 msi.
MediuM	 diameter greater than 140 mm. and less than 300 mm.
Large	 diameter greater than or equal to 300 mm.
Rounded Rim Bowls Small 	 diameter less than or equal to 190 mm.
Medium	 diameter greater than 190 mm. and less than 300 mm.
Large	 diameter greater than or equal to 300 MM.
Other bowl forms show less variation, being simply small, medium or
large according to type.
Holemouth vessels have a four part range:
Small	 diameter less than or equal to 160 MM.
Medium	 diameter greater than 160 mm. and less than 240 Mm.
Large	 diameter greater thcifl ot' equal to 240 mm. and less than 300
MM.
Very Large diameter greater than or equal to 300 MM.
Most holemouths identifiable as cooking pots fall in the 160-240 mm. range.
Jars have a tripartite ran3e:
Small	 diameter less than or equal to 80 MM.
Medium	 diameter greater than 80 mm. and less than 180 MM.
Large	 diameter greater than 180 MM.
Wall thickness very often seems to be unrelated to diameter; i.e.
vessels with larger openings do not necessarily have thicker walls. Wall
thickness seems to be more a function of the vessel type than the vessel
size.	 For example, bowls with rounded rims has a fairly constant wall
thickness of 8-10 mm. with diameters that range from 110 to 460 MM.
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Architecture	 -
Four iajor types of structure are inferrable froM the Macdonald
publication:	 seMi-subterranean dwellings; tent sites; rectangular houses
with one curved corner; and pits and hearths. FroM the contents of these
installations, pits can belong to the Neolithic, Chalcolithic and E.B.I
phases; seMi-subterranean to the Chalcolithic as illustrated by Sites 0 and
E, and possibly B and H CT) 	 tent sites, or sites without perManent
structures, to the Chalcolithic as deMonstrated by Sites A and B; and the
More-or-less rectangular, surface dwellings to the E.B.IA of Site H. 	 All
types of structures are known froM conteMporary Beer Sheba-Ghassul and E.B.
sites. The circular structure found at Site B by Alan ay have parallels at
-	 Horvat Beter stratus II (Dothan, 1959a).
SMi11 Fiis
SMall finds of all types are scattered throughout the sites. CeraMic
figurines, disks, and vessels; groundstone figurines, disks, Maceheads and
vessels; and basalt vessels all appear in either Chalcolithic or E.B.I
contexts.	 Most are known frott other conteMporary local sites; a few have
possibly Egyptian parallels, as was discussed in the relevant site reports.
No objects are attributable to the Neolithic. 	 Only copper objects and ore
are restricted to one site, Site H.
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SYNTHESIS	 -
Four occupation phases are discernible in the Uidj Ghazzeh on the basis
of the foregoing data:
one local ceramic Neolithic phase
two Chalcolithic phases
one Early Bronze IA phase.
No uncontaMinated Neolithic site has been found.	 The iiaterial has
always been found interMixed with Chalcolithic reMains. The sickle blades
and the pottery forMs, handles especially, are typical PN forss. 	 The
execution of the ceraMic forMs, however, sees to be a local Northwest Negev,
-	 and possibly Coastal, phenoMTenon. This Material S found on the surface and
usually in the deeper levels of the sites in which it occurs. Analysis of
the provenance of the finds suggests that this Material S associated with
pits, some of which, as in facdonald's Site B, are found •n.	 the
Chalcolithic reMains.
The Chalcolithic Material falls into two groups. They are distinguished
on the basis of the distribution of artifacts on a total asseMbla9e basis
(site profiles, figure 8 as well as variation of types within class
and on an attribute basis.
The two divisions are:
1) Sites 0 and E. Sites with a fairly crude flaked stone industry and a fine
ceramic industry.	 The flaked stone industry is characterized on the one
hand, by the doMinance of scrapers, the relegation of core tools to second
place, and the virtual lack of tan scrapers and a bladelet industry; but, on
the other hand, has a highly proficient sickle blade industry.	 The ceraMic
asseMblage is distinctive for the predoMinance of bowls, and in Site 0, for
the quantity of comets and platters. 	 This Material 15 associated with
seMi-subterranean dwellings. The closest parallels, on a total asseMblage
basis, as far as is dete'Minable froM published Material, are the Beer Sheba
area sites.
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2) Sites A, B, B, and ti. Sites with skilled flaked stone industries and
relatively unspecialized ceraMic asseMblages. The eMphasis in these sites is
on core tools, with scrapers being coaiparatively uniMportant. (As Sites A
and B appear to be factory sites producing core tools, their high frequency
is to be expected, whereas the frequencies in Sites B and M, which are not
factory sites for this iteM, are siMilar). Fan scrapers and bladelets are
present in these sites.
	 HoleMouths, instead of bowls, predotinate in the
ceramic asseMblage. Painted wares are alMost totally absent, as are comets.
These finds are associated with two possible types of architecture - in Sites
A and B, possibly tents, or non-perManent structures and in Site B, possibly
seMi-subterranean. The type of structure in Site ti is probleMatic, given the
paucity of published inforMation, but the second floor, fron its size and
depth, ay be seMi-subterranean. The flaked stone industry has its closest
parallels ip Phases A-B at Teleilat Ghassul. The picture presented by the
total asseMblages of these sites, however, does not accord with that
published for these phases nor with those for the Beer Sheba area sites.
EleMents that	 ay have Predynastic (Late Gerzeein) attributions are found
priMarily in these sites.
Although there are	 two	 phases,	 both	 falling within the Beer
Sheba-Ghassul culture, their relative chronological positions cannot yet be
deterMined on the basis of strati3raphy. 1	 They	 ay be conteMporary,
Manifesting two different facies of one coMplex cLiltura]. systeM 2 or they ay
in fact belong to different teMporal phases.
The sites have an agricultural and pastoral basis, as shown by the
alMost constant relative quantity of sickle blade segnents, the preponderance
of vessels which have been designated as having a storage function (Lee,
1)ConteMporary sites with vertical stratigraphy have not yet been fully
pub ii shed.
2)CoMpare the variation in the Negev today, with the Modern city of
Beersheba, industrial villages, agricultural village, settled Bedouin
villages and Migratory Bedouin camp sites all existing siMultaneously.
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1973), the presence of doMesticated aniMal bones (Diicos,1968) and lack of
arrowheads. It is possible that the economy of these settleMents was
augitented by the production of goods - fan scrapers or core tools in Sites A
and B and beads in Site N.
The extent of the preserved settleMents suggests that each site was
inhabited by only one group (probably a fasiily or extended faMily) although
Site N, on the basis of its five "floors May have harbored sore than one
unit. The variation in types of structure ay indicate a variation in the
purpose of the site. At the two extreMes, the sites ay have bee, perManent
or the sites ay have been seasonal, although the quantity of ceraMic and
groundstone ware do not accord with this view. Alternately, the sites ay
have served as base camps, froM which certain MeMbers would radiate in the
pursuance of their seasonal econoMic functions (Marx, chapter 4).
Site H provides alMost all the inforMation for the fourth phase in the
Wadi Ghazzeh. Along with its E.B.IA character, there is a strong Predynastic
eleijent. The existence of the odd Egyptian piece could iMply a casual or
trade relationship; however, the presence of knapping Material utilizing
Naqada II (Gerzean) techniques and possibly iMported raw Material as well as
pottery vessels copying both forMs and ware indicate that there is an actual
Egyptian occupation at the site.	 The local eleMent is also strong,
suggesting that the population of the site was Mixed.
3)A siMilar Egyptian presence at Azor and Tell Gat in the Proto-Urban period
has been posited by Ben-br (1975, p.29) and by Gophna (1976) at 'En Besor in
EBII.
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APPENDIX 1: THE FLAKED STONE TYPOLOGY
The type list developed for the flaked stone industry, the code book
setting forth the variables and attributes Measured for each artifact and a
saMple codin9 sheet are presented here.
The tool, blank and core type lists follow. It should be kept in Mind
that these type lists cover all the occupation phases in the Wadi Ghazzeh -
local Pottery Neolithic, Chalcolithic and Early Bronze I, as well as the
Predynastic eleMents. The original, long type lists are included in the
final pages of the relevant code books.
TOOL TYPE LIST
A • RetcKtQd Bbpies
1. backed blades
2. unilaterally retouched blades, continuous
3. unilaterally retouched blades, discontinuous
4. bilaterally retouched blades, continuous
5. bilaterally retouched blades, discontinuous
6. inverse retouched blades
. utilized blades
8. distally retouched blades
B • TrtnlcEted B1pies
9. single truncation
10. double truncation
11. partial truncation
C • Retauched B1ie1ets
12. backed bladelets
13. unilaterally retouched bladelets, continuous
14. unilaterally retouched bladelets, discontinuous
15. bilaterally retouched bladelets, continuous
16. bilaterally backed bladelets, discontinuous
17. inverse retouched bladelets
18. utilized bladelets
19. distally retouched bladelets
20. distally retouched bladelets with lateral retouch
21. denticulated bladelets
D. Trtincited Bkpielets
22. single truncation
23. double truncation
24. partial truncation
E. ick1e B]i Snts
25. backed
26. backed and denticulated, direct
27. backed and denticulated, inverse
28. unilaterally retouched
29. bilaterally retouched
30. unretouched
31. bilaterally denticulated
32. bifacial (PM)
F. Points
33. one-shouldered
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34. two-shouldered
35. offset
36. nultiple
6 • oers
37. straight
38. triangular
39. drill (trihedral)
H • Mic:rct'orers
40. strai9ht
41. triangular
42. offset
43. one-shoulder
44. two-shoulder
45. on a burin spall
46. burin
I. 4?. Burins
J. 48. Arrcieis
K. Eç'	 c
49. on retouched blades
50. on unretouched blades
51. double
L. Sidj
52. convex
53. backed
54. inverse
55. bifacial
l.Scrers co !1ik
56. circular
5?. rounded
58. offset
59. convergent
60. denticulated
61. bifacial
62. unfinished
63. Miscellaneous
N.	 c*i't	 E)
64. on retouched flakes
65. on unretouched flakes
66. nosed
67. shouldered
68. denticulated
69. inverse
70. double
71. bifacial
72. carinated
73. transverse
0. E S:rers
74. transverse
75. lateral
76. circular
77. convergent
78. bifacial
79. unfinished
p . ccr Thois
80. axe
81. adze
82. chisel
83. ogival tool
84. indetertiincite
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85. unfinished
86. broken
0. 87.	 tca Ii
R. 88. Picks
S. 89. R	 xi-ued Flkes
T. 90. Ncrtches rind tienticu1ites
U. ti1ti1 Igci.
91. truncation/point
92. burin/axe
93. core tool/point
94. scraper/burin
V.
95. twisted blade knife
96. ripple flaked knife
97. backed knife
98. invasive retouched knife
I. 99. Miscellirxaus
X. 1 00. Brd'en Tools
BLANK TYPE LIST
A. Blades
B. Bladelets
C. Flakes
D. Prisary EleMents
E. Core Rejuvenation EleMents
1. Core tablet
2. Crested blade
3. Flanc de nucleus
4. Rejuvenation eleMent
5. Core base
F. Chip
6. Chunk
H. Debris
I. Tool Production Byproduct
1. Core tool flake
2. Burin spall
CORE TYPE LIST
A. Bl,± Cores
Single platforM
2. Double crossed platforMs
3. Opposed platforMs
4. Alternate opposed platforsis
5. Multiple platforMs
6. Exhausted
B. B1k1et. Cores
7. Single platforM
8. Double crossed platforMs
9. Opposed platforMs
10. Alternate opposed platforMs
11. Multiple platforMs
12. Exhausted
C.	 tii1 EI çg
0.	
- type indeterMinate
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Ib E1ik'i	 ccri3 iet.I:c
Every piece of flint in the Macdonald collection was studied and
Measured.	 The MeasureMents were recorded on coMputer codin'3 sheets.. 	 Code
books were constructed to facilitate the recording process..
In the code book, the variable is listed in the coluMn on the left,
followed by two coluMns of key punching inforMation.
	 The large central
coluMn contains the possible attribute states for each variable. If the
variable is quantitative, the type of MeasureMent is defined as are the units
in which the MeasureMent was Made. Linear MeasureMents were taken in
MilliMeters with calipers, angle MeasureMents in degrees with a 9onioMeter.
If the variable is qualitative, the response 	 ay be Multi-state, or
open-ended, in which case attribute states describing every occurrence are
listed. Alternately, the response	 ay be binary, indicating presence or
absence. In any instance, only one response is possible per variable. The
colusn on the right lists the qualifiers for the variable in that row, i. e.
those variables for which it is necessary to have had a positive response to
a preceding variable in order to respond to the variable in question.
There are three code books - one for tools, one for blanks, and one for
cores.	 ScheMatic drawings or references to figures in Brezillon (1971) are
presented to illustrate some of the terMinology used. A saMple coding forM
is also included.
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APPENDIX 2: THE CERAMIC MATERIAL
This appendix contains the cera,iic type list of all sherds found in this
study as well as a description of the observations Made Ofl the sherds and a
sanpie recording page.
CERAMIC TYPE LIST
I. Bowls
A. Sinpie rounded rin
Ala. wall curved inward, thickened at curve
Aib. rounded base
A2. sinpie rounded rin
A3. slightly squared
B. Inpressed rin
Bla. rounded rin with inpresslons
Bib. slightly everted rin with inpressions
Bic. flattened rin with inpressions
C. Externally flanged ri
CIa. inpressed
Cib. plain
U. Platters
Dl. plain rounded rin
D2. rounded rin with wavy edges
V3. rounded rin, s1ightly everted
D4. square rin
E. Walls thinned to torn pointed or rounded rin
El. conical
E2. henispherical
E2a. curved at rin only
E2b. curved wall
F. Rolled rin
Fl. rolled internally
F2. rolled externally
6. Globular bowls
61. straight rin
62. slightly everted rin
63. everted rin
II. Holenouth Vessels
A. Flat stanced
Al. wall thins evenly to pointed rin
A2. wall thins evenly to rounded rin
A3. wall thins evenly to square rin
A4. wall thickens internally and externally,
thinning to pointed rin
A5. flat exterior, thickened interior,
pointed ris
A6. flat interior, thickened exterior,
pointed rin
A7. rounded rin turned to exterior and inpressed
B. Upright-stanced
BI. wall thins evenly to pointed rin
B2. wall thins evenly to rounded rin
B3. wall thins evenly to square rii
B4. wall thickens internally and externally,
thinning to pointed rin
N a-. E.B.I;
+	 +
+
+	 +
+	 +
+	 +
+	 +
+	 +
+
+	 +
+
+
+
+
+	 +
+
+
+
+	 +
+
+
+
4.
+	 +
+	 +
+	 +
+	 +
4.
+
+	 +
+
+
	
+
+
	
+
+
+	 +
+
+
+
+
+
+
+	 +
+
+
+
+
+	 +
+
+	 +
+	 ]
+	 +
+
+	 +
+	 +
+	 +
+
+	 +
+	 +
+
+	 +
+
+	 +
+
+ +
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
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B5. flat exterior, thickened interior,
inclined to pointed ri
B5a. with internal knob handle
B6. flat interior, thickened exterior,
pointed rim
C. Globular
Cl. rolled rim
C2. impressed rim
D.Fullest section at base
III. Pithoi
A. internally and externally flanged rim, flat
B. internally and externally flange,
inclining inward
C. internally flanged, flat
D. internally flanged, inclining inward
E. externally flanged, flat
F. externally flanged, inclining inward
6. everted
IV. Jars
A. High neck
Al. everted rim
Ala. impressed rim, sharp shoulder
A2. slightly everted rim
A2a. sharp shoulder
A2b. sloping shoulder
A3. straight rim
A3a. sharp shoulder
A3b. sloping shoulder
B. Medium neck
Bi. everted rim
Bla. sharp shoulder
Bib. sloping shoulder
82. slightly everted rim
B2b. sloping shoulder
B2c. shoulder indeterminate
83. straight rim
B3b. sloping shoulder
B3c. shoulder inderterminate
C. Short neck
Cl. everted rim
Cia. sharp shoulder
Cib. sloping shoulder
Clc. no shoulder preserved
C2. slightly everted rim
C2a. sloping shoulder
C3. straight rim
C3a. sloping shoulder
C3b. no shoulder preserved
C4. square rim
C4. flared rim
C5. cut rim
B. No neck
Dl. everted rim
Bia. small
Bib, large
D2. slightly everted rim
E. Rolled rim
El. small jar
E2. medium sized jar
+	 +
+
+	 +
+	 +
+	 +	 +
+
+
+
+
+
+	 +
+	 +
+
+
+
+
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+
+
+
+
E3. globular jar
F. Globular jars
Fl. iiulti-handled
F2. siiall, everted Liii
F2a. punctate design along neck
F2b. TM nipples M on body
6. Ba9-shaped jars
61. short neck
Gla. sli9htly everted riii
Gib. straight ru
Gic. square riii
62. long neck, straight rh
H. Coiiplete jars
Hi. iiediuii sized jar, flat base, pierced lug handles
H2. i,editiit sized jar, flat base, ledge handles
H3. siiall jars
H3a. slightly everted ru, rounded base
H3b. rounded straight ru, round base
H3c. rounded ru, pointed base
H4. Loop-handled jars
H4a. single strand handle
H4b. triple strand handle
145. Siiall ledge handled jar
V. Comets
A. miii
Al. with lug handles
B. Base
Bi. tapering to rounded base
B2. tapering to flat base
B3. flared base
B4. wide flat base
VI. Churns
A. Riii
Al. everted
A2. straight
B. Flat end
C. Curved end
U. Miniature
VII. Bases
A. Flat base
Al. straight wall iiaking obtuse angle with base
A2. curved wall
A3. vertical wall
A4. slight rise In center of base
B. Stuiip base
C Bi. with slight oiipholos
B2. grooved
C. Button base
U. Concave base
E. Disk base
F. Round base
6. Pointed base
H. Footed base
VIII. Fenestrated pedestal base
A. Base
B. Hid-section
BI. plain
B2. ridged
IX. Handles
+	 +
+	 +
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
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A. Knob
Al. sperical
A2. triangular
A3. elongated (vertical)
B. Pulled
Bi. single strand
B2. grooved
B3. double strand
B4. triple strand
C. Vertical Pierced
Cl. seMi-circular
C2. triangular
D. Vertical pinched
E. Horizontal pierced
F. Ledge
Fl. plain
F2. iMpressed
F3. wavy
F4. envelope
X. Body sherds
Xl. Disks
XII. Miscellaneous
A. Spoons
B. Spouts
C. Strainer
*These coluins indicate the
	
+	 +
	
If	 +
+
+
	
+	 +
	
+
	
4.
	+
	
+
+
	
+
+
+
+
	
+
+
	
]
+
+
+
+	 +
+
+
+
+	 4.	 +
+	 +	 +
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cera,iic Neolithic; Ch.Chalcolithic E.B.Irange of forMs found in Site H.
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Ib	 ic A	 cc3rdn'3 Method
Every sherd in the Beth Pelet collections of the Institute of Archaeology
and	 the AshMolean Museuii was Measured.	 Every artifact was exaMined
Nacroscopically.	 A fresh, 1 square centiMeter section was Made and exaMined
at xlO Magnification	 on every sherd in the Institute of Archaeology
collection. Thirty of these sherds were thin sectioned to provide petrographic
data as a check on the Macroscopic observations.	 Observations on the
AshMolean MuseuM Material were Made as was possible without altering the
s herds.
The variables and their attribute states follow:
I. Artifact NuMber - recorded if previously registered. Working nuMbers also
assigned.
II. Provenance - copied as recorded on the sherd.
III. Sherd Type - see CeraMic Type List.
IV. Method of Manufacture - turned or handMade.
V. Ware
A. TeMper type - liMe, quartz, calcite, haeMatite, chaff, shell, and
pottery.
B. TeMper forM - sand, nodule (pebble) and fragMent (piece).
C. TeMper size - very sMall 1/4-0MM.
sMall	 1/2-1/4MM.
MediuM	 1/2-hiM.
large	 1-2MM.
very large 2+Mru.
D. TeMper density
few	 less than 15X
soMe	 15-30X
Many	 30-50%
very many	 more than 50X
E. Color. Read froti the Munsell Soil Color Charts (1973).
F. Hardness
soft
average
hard
very hard
less than 2.5 on the Moh scale
2.5 on the Moh scale
2.5 to 5.5 on the Moh scale
greater than 5.5 on the Moh scale
6. Firing - presence/absence of core noted.
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H. General observation on the character of' the sherd - soft, cruMbly,
liMe encrusted, fire blackened, etc.
VI. Surface treatMent - Exterior
A. Presence of decoration
1. Type - paint, slip, iMpressed, incised, applied, burnished.
2. Placesent on sherd
3. Description of design
4. Munsell color, if paint or sup.
B. Any special Manufacturing Marks - wiping, shaving, etc.
nSurface treatMent - Interior. As exterior.
VIII. $axi,,u,i length of sherd ('i.)
iX. haxiMuM width of sherd (t.)
X. ThIckness of sherd. If very uneven, two (maxiMuM dnd MinhtlUM ) thickneses
Measured.
XI. RiM and base diaMeters (,t.)
XII. Handle MeasureMents (see diagraM)
XIII. Shape of handle cross-section taken at Middle of handle.
Figure App. 2-1. Schematic Drawing of Handle Measurements.
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Figure App. 2-2. Schematic Illustration
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APPENDIX 3: Selected Statistics, Total UEidi 3hazzeh
Flaked Stone Industry.
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Tablpp.3-1Iotal Occurrence ot Selected Tool Classes by Flint Type
Tool	 Total UadL
	 SeMi-*	 Tabular	 Ochre	 Other
Class	 Gravel	 Translucent
Retouched
blade	 100%	 46	 15	 14
Truncated
blade	 100%	 54	 23	 9
Retouched
	
bladelet 100%
	
9	 4?	 2
Truncated
	
bladelet 100%
	 12	 76	 -
Sickle	 100%	 74	 4	 8	 13	 -
Point	 100%	 69	 1?	 7	 7	 -
Borer	 100%	 73	 17	 5	 5	 -
	
Microborerl 00%	 8	 89	 -	 3
Burin	 100%	 50	 50	 -	 -	 -
Endscraper
	
on blade 100%	 59	 8	 17	 17	 -
Side
	
scraper 100%
	 93	 -	 -	 7	 -
Scraper
	
on flake 100%
	 79	 1	 8	 8	 4
Endscraper
	
on flake 100%	 83	 1	 5	 7	 4
Fan
	
scraper 100%	 -	 -	 100	 -	 -
	
Core tool 100%	 94	 2	 3	 -	 1
Chopping
tool	 100%	 100	 -	 -	 -	 -
Retouched
flake	 100%	 84	 -	 -	 14	 -
Notched
flake	 100%	 60	 20	 20	 -	 -
Knife	 100%	 50	 -	 50	 -	 -
Multiple
tool	 100%	 67	 -	 33	 -	 -
Total	 100%	 68	 16	 7	 7	 2
(Basenui,ber of tools froti Macdonald's excavations)
*jncludes white flint 	 +jncludes reddish brown flint
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TableApp3-2ncidence of Butt Types for Selected Major Tool types.
TYPE	 BUTT	 TYPE
Plain	 Linear	 Dihedral Facetted Punctifori, Corte> 	 #*
TotallOOZ	 32	 8	 4	 6	 34	 16	 639
A	 1002	 27	 24	 3	 -	 46	 -	 33
B	 100%	 32	 9	 -	 -	 59	 -	 22
C	 100%	 -	 B	 -	 -	 92	 -	 50
D	 100%	 -	 -	 -	 -	 9?	 3	 34
E	 100%	 -	 18	 -	 -	 82	 -	 11
F	 100%	 63	 5	 -	 -	 32	 -	 19
6	 100%	 5?	 18	 3	 20	 2	 60
H	 100%	 -	 4	 -	 -	 96	 -	 48
K	 1002	 20	 -	 -	 -	 80	 -	 5
L	 100%	 28	 1?	 6	 17	 6	 28	 18
II	 100%	 45	 8	 8	 22	 4	 12	 89
N	 100%	 64	 12	 4	 7	 1	 11	 89
0	 100%	 -	 -	 -	 100	 -	 -
*Base: tools retainin9 their butts.
A.Retouched blade; B.Truncated blade; C.Retouched Bladelet; D.Truncated
bladelet; E.Sickle blade se3Ment; F.Poi'nt; 6.Borer; H.Microborer;
K.Endscraper on blade; L.Sidescraper; M.Scraper on flake N.Endscraper on
flake; 0.Fan scraper.
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KEY TO TOOL TYPE CODES. TOTAL UADI GHAllEH MEAN MEASUREMENTS
(MACDONALD EXCAVATIONS ONLY)
1. backed blade
2. unilaterally retouched blade, continuous
3. unilaterally retouched blade, discontinuous
4. bilaterally retouched blade, continuous
5. bilaterall y retouched blade, discontinuous
6. inversel y retouched blade
7. distally retouched blade
8. utilized blade
10. backed sickle sesient
11. backed and denticulated sickle seent-.iirect
12. backed and denticulated sickle se'3Ment-inverse
13. bilaterally retouched sickle segMent
14. bidenticulated sickle segtient
15. unilaterally retouched sickle senent
16. unretouched sickle se'3tient
17. reused NI sickle
18. backed (direct) and inversely retouched sickle segient
19. truncated blade (single)
20. truncated blade (double)
21. truncated blade (partial)
22. one-shouldered point
23. two-shouldered point
24. offset point
26. straight borer
27. trianulEir borer
28. broken borer
29. drill
30. arrowhead
31. convex sidescraper
32. inverse sidescraper
33. backed sidescraDer
34. bifacial sidescraper
36. circular scraper on flake
37. rounded scraper
38. offset scraper
39. convergent scraper
41. bifacial scraper
42. unfinished scraper
43. denticulated scraper
44. endscraper on retouched flake
45. endscraper on unretouched flake
46. nosed endscraper
47. shouldered endscraper
49. inverse endscraper
50. double endscraper
51. bifacial endscraper
52. carinated endscraper
53. transverse endscraper
54. transverse fan scraper
55. lateral fan scraper
56. unfinished fan scraper
57. circular fan scraper
58. knife on tabular flint
59. convergent fan scra,.er
60. bifacial fan scraper
61. endscraper on retouched blade
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62. endscraper on unretouched blade
63. double endscraper on blade
64. nosed endscraper on blade
65. axe
66. adze
67.chisel
68. ogival
69. unfinished core tool
70. broken core tool
71. possible adzes
72. pick
73. indeterminate core tool
74. chopping tool
75. retouched flake
76. notch and denticulate
77. burin
79. truncation/point
80. burin/axe
81. core tool/point
84. endscraper/burin
86. knife
87. twisted knife (Egyptian)
88. backed knife
89. knife on flake
90. unfinished knife
92. ripple flaked knife (Egyptian)
93. broken tools-type cannot be determined
94. microborers
100. other
101. backed bladelet
102. unilaterally retouched bladelet, continuous
103. unilaterally retouched bladelet, discontinuous
104. bilaterally backed bladelet, continuous
105. bilaterally retouched bladelet, discontinuous
106. inversely retouched bladelet
107. distally retouched bladelet
108. utilized bladelet
109. denticulated bladelet
119. truncated bladelet (single)
120. truncated bladelet (double)
121. truncated bladelet (partial).
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APPENDIX 4: METAL ANALYSES
Metal	 objects fro. Site H were subiiitted to the University of
Pennsylvania, DepartMent of Metallur9y and Materials Science for analysis.
Ore saiiples froM the sane site were subMitted to Dr. H.G. BachMann, (Jest
6eriany for analysis.	 Also sent to hii were saMples froM Predynastic
E9yptian copper objects froM the Petrie MuseuM in order to compare the Site H
and Egyptian naterial.
The respective reports are appended.
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Metallurgical Analybis of Objects from Wadi Ghazzeh
Site H (Shellat Bridge)
Seven metal objects from Eann Macdonald's excavations of Site H
on the Wadi Ghazzeh were submitted for analysis. Accordiig to A.
Roshwalb, who is restudying a number of sites in this area, Site H dates
to the Early Bronze Age and is probably very early in the period or
transitional from the Chalcolithic period.
The objects are rods, scraps and one amorphous lump. Two
samples were taken from each object, one for metallographic study
and the other for elemental analysis. The former sample was divided
into two sections and mounted in thermosetting plastic so that both the
cross section and the longitudinal section would be observed. The
mounted specimens were polished with graded grit papers and alumina
and etched with arnmonium peroxide, following standard metallographic
procedures.
Elemental analysis of the objects (Table 1) with sufficient metal
are fairly consistent in showing copper with n-iinor impurities and a;
zinc content of 1. 0 - 1. 5%. The significant zinc content has several
possible origins- - experimentation with alloying materials, confusion
of ores with other ores used for alloying like arsenic or tin or zinc ore
in or occurring with the copper ore,
The results of rnetallographic study of each object follow.
1) Sample 1 is a rod or shaft, square in section, 2.5 cm. long.
Its microstructure shows a pattern of flow lines in both cross
and longitudinal sections
	
. The flow lines indicate that the
object was formed by hammering a block of metal on all sides to produce
an elongated shaft. Examination with scanning ectvon nicroscope
(SEM) showed no structure, due to the climical homogeneity of the
specimen.
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• 2) Sample 2, scraps of metal, could not be studied or analysed
because of the advanced state of corrosion.
3) Sample 3, a rod or shaft square in section, about 1 cm. long,
does not contain enough metal for elemental analysis. Optical examina-
tion showed that the structure of the remaining metal was obscured by
corrosion	 -	 , although an abundance of slate gray particles was
visible. These particles were identified by the energy dispersive
spectrometer (EDAX) associated with the SEM as copper suiphide
4) Sample 4 is a rod or shaft, square in section, about 3 cm.
long. It does not contain enough metal for elemental analysis. The
microstructure	 is characteristic of a worked and annealed
brass, with twins (parallel bands of different shading) visible in many
grains. The gray particles were identified by the EDAX as copper
sulphide
5) Sample 5 was totally corroded so could not be studied or
analysed.
6) Sample 6 is a rod or shaft, square in section, about 5 cm. long.
Its microstructure is characteristic of a worked and annealed brass
(Fig. 9) with some corrosion and an abundance of copper sulphide
particles
7) Sample 7 is a porous lump, about 1.5 cm. in diameter. It
has a large grain size indicating that it was slowly cooled and a pattern
of inter- and intragranular copper oxide particles- -no suiphide is
apparent	
. The presence of copper oxide suggests that the
copper in the smelting furnace was not well protected, either by slag
or carbon monoxide, from contact with the atmosphere, so some oxygen
"as :brbed. Thc oxide makec thc metal nt
	 !' cJi!
deformation as copper with less oxygen.
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Table 1. (Table App. 4-1)
To.	 Ag	 Zn	 Ni
	 Co	 Sn	 Pb
1	 .1	 1.0	 .03	 .01
4
6	 .03	 1.0	 .1	 .01
7	 .01	 1.5	 .03	 .03
	
<.001	 .03	 .03
Some comments:
I) ore - - we cannot get any more specific information than it is a "complex
copper ore," which cannot be classified neatly (e.g. as chalcocite, malachite,
chalcopyrite, etc.) on the basis of its diffraction pattern. This means that a
number of different minerals must be present. Compare with geological reports
on Timna, where the copper minerals are 90% chrysocolea and malachite
(Y. Bartura and U. Wrzburger, "The Tirnna Copper Deposit," Centenaire de la
Socit g
 Gologigue de Belgique, Gisements Stratiformes et Provinces Cuprifres,
Liege 1974, 277-285). Also, as far as I know, zinc is not a trace element in the
Timna deposit. These two pieces of information suggest to me that Timna may
riot have been the source of the copper used to make the Site H awls, but I
cannot suggest any other likely source. Since there are sulfide particles' in
rour awls (suggesting the use of sulfide ores or incompletely weathered ores),
rin-ina is further ruled out because there seems to be no sulfide mineralization
here.
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APPENDIX
Samples were dissolved in acid, evaporated to dryness and
ignited in muffle furnace at 400°C for 15-20 minutes. The resulting
oxides were ground to powders. Part of each ground sample was
diluted 1:1 with National Spectrographic powder grade SP-2. Both the
diluted and undiluted portions of the samples were then packed into
crater electrodes. Spex md. Inc., G-7 Standards were also packed
into National electrodes. National pointed electrodes were used as
the counter electrodes. The samples and the standards were then
exposed on the same plate. The excitation conditions involved a DC
arc at 12-14 amperes. A JA 3.4m spectrograph and SA 1 spectro-
scopic plates 4 x 10 in. were used. After development of the film,
transmittance data for the samples and the standards were obtained.
Analytical technique curves of %T vs. concentration were plotted.
The results of the samples were read from these curves and multiplied
by the dilution factor. For results that were less than certain amounts,
a visual match of the standards and the analytical line multiplied by
the appropriate dilution factor was used.
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IDENTIFICATION OF A COPPER MINERAL FROM WAI'I GHAllEH, ISRAEL
The sample, submitted by Miss Ann Roshwi1b, Institute of Archaeology,
University of London, was labelled: 	 "Material from c.3000 B.C., Wadi
Ghazzeh, Site H, Pit 12, ref. E. Macdonald, BETH PELET II, 1932". The light
green fragments, about 1 to 2 grams in wei9ht, are free from impurities (i.e.
other Minerals).	 The x-ray diffraction pattern (Debye-Scherrer-technique
with Cu Kalpha-radiation) showed weak and diffuse lines which, however, could
be identified unambiguously as the copper Mineral chrysocolla, CuSiO3 . 2 H20
C?)	 (ref JCPDS-file no. 3-219). 	 Chrysocolla is normally known to be
amorphous, thus making identification by x-ray diffraction impossible.
Fortunately,	 the sample investigated is one of the rare exceptions.
Chrysocolla - together with other secondary green and/or blue copper minerals
like malachite, azurite, paratacamite etc. - are abundant in the Tini area
(southern Negev), in NE-Sinai and in South and Central Sinai.	 Though
chrysocolla - especially if it is as pure as the sample dealt with - is a
valuable ore for copper smelting, it is not known if slags have been round at
the site mentioned. Other uses of this mineral include: cosmetic pigment
and ingredient of blue Egyptian faience.	 The occurrence of a green
chrysocolla at a site far away from the original deposit indicates a trading
post or a tradesman's depot, set up en route from the Negev or Sinai to the
mainland of Egypt.
H.G.Bachmann 28/3/77
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IDENTIFICATION OF COPPER MINERALS FROM PRED'INASTIC
EGYPTIAN TOMBS
Samples
The following samples were submitted to chemical analysis by
x-ray fluorescence (lithium borate bead technique) and phase
determination by x-ray diffraction (Bebye-Scherrer method):
No. 1: Badari Tomb 5112	 Uc.906i
No. 2: Nagada Tomb 1040	 UC.5118
No. 3: Nagada Tomb 1103 	 UC.5119/20
No. 4: Nagada Tomb 343
	
UC.5099
Results and Discussion
The resalts are summarized in table 1; the previously analysed
sample from BETH PELET(cf. report, dated 28/3/77) Is also in-
cluded In this table (under no.5). Except for medium to high
iron oxide admixtures in samples no.3 and no.4 resp., all the
specimens represent relatively pure, high-grade copper ores.
The copper minerals Identifies (paratacamite = Cu 2 (OH) 3C1, and
chrysocolla = CuSiO3 '2 H20(?) ) are typical for copper deposits
in the southern Negev, Sinai and the Eastern Desert. They are
of secondary origin and may have undergone further changes
during their deposition in the tombs (action of saline ground
water etc.). Though we have a fairly good knowledge of the com-
position and the mineralogy of copper minerals from the said
regions, no characteristic differences between individual de-
posits have been discovered as yet. The low silica content of
all saples could point to deposits of secondary copper ores in
Igneous rocks (granites etc.) as known from NE- and central
Sinai. The copper ores in sediments (Nubian sandstones) - by
far the most important and abundant ones in the Timna area and
in W-Sinal - normally have much higher Si02-contents. This,
however, is only an indication, not a proof of origin. Some
mineralized layers or zones in these sandstones have also been
reported to consist of very pQre, i.e. almost silica-free, ores.
Both types of deposit - those in igneous and metamorphic rocs,
as well as In sediments - were and are easily accessible to
migrating tribes. In an area with little or no top-soil, green
copper minerals in surface outcrops of deposits must have at-
tracted attention already in early times. There is no doubt
that even in Predynastic times the main copper deposits of
-1-
Sinai, Negev etc. were known and to some extent exploited.
Copper smelting in this region starts around the 4th mlllerilurn,
but copper minerals, especially if they were as pure as the
samples analysed, were also cherrished as pigments and in-
gredients for falence. Transportation and trading have to be
taken into account and accepted as facts.
H.G.Bachmann	 18/1/78
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APPENDIX 5: PLANT EVIDENCE
Four Matchboxes of seed Material froM Pits 4 and 6 and Dwelling 2, depth
6'6"-?' of Site H were subMitted to R.L.N.B. Hubbard for analysis. His
report follows:
"Notes on the plant identifications froM Wadi Ghazzeh.
Lens culinare MEDICUS 	 Lentil
The Wadi Ghazzeh lentils Measured about 4 	 s in diaMeter, and thus fall into
the subspecies	 BARULINA.	 They are large by the standards of
early prehistoric representatives of the species, which neasure 2.5-3.5 mis
in dianeter, but are very sinilar in size to those fron E.B.A. Lachish
described by Helbaek. Several of the seeds were wrinkled, and nany had
sharply conpressed flanged edges, which, as Hillnan points out (pers. conn.)
are often caused by drought.
L. enend. LAM.	 Two-row hulled barley
Lentils and barley were the Most nunerous cultivars present in the saMples
fron Wadi Ghazzeh. In one sanpie there were enough barley grains for there
to be no doubt that only two-row barley was involved. In the other two cases
statistical reasoning (Kyllo and Hubbard 1981) indicates a sinilar state of
affairs - but in Matters of biological identification statistical argunents
are of less value than Morphological evidence, and in all the sanples the
grains, although quite well preserved, had	 distorted	 enough	 during
carbonisation to Make a careful inspection necessary in nany cases to be sure
that asynnetries were not of the inherent variety that would have indicated
the presence of six-row hulled barley
Triticun dicoccun (SCHRANK) SCHUBL. 	 Enner
Like the barley grains, the enner caryopses fron Wadi Ghazzeh were well.
developed; and the rarity of stunted or abortive grains strongly suggested
that they were the accidentally carbonised renains of cleanded, stored crops.
The single glune base pound in the richest sanpie is not necessarily
inconsistent with this interpretation.
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Triticwi MOflOCOCUM L.	 Einkorn
The only einkorn caryopsis was of the typical single-seeded forM; and none of
the grains classified as etter particularly reseMbled those of two-seeded
einkorn.
Loliui teMulentuM L.	 Darnel
Darnel is the only weed represented in the Wadi Ghazzeh saMples.
	 It is
well-nigh ubiquituous in sasiples of all periods frovi Palestine, and was
clearly an extresiely coMsion field weed in this area. As darnel can usually
be extracted quite efficiently even froM carbonised Mixtures with cereal
crops by using a 3.4 Mu aperture sieve, through which the darnel will pass
but the cereal grains in general will not, it seems that sieves of this sort
of gauge were not popular, as their use could have led to an abrupt reduction
in darnel infestations. The use of Much coarser and finer sieves is not, of
course, precluded
?Iariarisk sp.	 Tauarisk
All the Uadi Ghazzeh saMples contained charcoal fraguents, but they were too
suall to peruit reliable identification; but the ray structure and the
indications of well developed ring-pores are strongly suggestive of this
wood."
A second saMple, of the chaff-teupered Neolithic wares frau Sites EJ and
H, were also subuitted to Hubbard, who reports:
"Pottery frou Uadi 6hazzeh...was exaMined for identifiable plant
iMpressions. A nuuber of iupressions of wheat chaff were found and cast, all
of which were identified as belonging to eiimer.
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APPENDIX 6: SELECTED ADDITIONAL INVENTORY LISTS
AND COMPARATIVE FREQUENCIES
MACDONALD EXCAVATIONS
-460-
*
Site N. Additional Inventory and Total.
FLAKED STONE TOOLS
RETOUCHED BLADE
backed
unilateral discontinuous
utiltzd
TRUNCATED BLADE
single
double
RETOUCHED BLADELET
backed
unilateral discontinuous
bilateral continuous
bilateral discontinuous
inverse backed
bilaterally backed
distal retouch
unilateral continuous
TRUNCATED BLADELET
POINT
one-shoulder
two-shoulder
offset
BORER
straight
triangular
ARROWHEAD
ENDSCRAPER ON BLADE
ENDSCBAPER ON BLADELET
S IDE SCRAPER
SCRAPER ON FLAKE
circular
bifacial
dent iculated
rounded
offset
ENDS CRAPER ON FLAKE
on retouched flake
backed
denticulated
transverse
car mated
FAN SCRMER
CORE TOOL
ad ze
axe
ogival
chisel
indeterminate
blank
broken
PICK
CHOPPING TOOL
KNIFE
MICROBORER
SICKLE BLADE SEGNENT
backed
Total
494
5
2
2
1
8
7
1
17
2
2
1
2
1
5
2
2
9
5
1
3
1
40
18
22
7
2
3
4
9
3
1
2
1
2
16
4
2
3
2
5
5
123
58
19
14
5
5
19
3
5
2
2
191
29
5
	
7.	 pits
100.0
	
1.0	 1
	
0.4	 -
	
0.4	 1
	
0.4	 -
	
1.6	 -
	
1.4	 -
	
0.2	 -
	
3.4	 -
	
0.4	 -
	
0.4	 -
	
0.2	 -
	
0.4	 -
	
0.2	 -
	
1.0	 -
	
0.4	 -
	
0.4	 -
	
1.8	 -
	
1.0	 -
	
0.2	 -
	
0.6	 -
	
0.2	 -
	
8.1	 1
	
3.6	 -
	
4.5	 1
	
1.0	 -
	
0.4	 -
	
0.6	 -
	
0.8	 -
	
1.8	 -
	
0.6	 -
	
0.2	 -
	
0.4	 -
	
0.2	 -
	
0.4	 -
	
3.2	 -
	
0.8	 -
	
0.4	 -
	
0.6	 1
	
0.4	 -
	
1.0	 -
1.0 -
25.0 2
11.8 1
	3.9	 -
	
2.8	 -
	
1.0	 -
	
1.0	 -
	
4.0	 -
	
0.6	 1
	
1.0	 -
	
0.4	 -
	
0.4	 -
38.8 -
	
5.9	 -
	
1.0	 -
sur face
2
I
1
8
7
1
2
1
I
2
3
2
1
30
15
15
6
1
1
6
3
1
2
1
7
3
1
1
1
1
1
84
14
11
5
3
9
I
4
1
1
17
3
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backed and dent iculated
direct
inverse
bilateral retouch
BURIN
MULTIPLE TOOL
NOTCH/DENTICULATE
RETOUCHED FLAKE
BROKEN-type cannot be
determined
DEBITAGE
BLANKS
blade
blade let
flake
debris
CORES
bipyramidal flake
blade
bladelet
exhausted
CERAMICS
Bowl
Holemouth Vessel
Jar
Pithos
Churn
Base
Fenestrated base
Handle
Body sherd
Disk
Miscellaneous
Total 7
	
pits surface unstratified
13
	
2.6	 -	 5
5
	
1.0	 -	 3
6
	
1.2	 -	 6
2
	
0 .4	 -	 1
1
	 0 .2	 -
2
	
0 .4	 -
1
	 0 .2	 -	 1
6
	
1.2	 -	 5
166
	
1007. 9
	
7
69
	
42	 2
	
2
5
	
- 2
	
1
49	 30	 -	 1
7
	 4	 -
8
	
5	 -
97
	
58	 9
	
5
7
	
4	 T
	
1
58
	
35	 4
	
4
28
	
17	 4
4
	
2	 -
244
	
100O 11
	
4 4
19
	
7.8	 -
38
	
15.6 6
19
	
7.8	 1
14	 5.7	 -	 1
7	 2.9	 -	 1	 1
10	 4.1	 1	 1
1	 0.4	 -
86
	
35.2 3
	
2
	
1
26
	 10.7 -	 1
22
	
9.0	 -
2
	
0.8	 -
*=this list supplements and completes the inventory lists presented
in the chapter on Site M.
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FLA.KED STONE TOOLS
RETOUCHED BLADES
unilateral discontinuous
bilateral discontinuous
bilateral inverse
utilized
TRUNCATED BLADE (single)
RETOUCHED BLADELET
TRUNCATED BLADELET
SICKLE BLADE SEGMENT
backed
backed and dent iculated
direct
inverse
reused PN sickle
BORER
straight
triangular
POINT
one-shoulder
offset
CORE TOOL
ad ze
ogival
chisel
unfinished
broken
indeterminate
CHOPPING TOOL
PICK
ENDS CRAPER ON BLADE
S IDEScRAPER
convex
backed
bifacial
inverse
inversely thinned
SCRAPER ON FLAKE
circular
convergent
offset
rounded
dent icul.ated
ENDS CRAPER ON FLAKE
on retouched flake
on unretouched flake
backed
transverse
BACKED KNIFE
M1JLTIPLE TOOL
BROKEN- type cannot be
determined
Site 0.
Tot au
141
6
1
2
1
2
2
1
1
19
4
13
1
1
4
2
2
3
2
I
41
18
5
2
12
1
3
1
4
2
6
2
1
1
1
1
17
I
4
4
5
3
30
8
8
6
8
1
1
2
InventQry of Major Excavat:Lon Units.
Dwelling
7.	 0 01 02 1-4 Pits Unstrat.
100.0 - 37 43 23 37	 1
4.3	 - 1	 1	 1	 3	 1
0 .7	 --	 -	 -	 1	 -
1 .4	 - -	 I	 -	 1	 -
0 . 7 --	 -	 -	 1	 -
1.4	 - 1	 -	 1	 -	 -
1.4	 - 1	 -	 -	 1	 -
0 .7	 --	 -	 -	 1	 -
0.7	 - -	 -	 -	 1	 -
13.5 - 3	 5	 1	 10	 -
2 .8	 - 2	 -	 -	 2	 -
9.2	 - 1	 3	 1	 8	 -
0 .7	 - -	 1	 -	 -	 -
0 .7	 - -	 1	 -	 -	 -
2 .8	 - 1	 3	 -	 -	 -
1 .4	 - 1	 1	 -	 -	 -
1 .4	 - -	 2	 -	 -	 -
2 .1	 - -	 2	 -	 1	 -
1 .4	 - -	 2	 -	 -	 -
0 .7 ---	 -	 I	 -
29.1 - 13 14 9	 4	 1
12.8 - 6	 8	 2	 2	 -
3.6	 -2	 2	 -	 -	 1
1 .4	 - 1	 -	 -	 1	 -
8.5	 - 2	 2	 7	 1	 -
0 .7	 - 1	 -	 -	 -	 -
2 .1	 - 1	 2	 -	 -	 -
0 .7 --	 -	 -	 1	 -
2 .8	 - 1	 3	 -	 -	 -
1.4	 - 1	 -	 -	 1	 -
4.3	 - 1	 1	 3	 1	 -
1 .4	 - 1	 1	 -	 -	 -
0. 7 - -	 -	 -	 1	 -
0.7	 - -	 -	 1	 -	 -
0.7	 - -	 -	 1	 -	 -
0.7	 - -	 -	 1	 -	 -
12.1 - 6	 7	 2	 2	 -
0 .7	 - -	 1	 -	 -
2 .8	 - 3	 1	 -	 -	 -
2.8	 - 1	 1	 1	 1	 -
3.6	 - 2	 2	 -	 1	 -
2 .1	 - -	 2	 1	 -	 -
21.3 - 9
	 5	 7	 9	 -
5.7	 - 4	 2	 1	 1	 -
5.7	 - 1	 -	 1	 6	 -
4.3	 - 3	 1	 -	 2	 -
5.7	 - 1	 2	 5	 -	 -
0 .7	 - -	 -	 -	 1	 -
0.7	 - -
	 1	 -	 -	 -
1 .4	 - -	 1	 -	 1	 -
DEBITAGE
Blanks
blade
debris
Cores
blade
bladelet
flake
exhaus ted
CERAMICS
BOWL
conical
other
Neolithic
HOLEMOIJTH VESSEL
Chalcolithic
(internal knob)
Neolithic
PITHOS
JAR
PLATTER
CHURN
(miniature)
CORNET
MULTI-HANDLED
GLOBULAR VESSEL
BASE
PEDESTAL BASE
FENESTRATED BASE
HANDLE
BODY SHERD
DISK
MISCELLANEOUS
RIM-form cannot be
determined
Total
30
6
5
1
24
15
6
2
1
531
107
85
21
2
40
39
(1)
1
58
30
15
42
(1)
27
4
27
5
10
105
40
12
5
3
1
4
2
2
10
5
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
5
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Dwelling
7.	 0 01 02 1-4 Pits Unstrat.
100 - 9	 11 4
	
6	 -
20	 - 1	 1 - 4	 -
-1 -	 - 4	 -
a	 1	 -	 -	 -
80	 - 8	 10 4 2
-7	 1	 21
-	
- ]. 2	 2	 .	 -
- -
	 2	 -	 -	 -
- -	 -	 -
100.0 2 119 224 62 121
	
3
20.2 1 12 57 15 23	 -
16.0 1 9	 45 12 18	 -
4.0 - 3	 11 3 4
	 -
0.2	 - -
	 1	 -	 1	 -
7.6	 - 9	 18 1	 11.	 1
7.2	 - 9	 17 J.	 11	 1
- -
	 (1)-	 -	 -
0.4	 - -	 1	 -	 -	 -
10.9 - 18 12 9	 19	 -
5.7	 - 9	 9	 5	 7	 -
2.8	 1 6	 4	 2	 2	 -
7.9	 - 9	 22 6	 5	 -
- (1)-	 -	 -	 -
5.1	 - 8	 9	 4	 6	 -
0.8	 - 2	 -	 -	 2	 -
5.1	 - 5	 10 1	 11	 -
0.9	 - -
	 4	 -	 1	 -
1.9	 - 3	 3	 -	 4	 -
19.8 1 25 46 13 18	 2
7.5	 - 9	 18 4	 9
2.3	 - 3	 7	 -	 2	 -
0.9	 - -	 3	 2	 -	 -
0.6	 - 1	 2	 -	 -	 -
SMALL FINDS
CERAMIC-animal figurine
LIMESTONE
plaque fragment
disk
small, perforated
small, unperforated
large, perforated
ground pebble
rubbing stone (?)
pestle
body sherd
figurine
whetstone(?)
BASALT
conical bowl
leg of a fenestrated
stand
BONE- point
-1	 -	 -	 -	 -
	
112	 -
a -
	 2	 e	 -	 a
- 2	 -	 -	 -	 -
-1	 6	 - 3	 -
	
-14 - -	 -
-1	 -	 -	 -	 -
--	 1	 -	 -	 -
- -
	 1	 -	 a	 -
a -	 1	 -	 a	 -
- - -	 -	 1	 -
- 2-	 -	 -	 -
S a -	
-	 1	 -
-4 1 - -	 -
-4 64-
Dwelling
Total	 01 02 1-4	 Pits Unstrat1
BEADS
flat green stone,
round	 1	 - 1 -	 -	 -
ostrich shell	 6	 - 5	 -	 1	 -
chalk cylinder	 1	 - 1 -	 -	 -
pierced marine shells	 9	 - 4 -	 5	 -
cylindrical bead of
stone	 1	 - -	
-	 1	 -
(plus 7 beads-	 + and surface
1 faience
5 ostich shell
1 shell -
treated as one unit in the Ashmo lean Museum records).
HAMNERSTONE	 1	 - -	 -	 -
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Site H. Inventory of Major Excavation Units.
TYPE	 Total 7.	 O'-7' Dl D2 Pits Unstrat- Surface
if ied
FLAKED STONE TOOLS 626 	 100.0 208 40 31 33	 48	 265
RETOUCHED BlADE	 30	 4.8 14	 3	 3	 2	 8
backed	 2	 0.3	 1	 -	 -	 -	 -	 1
alternating retouch 2	 0.3	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 2
unilateral continuous7 	 1.1	 3	 1	 1	 -	 -	 2
unilateral
discontinuous	 2	 0.3	 ].	 -	 -	 -	 -	 I
bilateral
discontinuous	 4	 0.6 2	 1	 1	 -	 -	 -
backed and
retouched	 2	 0.3	 2	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
bilaterally backed 	 1	 0.2	 1	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
inversely backed	 2	 0.3	 1	 1	 -	 -	 -	 -
unilateral inverse 3 	 0.5	 1	 -	 -	 -	 -	 2
utilized	 2	 0.3	 1	 -	 -	 1	 -	 -
distal with distal
lateral retouch 	 2	 0.3	 1	 1	 -	 -	 -	 -
distal with
bilateral retouch	 1	 0.2	 -	 -	 -	 1	 -	 -
TRUNCATED BLADE	 30	 4.8 12	 2	 1	 4	 -	 11
single
backed	 12	 1.9 4	 -	 -	 3	 -	 5
distal lateral
retouch	 6	 1.0 4
	 1	 1	 -	 -	 -
:truncated only
	
3	 0.5	 1	 -	 -	 1	 -	 1
bilaterally backed 5
	
0.8 2	 -	 -	 -	 -	 3
blatera1
discontinuous	 1	 0.2	 -	 1	 -	 -	 -	 -
double
backed	 1	 0.2	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 1
bilaterally backed 1
	
0.2	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	 I
RETOUCHED BLADELET 57
	
9.1 26	 7	 10 2	 1	 11
backed	 3	 0.5	 1	 -	 2	 -	 -	 -
unilateral continuousl6	 2.6 7
	
3	 1	 1	 -	 4
unilateral
discontinuous	 13	 2.1	 6	 1	 4	 -	 -	 2
bilateral -	 -.
discontinuous	 6	 1.0 3
	 -	 2	 -	 1	 -
bilaterally backed	 3	 0.5	 1	 -	 -	 -	 -	 2
distal and distal
lateral retouEb	 5	 0.8 4	 -	 -
distal and lateral
discontinuous
retouch	 5	 0.8 3	 -	 1	 -	 -	 1
distal retouch	 1	 0.2	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -	 1
TRUNCATED BLADELET
(single)	 13	 2.1	 5	 2	 1	 -	 -	 5
distal lateral
retouch	 10	 1.6 4	 2	 1	 -	 -	 3
bilateral
discontinuous
retouch	 2	 0.3	 1	 -	 -	 -	 -	 1
(double)
backed
2
3
1
1
I
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1.
1
3
I
1
1
17
4
2
1
1
4
2
1
1
8
4
12
1
1
1
	
7
I
	
1
1
3
2
2
2
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IJnstrat-
D2 Pits if ied
8
	
4
	
27
1
	
1
	
1
1
	
1
Total
S ICKLE BLADE SEGMENT 106
backed	 9
unilateral retouch 	 7
unretouched	 2
backed and
dent iculated-
direct	 37
inverse	 14
bilateral retouch	 8
bidenticulated	 22
direct back, inverse
retouch	 3
bifacial (PN)
	
4
POINT	 19
one-shouldered	 IT
two-shouldered	 5
offset	 3
BORER	 59
straight	 20
triangular	 33
drill	 5
broken	 1
ARROWHEAD	 5
CORE TOOL	 10
adze
chisel	 3
ogival	 1
indeterminate	 1
blank	 1
CHOPPING TOOL
	
3
PICK
SIDESRAPER	 5
double	 3
inverse	 2
SCRAPER ONFLAKE	 100
circular	 9
convergent	 5
offset	 19
denticulated	 5
rounded	 57
broken-type cannot
be determined 5
ENDSCRAPER ON FLAKE 58
on retouched flake 23
on unretouched flake 11
backed	 5
bifacial	 2
denticulated	 8
inverse	 2
shouldered	 1
nosed	 3
transverse	 3
ENDSCRAPER ON BLADE 10
on retouched blade
	 7
on unretouched blade 2
nosed	 1
FAN SCRAPER	 2
7.	 0'-7' Dl
16.9 31	 9
1.4	 2	 1
1.1	 4	 -
0.3	 2	 -
5.9	 7
	
3
2.2	 4
	
1
1.3	 3
3.5	 9
	
2
0.5	 -	 2
0.6	 -
3.0	 9
	
1
1.8	 :•
	
1
0.8	 3
0.5	 1
9.4	 28
3.2	 7
5.3	 17
o.8	 4
0.2	 -
0.8	 1
	
1
1.6
0.6	 -
0.5	 1
0.2	 -
0.2	 -
0.2	 i
0.5	 1
1.1	 -	 2
0.8	 -	 1
0.5	 -	 1
0.3	 -
16.0 18
	
2
1.4	 1
0.8	 3
3.0	 4
0.8	 1
9.1	 7
	
1
0.8	 2
	
1
9.3	 12
	
1
3.7	 4
1.8	 3
0.8	 1
0.3	 1
1.3	 1
	
1
0.3	 1
0.2	 -
0.5
0.5	 1
1.6	 7
	
1
1.1
	
1
0.3	 2
0.2	 1
0.3	 -
Sur face
27
3
1
7
2
2
9
4
2
1
1
21
7
4
I
1
3
7
3
2
1
1
4
4
2
2
76
8
2
13
3
48
2
37
17
7
4
1
3
1
1
1
2
2
4KNIFE
twisted
ripple flaked
on wadi gravel
BURIN
NOTCHED FLAKE
RETOUCHED FLAKE
MULTIPLE TOOL
MIS CELLANEOUS
BROKEN-type cannot
be determined
DEBITAGE
BLANKS
blade
bladelet
f lake
rej uvenat ion
element
burin sp1
debris
CORES
blade
badelet
exhausted
D2
4
3
2
2
1
1
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Total /.	 0'-7' Dl
.!.	 2.6	 1	 4
7	 1.1	 -	 2
1	 0.2	 -	 -
8	 1.3	 1	 2
3	 0.5	 1	 -
2	 0.3	 1	 -
5	 0.8	 2	 1
2	 0.3	 1	 -
2	 0.3	 1	 1
82	 13.1 35	 2
74	 1007. 36	 6
26	 35	 12	 1
10	 13	 4	 -
5	 7	 3	 1
5	 7	 2	 -
3	 4	 1	 -
1	 1	 1	 -
2	 3	 1	 -
48	 65	 24	 5
33	 45	 17	 1
6	 8	 2	 1
9	 12	 5	 3
Unstrat-
Pits ified
	
Surface
1
	
7
-	 1
	
4
1	 -
2	 -	 3
2
1
2
1
4	 4
	
33
15	 -	 14
2	 -	 9
I-	 3
1
1	 -	 2
2
1
13	 -	 5
11	 -	 3
1	 -	 2
1	 -
CERAMICS
TYPE
Total	 588
BOWLS
rounded rim
	 21
ro.inded, impressed	 7
hemispherical	 2
squared	 14
rofled	 12
flanged	 5
globular	 29
conical	 2
internal rolled	 1
HOLEMOTJTH	 46
flat	 18
upright	 4
everted	 12
globular	 12
PITHOS	 3
JAR	 154
bag-shaped
rolled	 21
globular	 23
whole jars	 7
neck/rim fragment 15
small jar	 4
small jar, punctate
or knob	 2
small jar, ledge
handle	 1
Handle from rim	 5
small jar, pierced
lug handle	 1
long neck	 16
medium neck	 7
short neck	 22
no neck	 7
neck unspecified	 17
long neck, inturnedl
impressed rim
	 2
BASE	 35
flat
flat with groove	 4
stump	 6
disk	 1
round	 5
pointed	 1
pedestal	 1
omphalos	 1
HANDLE	 127
pulled
2 or 3 strand	 8
grooved	 3
pierced	 34
ledge	 66
pinched lug
	 2
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0'-7' Dl	 D2
100.0 218
	
91
	
48
15.7	 35
	
16
	
13
3.6	 12-	 4
1.2	 5
0.3	 1
	
1
2.4	 1
	
3
	
5
2.0	 7
	
2
0.8	 1
	
1
4.9	 8
	
7
	
3
0.3	 -	 2
0.2	 -	 1
7.8	 13
	
6
	
5
3.1	 -	 5
	
3
0.7	 2
2.0	 8
	
1
2.0	 3
	
1
	
I
0.5	 2
	
1
26.2	 68
	
28
	
9
1.2	 2
	
2
3.6	 6
	
5
	
1
3.9	 9
	
4
	
2
1.2	 -	 7
2.6	 9
0.7	 1
	
1
0.3	 1	 -	 1
0.2	 1
0.8	 1
	
2	 -
0.2	 -	 1
2.7	 8
	
1
	
2
l.2	 4
	
1
3.7	 .0
	
3
	
1
1.2	 5
	
1
2.9	 11
	
1
0.2	 -
0.3	 -	 1
6.0	 17
	
7
	
3
2.7	 6
	
7
	
6
0.7	 3
1.0	 4
	
2
0,2	 1
0.8	 2
0.2	 -	 1
0.2	 1
0.2	 -
21.6	 43
	
17
	
9
2.4	 8
	
1
1.4	 5
	
1
0.5	 -
5.8	 10
	
4
	
4
11.2	 20
	
11
	
5
0.3	 -
Pits Unstrat- Surface
if ied
108 44
	
60
17	 9	 3
2	 3	 -
1	 -	 1
3	 1	 1
1	 2	 -
2	 1	 -
8	 2	 1
13	 5	 4
6	 2	 2
1	 -	 1
1	 1	 1
5	 2	 -
23	 16	 10
2	 1	 -
4	 2	 3
4	 4	 -
3	 3	 -
1	 1	 -
1	 -	 2
4	 1	 -
2	 -	 -
1	 2	 1
1	 -	 -
2	 2	 1
-	
-	 1
1	 -	 -
3	 2	 3
-	 1	 T
-	
-	 1
2	 -	 1
1	 -	 -
26	 5	 27
4	 -	 1
1	 1	 -
2	 -	 1
6	 2	 8
13	 2	 15
-	
-	 2
Total 0./a
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total	 O'-7' Dl D2 Pits Unstrat- Surface
if ied
BODY SHERD	 109	 18.5	 32	 29	 8	 22	 7	 1].
body sherd-
unidentifiable
vessel	 98	 16.7	 27	 28	 8	 17	 7	 1].
from globular
vessel	 11	 1.8	 5	 1	 -	 5	 -	 -
DISK	 11	 1.9	 5	 1	 -	 3	 -	 2
SPOUT	 1	 0.2	 1	 -	 -
RThtype cannot
be determined	 8	 1.4	 2	 3	 1	 1	 1
MIS CLLANEOUS	 1	 1	 :
SMALL FDDS
GROUND STONE
animal	 1	 -	 -	 -	 -	
-	 1
celt	 1	 -	 -	
-	 1	 -	 -
whetsténe	 1	 1	 -	 -	 -	 -
macehead	 3	 1	 1	 -	 -	
-	 1
LIME STONE
ismall disks
perforated	 2	 1	 -	 -	 -	
-	 1
unperforated	 1	 -	 1	 -	 -	 -	 -
large disks	 9	 3	 -	 -	
-	 5
perforated object
	 2	
-	 1	 -	 -	 -	 1
ALABASTER
bowl	 1	 -	 -	
-	 1	 -	 -
palette	 1	 -	 -	
-	 1	 -	 -
BASALT
base	 2	
-	 1	 -	 1	 -
rim	 2	 2	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
handle	 1	 1	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
ring	 1	 1	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
WATER WORN PEBBLE 1
	 1	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
VIOLIN FIGiJRIN	 2	 1	 -	 -	 -	
-	 1
BONE .point	 2	 -	 -	
-	 2	 -	 -
SHELL
ostrich bead	 5+	 +	 -	
-	 5	 -	 -
mother of pearl
	 2	
-	 2	 -	 -	 -	 -
CERAMIC
dog	 +	 -	 -	 -	
-	 +	 -
METAL
dagger	 1	 1	 -	 -	 -	 -
fishhook	 2	 2	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
pins/awls	 4	 4	 -	 -	 -	 -
fraguient	 1	 1	 -	 -	 -	 -	 -
ore	 +	 +	 +	 -	 +	 -	 -
HAEMITITE	 +
+preBent but not counted.
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ABBREVIATIONS
AASOR	 Annual of the Aserican Schools of Oriental Research
ADAJ	 Annual of the DepartMent of Antiquities of Jordan
BASOR	 Bulletin of the AMei'1czn Schools of Oriental Research
BIES	 Bulletin of the Israel Exploration Society (Hebrew)
BPI	 Beth Pelet I
BPII	 Beth Pelet II
BSPF	 Bulletin de la societe prehistorique francaise
El	 Eretz-Israel
IEJ	 Israel Exploration Journal
JNES	 Journal of Near Eastern Studies
JPOS	 Journal of the Palestine Oriental Society
LAAA	 University of Liverpool. Annals of Archaeolo3y and Anthropology
$USJ	 Nelan9es de 1'Universite Saint-Joseph
PEFO	 Palestine Exploration Fund Ouarterly
PEQ	 Palestine Exploration Quarterly
RB	 Revue Biblique
SOAC	 Studies in Ancient Oriental civilization
161	 Teleilat Ohassul I
1611	 Teleilat Ghassul II
WA	 World Archaeolo3y
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